KEELS, KEELPLANKS, AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF BACKBONE
TIMBERS IN THE BRONZE AGE

The development of a "true" keel is traditional seen as a major innovation in many
shipbuilding traditions, and is normally associated with benefits to hull strength
and sailing performance.As older view even held that stepping a centerline mast
and sailingwere essentially impossiblewithout a keel. Despite its importanceand
a common intuitive appreciation of its merits, it is difficult to define precisely what
makes a keel a keel, and how it differs from a keelplank, hog, or other centerline
timber. Many vessels get along perfectlywell without keels, and some shipbuilders
never take full advantage of the keel's potential.
This paper attempts to define more clearly the diagnostic characteristics of the
keel and explore its development in Bronze Age Mediterranean shipbuilding. It
is suggested that the primary definition of the keel is structural, as a centerline
timber that contributes significantly to overall hull strength and stiffness, and that
contributionsto sailing performanceare not diagnostic but an optional, secondary
function. It is further suggested that Mediterranean shipwrights had developed
a workable proto-keel by the Late Bronze Age, but had not yet realized all of its
benefits or worked out how best to incorporate it into a shell-based method of
construction. Indeed, it was not until Roman times that the keelwas fully integrated
into the structure of the ship.

Frederick M. Hocker
Texas A & M University
Institute of Nautical Archaeology

EDITOR'S NOTE
Dr. Frederick Hocker made a verbal communication and the above is only an
abstract.

MARITIME MOBILITY IN THE PREHISTORIC AEGEAN'

"Settlementsin the early agricultural stage have to be self-sufficientas far as food
was concerned because they could not rely on seaborn traffic to supplement their
own resources... The introduction of metal (in the Bronze Age) changed this... "

(Johnstone 1988: 67)

These sentences, first published in 1980 and reprinted eight years later,
reflect a point of view about the early prehistory of Greece and the Aegean that
is no longer tenable. Present evidence, though still meager, does not allow us to
assume any longer the uncertainty and infrequency of seafaring in the Neolithic
period ("early agricultural stage") orthe self-sufficientisolation of Neolithicvillages
in Greece. Indeed, it is now quite clear that maritimetradelexchange, sometimes
carried out over considerable distances, came to be reasonably well established
during the Neolithic. Food may well have been exchanged (Perles 1992:119),
and it is clear from the early Neolithic colonization of islands such as Crete and
Cyprus that quantities of seed grain and livestock were transported by sea. It is
now necessary, in short, to accept the social and economic environment of the
Neolithic period in Greece as rather more complex than implied in the above
quotation and to recognize that considerable fundamental knowledge about
seafaring and nautical technology must have been available to the inhabitants of
the Aegean well before the invention of copper and bronze tools.
It will be the aim of this papertodemonstratethis by summarizingthe evidence
bearing upon the problem of maritime mobility in prehistoricGreece and to outline
the development of seafaring in the Aegean from the earliest times through the
end of the Neolithic period. NB. The reader should be aware that all dates are
given in uncalibrated radiocarbon years b.p. (before present).
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PalaeolithicILate Pleistocene 10.000 b.p.2

Thiswas a time of considerablemovement on the mainlandof Greece, where
gradually accumulating evidence shows that a number of small human groups
were engaged in a mobile subsistence economy of rather wide-ranging seasonal
hunting and gathering. That this mobility even extended to the sea is also now
beginning to become quite clear. There is reason to believe that the island of
Kefallinia, separated from the western Greek mainland by at least 20 km of open
sea (Van Andel 1989), had already been visited by Middle Palaeolithic seafarers
some 40,000 years ago or more.3The island of Cyprus now seems to have been
first colonized by human groups more than 10,000 years ago (Simmons and
Reese 1993).4 Neither of these islands could have been settled without the aid
of some kind of sea-going transport.
Another site -Franchthi Cave on the Argolid coast of southern Greecehas revealed indirect evidence of maritime activity at about the same time as
Cyprus was first settled (10-1 1,000 b.p.). Most striking certainly has been the
discovery of a handful of artifacts made from the distinctive volcanic glass known
as obsidian (Perles 1987). Since we know that this raw material came from the
Cycladic island of Melos (Renfrew and Aspinall 1990), it is clear that it could not
have reached Franchthi without having traversed at least a modest stretch of
open sea. This is the earliest appearance of obsidian artifacts in the Aegean Basin
and, at least forthe present, theonly such occurrenceata Palaeolithicsitein Greece.
The Indiana University excavations at Franchthi Cave have also produced
the first indications of marine fishing in contexts contemporaneous to those with
early obsidian. Among the species caught, eel, sea bream, and gray mullet are
most common, suggesting a shallow-water lagoon fishery (Rose 1987). The site
seems to have been located some 3 km from the shore at this time (Van Andel
and Sutton 1987:figure 16),yetthe inhabitantsof the cave had also beguntocollect
quantitiesof marine mollusks amongwhich Patella(limpet)was the most characteristic
species (Shackleton 1988). Another indication of the mobility of these early foragers
is the appearance of marine shells in Upper Palaeolithic contexts at the remote
Klithi Cave in the rugged interior of Epirus (Bailey 1992). It is clear, then, that by
the end of the Palaeolithic (ca. 10,000 b.p.) the prehistoric inhabitants of Greece
had begun to exploit the sea and its resources in avariety of ways and their overall
subsistence strategy included a marine component for the first time.
Distances between landfalls in the Aegean and lonian Seas have never been
great by comparison with other areas of early navigation such as the Pacific (cf.
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Lewis 1975). Indeed, from what is known about Palaeolithic shorelines and sea
level in Greece, it seems that these early maritime activities were largely confined
to the near offshore zone and relatively insignificant distances of open sea. It has
been suggested, for example, that avoyage to Melos in the later Palaeolithiccould
have been accomplished by crossing no more than 15 km of open sea (Van Andel
and Shackleton 1982). Even with simple paddled floats or rafts, it is likely that
such crossings could have been carried out in daylight and never out of sight of
land. Obsidian was almost certainly not the reason for such voyages, given the
small quantity of raw material brought to light in the Franchthi excavations (Perles
1987). It must have been acquired in the course of another activity, possiblyfishing,
but more likely, I suspect, through adventure or exploration of their environment
by these pioneering mariners.
There is no direct evidence about the precise nature of Palaeolithic sea
transport in the Aegean, and we can only speculate about the appearance of the
watercraft within the technological constraints of the time. Simple log, hide-float,
or bundle rafts (McGrail 1981,1988), presumably propelled by wooden paddles,
seem to be reasonable possibilities. Beyond that we can not go at this time. In
any event, it is at least now clear that, by the end of the Palaeolithic period in
Greece, there was considerable familiarity with the sea. It was certainly not acase
of mare incoquitum. As Cherry has recentlyobserved (1990: 193), "Any lingering
reticence in allowing hunter-gatherers considerable competence in seafaring
must now be set aside ..." Further exploration of the sea would surely depend on
their need to exploit the resources of that environment and their technological
capability to satisfy that need.

-

MesolithicIEarly Holocene (ca. 10,000 ca. 8,000 b.p.)5

We know even less about the archaeology of the Greek Mesolithic than that of
the preceding period (s).While there are suggestionsof activity at three or four other
sites (Perles 1990a), nearly all of our present information about this period comes
again from Franchthi Cave in the Argolid. Accordingly, it seems that the situation in
the earlier Mesolithic differs little from that described above: a mobile subsistence
economy based on hunting and gathering of various wild resources including fish
and marine mollusks. Melianobsidian was still being acquired in very small quantities,
and its procurement seems to have been no more than an incidental activity.
These conditions seem to have changed rather dramatically about 9,000
b.p., near the end of the rapid postglacial rise of sea level (Van Andel 1989). Most
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striking perhaps is the abrupt appearance in substantial quantities of the bones
of largetuna, at least some of which reachedweights of upto200 kg (Payne 1973,
1975). In addition, the remains of grouper and barracuda are new. These species
suggest the exploitation of a more fully marine environmentthan to those of earlier
times (Rose 1987).Given the relative abundanceof these remains, it is clear that
marine fishing came to be a much more important activity than ever before at
Franchthi Cave.
At the same time, Melian obsidian began to play a more prominent role in
the lithics industry at Franchthi (Perks 1990a).Yet, though it is both numerically
(300 pieces) and proportionately (ca. 3% on average) more visible than before,
obsidian tools were still a relatively minor component of the overall lithics assemblage.
Perles" (1990a) detailed analysis of the industry indicates that the artifacts were
manufactured locally and the raw material was imported in unprepared nodules.
Again, its acquisition seems to have been secondary to some other activity.
That that activity may have been deep-sea fishing has long been suggested
by the striking correlationbetweenthe stratigraphicdistribution of tunavertebrae
and obsidian artifacts at Franchthi (e.g., Jacobsen and Van Horn 1974).6 But, since
we cannot as yet say how or where the fish were caught, it is difficult to determine
the extent to which raftsor boats were utilizedin the practice. It is, of course, quite
possiblethat severalfishing techniques were employed.7 One possibility, suggested
in fact by traditionalfishing practices in the Argolid (Bintliff 1977, Guest-Papamanoli
pers. comm.), is that of the shallow-water fishery correlated with seasonal tuna
runs. Large boats may not have been required, and the other equipment might
have included nets, traps orweirs (of wood, reedsor, as inthe Argolidtoday, undressed
stone), spears, or simple clubs -none of which, while technologically feasible,
has yet been securely identified in the archaeological record at Franchthi. It has
been suggestedthat tuna were captured by such a practice at Neolithic Saliagos
in the Cyclades (Evans and Renfrew 1968). If,on the other hand, Van Andel is
correct in reconstructingthe optimal fishing grounds for large tuna in the waters
of the Aegean east of Euboeaor Andros (VanAndel and Sutton 1987)and therefore
assuming "fairly distant fishing voyages as early as the middle (sic) Mesolithic"
(Van Andel and Runnels 1988),we might expect that reasonably substantialboats
would have been required-at leastto transport thecatch to settlementsas faraway
as Franchthi. At this point, however, we can only be certain that some form of water
transport was in use in the Aegean at this time and, given the post-Pleistocene
rise of sea level, greater distances had to be negotiated at sea (Van Andel and
Shackleton 1982).
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We again have no direct evidence about the nature of these early seacraft.
Yet, in light of the then-available technology, one can hypothesize that bundle
rafts or relatively simple boats of reeds were available for use (Jacobsen 1976,
Johnstone 1988). Indeed, it may be significant that microwear analysis has shown
that reedswere the principalmaterial worked with stone tools (of flint, not obsidian)
at Mesolithic Franchthi(Vaughan 1990). Therefore something approximatingthe
modern papirella (e.g., Tzalas 1989) seems a reasonable candidate for the
Mesolithiccraft.8 Paddledreed rafts of this kind would surely have been adequate
for the relatively modest crossings and cargoes (principally obsidian?) required
at this time.
It may then be concludedthat the later Mesolithic period in Greece witnessed
a significantly increasedawareness of the sea and its resources. This is indicated
not only by the excavated remains at the (as yet) few certified sites but by the
coastalorientationof those sites as well (Perles 1990a).While there is no unequivocal
evidenceof human habitation in the Cycladic islands (including Melos) at this time
(Cherry 1979: 25-32), it is at least clear that the archipelago had become familiar
to Mesolithic mariners -perhaps even from both sides of the Aegean Basin.
Similar exploratorycrossings may well have been undertaken in the waters of the
Adriatic off the northwestern coast of Greece. Van Andel and Runnels (1989)
have seen the early procurement of Melian obsidian as a rudimentary ("fetch and
carry")trade that was todevelop more fully in the Neolithic period. The cumulative
impressionconveyedby this evidence, meageras it still is, is that the ninth millennium
(b.p.) represents a pivotal time in the prehistory of Aegean seafaring.

-

Neolithic (ca. 8,000 ca. 5,000 b.p.)9
That which defines and most distinguishes the Neolithic from preceding
periods in Greece is the arrival of the first agriculturalists (farmers and herders)
from the Near East, perhapsvia Anatolia. While the precise circumstances bearing
upon theonset of afully agricultural economy in Greece remainto be understood,lo
one preliminary conclusion seems inescapable: at least some of the plant and
animal domesticatesintroducedabout 8,000 years ago (viz., sheep, goats, wheats),
as well as presumably the accompanying human agents of change, must have
reached Greece by sea.
Perhapstheclearest indicationof maritime movement at this time (ca. 8,000
b.p.) was the first peopling of the island of Crete. There is no evidence of prior
human habitation on the island (Strasser 1992).
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The earliest occupation of Crete has recently become the subject of detailed
reevaluation,and the implicationsfor early seafaring are of considerable interest."
Beyond the newcomers themselves, none of the new plants and animals were
indigenous to Crete: sheep, goat, pig, cattle, bread wheat, and probably barley.
Accordingly, in order to establish a successfuI and enduring settlement of the sort
for which we have evidence at Knossos, several individuals of all species were
required. It has been conservatively estimated (Broodbank and Strasser 1991,
Strasser 1992) that, in view of the magnitude of the undertaking implied by the
numbers (and weight) of humans, animals, provisions for both, and seed grain
involved, the colonizationof Crete required aflotillaof some ten or more substantial
vessels each carrying a ton or two of cargo; and, given the constraints of time and
weather conditions, the initialexpeditionwould likely have set out en masse rather
than in a series of smaller to-and-fro ferrying operations. It is clear that such an
endeavor could not have been accomplished without considerable planning and
familiarity with the marine environment, and it is unlikely that simple reed-bundle
rafts would have been adequatefor an undertakingof this magnitude. Broodbank
and Strasser(l991) aresurelycorrectinconcluding, "Althoughbuildingon Mesolithic
exploration, Neolithic islandcolonization involved a conceptual shift from Mesolithic
usage of the sea, and also a distinct shift in the design of seacraft."
The advent of the earliest farming communities in Cyprus at about the same
time may have taken place under similar conditions as Crete, but the details are
less clear. An argument can be made (Cherry 1990) for at least two waves of
Neolithicsettlementof islandafter the pioneering landfall at Akrotiril Aetokremnos
inthe late Pleistocene. Like-wise,the initialcolonizationof the Aegean islands(including
the Sporades and the islands off the Anatolian coast ) occurred in several episodes
during the Neolithic,that of Cyclades beginningwith the settlement of Saliagos in the
seventh millennium b.p (Cherry 1990). All of this suggests considerable maritime
traffic in the Aegean and the East Mediterranean throughout the Neolithic period.
Once established in Crete, the Greek mainland, and elsewhere, these early
farmers settled down in villages devoted in large measure to an economy based on
plantand animal husbandry.Yet their contactswiththe sea, whether direct or indirect,
continued --of not, in fact, increased- as the Neolithic went forward.
Fishing still played a role in the economy of coastal settlements such as
Franchthi and Saliagos, but the importance of large tuna seems less than it was
in the later Mesolithic (Payne 1975, Rose 1987).The first appearance of fishhooks
(of bone) points to innovations in procurement practices, but it seems that they
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continued to be conducted largely in the waters of the near offshore zone (Rose
1987).Therefore, while marine fishing seems to have been widely practiced, it is
unlikely that watercraft requirements for it changed markedly from earlier times.
The Neolithic period witnessed an expansion of settlement and population
throughout Greece and the Balkans, aconcomitant of which was the development
of inter-regionaland long-distancetrade. Neolithictrade and exchange is acomplex
subject that is only beginning to be understood (Jacobsen 1979; Perles 1989,
1990,1992; Runnelsand Van Andel 1988;Van Andel and Runnels 1988). It involved
a wide variety of goods - perishable and non-perishable, utilitarian and "prestige"
-and was carried out at distances of up to hundreds of kilometers, both by land
and by sea. Obviously, it is only the maritime trade that concerns us here.
Several items of exchange clearly point to seaborne trade: obsidian from
the islands of Melos and Yiali, Aiginetan andesite (for millstones), Naxian emery,
and probably "island" marble (for vessels and figurines). But it is the Melianobsidian
aboutwhichwe know most in termsof productionanddistribution. The use of Melian
obsidian became increasingly abundant and widespread as the Neolithicprogressed,
reaching, at many sites, virtually 100% of the raw material for chipped stone tools
by the end of the period.
Perles (1989, 1990) has recently argued -and, I believe, persuasivelythat Melian obsidian was procured and distributed in different ways during the
course of the Neolithic. In the earlier phases (ninth and eighth millenniums b.p.),
she sees the trade in the hands of a limited number of "itinerant specialists",
probably from the mainland since Melos and the other Cycladic islands were still
uninhabited, who procured the raw material, prepared it into easily transportable
cores, and distributed it to settlementsof selected staging points ("emporia", Van
Andel and Runnels [ I 9881) throughout Greece. Who these traders were is, of
course, an interesting but unanswerable question at present. Nor can we say
whether or not othercommodities-some (e.g., andesite) ratherweighty-were
traded independently of obsidian. Yet it does seem likely that, given the limited
number of trading specialists and the increasing consumer demand for the raw
material, the (annual?) cargoes would have required vessels more substantial
and seaworthy than the (hypothetical) reed-bundle raft of the Mesolithic.
While specialised trade may have persisted to a limited degree in the later
Neolithic (seventhand sixth millenniums b.p), Perles (1989,1990,1992) sees the
earlier monopoly breaking down at that time. Melos and most of the other islands
were now inhabited, and obsidian was found in much abundance throughout the
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Aegean Basin. Therefore Perles (see also Torrence 1986)proposesthat the Melian
sources became more accessible to all and the direct procurement of the raw
materialin (larger?)unworkednodulesbecamethedominant practice.Thissuggests
that, by the end of the Neolithic, sea traffic in the Aegean had increaseddramatically
and navigationalknowledge and skills were shared by more peoplethan ever more.3
Given what is known now about Aegean trade and islandcolonization in the
Neolithic,what can we say aboutthe nature of the seacraft utilizedinthose activities?
Until recently, very little attention had been given to this subject by scholars
interested in ship construction or shipping in ancient Greece (e.g., Casson 1991,
Jonhston 1985)--largely, one assumes, becauseof the rarity of marinerepresentations
in Aegean art prior to the Bronze Age. While the non-representational (non-figurative) character of pre-BronzeAge inthe Aegean clearly does present aproblem, there
is an accumulating body of evidence that justifies addressing the question afresh.13
Marangou (1991, 1994) has recently shown that representations of boats
are not entirely alien to the Neolithic art of southeastern Europe. Of the several
examples of probableterracotta boat modelsassembled by her, one from Thessaly
in northern Greece stands out as being of particular interest (Marangou 1991:
Pls. IV, Vllb-c, VIII, IX). The uniqueTsangli model has beendatedon ceramicgrounds
to the MiddleNeolithic(i.e., late eighthor seventh millenniumb.p.) and thus becomes
the earliest representation of a boat in the Aegean. While it may be dangerous to
make detailed inferences about construction practices from small (and probably
symbolic) objects of this type, one has to be struck by the surprisingly early keellike member (photo-keel?) and attendant implications of plank construction. The
model reveals no evidence of a mast (sail) and, if a reliable reflection of a real boat,
was presumably propelled by paddles or oars (Marangou 1991). Unlike most of
the other models, which may have been best suited to islandswaters, the Tsangli
boat appears to be quite seaworthy.14
The keeled (and planked?)lsTsangliboat may have evolved from an earlier
Neolithic "platform" or "freighter" raft of the type proposed by Kapitan (1990). The
latter would have been constructed of split timbers lashed together and, if not
caulked, would not have had a watertight hull. The platform (deck) would have
permitted the transporation of cargo that did not tolerate exposure to seawater;
it would also have facilitated the shipping of living cargo, human or animal. It is
not unreasonableto suggest, therefore, that the colonizers of Crete and the first
farmers in Greece reached the Aegean in seacraft similar to this (Kapitan 1990:
see especially Figs. 8.4-5).
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The Tsangli model reveals no evidence of mast or sail, but shouldwe conclude
that the sail did not exist in Neolithic Greece? Ido not believe so (Kapitan 1990).16
The sail is first attested in Egypt and perhaps Mesopotamiain the sixth millenium
b.p. (Casson 1991), already before the end of the Greek Neolithic, and it would
not be surprising to me if it were found to be present in the Aegean by that time
aswell. Sailscanbe madeof avarietyof materials (McGrail1987),17buttheapperance
of spinning and weaving equipment by the later Neolithic at least (e.g., Jacobsen
1973) makes the creation and use of fabric sails at that time quite feasible. The
sail would have increased the speed of the Neolithic trading vessels on longdistance voyages (Kapitan 1990),but one wonders if in fact the diff icult return trip
from Melos to the mainland have served as one of the magor incentives for the
invention of the sail in Aegean (cf. Cherry 1990).
One can rather easily imagine, then, the existence of rudimentary sailing
vessels plyingthe Aegean well before the end of the Neolithic period. Such vessels
would have been of lashed (or sewn) plank construction and propelled by asingle
square sail (McGrail1988),probably supplementedby paddles or oars (cf. Marangou
1990) -in short, a boat perhaps not far different from that deduced by McGrail
(1983) for prehistoric crossings of the English Channel. This does not mean, of
course, that simplercraftsuchas the reed-bundle raft ceased to be used forfishing,
small-scalecoastal ferrying, or other traditional maritime tasks.
Finally, it seems inevitable, as Kapitan (1990) has already implied, that the
growthof maritimetrade andthe adventof moresubstantial andsophisticatedwooden
boatsduringthe Neolithicwould haveledto the appearanceof specialistsin "watercraft
carpentry"and the emergence of coastal communities (i.e., individuals or groups
living in those communities)specializing in boat building. Such settlements would
probably have had a long dependence on fishing, and some may have come to be
importanttrading stations ("emporia").l8This may be yet another example of maritime
specialization in the Aegean Neolithic and serves to draw attentionto the probable
interrelationshipamong fishermen, traders, shippers, and boatwrights.One might
ask, in conclusion, if Neolithic boat-buildingestablishments would be recognizable
in the archaeological record.

Summary and Conclusions
I have attempted in this brief presentation to demonstrate the long history
of seafaring in the Aegean world and the not insignificant maritime achievements
of the early prehistoric inhabitants of Greece prior to the more fully documented
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conditionsof later prehistory andthe historicalperiod. The evidencefrom the earlier
periods is admittedly scanty, but I do not believe that we should be deterred from
our pursuit by the absence of Neolithic (or earlier) wrecks and the near silence of the
art sources. I simply can not conceive of Greece and its islands, given their location
and historical dependency upon the sea, not having developed avery early intimacy
with their marine environment and the means to achieve some measure of mastery
over it. To think otherwise seems naive and parochial, especially when viewed from
the perspective of other areas of early navigation such as Australia and Oceania.
The picture that emerges from this overview of Aegean seafaring is one of
modest beginnings. The late glacial and early postglacial "testing of the waters"
by mobile hunting-gathering groups from the mainland must have been initially
tentative, probing, and exploratory. Rising sea level and an attendant shrinking
of the resourcebase on landbeforethe end of the Pleistocenewould havecontributed
to the hastening of this process (cf. Van Andel and Sutton 1987),and it would not be
long before more frequent and purposeful voyages were undertaken.
By the ninth millennium b.p., after thousands of years of interactingwith their
maritime environment, the later Mesolithic inhabitants of Greece must have
amassed afund of experience and knowledge about navigation and other nautical
matters. They had begun to exploit the resources of the deep and sow the seeds
of an exchange network that would take full root in the subsequent Neolithic period.
The impressiongiven by the limitedremains knownat presentisthat their(homebase?)
settlements were very much oriented to and dependent upon the sea.
The arrival of the first farmers inthe Aegean, colonization of the Aegean islands,
andthe development of maritimetrade and exchange around 8,000 b.p. and thereafter
imply a need for more substantial and sophisticatedwater transport. Ibelieve that
the need was met, and despite the lackof direct evidence to support it, the indirect
evidence is sufficient to show that water transport technology was not a limiting
factor (cf. Cherry 1985) in the development of trade or any other maritime activity
in the Neolithicperiod.Indeed,theexistence of that technology must have facilitated
the increased maritime mobilitythat markedthe Neolithic cultures of the Aegean.
If that is so, Iwould submit that more telling strides in mastering the Aegean were
made before, rather than after, the invention of metal tools in the Bronze Age.
T. W. Jacobsen
Department of Classical Studies
Tulane University
New Orleans, LA 701 18
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NOTES
1. I wish to thank the following for their thoughtful comments in the preparation of this paper, both
kn
Mr. Gerhard Kapitan, Dr. Christine Marangou,
during and after the ~ a u ~ l meetings:
Mr. Harry Tzalas, and Dr Yannis Vichos.
2. Useful recent accounts of the Palaeolithic period in Greece are Kourtessi-Philippakis 1986,
Perles 1987, and Bailey 1992.
3. The absolute date of these remains has yet to be firmly established. See, e.g., Bailey 1992: 12.
4. While "Palaeolithic" may not be an appropriate descriptor for the "Akrotiri phase" (cf. Cherry
1990: 153), the Akrotiri (Aetokremnos) site does at least date to the Late Pleistocene.
5. The term "Mesolithic" is now generally accepted as a descriptor for the early post-glacial (postPleistocene), pre-agricultural settlements of Greece. The most up-to-date overview of the few
known remains can be found in Perles 1990a.
6. While the evidence clearly no longer supports the linkage between tuna fishing and thediscovery
or first use of obsidian, it still seems to hold for the first significant exploitation of the raw
material at Upper Mesolithic Franchthi.
7. The equipment and methods of capture would surely have depended upon the size and behavior
of the species involved. With large species such as tuna, some type of watercraft must have
been required (Biagi et al. 1984). On Mesolithicfishing, see, e.g., Clark 1952: 84ff.; Bintliff
1977: 240-245; Rose 1987; Powell 1992.
8. If rafts and boats are to be distinguished by their watertightness or use of waterproofing
(McGrail 1981), Tzalas has stressed (pers. comm. 1993) that, while water may bubble through
the cracks in the reed bundles, the papirella does not need a sealer because of its "unsinkable"
construction. Incidentally,the reed from which the modern papirellas are made has been
identified (M. Sheehan pers. comm. 1990) as Scirpus lacustris, not Phraqmites (contra
Johnstone 1988: 60).
9. The Greek Neolithic is a long and archaeologically much better known period than those which
preceded it. Lack of space and the limited scope of this paper do not permit, for the part, a
consideration of the Neolithic by sub-periods. For a slightly dated overview of the Neolithic of
Greece, see Theocharis 1973.
10. For a recent assessment of the origins of agriculture in Greece and the Near East, see Hansen
1991.
11. In addition to the studies of Broodband and Strasser (1991) and Strasser (1992), 1 am advised
that a large and comprehensivetreatment of early Crete is now in preparation: The Pleistocene
and Holocene Fauna of Crete andits First Settlers, edited by David S. Reese. I thank
Dr. Reese for sharing the proposed contents of this work with me.
12. The problem of shared knowledge and skills may not be so simple. Perks (1992: 145)
acknowledges that now everyone could have been a competent sailor, given the "specialist
know-how" required to navigate in the Aegean. Likewise, Lewis (1975: 17) notes, "We have
evidence from widely separated parts of Oceania that navigational lore was usually restricted
to a few and often considered secret..." I have noted similar attitudes amona Greekfishermen
today. It may be that, while the procurement of Melian obsidian was opened up in the later
Neolithic, the shipping of the raw material was still in the hands of a limited (but increased?)
number of "specialists".
13. It would be unwise to let the presence or absence of a particular phenomenon in ancient art,
determine our investigation of that phenomenon. Such, for me, would be an unfortunate
example of archaeological positivism. A case in point: if we were to confirm our investigation to
preserved boat models, we might well conclude that sails did not exist on Late Bronze Age boats
in the Aegean (cf. Johnston 1985). Therefore the rarity or absence of marine motifs in pre-Bronze
Age art in Greece may be a function of the conceptual basis of that art rather than of reality.
14. There is little else to look to for help in visualizing Aegean Neolithic boats. I know of no
representationsof boats in Neolithicvase painting, which is not surprising in view of the linear,
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geometric character of that decorative medium. Hood has reported, however, a fragmentary
sherd (#307) from Chios with relief decoration "suggestive of three figures upright in a boat"
(Hood 1981:60-61 and PI. 8). 1 thank Yannis Vychos for this reference.
15. The earliest known planked boat in the eastern Mediterranean is the famous vessel of Cheops
of the EgyptianOld Kingdom (McGrail 1988), chronologically equivalent to the Aegean Early
Bronze Age. Yet we need not assume that simple planking could not have been produced
before the advent of metal tools (Case 1969, McGrail 1988).The first appearance of stone
axes and adzes in the Neolithic allowed for the use of wooden planks in both floor and wall
construction at a number of sites in northern Greece and the neighboring Balkans. Wooden
planking has been reported at S e ~ i (Ridley
a
and Wardle 1979) and Sesklo (Kotsakis pers.
comm. 1993) in northern Greece as well as at a half dozen sites across the border in
Yugoslavia and Bulgaria. The availability of suitable timber would have been an important
consideration in boat construction. Could the forest clearancethat began in the Neolithic in
central and northern Greece (Van Andel and Runnels 1988) be a reflection of, interalia,the
increasing need for naval timber?
16. The sail is not represented in Aegean art until the Middle Bronze Age (Marangou 1990). but
see the cautionary remarks in note 13 (supra).
17. We cannot of course rule out the possibilitythat the early reed-bundle rafts had reed sails, as
some ancient sources record (McGrail 1987: 163).
18. We might expect that, at least at the outset, these centers would have benn located near the
best sources of timber. Yet one of the few remaining caique-building centers in Greece today
-the village of Kiladha near FranchthiCave- cautions otherwise. All of its timber is imported,
thus indicatingthat other factors contribute to a villageWs
importanceas a boat-building center.
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SOME ASPECTS OF LEAD SHEATHING IN ANCIENT
SHIP CONSTRUCTION

This paper deals with the archaeologicalevidencefor lead sheathing of ships
in the Mediterraneanfrom the 6th century B.C. to the 5th century A.D. The term
"lead sheathing" refers to a thin layer of lead that was affixed to the outer surface
of wooden-hulled ships. The lead was attached with small copper tacks with large
heads. During the period of time that lead sheathing was used, two thirds of all
ships were covered in this manner.'
60 shipwrecks of this category have been identified, of which 50 were lead
sheathed. On the others, lead patches were used for repair. A few dozen pieces
of lead sheathing were found separately, with no remains of ships nearby. Bits of
copper sheathing were also discovered on several hulls. The wreck sites were
located all around the Mediterranean.

The analyzed information:
Time frame distribution:

Lead sheathing appears from the mid4th century B.c.~
through the 2nd
century A.D.~The use of lead sheathing reached its peak during two specific
periods: The first extended from the end of the 4th century B.C. to the beginning
of the 3rd century B.C. The second, and the main period, lasted from the middle
of the 2nd century B.C., until the middle of the 1st century A.D. (Fig. no.1).
Ships were not found with lead sheathing, earlier than the 4th century B.C.,
or later than the second century A.D. Lead patches were found throughout the
entire period mentioned, that is to say from the 6th century B.C. to the 5th century
A.D. Actually, patches have been used until today. The parches served to repair
the hull or the lead sheathing itself.
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Size of the plates;

Generally the plates were 1 meter square, but this is an average because
there were those that reached 1.7 to 2 meters (Nemi4, Kyrenias). On the other
hand there were those which were less than half a meter (St. Jordi6). The thickness
of the plates ranged from between 0.9 to 2.5 mm. In 50 percent of the cases the
thickness was 1 mm (Fig. no. 2).

Placement;

Lead sheathing was placed on the underside of the ship from the keel
continuing upward to the 1st or 2nd strake above the water-line. Only 2 of 13
examples were reported to have lead sheathing up to the gunwale. (Kyrenia7,
Punta Scalettae). These sheets of lead were overlapped so that the water would
flow smoothly over them, from the bow to the stern.

Woven Textile;

Pieces of woven textile, soaked in an oily, water repellant material, were
inserted between the wooden planks of the hull and the lead. It should be noted
that textiles were found, pressed between the wood and the lead, in only about
25% of the cases where lead sheathing was discovered. One of the reasonscould
be due to the poor state of preservation of the fibers.

The Tacks;

The lead was attached to the ship's hull by means of numerous small tacks.
Usually the tacks were of copper. Their heads had an average diameter of slightly
under 2cm. and their length an average of just over 2cm. There is a correlation
between the length of the tacks and the diameter of their heads. The tacks of the
sheathing created adiagonal or pentagonalpattern on the surface of the lead with
an average distance between then of about 7 cm. (Fig. no. 3).

Discussion and Conclusions;

The main question is, what was the reason for the use of lead sheathing?
Did it serve the stability of the ship, as a modern keel does today? In my opinion
we are talking about a technical improvement that required an investment of
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material, labour and maintenance. But its advantagewas that it provideda number
of good solutions aswell. Itwas a physical barrieragainst the teredo andthecrustacea
and since the lead is poisonous, it served as antifouling as well. At the same time
it improved the sealing of the ship and its stability. It is important to emphasise
that the problem of sealing the shipwas solved mainly in the method of construction
-shell first. Consequently the lead sheathing was not necessary as a basic
sealant, but it aided in the sailing. This is true as well of the lead based paint that was
used on the ship's hull which served as an antifoulant. According to results received
from a computer model, the lead sheathing improved the stability of the ship as
well. So, it can be said that lead sheathing served the following purposes, in the
order of importance: a barrier against the teredo and antifouling, a better sealant,
and improvement in ship stability. Afurther preliminary idea is suggested, concerning
lead sheathing;
a. There is a numerical connection between the displacement of a ship and
its length. This relationship has been mentioned for example by Cassong, Charlin
and otherslo.
Let's call this relationship, F1:
Displacement (m3) = F l (length of vessel (m)).
b. There is, as well, a mathematical connection between the thickness of
the hull planks and the length of the ship. This relationship is dealt with by Michael
Fitzgeraldin his work on the ship from Caesareall. This is confirmed by this study
as well. We will call the relationship between the length of the ship and the thickness
of the planks, F2:
Length of vessel (m) = F2 (Thickness of hull planks (cm))
c. Inthis research aconnectionwas found with a heightcorrelation (above95%
betweenthe lengthof the tacks of the sheathing and the thicknessof the hull planks.
As has been already stated there is a connection between the length of the tacks
andthediameter of their heads.Thereforethere is a mathematical-statisticalconnection,
as well, between the diameter of the heads of the tacks and the thickness of the
planks. It should be stated that this connection iscorrect only for ships with one layer
of planks. However, if we are speaking about ships with two layers of planks, the
relationship is correct only concerning the thickness of the exterior layer. We will
call this connection F3.
Thickness of planks (cm) = F3 (Length of tacks (cm))
or = F3* (Diameter of tacks heads (cm))
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If we summarize all this we see that there is a mathematical-statistical
connection between the length of the tacks (and the diameter of their heads) and
the shipdisplacement. That meansthat aspecific function F, exists, which describes
the relationship between the tacks and the size of the ship.

Displacement (m3) = F (Length of tacks of lead sheathing (cm))

= F* (Diameter of heads of tacks (cm)).

But, a word of caution, this is a preliminary idea, that needsfurther investigation.
All the functions described, exist with acorrelation above 90%and they are results
of linear regression, but when they are done 3 times its level of correlation can be
lower. Additional information about lead sheathing is needed and welcomed so
that we will be able to continue the research and confirm or negate the last idea
raised.'*
Yaacov Kahanov
Center for Maritime Studies
Haifa University
Haifa, Israel
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Fig. 1

Time distribution of lead sheathing.

Fig. 2

Sizes of sheets of lead.

Fig. 3

The tacks (cm).
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Minimum
Length of the tacks

corrected
average 1.96

Diameter of the heads

corrected
average 1.79

Distance between tacks
Fig. 3

WHAT WAS THE EARLY BRONZE AGE SHIP
WRECKED AT DOKOS?

During the excavation of the 3rd millenium BC underwater site at Dokos no
remains from a sea-craft were found.' Some researchers concluded from this that
the pottery and obsidian lying between stones were not from a sea transport, but
from the nearby land settlement. There were found, however, two not very heavy
disc-shaped stone anchors, each having a biconical hole for the attachment of
the rope. Theseanchorswhich correspondwell to the periodand the use in question
lay not far from the underwater site in positions west of it, suggesting that during
calm weather a small sea-craft had been mooredwith them and to the rocky shore,
exactly in the way as should have to be done there for the loading and unloading
of goods, since no other possibility of approach exists.*
Asmall landship, if it really had happened, does not exclude the existence of
a pottery and obsidian cargo lost from a water craft. A possible explanation is that
the cargo fell into the sea from a raft. An unexpected strong squall from the west,
the direction from which the narrow bay with the site is unsheltered, may have
pushed the craft quite abruptly against the rocky shore with the consequence that
it capsized, or at least, that it heeled heavily and lost the cargo or an essential part
of it. A raftwould not have sunk, but would have continuedto float, and this would be
in accordance with the evidence that no wooden remains exist on the site.3
Inthe paperwhichIpresentedin 1989to the3rd Symposium in Athens Ireferred
to a passage in Pliny (Nat.Hist. 7.57.15) according to which rafts were used on the
Aegean in prehistory (Kapitan, 1993:).4 Until now there is no archaeological find
to tell us how these rafts were made, but pictorial evidence shows, in different ways
and representationswhich are much in accordance with each other, the appearance
ofwhatcouldwellhave been aseagoingcraftonthe Aegean duringthe3rd millenium
BC. This evidence consists of twelve incised figures on so-calledfrying pans from
Syros, one more on apotsherdfrom Orchomenos, two hammeredgraffiti on stones
from Naxos and a clay model from Palaikastro, Crete. All these representations
were forthe first timecollected by Lucien Baschand comparedto each other as one
and the same type of water craft (Basch, 1987:78 ff.).
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The interpretationswhich have been proposed for these representations are
not discussed here, but I list the main featureswhich wecan recognizein all oralmost
all of them.
At one end there is a rather high post which is somewhat inclined outward.
From the Palaikastro model we learn that it is affixed on the pointed end of the craft.
The frying pan figures all show a fish which is attached to a kind of stick on top of the
post and set with its headforemost. The fish is notshown on the other representations.
In the clay model the other end of the craft is broad and rounded, while in the
frying pan figures as well as in the hammered graffiti this part is shown as being
more or less raised. In all representations,except for the incomplete picture on the
potsherd, this end is provided with a projecting part. One of the hammered graffiti
(Basch, 1987: fig. 169) shows a man stepping with his left foot on it, while an animal
can be seen aboard. Thus the projection may well be a gangway.
Moreover, both the frying pan figures and the hammeredgraffiti show a bend
at the bottom line of the craft which seems to protrude somewhat downward. The
bend is closer to the end with the projection than to that with the post. The bend is
not shown in the clay model, since this had to rest steadily and therefore has an
entirely flat bottom. The same is true of ancient Egyptian water craft models, though
many of them represent a craft which actually had -as we know- not a flat, but
a rounded bottom.
On the other hand, the Palaikastromodel shows an additional feature which
could not be made visible in the incised and hammered pictures, because these
are to be understood as profiles of the sides in which the feature in question is
invisible. Insidethe "hull"of the clay modelthere are twocrosswiserunningstructures,
approximately in the central part of the craft. These look like thwarts, but have
round cross sections, and thereforethey are likely to be cross barswhich strengthen
and stiffen the craft structure.
Finally, from the clay model we learn that this craft was a kind of a hull-shaped
construction. Its more or less vertical side walls show this clearly. If nevertheless this
craft might have beena log raft, then it must have beenside-sheltered, similarto Indian
boat-kattumaram, which are locallycalled teppaand are usedforfishinginthecoastal
waters of the Bay of Bengal, in parts of Andhra Pradesh and Orissa (fig. 1).
For this reasonthe raft-shapedreconstructionwhich Ihereproposefor the seacraft that lost its cargo at Dokos, beganwith astudy of these Indianboat-kattumaram.
I have examined all thedetailswhich can be gatheredfrom what has been published
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on them (Hornell, 1970:67, pl. Xll; Menon, 1980:4f., 11ff; Anon., 1984:fig.2; Mohapatra,
1986: 1,11 fi.,l9; Wiebeck, 1987:64, Abb. 35-37).The resultsof thisstudy areascale
drawing (Fig.2)andamodel insize 1:1Oof a5-log teppafrom Uppada,AndhraPradesh
(Figs. 3-4). When beached after returning from fishing, these teppa, like other log
rafts, are usually dismantled in order to allow the timbers to dry for re-establishing
their full buoyancy. The dismantled 5-log teppafalls into three pieces, one of which
is the central log. Both outer logs remain pegged to the adjoining log, together
with the shelter board orwashstrake which is stitched to the outer edge. The three
prow-piece timbers are also permanently affixed by means of metal bolts, one
prow piece onto each dismantled part. The reassemblingwith ropes is quickly done
by lashing the logs near the raft ends. In addition, there are two cross-beam-like
laths to be fastened across the shelter boards, one on the fore end portion and
the other at the stern.5
Fromthis preparatory study Ilearned much about the systems and techniques
applied in these teppaand in various other related lndian log rafts, of which many
thousands are still in use for fishing on the lndian Ocean.
In the proposed reconstruction of a 3rd millenium BC Cycladic sea-craft as
aside-shelteredlog rafts this know-howis basicallyemployed, not slavishly imitated.
The following description refersto the scale drawing of theconjecturedreconstruction
(Fig. 5) and to a schematic model of it in size 1:10 (Figs. 6-7) which was built for
experimentation and demonstration.6
The raft consists of seven floating logs and five more which are raised like
prow piecesof lndian log rafts. Bothgroups of logs arejoined to each other by means
of scarfs above a bend in the raft's bottom line. The seven floating logstaper towards
the end with the post, with the exception of the longest centre log. This is turned
around in such away that its largest end is belowthe post in order to make possible
asolid attachment of the post in asuff iciently large and deep mortise.This arrangement
of the centre log is unattested in ethnographic rafts, but known from Bronze Age
plank boats, such as Ferriby 1 and 2 (Wright, 1990:figs, 4.2-4.4). On the proposed
Cycladic raft it is the opportune solution for the erection of a rather high and massive
post at the pointed end.
The five logs of the second group taper towards the opposite raft end which
is slightly raised, accordingto what the figureson the frying pans and the hammered
graffiti show. In planthese logs are shapedto form a roundedend as in the Palaikastro
model. Fromthis end the central log of the group projects and forms the conjectured
gangway, which on sea during navigationwould also have served as toilet facility.
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How use was made of structures at the stern end for physical necessity, can be
gathered from pictures dating to later periods (Basch, 1987: figs 566 and 563, cf.
also p. 127section "Marinatos"). According to this interpretationthe raft would have
approached the shore with its broad stern end ahead. This is slightly raised in
order to pass easier through an eventual surf girdle and to touch a rocky shore
with the gangway at a convenient height (cf. Fig. 6).7
At sea, the raft would have been paddled with its pointed fore end ahead.
Accordingly, the fish affixed on top of the post shown in the frying pan pictures would
have faced forward. In the paper presented in 1989 1 had already interpreted the
post as a lookout (Kapitan, 1993:). The stability which is required for this use, is provided by the raft's broadstern end half, and the lookout is slightly inclinedforward for
reasons of counterbalance. The fish looking out from the post may be a pictorial
analogy for the use of the post as lookout for fishing8 and at the same time as magic,
by which the affixed fish would find the shoal of its equals in the sea. Perhaps the
frying pan pictures relate to aversion of this sea-craft usedfor tuna fishing with net.9
In that early period a lookout was also useful for navigating on the open sea,
and man would have applied it as soon as he was able to set up a suitable post. The
peak of an island may be visible to a person standing a meter or so higher up over
the raft logs, but is still hidden underthe horizon to eyes at a lower point. Acrewman,
at first stepping on the step of the post at shelter height, would easily climb up on
top of the lookout,where he could stand straight by holding fast to the prolongation
stick. This is set in a mortise and an adjusted flute cutting at the inner side of the
post, and is lashed to the post with cords.
The assemblage of the raft is made with three rope lashings around flute
cuttings inthe logs. Two embrace both groups of logs at the stern end over the scarfs
and the third clasps the three logs at the pointedfore end. In addition, there are two
stiffeningcross bars over thecentral part. These rest in cuttings on topof short vertical
wooden boards which are affixed to the outer logs by means of treenails.loThe first
cross bar could have servedto prop a short mast which is kept in a mast step mortised
in the centre log. In this way the crew would have profited at least froms stern winds
by hoisting some kind of a simple square sail.
Like other log rafts, the conjectured Cycladic raft when beached would be
dismantled from time to time for the already mentioned reason. Then it falls into
twogroupsof threepartseach.Theouter log of each groupandside remainspegged
to the next adjoining log, like on the teppa. Here, however, the connectionsconsist
of short horizontal treenails rigidly affixed in rould mortises. Such treenails are
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also applied between the long centre log and the next inner logs, as well as under
the centre log forthe permanentfastening of a keel-liketimber. Apart from adding
to buoyancy this timber strengthens the raft structure, protects its underside and
the lashing ropes and facilitates beaching over rollers.
The sides of the logs to be dismantled are likewise providedwith some short
of roundtreenails and correspondinghorizontal mortises.These serve to pre-establish
the joining positions and for this reason the diameter of the mortises is larger than
that of the treenails so that they can separate easily.ll
All raft structures over water level and especially those on deck are ballast;
hencetheirweight hasto be kept to a minimum.The sheltering sides of theconjectured
Cycladic raft would have been made from light material, though strong enough
forthe purpose in question. As a rule, prehistoric man would have navigatedwith
these rafts only in fair weather conditions. As soon as the sea becametoo rough, the
crew would have beached the raft on the nearest shore. The side shelter had to
prevent objects on board to be could easily washed off by the swell, and it had to
protect the crew against splashes, especially the paddlers who squatted on one
knee along the sides.
The side shelter may have consisted of panels of wicker-work woven from
withies,Q and these could have been made fairly impermeable by fastening on
them inside, plaitings of reed or palm leaves or of other plants.13The wicker-work
should have been sufficiently resistent and flexible at the same time. The sizes
of the panels had to be made according to the requirements of paddling, that is
to say, the panels could not be higher than 0.40-0.45 m; otherwise they would
hinder the movements of the paddler's arms. Their lengths, however, had to be
at least 0.70m according to the minimum distance between the squatting paddlers.
The panels would be lashed to both pairs of vertical boards, and in between these
and the raft ends, to short vertical posts. These are mortised at corresponding
intervals near the outer edges of the raft.14
At this point the following aspects and questions have still to de discussed:
the possible sizes of these rafts, their loading capacities and their crews of paddlers.
A version of 8.4 m in overall-length, as presented in the scale drawing of Fig. 5
and in the model (Figs. 6-7) seems to have space for ten of twelve paddlers. Its
calculatedbuoyancy, however, is only about750kg, since the weight of the structures
over water level and on board -the raised stern end with gangway, lookout post,
supporting vertical boards and cross bars, side shelter posts and panels and the
sailing equipment- has also to be taken into account. From experiments with the
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model it results that the loading capacity that can be used is even somewhat less
than 50°/' of the buoyancy, i.e. 350 kg at the most. When overloaded, the raft risks
heelingand capsizing. This means, the 8.4 m-versionwithout cargo can be paddled
at best by five or six men, or might be used by four (or perhaps five) fishermen
and their net fishing gear. In this case the weight of the catch has also to taken
into account.15
Suppose the model presented here were of a size 1:13 (instead of 1:lo),
then the overall-length of the raft would be almost 11m and the width about 2 m.
In this case, the loading capacity would be twice as great as that of the 8.4 mversion. That is to say, with the 11m-raftacrew of fourof fivecould transportacargo
of about 400 kg-which is certainly not very much!At the same time the construction
would have already reached its possible maximum width, if not actually surpassed,
since the maximum thickness of the logs that could be shaped depended on the
available trees.
The maximum overall-lengththat may be realizedfrom the longest available
trees by applying the proposed raft design is about 14m. The centre log of a raft
of this size measures approximately 11.6m in length, but the raft's width would
not be more than that of the 11m version mentioned before, perhaps only 1.9m.
The loadingcapacity of such a 14 m-raftsuffices for a crew of seven and some 800kg
of cargo. This would be still a modest transport.
The loading capacity could be increased by setting two layers of floating logs.
The result of this, however, is not doubling, but an increase of about 80%, resulting
from favoured bythe fact that the weight of the structures on board remains unvaried.
From experimenting with a small and rather schematic simulation model in
size 1:20 of an 11.l
m version (0.a.-length), in which both layers of floating logs
are imitated in one of double width, the loading capacity is about 1300 kg. This
means a crew of five could transport with this raft a cargo of about 1 t. On a 14 mraft with two layers of logs a crew of seven may transport about 1.5 t.
Were rafts built with two layers of floating logs? As to ethnographic evidence
there are bamboo rafts which even consist of several layers of bamboo sticks; they
serve to transport heavy loads, e.g. of sand liftedfrom the river bed.16Also ambatch
rafts with more than one layer or branches are known (Hornell, 1970:pls. VII f.); but
there is no present-day log raft having two layers of floating timbers.17The reason
for this is that nowadays log rafts are exclusively used in small-scale fisheries.
The largetrees which are available in the tropics for making log rafts are in each case
big enough for one-layer rafts.
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When reference is made to the subtropical regions of the Mediterranean and
to prehistoric log rafts usedfor transport, the situation seems to have been different.
There is probably a hint of this in Homer; he narrates in the Odyssey(V, 244) that
Odysseus built a raft from twenty trees, though he had to use it only for himself.
According to the rules of log raft construction, the great majority of the logs shaped
from such a large number of trunks would have been for the floating structures,
while only some timber would have served for structures on board. Therefore it
is rather likely that Odysseus' raft had two layers of floating logs, and this would
have been indispensable if the available trees were comparatively thin.
The passageof the Odysseymaydemonstratethat in Homer'stime there was
still a living tradition of how log rafts had to be made and that they had to be built
from a not too small number of trees in order to obtain a sufficient loading capacity.
The craft depicted on the frying pans from Syros suggests that versions
existed with up to 26 paddlers a side (Basch, 1987: 84 and fig. 168A). A log raft of
the design proposed here had to be about 24.5 m in overall-length and with two
layersof floating logs in orderto carry altogether 52 paddlers and afewothercrewmen.18
Theoretically this is possible. Two floating layers provide a more compact
construction which may resist some swell, even if the raft is so long. The required
additional logs can be joined length-wise by means of scarfs in varying positions.
However, such long versions, if they really were constructed, would have hardly
been of practical use because of their cumbersomeness in turning manoeuvres.
They might have been employed in ceremonies, like the one shown in the Akrotiri
painting (Basch, 1987:117, fig.232) and for racing.
Gerhard Kapitan
Viale Tica 53 (v. Regia Corte 4)
1-96100 Siracusa
Italy
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NOTES
1. I refer to the publications by the Hellenic Institute of Marine Archaeology (H.I.M.A.), especially
to that by Papathanassopoulos etal., 1992, as well as to my own observations on occasion of a
visit ot the site during the excavation campaign in Sept. 1991.This paper is dedicated to
H.I.M.A. in gratitude for the hospitality on the site and for the information which was most
generously granted to me on all aspects of this underwater excavation.
2. The relatively light weight of both anchors--each weighs about 25 kg-makes it very likely
that they belonged to a sea-craft, whose small loading capacity meant that it could not carry
much heavier ones. In an agitated sea these anchors would not suffice. In this case the craft
would have to be beached; at Dokos this could probably have been done on the small stony
shore at the inner end of the bay, about 220 m east-south-east from the wreck site.
3. The same is true for an Early Bronze Age cargo in the sea at Lipari, Aeolian Islands, dating to
about 2000 BC (Ciabatti. 1978: 28, and 1985; Bernabo Brea, 1978: 40, and 1985: 30 f).
4. Referenceto this passage has been made by Ernst Assmann in his study on the raft of the
Odyssey (Assmann, 1904: 13 f.), August Koester in a chapter on Scandinavian rock carvings
(Koester, 1934: 126), and Lucien Basch in his Musee imaginaire (Basch, 1987: 76).
5. Large teppaare rigged with a sail similar to a trapezoidal boom lug, but arranged like a crane
sprit (cf. Doran, 1981:40 ff.). The crew may lower one or two centreboards. Short oars are used
for rowing or paddling.
6. Structures and sails of both models (Figs. 3-4 and6-7) were built at Syracuse bq order of
Salvatore Patania, whose brother Andrea Patania kindly assisted gratuitously with his great
experience and knowledge in nautical matters and calculations.
7. On Dokos the rocky shore close to the underwater site presents exactly the conditions for
landing with a slightly raised gangway, as is applied on the conjectured log raft.
8. Lookouts for fishing are still in use on various fishing craft in the world, e.g. very high ones on
the swordfish vessels in the Strait of Messina, lower ones on Chinese vessels around Taiwan
(von Brandt, 1984: 56 ff.). I myself saw small lookout constructions on fishing boats at Sozopol,
Bulgaria, but cf. especially the lookout post of an obsolete fishing boat in the Strait of Messina
(von Brandt, 1984: fig. 67).
9. 1 have here in mind a net fishing method similar to that practised by shore seining, but carried
through in open waters by casting large-meshed nets from two or more fishing craft which
encircle ashoal of big tuna fish (cf. Kapitan, 1992: 123 and fig. 10).
10. The shelter boards or washstrakes of the teppa being only stitched to the edges of the outer
logs (Fig.2) are stiffened inside by means of supporting rods. This device is dispensed with on
the conjectured Cycladic log raft, because here the supporting boards are mortised in the outer
logs.
11. A corresponding arrangement for pre-establishing the joining positions of the logs is shown in a
drawing of a 5-log teppa (Menon, 1980: fig.on p.13)
12. Remains of withies were recently found in the Bronze Age shipwreck at Ulu Burun; they seem
to have been used in the fence-work of the ship (Pulak etal., 1992:11, fig.12). The find is
compared with the fence-work of Syrian ships depicted on an Egyptian wall painting in the New
Kingdom tomb of Kenamun (ibid 21, fig.13). In this context the wicker-work fencing with
withies reported in the Odyssey (V, 257) is also mentioned.
13. In tropical countries plaitings made from coco palm leaves which are cut lengthwise in two
halves, after having at first been soaked and then dried again, are largely used for various
kinds of shelter, e.g. in the walls of huts. On certain sailing oruoutrigger canoes in Sri Lanka
such plaitings are set on top of the washstrake at the windward side as shelter from splashes.
In the Mediterranean area plaitings from rushes (Juncus) may have been used for
corresponding purposes.
14. The small panels for the model were made from leaf rudiments of a Liliacaeeplant which
resembles Yucca, but has prickly leaf edges, Dasylirion serratifolia. When the dry leaves of
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such a plant which had died in the author's garden, fell off from the stem, the leaf rudiments
appeared and turned out to be just of the needed size. They are bent and therefore had at first
to be soaked in water for about two weeks and then to be dried under pressure below bricks.
Each panel was made from two flattened pieces glued together which then were again
compressed, using clothes-pegs and bricks. Only the round panel under the lookout post did
not require previous soaking. The laboriouswork of producing the panels and of stitching them
together and to the model was done by the author himself.
15. The weight of the crewmen here calculated is 60 kg. for one man, corresponding to that of
present-day men in their twenties whose height is not more than 1.65m. Prehistoric
Mediterraneanmen were probably neither taller nor heavier. For fishing in coastal waters the
sailing equipment would be dispensed with together the wicker-work panels which would be
rather hindering. Small fishing craft was probably not provided with them or only with a low side
shelter. On the hammered graffiti of a small craft with two men standing aboard (Basch, 1987:
fig. 152) only the lower parts of the men's legs are hidden, either behind a low side shelter or an
outer log set slightly higher (cf. Kapitan, 1993: fig. ).
16. Such bamboo rafts were recorded in photographs by the author in Sri Lanka on the Maha Oya,
north of Negombo, Gampaha District.
17. An early 10th century drawing in the National Maritime Museum shows a sailed and paddled
Polynesian log raft at Gambier Island, Tuomoto Archipelago, engaged in the transport of at
least twenty people. Six floating logs of the raft are visible and do not seem to be particularly
big. Judging from some men standing upright, the central logs of the raft would not be longer
than 8-9m, while those at the sides are shorter. The weight of this large number of passengers
suggests the existence of a second layer of logs which, however, is not recognizable in the
picture (Rudolph, 1974:111, fig.78; Johnstone, 1980,233, fig.16.13). Other explanations may
be that the logs were of a very light wood such as balsa, or that the artist did not show the true
proportions between passengers and raft. The latter, however, would be quite unusual for the
period in which the drawing was made.
18. In my opinion it is very doubtful, if a dugout of the width and length required for 52 paddlers
could have been built in the Aegean from any tree available.
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ILLUSTRATIONS
Fig. 1

Beached5-log teppaon the shore of Uppada, Andhra Pradesh, in India; most of the rafts
are dismantled (photo by courtesy of Bay of Bengal Programme, Madras).

Fig. 2

Schematic scale drawing of a 5-long teppa from Uppada, Andhra Pradesh. A. plan, B.
longitudinal section, C. cross sections. (Reduced reproduction from scale 1:20).

Figs. 3 & 4 Two aspects of the model in size 1:10 of a reconstructed 5-log teppa having an overalllength of 8.4 m.
Fig. 5

Schematicscaledrawing of an 8.4-m version in overall length of theconjectured Cycladic
log raft with side shelter, drawn without theshelter panels. A. plan, B. longitudinal section,
C. cross section. (Reduced reproduction from scale 1:20).

Fig. 6

Model in size 1:10 of the 8.4 m version of the conjectured Cycladic log raft with sideshelter, still without shelter panels. Demonstrationof landingwith the stern end gangway
on a rocky coast, simulated in atemporaneously submerged ancient quarry at Syracuse.

Fig. 7

The same model as before now providedwith theshelter panels,floating in awater basin.
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UNDERWATER SURVEYING IN THE ISLAND OF ZAKYNTHOS, GREECE

1. FIELDWORK

Duringthe first excavation period in 1991,the delimitation of the archaeological
zone was carried out, in order to define the probable area of the wreck, including
at the same moment all the visible objects on the seabed. To mark the ten points
of the perimeter, white plexiglass labelswith black numberingwere used, in order
to be visible by ordinary light to the eye. Next a line was set out on the central part
of the delimited area, connecting three reference points A, 6 , r.This line was
used as base for the measurements. The whole site was, then, divided in six
sectors S1 to S6. The directors of the excavation Katerina Delaportaand Mensun
Bound, chose the first archaeological trench to be dug, which was designated as
Y, 0,X, W, Z, 0 and their positions determined with tape measurements.
During 1992, the initial trench extended and was created the second
trench Y, 0, H, O (Fig. 1).
For recordingthe positionsof the numerousfindsduringthe two years of work,
a great number of tape measurements have been taken, using in addition to the
reference points A and 6 , and all the eight points defining the trenches (Fig. 2,3).
In summer 1992, the directors of the excavation, decided to apply photogrammetry as a survey method parallel to the traditional one. This was the first
attempt to use photogrammetry underwater in Greece in the field of archaeology,
based on the theoretical considerations and using modern computer controlled
high precision photogrammetic instruments.
For the photogammetric part of the project, responsiblewas Mr. D. Karadaidis,
a specialist in Photogrammetry, head of the Photogrammetrydivision at Ministry
for Macedoniaand Thrace, V. Koniordos, the architect of the excavationand Sergio
Garbari, underwater photographer of the Italian Ministry of Culture.
A number of highly specialised computer programs had been developed in
order to meet the particular demands of the underwater photogrammetry, which
are slightly but decisively different to those on land.
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First of all, an iron square frame was constructed, 1.5x1.5 m. A number of
parallel lines were realised by thin strings, and have been placed in between the
two extreme edges of the frame. This frame photographed underwater from two
different distances.
The same repeated on land for comparison purposes. The reason for this
procedurewas tocalculate the lensdistortionsaccordingto the Plumb Line method.
Its principal is based on the truism that strait lines in object space must appear as
such in the photograph. Any deviation is attributed to lens distortions. Having
calculatedthe distortions at two different focusing distances, is possible to calculate
the distortions at any other distance, using a specific formula. These data served
as input for the subsequent computer programs.
The fact that, it was not possible to cover the whole area of interest with just
a pair of photographs, a number of overlapping photos had to be taken, forming
a strip. The overlap was fixed at about 80%.
In order to connect all the photos in a unit and to relate the contents of single
ones, we need the so called tie or pass points. These are points appearing on at
least two photos. Their realisationperformedby placingon seabed, numberedplexiglass tags, 15x15cm, with across in thecenter and secured from possible displace
ment by bronze pins, 40 cm long.
After that, the actual photography started. A Nikonos V, underwater camera
with 28 mm Nikkor lens has been used.
Apart from the usual considerations of lighting, depth of field, and buyoancy,
it must be ensured that during photographythe proper overlap, in this case 80%,
can be obtainedas well as conditions for stereoscopicviewing.The placedtie points
provided good guidance for the determination of the planimetric position of the
exposure stations, which controlsthe amount of overlap. Thedistancefrom bottom,
being about4 metersdue to the fact of low visibility inthe site, obliged usto increase
the number of tie points. Although, the additional requirements for field work, were
the measurementof adistancebetweentwo tie points inordertofix the scale, anumber
of distances and depths have been taken, for checking purposes.
2. DATA PROCESSING

The first step in data processing is the measurementof the photocoordinates
of the tie points. The measurementshave been performed in the analytical photogrammetric plotter, PLANICOMP P3 ZElSS with PHOCUS software. The measuring
accuracy of this instrument is about 5 microns, (1 mm=l000 microns) (Fig. 4,5).
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After that, the measured coordinates are input to the especially developed
computer programs in orderto determinethecoordinates of the tie points in aground
coordinate system, the distortion parameters and the focal length.
The mathematical model used is the well known collinearity conditions with
additional parameters,formulating the symmetric radial and decenteringdistortions
and corrections to focal length. The adjustment was based on the least squares
principal and the wrong observations were screened out by the "danish method"
of error detection.
It must be emphasized that failure to include the above mentionedparameters
and correctionterms, which vary according to environmental conditions (salinity,
pressure,temperatureof water) andfocusingdistanceof the lens, results in adeformed
model and wrong conclusions.
So, methods using measurements from underwater photographs without
any model correction provisions, lead undoubted to unrealistic output.
Finally, after the introduction of the proper data in the computer the actual
mappingstarted. During this, as aguidance for photointerpretation, served a plan
producedfrom underwater measurements,by C. Fitton, M. Bound and V. Koniordos.
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Of course, photogrammetry is not a panacea, but when applied, "transfers"
the underwater situation into the tranquille off ice environment, where measurements
and analysiscanbe carriedout. So, thingsthat could have beenoverlookedor missed
on the seabed, can be reexamined and/or added.
The wealth of information conveyed in a photograph provides a permanent
exploitable record, in which metric and interpretativedata can be retrieved any time
after the underwater situation has changed.
In conclusion: The use of photogrammetry is not an economic method for
recording every find; but is an extremely time-saving and cost-efficient method of
accurately determiningthedispositionof the majorfeatures andtheir preciseplanimetric
distances from the control points. It is also a quick and easy way to verify tape
measurementpositionswhich as all field archaeologist know, arevulnerableto error.

V. Koniordos,
C. Fitton, Mensun Bound and
D. Karadaidis
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HIGH STERNS ON BRONZE AGE SHIPS:
THE REASONS AND THE REASONING

A problem that has consistently haunted discussions on ancient ships,
particularly these based on miniatures executed on seals, ring-stones and small
ceramic containers that do not allow the depiction of much detail, is the question
which is the bow and which the stern of the illustrated item? (e.g. Casson 1971:
41, n. 3, Johnstone 1973: 7-8 for full bibliography). Identifying bow and stern in
Aegean Bronze Age ship representations constitutes the central issue to which
all other iconographicalproblems are related. When the steering oar is shown, the
question is quickly settled since aship can be efficiently steered only from the stern.
But most times there is not even a suggestion of a steering mechanism, so that the
question must be answered by other means.
Often the only other means available is the relative height of the bow and the
stern, the implicationbeing that if it could be establishedthat thestern stood always
higher than the bow, or viceversa, then simplecomparisonof the height of a ship's
both ends could readily determine which is what.
Although thisdiscussionhas been going on for a longtime, and the determination of what stands higher looms like an awkward problemas itwill be shown below,
the reasonsfor a high stern have scarsely been examined, except as a sort of endproduct of a sharply curving keel line, resulting from the sternward concentration
of hullvolume.Only most modernsailingcraftshow asimilar concentrationof volume
aft, and a few even a sharply curving keel line, without any need for a high stern.
A modern high prow has at least one obvious use: it helps ride the waves without
undue swamping of thedecks or of the interior of the hullwhere no decks are present.
But what is the purposeof a high, if not a higher, stern in ancient ships, such as these
depicted in most large ships of the Theran miniature marine fresco for example?
What does this do for a good ship that has been built for speed and can be moved
by both wind and oars?
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The suggestion has been advanced by Avner Raban and apparently widely
accepted, that the purpose of a high stern in Bronze Age ships was to facilitate sailingstern first down navigablerivers,too narrowto permittheship to beturned around:
"Most of the Mediterranean river beds are extremely narrow; even when they are
flooded with water their width almost never exceeds 10 to 20 m. In such rivers it is
nearly impossible for sailing vessels to turn around, and ships must therefore be
prepared to sail stern first. Thissituation necessitatesthe development of alternateended vessels-that is tosay, ships whoseprowandsterncanperformeither function"

(Raban 1984: 16)

Presumably, this means that travelling upriver or against the current might
have been accomplished via wind and sail, but since the ship could not be turned
around, a highstern was necessaryforsailingstern first downriver orwiththe current.
Perhaps the above suggestion may be acceptable to scholars. But among
professional mariners and sailors (that is, people who use sailing vessels to travel
on water) any captain, irrespectiveof the chronological period of his active service,
who would use wind and sail to go up ordown rivers too narrow to permit the ship
to turn around, represents a danger to public safety and should be immediately
locked up. Although the reasons are perfectly clear to professional mariners and
sailors, they may be less so to the academy and therefore some explanations may
be in order here.
As it appears from the excavation reports of the two Bronze Age shipwrecks
found in the waters off southern Turkey, both came to grief while sailing in relatively
narrow channels; the Cape Gelidonya ship betweenthe northern and largest islet
of the Besadalar island group, the Ulu Burun ship while sailing in Akar Bogazi, the
channel between Ic Adak islandand SicakYarimadasipeninsula (Bass 1967; 1986).
But "narrow" is a relative term. The passage between the islets of the Besadalar
group is at least half a nautical mile wide (0,9 km), while that between Ic Adakand
Sicak Yarimadasi may be a little more. Yet this combination of winds, currents and
narrow channels proved too much for these two ships and probably many others.
To understand the nature of the problem, it is important to quickly examine
several factors that affect sailing in narrow places. And first of all, the process of
turning arounda sailing vessel in a narrowpassageand in the presenceof a current.
The easient and safest way of doing so is by anchoring the stern, and allowing the
current to turn the ship around, perhaps at the same time controlling the rate of
turning by other anchorsfrom the bow or via ropes held by the crew on the river bank,
if the current is strong ortreacherous at that point. If this could not be accomplished
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becausethe riverwastoo narrow,then assumingthe lengthof a BronzeAgemerchantman to have been25 meters, the previous suggestion presumes that the navigable
width of the river must have been somewhat less than that.
A second point to consider, is the importance of a keel for controlling the
movement of a sailing vessel. The embryonic keels, if any, of Bronze Age ships did
not allow the use of side winds because the resistance offered by such keels was
not sufficientto prevent the shipfrom sliding sideways. This isone of the main reasons
for the large keels of modern sailing vessels, and the principal mechanism for
allowing a vessel to move forward when the wind blows from the side. Neither the
position of the mast, nor the appropriate sails and rigging could cause a vessel to
advance under aside wind, unless asubstantial keel prevents the ship from sliding
in the direction of the wind. It must be obvious then, that in a river too narrow to
turn a 25-meter ship around, the slightest shift in the wind would have caused a
Bronze Age vessel to collide with the river bank, since the distance between ship
and bank could hardly exceed 10 meters. This distance would be covered in just
a few seconds under the influence of a buffeting sidewind, no time at all for the
crew to try and prevent the ship from running aground, or smashing into the rocks
of the river bank.
The use of a rudder in combination with a sail would not prevent the ship from
turning towards the river bank under a sidewind either. The rudder would prevent
the stern of the ship from moving in the direction of the wind, while the sail would
cause the ship to move with the wind. This will inevitably cause the ship to turn
towards the river bank.
Athird point isthe danger of narrowpassages. Constrictedpassagesareextremely
difficult to negotiate under sails even with today's sailing vessels, despite substantial
keels,the ability to sail intothe wind, andwheel-assistedrudders. Passagesof equivalent
widths as narrow rivers (say 20-25 meters), are usually the entrances of harbors
catering to sailing vessels usually known as marinas, having more or less the same
width. In the case of many of the major marinas of the Mediterranean, entering the
port under sail is strictly prohibited under penalty of a heavy fine. Such marinas are
entered under internal-combustion-enginepropulsion at low throtle, oar-power, or
failing both by being carefully towed by another boat. The reason is not because a
modern sailing vessel cannot negotiate such a narrow passage, but simply because
a basic understanding of sailing and elementary caution pronounce such a passage
as too dangerous and risky for avessel under sails, and even though the narrow part
is only a few meters long and can be negotiated in only a few seconds.
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A fourth point is the nature of river currents. As it is discussed above both
the Cape Gelidonyaand Ulu Burun shipwrecks have perished in relatively narrow
passages of changing currents, which in combination with strong winds render
such places particularlytreacherous. But a narrow river is infinitely moretreacherous
for a sailing vessel, irrespectiveof the direction of travel. The reasons are obvious.
Such a river is an extremely narrow passage often comprising many bends; it is
narrow either throughout or for a good part of its length rather than for a relatively
short distance; and althoughthe direction of the current does not change, its velocity
may change any number of times, since it is far more dependent on underwater
topography, (that is the active river-bed), than sea currents. Thus a relatively weak
current along a straight stretch of a river may become several times stronger around
a tight bend, when the whole water volume may be concentratedacross a narrow
section of the river-bed on the outside part of the bend.
Inview of all the above, is it any wonder that no sane captain could have possibly
sailed a loaded merchantman up or down a river too narrow to turn his ship around?
Infact, theonlywaya merchantmancould havesafelytravelled upsuchnarrowrivers
is by oars or by being pulled simultaneouslyfrom both banks. The voyage downriver might have been even more complex, depending on the number and nature
of its turns. But it is a certainty that in a great many instances, some external
restraining control such as guiding ropesfrom the banks must have been necessary.
Indeed, the suggestion of sailing down navigable rivers too narrow to turn
the ship around is rather surprising, in view of the currency among present-day
historians of Herodotus' passage on the "baris", because of its generic relationship
with the brof Ugaritic texts (Linder 1970: 21 1) and its equivalent in the Egyptian
sources (Erman & Grapow 1926: 465). Writes the ancient historian:
"These vessels cannot sail up the river without a good leading wind, but have to be
towed from the banks; and for going downstream with the current they are handled
as follows: each vessel is equipped with a raft made of tamarisk wood with a rush
mat fastened on top of it, and a stone with a hole through it weighing some four
hundred weight; the raft and the stone are made fast to the vessel with ropes, fore
and aft respectively, so that the raft is carriedrapidly forward by the current andpulls
the baris, as theseboats are called, while the stone dragging along the bottom astern,
acts as a check and gives her steerage-way" (ll,96).

This in a river as wide as the Nile and in the 5th century BC.
Inthe end, and irrespectiveofthediff icultiesof sailing upordown narrow rivers,
why should the leading end of a ship travelling withthe current be high? What does
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a high stern do in such circumstancesthat makes height indispensable?The obvious
answer is, nothing at all. There is no reason whatever for a high stern, necessitated
by ashipsailing stern first down a river too narrow to permit its beingturned around.
Besides, any inquiry addressedto a professional marineror sailor, is boundtoquickly
lay to rest any suggestion of sailing merchantmen up or down rivers too narrow to
turn theshiparound. But if this is so, then what was the reason for the indisputable
high stern of at least some Bronze Age sea-going vessels?
Obviously, the purpose was not to help partially beach the ship sternward
as has been suggested (Johnstone 1973:lO).This is the function of the upward
curving keel line. A high stern makes no difference to beaching, and if anything,
it makes for more awkward the discharge of men, equipment and supplies or the
correspondingreplenishment.The purpose could not be either to prevent boarding
by piratesor aforeignship's crew, since such boarding could be easily accomplished
overthegunwales, which were much lower than both bow and stern. The purpose
could be to allow the helmsman a clear lateral and frontal view, but this could be
equally accomplished by a platform on the aft deck, since the helmsman has also
the advantageof hisown height, say at least 1.5 meters above the platform. Inother
words, none of these reasonsjustify or quite explain a high stern in sea-goingvessels.
But a high stern is certainly justified for the same reasons as a high bow: to
avoid undue swamping by the waves, this time coming not from fore but aft. Since
the positionof the mast wellfonvard and the lackof asubstantialkeel made aftwinds
a necessity for all but modern sailing ships, a high stern had to serve the same
purpose as a high bow. In other words, as the ship moved under wind power, the
waves caused by the aft winds overtook the ship, which could not possibly sail as
fast as the waves. If the stern did not stand high up, the ship was swamped. This
happens even today with the most modern sailing vessels when the wind blows
from astern. But with a modern sailing ship there is a choice. She can be turned
progressively into the wind until swamping ceases, then compensate for the
change of direction by judicious tacking. Ancient ships had no such choice. When
moving under wind power, they had to have high sterns to avoid being swamped
by waves coming from astern. By contrast, when they moved against the wind
under human propulsion, they had to have high prows to prevent swamping by
waves coming from afore.
It is important to realize the difference of the effect of swamping in the case
of afully decked, and an undeckedor only partly decked ship. Fully decked ships,
ancient or modern, can easily neutralizethe effect of swamping by allowing thewater
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to escape through appropriate holes in the side planks just above the deck. For
ancient ships without decks and before the invention of the bilge pump (Foerster
Laures 1989,91ff .), swamping represented not only a lot of back-breaking labor
to rid the ship of water, frequent drenching of the crew exposedto wind and wave,
possibly destructionof consumableor perishable goods, etc., but also the danger
of sinking as a result, particularly if thevesselwas loadedwith suppliesandequipment
such as heavey anchors, or carried some form of cargo. Therefore, high prows and
sterns could not have been a stylistic design feature of these sea-going ships, but
an absolutenecessity:high prowsformoving under oars against thewind, highsterns
for moving under sails with the wind.
But in this case, one has to wonder what was the point of a high prow and
stern in Egyptian and Mesopotamian ships, which travelled only in rivers, lakes or
marshes according to at least some expertopinions. Was the high prow and stern
of Khufu's ships a mere stylisticfeature, blindly copied from Syrian or even Aegean
ships of the third millennium? Or did these Egyptian flat-bottomed ships brave
the sea for commerce with Syro-Palestine?It is adifficult question to answer, but
a probable reply is, neither one nor the other. It could very well be that the first
river boats madecertainlyfrom papyrus reeds, served as modelsforthe laterwooden
ones. Therefore, this shape probably evolved out of the local reed boat tradition.
For it is hard to imagine what else would have caused the bow of Khufu's ships to
stand about 8 meters above the water-line (Johnstone 1980:71). The part behind
the prow of Khufu's ship is so long and narrow that it could have hardly served as
anything, except as a temporary platformfor fishing perhaps. But thissimilarity may
also be seen in Mesopotamia. Thus a silver model boat some 60 centimeters long
found in A-bar-gi's tomb in Ur by Sir Leonard Woolley, is identical to the reed boats
used today on the marshes of the Lower Euphrates (Daniel 1967:197-8).
This, however, and to come back to that central iconographical issue, does
not help answer the questionwhich stood higher, the bow or the stern. The nature
of the problem may be seen by Gillmer's "stripping" of the large ships in the Thera
Fresco, shown with full regalia and in full parade dress as it were, disguising its
basic profile.Writes Gillmer: "Strip off the decorationsvisually-the flower garlands,
bow-extended[-ing?]antennae, paper-likebutterflies, stern-draped animals and
perceive the ship! The form is clear" (1989:130).
The basic form certainly is. What is not clear is how one decides where the
bow ends and the bowsprit or bow-extendingantennae begin. Gillmer's stripping
has left the stern a little higher than the bow; but it is not difficult to imagine that
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someoneelse might havechosendifferently. A highstem hasagreat dealto recommend
it, of course, if the ship spent most of its time under sail. But can one say with
centainty that this was always the case? And in particular, what purpose would
have been served by an always higher stern (or prow)?
Considering that ships with both a higher prow and a higher stern are known
from the Bronze Age, one wonders why is it necessary that one of them should
be always higher than the other. Modern archaeologicalconvenience was probably
not a pressing point with Bronze Age shipwrights. And modern caiques in the
Aegean, from fully to partly decked and sometimes with only a token deck, navigating
in the same waters and under similarconditions, moving at similar speeds as Bronze
Age ships but with internalcombustion power, do not feel the needforeithera higher
bow or a higher stern. Shouldn't one first prove perhaps, the necessity for such
one-sidedness, before embarking on a search for the missing truth?
Dr. Connie Lambrou-Phillipson
PO BOX 3771
GR-102 10 Athens
GREECE
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Also Anon's own is the following description:The oaviq (strake?planking?),
through which the oars stick out, is called Bupsov (that which has ports?). .. What
is on top of the tholes is called &nkoKahpiq(II,12). ..Over this eipsoia (row or oars)
lies anepi~ovov(wale), then aBupeov again, where the higher row of oars is. On
top of everything is the "knqy~cviq,the above-mentioned ~ a ~ a n a ~ q ~from
ov",
(railing), from which the marines hang their shields.
there rises the ~am&AAwpa
q ~ o v "being trod on" and the fighting men making a
Now ~ a ~ a n a ~ meaning
"bulwark there, seems to indicatethat here we are on the Bpbvoq, but identifying
the Bnqy~cviq(which in the Odysseia V, 254, looks like meaning gunwale) with
it, looks strange, as this gangway must have been horizontal and rather wide. It
wouldn't do to put it right on top of a row of oars andoarsmen, so maybethe&nqy~&viq
was a piece separating Bupeov and Bpbvoq, but this, like the sketch here reproduced,
is pure speculation.
Another question is, did Anon. write about a theoreticalship, perhaps inspired
by a nostalgiafor things classical? The fact that he quotes Homer and begins his
treatise with ashort hexametric poem, as well as hisdependance on Pollux, point
that way. Was he writting about a ship existing in his own time? Perhaps, he uses
nautical terms we do not find in earlier literature, but sometimes in modern Greek.
A possible indication is too, that he uses the word ~ $ A U ~ T Oin
V the plural. This is
the name for the ornamental, forward curved prolongation of the sternpost. In
medieval representationsof ships we often see 2 upcurving pieces, one on either
side of the poop. Whether these are the prolongations of wales or of outriggers
is not clear (Mott, 1990, p. 102 and fig. 3).
From the 12th century we find the curious story of a vertical bireme at the
siege of Acco, retrieved by Morrison & Coates (1986.p.10).
In Lawrence Mott's paper, we have quoted, we see Catalonian representation
of ships from the 13th century showingthese ''wings" as they are generally called, on
vertical biremes. So we expect these ships to have been called 6popoveq especially
as this name was by then known everywhere in Europe, even in Scandinavia. But on
his page 109 Mr. Mott quotes all the ship-names, found in the Catalan chronicles of
the period; the word galley is in evidence in several forms, but "dromon" is lacking.
Around theyear 1290,we learnfrom several sources, galleys aregivena3rd oarsman
per "bench", in Venice as well as in the western Mediterranean (Sanudo, 1611, LII,
pars IV, c.V-XI. Muntaner, 1973.11.p.236. Le Templier de Tyr, 1887. pp.273-274).
This is generally consideredto be the change from the galley "asensile" with
2 oarsmen per bench to that with 3, for both of which we have pictorial evidence,
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but from a later period. So one may well ask, was it so? (Mott, 1990.p.l lo), and
we may ask the mirror question: who thought of flattening theoared vessel, when
and where?
Around 1500 the vertical multireme was practically a myth and the cause of
phantastictheories and heatedcontroversies. But while these were going, a monster
was launched on lake Starnberg in Bavaria (Schober, 1982.pp.23-80. figs. 6,10,
11,12,17,19and20) and stayed afloat for almost acentury. Alot of thingsare known
about her, down to the price of the nails, but nobody but painters noticed her rowing
system and scholars never realized, that a vertical bireme was in their midst.
Louis Th. Lehmann
Koestraat 15B
1012 BW Amsterdam
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THE AREA OF THE ANCIENT CLOSED PORT OF THASOS
(A preliminary report)

Being mariners and tradesmen, the Parian colonists created at the island
of Thasos early in the Archaic perioda strong naval and mercantile fleet'; as a result,
the constructionof port facilities to provide shelter for their ships must have become
imperative2 (Fig. 1).
The ancient geographer Scylax informs us that Thasos, the most important
Pariancolony, hadtwo harbors: "Thasos an island and city and harborstwo whereof
one closed"3.
The naval harbor of Thasos, despite repairs effected in subsequent periods,
retains most of its original form to this day and can accommodate small craft and
fishing vessels4.
The re-useof the samesite since the archaic period (asthe latest archaeological
evidencedemonstrates),creates without doubt avery complicatedarchaeologicalsite.
The reason for this presentation is to provide a synthesis of the new features
that came to light after almost 10yearssof excavation in an attempt to reconstruct
the plan of the harbor.
All the information regardingthe resultsof the excavations are already published
in different archaeologicaljournalss. Inthis article only features that are related to the
harbor construction shall be considered.

A) South side of the Port (Fig. 1, area A, Fig. 2)

Among these features, perhapsthe most impressive is the huge construction
out of deep green schist stones and marble that was found outside the port on its
western side.

Originally, the strange construction which lies under the present sea level,
had been considered to be an archaic port mainly because of the dating of joints
that were employed toconnect the upper line of marble stones (whichstood above
sea level).
Such opinion published more than once', cannot be satisfactory, mainly
because of the shape of the structure which does not provide any shelter from
the prevailing winds, and its style as harbour construction. The chronology of this
structure can be based only on the pottery that was excavated (dated to the IV
century BCs), because no other objects were found and the shapes of the metallic
joints at the upper blocks were also used even later.
According to its construction technique (Fig. 3 a, b), the huge structure on
the southern side of the port can be considered as a platform to pull the boats out
of the sea. The whole structure presents a slight inclination. Together with other
factors, such as holes on the surface of the stones similar to those used forcranes,
the inclination strengthens the interpretation of the construction as a platform
used for dragging ships ashore.
Another interesting feature that was briefly presented in Athens in 1991
were the schist stones (Fig. 4) with a profile similar to those of the "boat monument"
in Samothraceg. They were found during the works for the laying of the foundations
of a modern building SW of the port nearthe areawhere the impressive underwater
construction was found.
The existence of the stone base of a ship (or "boat monument") in the area
strengths the hypothesis that the structure was used generally as a platform
(&,$2dpalo?). A similar construction is described by M.G. Perrot at the beginning of
mole between the two harbors11. This platform is no more visible, but a rough sketch
appears at Perrot's general plan of the city. A similar construction could be this
one at SW mole of the military harbor. Its position near the temple of the @&a
I w r ~ i p a l gives
2
as more elements about the existence of a similar monument in
Thasos and the adoration of the Goddess by the mariners.

B) South East side of the port (Fig. 1, area B)

Inthis area in 1983,some unusualelementswere discovered during dredging
operations. Acertain number of marble blocks were found with one or two square
cuts on the side (Fig. 5 a, 5 b and 5 c). The proposed explanation of these blocks
was that theywere usedas the foundationfor v&hp&lafor draggingthe ships ashore.
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A reconstruction of their shape could be similar to those found at Kosl3 (Fig. 6).
The blocks were used in parallel lines and wooden beams were inserted in the
cuts. On this structure the boats were dragged out of the water. The side of the
port where they were found14 and also the existence of similar structures in Kos
allow for the possibility such an interpretation.

C) North side of the Port (Fig. 1, area C)

At the north side of the port, the city wall turned to the Southwest and finished
after 50 m. At the turn point, as well as at the end, the wall was fortified by two
circular towers (Fig. 7). At this point the city walls end in the sea. The next addition
is dated later on, probably after the Late Roman periodis.
In the area between the coast and circular tower Ill, some new walls were
found during dredging operationsls. According to the drawing (Fig. 7, walls a-a, P-P,
y-y),their orientation is parallel and vertical to the modern mole which is built over
the ancient city wall. Although at first sight the two walls a-a and b-b seem quite
parallel and can be interpretedas walls of shipsheds, their constructiontechnique,
the distance betweenthem,their different dating17 and the absent of the characteristic
inclinationla(Fig. 8,9),
make such an interpretation diff icult. Certainly they belong
to buildings for port facilities but their exact function still remains unknown. The
first one (a-a) according to its construction looks more like an "anterisma" which
is intendedto keep in place an accumulationof sand etc., so creating a platform. The
second one (b-b)19, is certainly the o - r ~ p ~ o p t r of
r qa~wall. Careful examination
of its upper surface demonstrates the existence of 'po~Aopo0pia"forthe construction
of a wall above it with well squared blocks. According to the above observations
these walls cannot be of the same building might have been whatever its function.

D) The entrance of the Port (Fig. 1, area D)

Despite the indications given by early nineteenth century travellerszoof the
existence of two more towers at the extension of the modern breakwater later the
roundtower IV (fig. 7), there is no archaeological evidence for such constructions
but not even for the continuation of the mole after round tower IV2l.
However in the foundations of the red beacon a square construction was
found with big stone blocks connected with metallic joints (Fig. 10).

Aconstruction,consideredasquaretower,was referredbyJ.Baker-Penoyre, who
mentionedthat notonly roundbutalso squaretowers were found at the port of Thasosn.
The existence of the sealed joint with lead provides evidence that at least
the upper blocks of the small construction were above water.
Consequently the sea level during the classical period could be considered
at roughly -1.5m below the present level (Fig. 11, plan). The existence of five
courses of stones in some parts of the city walls below the actual sea level leads
to the same conclusion^^.
This square construction (tower?) divides the entrance of the port in two.
The existence of two entrances, one to the NNW and one to the N was probably
a handicap for the security of the boats. Studying the predominant winds of the
port, we notice that the strongest winds are those from the NNE side (Fig. 12).
This meansthat, at first sight, the harborwas exposedto the North and the shelter
provided was not good enough. The existence in that area of an underwater construction made of stone rubble (plan, AIF), may indicate the existence of a breakwater, the function of which was to provide shelter for this entrance of the port from
the prevailing Northwinds*" This, in conjunctionwith thetwo towers Ill and IV, could
provide protection of the entrance from enemy fleets25.
Similar constructions have been discovered elsewhere, as at the harbor of
Aigina26. With the rise of the sea level the breakwater became useless and thus later
on, probably during the Middle Ages, this part of the entrance of the port was closed27.

Conclusions
After this brief presentation of the most important features of the closedmilitary harbor, an attempt to reconstruct its form during the lVth century would
place it among those harbors described by Vitruvius and very well represented
inthe first editionsof hisworkduringthe renaissance. The harbor of Thasos represents
an application of a standard pattern of a port composed of city walls which were
also used as breakwaters and with its entrance divided in two by the little islandtower in the middle.
The ordinary facilities on the port were at the right and the left side of the
harbor where the foundations of different construction techniques were found.
This is also referred to by Perrot who at the beginning of the twentieth century
state that the area housed port facilities.
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Iwould like to conclude this preliminary report by saying that the new features
that came to light after the previous years of excavationgive us a lot of information
about this important harbor, but also raise new questions for which the already
excavated areas do not provide definite information.
The new topographical details of the area of the ancient harbor of Thasos
radically change our knowledge of that harbor (Fig. 13).
Olddebates likethe one aboutthe inscriptionwith the regulationsthat concerned
the berthing places of different sized vessels and the sanctions applied, must now
be reconsidered28.
Dr. N. A. Lianos
Department of Underwater Antiquities
Ministry of Culture
Greece
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General plan of the port of Thasos, N. Lianos-T. Kozelj.
General view of the "platform" at the South side of the port.
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Plan and section of the platform in area A.
Schist stone with a characteristic profile at the upper part for the positioning of a boat keel.
Blocks of marble with a square cut on the top side.
Kos plan of the shipsheds.
Northeast part of the port with the round towers Ill & IV, N. Lianos-T. Kozelj, 1:500.
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Section at the a-a wall.
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Section at the b-b wall.
Stone block connected with metallic joints.
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Plan and section of the underwater structures at the entrance of the port.

Fig. 12

Study of the predominant winds at the port of Thassos.
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TROPlS V

SHIP ARCHAELOGY TOWARDS THE FUTURE. SOME CONCEPTUAL
AND ORGANIZATIONAL OBSERVATIONS

With Albenga and the Grand Congloue, organized and scientifically orientated
research in ship archaeology had its beginnings. Half acentury later, the balance
of credit is indisputable, now being acknowledged as an integral. There are however
certain areas which require our immediate attention, others which should be
considered as items for further development schemes.
a. Deviation from the dominant trend of dealing with isolated accidental
discoveries of shipwrecks to systematic search and survey at designated
areas of maritime archaeological-historicalsignificance. Implementation
of advanced search and survey technologies. Encouragement of
simultaneous land and sea excavations while counting on the increasing
number of shallow water sites.
b. Special attention to be given to the academizationof the discipline in large,
by introducing into the curriculum of Institutes of Higher Learning a formal
study program leading to a graduate degree.
c. International coordination in the planning and timing of conferences,
symposia and workshops, stressing thematic and regional uniqueness, to
avoid conflicts and duplications.
d. Establishingadata base for ongoing researchwith a periodicalpublication
of abstracts in 3-4 major language groups, to overcome present
"compartmentalization".
e. Arousing publicawareness in every country to the urgent need of preserving
the Maritime Cultural Heritage - with the Hellenic Institute serving as an
example.
All the above requires a statuary change of our biennial symposium by widening
the scope of themes beyond the present stress on the history and technology of

ships. It requires an organizational set up to follow up international collaboration
and the application of some of the above proposal during the intermediate period
between the general meetings. The prestigious position which this symposium
acquired in the past decade, justifies the undertaking of a leading role in the
initiation of future trends of development.

Elisha Linder
University of Haifa

EDITOR'S NOTE
Dr. Elisha Linder made averbal communicationand the above is only an abstract.

EVIDENCE ABOUT A NEOLITHIC DUGOUT (DHISPILIO, KASTORIA)
(Preliminary Report)

Evidence about neolithic water-craft in Greece has been up to now restricted
to indirect clues': ethnological comparisons, such as the papyrella experiment2
(for the pre-neolithic),long-distance relationshipss-meaning overseas supplies
or exchanges- and micrographic representations, that is, clay boat models4. The
above, combined with the near presence of water -lake, river or sea-, as well
as with the discovery of fishbones or water-bird bones, fishing gear or water-fowl
hunting gear and with the technological possibility of wood-working on the sites,
have led to the justified assumption that not only the coastal, but some at least of
the inland neolithic inhabitants have had very early the opportunity of making and
using some kind of simple water-craft, more precisely dugoutss.
A recent discovery adds now its testimony about actual neolithic vessels.
The evidence comes from the lake of Kastoria (Orestiada), in north-westernGreek
Macedonia, more precisely from the excavations conducted since last year (1 992)
by Georges Hourmouziadis,professorof prehistoricarchaeology at the University
of Thessaloniki, who has already presented the find briefly at the Macedonia and
Thrace Congress last February in Thessalonikis.

The village of Dhispilio is situated 7 km to the south of the city of Kastoria,
near the lake-shore. Till recent times, communicationwith Kastoriawas preferably
made by boat -this was also done between Kastoria and the village of Mavrovo
(Mavrohori)', these two crossings of the lake being the shortest (1400 m between
Mavrovo and Kastoria), the shore being also easily accessible there8 (figs. 1,4).
The lake of Kastoria covers an area of approximately 30 square kilometers
and has a maximum depth of 8,5m. It is surrounded by alluvial and karstic waterbearingformations and is situated at about 610-620 m above sea level. The topography of the lake site on the south is almost horizontal, these areas being seasonally overflowed with wateP.
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The partly submerged settlement site by the village of Dhispilio has already
been identified by Keramopoullos in the '30'slo. Nikolaos Moutsopoulos,professor
of architecture at the University of Thessaloniki has conducted researches in the
area since the sixties and published a sketch of the site (fig. 5), including all the
posts that could be seen at the time above water levelll. As a matter of fact, local
inhabitants have always observedthe posts when the water level lowers and they
have all of them since some generations collected stone tools; some of them can
be seen in the collection kept at the K o i v o ~ q ~
(District
a
Council) of Dhispilio.
The area where the excavation is taking place (fig. 2) is called Nqoi (island)
and it used to be an island, which has in recent times been artificially joined to the
shore. The area is surrounded on the south by a later stone wall (fig. 5)12.
It has been last season's (July 1992) great surprise when, on the last day of
the excavation period, an intriguing fissure appeared in trench A2a. It has been
progressively investigated, scraped and sprinkled with water with the result seen
in fig. 6. The feature has been identified as a boat gunwale (in outline). It was
photographed and then quickly covered again with earth, waiting for better days,
that is, for a specialist in woodlboat conservation.
The find belongs to stratum 3 of the trench, 1 being the surface stratum. The
latter contained mixed bronze age and neolithic sherds, as well as two net weights.
Between strata 1 and 2 a layer (1-2cm) of lake sediments was covering the greater
part of the trench. The following stratum, no 2, contained Late Neolithicflint blades
and pottery sherds of Late Neolithic date (preceding classical Dhimini), mostly
black-topped and black burnished's. The same pottery has since been found in
correspondingstrata of other trenches, and is still found at least inthree lower strata,
including that corresponding to the stratum of the boat and the two strata below.
The feature is 3,30 m long, 0,80 m wide at a distance of about 0,50 m from
the rectilinear stern, the latter being 0,60 to 0,70 m wide. What seems to be a
trapezoidal projection of the bow is only about 0,12 m widel4.
Some other features seem to be related, such as one circular and two indefinite
patches of red clay, a ring of ashes on port side, or a white, hard circle inside. Four
small post-holes can also be seen on starboard side, touching the outline.
It is most striking, that actually, in the same area, near thevillage of Dhispilio,
a traditional type of small craft is used exclusively for fishing, more precisely for
net-fishing (figs. 7,9 and 1O), while the well-known ~ a p a p(karavi)l5
t
of the lake
of Kastoria is bigger, is found morefrequently, and is used also fortransport (there
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are actually 200 ~ a p a p l aand 30 simple boats)l6. This very simple flat-bottomed
(nhapa) plank boat is still made of pine, chestnut orelml7, it is paddledwith aAouna~Ka (loupatka) and is called povo(uAo or pavocuAo (monoxylo or manoxylo)l8. If you
asklocalfishermen, includingthe lastconstructorofboth karaviaand monoxyla, loannis
Kallinikos, who learned this skill from his father, about the reason why they call it
monoxylo, they answer that it is because it used to be made of one piece of wood.
These monoxyla have previouslybeen used by Turks and Greeks, professional
or amateur fishermen for fishing in such shallow lake areaslg. They are still used
now. This is the only type of boat which can be used among the reeds of the shallow
waters near Dispilio (figs. 7 , 9 and 10). On the contrary, the Kastoria fishermen
exclusively used and are still using karavia. The average length of the presentday monoxyla is approximately 3,5m and their width, up to 1 m at the stern and
0,60 m at the bow.
When the workmen saw the dugout outline and the post holes and circular
(paloukia),
a
features, they immediately made the connection with the n a h o u ~ ~
or chain (figs. 7
posts used today to moor the monoxyla by means of a ~ a 6 8 v a
and 10). Usually paloukiaserveto moortwo boats, one on either side, and frequently
you can even have rows of boats (fig. 10). They also spoke about fishing devices,
small posts used to secure certain types of fishing nets.

If we go back to the neolithic and the indirect archaeological evidence, we
can see some asymmetrical dugout modelswith a rather pointedbow and a straight
stern (LN, Osikovo, Bulgaria)>(),sometimes with a possible fitted transom(?), or
at least, an internal separation, such as the Tsangli boat model (fig. 8).
Theexcavationat Dhispilioproduced several fishing net weights (oval shaped,
with two engraved incisions, crossed at right angles), bone needles and possible
bone hooks, as well as fish bones, stone axes and large post holes. I can't see that
we needfurther proof abouttheexistence in neolithictimesofboatfishingat Dhispilio.
It is only hoped that it will be possible to obtain proper treatment for this find and
thus the maximum possible information about this aspect of neolithic life by the
lake of Kastorianl.
Christina Maringou
95, rue de Bailli
1050 Brussels
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NOTES
1. Cf. T. W. JACOBSEN, Maritime mobilityin theprehistoric Aegean, this volume, pp. 00-00.
I am grateful to prof. Jacobsen for kindly providing a copy of his paper before publication.
2. H. TZALAS 1989.
3. See for instance: C. RENFREW 1972; T.JACOBSEN 1976; C. PERLES 1979,1983,1989.
4. C. MARANGOU 1991a, idem 1991b and 1992, esp. pp. 40 and 165.
5. C. MARANGOU 1991a.
6. HOURMOUZIADIS 1993; cf. idem, MaBrlpa m a nAaia~a
TOU EAeuBepou naven~mqpiou.
E~alpeiaM~KE~OVIKC~V
I ~ o u ~Thessaloniki,
~ v ,
December 1992 and idem, paper
"Kathimerini", 10.1.1993.1am most grateful to him for permission to present the find in this
symposium, as well as for kindly providing the photograph of fig. 6.
7. P. TSOLAKIS 1992, fig. 1.
8. P. VAPHEIADIS 1983.
9. P. VAPHEIADIS 1983.
10. KERAMOPOULLOS 1932 and 1938.
11. S. MARINATOS 1968; N. MOUTSOPOULOS 1973/74.
12. N. MOUTSOPOULOS 1973/74.
13. Cf. H. HAUPTMANN 1981.
14. Measurementstaken after a sketch of the find (excavation notebook, sketch no 1, trench A2a,
stratum 3,24.7.1992, scale 1:25).
15. Z A T A S 1988, TSOLAKIS 1992.
16. P. TSOLAKIS 1992.
17. Oral communication by I. KALLINIKOS, to whom I am most grateful for very helpful information
concerning the monoxyla.
18. P. TSAMlSlS 1949; P. TSOLAKIS 1992 and oral communications by local fishermen.
19. P.TSAMlSlS 1949; P. TSOLAKIS 1992.
20. LE PREMIER OR, p. 91, no 74; cf. FREY 1991, fig. on p. 197.
21. Before the printing of these proceedings, professor Hourmouziadispublished the book Dispilio
(Kastoria),the prehistoric lakeside settlement, Codex, Thessaloniki 1996. The dugout outline
is presentedthere in fig.12, p. 43.
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ILLUSTRATIONS
Fig. 1

View of the site (the trees in the centre of the coast) across the lake, from the north (from
Kastoria) (August 1993).

Fig. 2

View to the north (towards the lake) from the excavation trenches (October 1992).

Fig. 3

View of the site (trees and small church to the right) across the water, from the west
(August 1993).

Fig. 4

The lake of Kastoria and the boat crossings (after P. TSOLAKIS 1992, fig. 1).

Fig. 5

Sketch of the site at Nisi (after N. MOUTSOPOULOS 197314, fig. 9).

Fig. 6

The trench &?a at the end of the excavation period (1992) and the dugout outline (slide
kindly provided by professor G. Hourmouziadis).

Fig. 7

Monoxylo moored at Dhispilio, some meters away from the excavation (August 1993).

Fig. 8

Middle Neolithic (?) boat model from Tsangli.

Figs. 9-10 Monoxyla moored at Dhispilio (August 1993).
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UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANCIENT HISTORY:
EVIDENCE AND QUESTIONS

Over the last two decades the social and economic history of the ancient
world has benefited from increased scholarly attention. Since 1973, when Finley
publishedhis epoch-making TheAncient Economy, many historians have challenged
his notion of a primitive economyl. This is not the place to discuss the various
positions in thisdebate. Iwould like to focus here on the contributionof underwater
archaeology to a much debated point: the international maritime trade.

I am not the first -and I shall not be the last- to argue that we should try to
see the data provided by excavations under water against a wider background.
It suffices here to refer to Anthony Parker's magisterial catalogue: Ancient
Shipwrecks of the Mediterranean and the Roman Provinces (1 992) in which both
the historian and the archaeologist will find much relevant data presented in a
wider contextn.
Everyonewillagree that we can only say something sensible about economic
backgrounds if we have sufficient data at our disposal. Underwater archaeology
therefore has less to say about Greek than about Roman commerce, since most
excavations took place in the eastern Mediterranean, and concerned mainly
Roman vessels of the period 200 BC. to 300 AD.
The four case studies which Ishall discuss here stem from this period. Ihope
to demonstratethat in some respects shipwrecks have confirmed, and even added
to, the results of other historical studies. In other cases, however, they contradict
the claims of research based on literary and other archaeological sources, and
sometimes they can even force us to reconsider traditional historical wisdom. I am
aware that my case studies do not carry equal weight. Many more wrecks can be
dated to the last century of the Roman republic and the first century of the Roman
principate than to the third century AD, when the empire was in declines. Remarks
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about wrecks from the heyday of the Roman empire have therefore more validity
than comments on wrecksfrom the periodof crisis. Since wrecks are, in my opinion,
very suitable controls for other historical and archaeological data, I shall risk
speaking prematurely in order to discuss them.
My first example is a very well known one in which the amphorae found in
shipwrecks confirm the traditional picture. We know from literary sources that ltalian
agriculture changed considerably from the second century BC. onwards, as a result
of a massive reallocation of land, capital and labour, and of the emergence of a new
market4. The second Punic war had wrought havoc, and many farms had been
left by their owners. Where the original owners were unknown, these farms came
under public ownership. The same happened to the land of Roman allies who had
collaboratedwith the enemy. Romanconquests inthe Mediterraneanworld provided
capital in the form of booty, and labour in the form of slaves. Finally, the urbanization
of Italy,which wasthe resultoftheflightoffarmersfromthecountrysideandofvoluntary
or forced immigration from the provinces, created a new market.
Wealthy Romanswere the new owners of agricultural landwhich they organised
as large capital-intensive farms. Although we would perhaps expect otherwise in
view of the growing urbanization, their major product was not wheat. The ranches
in southern ltaly werededicatedto animal husbandry;the farmsof Latium, Campania
and Etruria concentrated on profitable cash crops wine and olivess. The wheat
needed to feed the growing urban populations was more and more frequently
importedfrom the provinces:first from Sicily, later from Sardinia and Corsica, and
from the mid-second century, from North Africa as well. Amphoraefinds allow us
to trace the growth of viticulture in Latium, Campania and Etruria, as well as the
export of wine to the western provinces. Fortunately, the typology of amphorae,
the foundations of which were laid in 1879 by the German archaeologist Heinrich
Dressel, and which was later further refined by Beltran, Pblichet and Kapitan, still
serves us well if we want to assign a date and a place of origin to Roman amphora@.
Before the mid second century BC. when Italianviticulturestarted to flourish,
wine was mostly transported in Graeco-Italian amphorae. From the mid second
century BC, these relatively small, fairly thin, pear-shaped amphoraewerereplaced
by wine amphoraeof the more robust elongated Dressel 1type, which was particularly suited to long and intensive use. The introduction of this type of amphora can be
relatedto the growing market forwine. The urbanizationof Italy provided a strong
home market for ltalian wine producers. Ordinary people -the autochtonous city
dwellers andthe immigrantsfromthe ltaliancountryside, as well asthe urbanslaves-
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drankordinarywines, but the elite savoured the grandscrus,the fine wines from the
Ager Caecubusand the AgerFalernus.The new provinces, in particular Spain and
Gallia Narbonensis,also offered excellent market opportunitiesfor Romantraders'.
Roman Dressel 1 amphorae have been found spread over almost all of Gaul
and Spain. Maritimefinds emphatically supportthispicture. We can followthe growth
of Italian wine export better through the wrecks along the coasts of north-western
Italy and southern France, than in the Gallic settlements. A shipwreck is a kind of
timecapsule: we find awreckas it was when it sank, thecargo unmixedwith objects
from other periods. We could call each wreck a "miniature Pompeii".
There is a marked increase in the frequency of wrecks dating from the century
after 150 BC*.The shipwrecks are not alone in increasing, the number of amphorae
per wreck also increases very significant. The oldest of two shipwrecks, found near
the little island of Grand-Congloue,dates from about 200 BC; it appears to have
carried only a few dozen Graeco-Italian amphorae. The wreck of Chretienne-C,
between Saint-Raphaeland Cannes, which dates from the second quarter of the
second century BC, carried some 500 Graeco-Italianamphorae. These numbers
are insignificantcomparedtothe numbersof Dressel 1 amphorae which were transported
after the mid-second century BC. The second wreck from Grand-Congloue,from
about 100BC,was loadedwith 1.700 Dressel 1 amphorae.The wreckof La Madrague
de Giens, from about70-60BC, transported7.000 amphorae,andthe Albengawreck,
from about 80 BC, between 10.000 and 13.000 amphorae-figures which point at
a huge export, and at ships with a cargo capacity of between 350 and 450 tonslo.
In my second case study Iwould liketo show how shipwreckscanhelp us where
other sources do not allow us to reach aconclusion. Inthe first and second centuries
of our era Spainwas a major supplier of olive oil and garum, a type of fish-saucewhich
was not only popular in Roman kitchens, but also used for medicinal purposes. The
growing politicalinfluenceof Spanish aristocrats in Rome may have been an important
factor in this success story. It had already started to develop in the days of Julius
Caesar, when the first Spaniards were accepted into the senate. The Spanish
connection became considerably more important during the years from Claudius to
Nero. Spanish exports to Rome kept abreast of this development, as is shown by
the large numbers of Spanish amphorae in the shipwrecks of the first and second
centuries AD, and of Spanishsherds in thevarious layers of the TermedelNuotatore
("the baths of the swimmer") in Ostia, and the Monte Testaccio in Romell.
There is some controversy about the exports of olive oil and garum from
Spain. Baetica, in Spain, became the most important exporter of both products.
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Thequestionis, however, which of the two was morefrequently importedinto Rome?
It is commonly held that this was olive oil, but this view is not confirmed by the
sherds of the Spanish oil amphoraefromthe TermedelNuotatorein Ostia. Dressel
20 oil amphoraefrom Baetica are much less frequent in the older Flavian layers
than thegarumamhorae Dressel7-13,which also comefrom Baetical*.(SeePanella's
tablep. However, the finds from the Monte Testaccio, close to the place where the
seagoing ships and river vessels were unloaded, present a different picture. This
material is almost completely composed of oil amphorae from Baetica.
Can underwater archaeology be helpful here in the future? I think it can.
There is hardly any literaryevidencefortheSpanishtrade ingarum, but the numerous
finds of Dressel 7-13 garum amphorae accompanying oil and wine amphorae in
Spanish wrecks, compensate for this lack of informationl4. Pascual Guasch, who
has investigated 57 wrecks from Baetica, counted more garum amphoraeof the
Dressel 7-13 type than oil amphorae of the Dressel 20 type. In his view, the trade
in garum must have been larger than the trade in olive oilis.
My third case study concerns North Africa's share in the maritimetrade with
Rome from the second to the fourth century AD. It shows how careful we must
be if we want to place the finds from shipwrecks in a wider context. It is well known
that from the beginning of the second century AD. North African oil and garum
production increasd strongly. By the end of the second century, North Africa
surpassed Spain in this respectls. If we have a look at the pie-charts concerning
imports into Ostia, based on data compiled by Panella and Whittakerl', we can
see that imports from North Africa increase strongly. Under Hadrian 17% of all
sherds come from North Africa. Under Antoninus Pius this figure has increased
to 25% and under the Severan emperors to 45%. In the fourth century it even
reaches 57%. This could not have been suspectedfrom the excavated shipwrecks.
It could be objected of course, that there have been few excavations along the
coasts of North Africa. But ships that went to Romefrom the eastern parts of North
Africa had to sail past Sicily and along the Italian coast; ships that came from the
western parts of Africa, either crossed directly to the Balearii Islands Sardinia and
Corsica, or kept close to the Spanish and French coasts. These are hardly areas
which have been ignored by underwater archaeologists!And yet Tortorella, whose
study of North African wrecks covers all those found before 1981, counted with
reference to a period of 300years, no more than 21 wrecks which contained North
African amphoraels. This would seem to point to a low export from these regions.
During the last ten years, this situation has changed slightly. Parker's catalogue
mentions many more wrecks carrying African amphorae, but they are still less

numerous than may be expected on the basis of the available data from the
excavations in Ostia. The discrepancy between the African amphorae in Ostia
and the African amphorae in Mediterranean shipwrecks remains.
Finally, I would like to discuss a case, in which the finds of amphorae and
wrecks may one day force us to reconsider received historical views: the supposed
crisis of the third century AD. The invasions and the economic and monetary
recessionof the third century AD. plunged the Roman Empire into adeep political
and economical crisis. Nearly all the provinces were affected, and Spain was
probably no exception. The decision by Septimius Severus, at the beginning of
the third centuryto place Spanishoil export under statecontrol is commonlyregarded
as a major factor in Spain's decline's. Free export declined sharply, as we can tell
from Ostia's imports of Spanish oil which dropped from 24% under Antoninus Pius,
to a mere 8% in the third century (Seethe graph forthe growth of importsfrom North
Africa). Normally it is believed that the exportation of Spanish oil decreased so
strongly inthe thirdcenturythat by the250s it hadall butdisappearedm.The invasions
of the Franks and other Germanic tribes,and the destruction that these caused
only dealt, in the views of these historians, the final blow. However, research on the
island of Cabrera, near Mallorca, has shown that we have some reason to doubt
thisscenario. One of the wrecks which was found there, the Cabrera Illwreck, which
can be dated to 257 AD. on the basis of a pictureof the emperor Valerian, contained
oil amphoraeof Dressel types 20 and 2321. It seems likely, therefore, that during
the late 250s the export of Spanish oil continued as before. Moreover, in spite of
the measures of Septimius Severus, the organization and financing of this export
trade do not seem to have changed a great deal since the mid second century AD.
So, at least, the excavators argue, on the basis of 765 sesterceswhich were abroad
the ship when it sank in 257 AD. In their view it is possible that the crisis of the third
century manifested itself more clearly in other regions of the Roman Empire, mainly
in the East. After all, the Roman Empire was not aconglomerateof interdependent
markets. Spain was not bypassed by the crisis, but it was hit later, probably only
after 265 AD**.
It would be very useful to investigate othershipwrecksfrom the chaoticdays
of the mid third century against this background. Many historians would be eager
to know the results and the status of underwater archaeology among them would
thereby be raised considerably.

I have now reached the end of my paper. I hope that I have made clear to you
that in the near future investigation of wrecks will have much to offer historians.

Much will depend on the historians,who will have to formulate the right questions
to archaeologists to use in their research. But as much will depend on archaeologists,
who must be prepared to refer in their excavation reports to wider questions. If
we can succeed in this, I,for one, would not be surprised if studies of ancient wrecks
were to receive more attention from historians than has hitherto been the case.
Fik Meijer
Archaeologisch-Historischlnstituut
van de Universiteit van Amsterdam
Oude Turfmarkt 129
1012 GC Amsterdam
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THE TETRERES (QUADRIREME OF FOUR)

1. HISTORY
Aristotle isquoted by the elder Pliny (NH)as having attributed the invention
of the four to the Carthaginians. There is some rather uncertain evidence for the
four's presence in the fleet that Dionysios II inherited from his father in 368 BC.
Dionysioswould certainly have been aware and have copied any invention made
by his naval competitors. A Carthaginian connexion might equally have been
responsible for a more likely first historical appearance of the four in Alexander's
siege of Tyre in 332 BC., both in his own fleet (Curtius4.3.13) largely derived from
his Phoenician allies and among the Tyrian ships. Two years later (330-329 BC.)
eighteen fours are recorded in the Athenian naval inventories (IG 2* 1627 24),
but their introduction there could have been three years earlier since no lists for
those years survive. The number of fours in the Athenian navy had by 32514 BC.
increased to 50; and when Alexander reached Thapsakos in 324 BC the fleet of
threes, fours and fives he had ordered, some brought overland from Phoenicia,
were waiting for him. The growing popularity of fours is shown immediately after
the death of Alexander when the Athenian assembly voted, in a burst of nostalgic
jingoism, to form an alliance to regainthe masteryof the Aegean with afleet which
was to include 200 fours. But the dream faded at the defeat of Amorgos.
Naval supremacy in the Aegean was achieved by Antigonos in 31514 BC.
with a Grand Fleet or 240 warships in which of the 113 heavier types 90 were
fours. But Antigonos'sson Demetrios,who in 306 BC. was given the naval command
in the invasion of Cyprus as a preliminary to the conquest of Egypt, did not share
the naval preferences of Athens and of his father. His invasionfleet contained 53
of "the heavier, troop carrying, warships" which with additions in the final battle
were 7 sevens (Phoenician), 10 sixes, probably 45 fives, and only 30 (Athenian)
fours, whereas the fleet of his opponent Ptolemy contained "nothing larger than
afive or smaller than afour". Since in the descriptionof the battle thedisadvantage
is emphasisedat which Ptolemy stoodwith ships lower in the water than Demetrios's,
it is likely that in his fleet fours were in the majority.
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Inthe invasionof Egypt that followed there were no major navalengagements.
The only heavier ships mentioned were fives and fours; and it was noted that when
the fleetwas struck by a northerlygale the fours were drivento thedangerous moorings
at Raphia, whereas the more powerful fives were able continue to Kasion (where
in fact they were not much better off).
Fours seem to have been discredited in these two campaigns as to both
their fighting and their sea-keeping qualities. The subsequent struggle for naval
supremacyamong the greater navalpowers inthe easternandwestern Mediterranean
was fought out by heavier warships from fives upwards. Fours were used by the
Romans and Carthaginians but not in the line of battle. The Rhodians retained a
preferenceforthe four, and in47 BCJulius Caesar found himself faced by an Egyptian
fleet which was largely of fours. Sextus Pompeius in Sicily met Octavius's heavier
fleet of fives and above with a fleet in which his own flagship, a six, was apparently
the only ship heavier than a four.

II. ICONOGRAPHY

For modern enquirers the four is unique among ancient oared warships in
one respect. A contemporary representation of her, the Alba Fucensgraffito,dated
1stC BC-1stC AD, survives, labelled with her type name in latinised Greeknavis
tetreris longa (Fig. 1). This accident means that the process of discovering the
oar-systemand other practicaldetails of the four, unlikethe same process inthe case
of the other warship types, begins with the iconographical evidence to which the
epigraphical and literary evidence is subordinate.
The graffito shows a long, low, warship with a deck but no bulwark, a ram and
no visible oarbox or oarports. The stern also finishes without the normal upcurving
aphlaston. The absence of the bulwark, oarbox and oarports, and aphlaston does not
necessarily mean that the ship depicted did not have them, since the sketch is very
rough and unfinished, and the ship's side isquite blankexceptfor thecourse in latticework below the line of the deck and some indicationof wales. The graff ito has one
great virtue, the ship is shown without the distortion of exaggerated human figures.
Apart from the prow the most striking, and at first sight most puzzling, feature
isthecriss-crosslatticeworkcourse, which looksatfirstsight likea bulwark, although
bulwarksofthispatterndo not occur. It may be explained by referencetotwo monuments,
the Palazzo Spada relief which is regardedas a Romancopy of a Hellenistic original,
the Praenesterelief of the last half of the 1stC BC., and to acoin minted by Octavian
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at Lugdunum 40-37 BC. Three other monuments may give support, the Orange
Arch relief 1stC AD or before, the Aula lsiaca fresco 1st-2ndC AD, and the Trajan's
Column relief AD 113. Inthe first three cases all but one show criss-cross latticework
and all three show a bulwark above the latticework.
The Palazzo Spada relief (Fig. 2) shows a warship's. On the deck there is a
bulwark and tower and outboard of the bulwark a parodos. The latter forms the
topsurfaceof astructurein the topsection of which is acriss-cross latticeworkcource
and in the bottom section two rows of oars en echelon. The Praenesterelief (Fig.
3) shows a ship which similary has a deck on which there is a bulwark and tower
and outboardof the bulwarkaparodos(onwhich soldiers are standing). The parodos
again is the top surface of a structure in the top section of which there is a course
of louvres with a different pattern of latticework. Beneath the cource of louvres two
rows of oars emerge en echelon, one through and one below the structure. The
Octavian coin ( Fig. 4) shows a warship's prow. On the foredeck and continuing
onto the maindeck there is a post and rail bulwark. Below the maindeck and aft;
of the eye and parasemona course of criss-cross latticework runs aft of the same
pattern as that on the graffito and the Palazzo Spada relief. Latticework courses
of the same criss- cross pattern run from bow to stern above the oarsystem in ships
depicted in whole or part on the Orange Arch (Fig. 5), the Aula lsiaca fresco (Fig.
6) andTrajan'scolumn (Fig.7) but in the lasttwocasesthe introductionof enormously
exaggerated human figures within the ship, the function of the latticework screen
has been entirely disguised.
The following conclusion is to be drawn from these monuments and coins.
In the Athenian navy removable screens of hair or leather were used in battle to
protect from missiles the open side of the three, divided into "rooms" by the deck
stanchions and thus above the parexeiresia. When missile attack became a more
serious hazard a permanent course of (usually) latticework units divided by the
deckstanchions was devised as permanent framework for the screens put up in
battle. It is this latticework course divided into units by the stanchions which the
artist of the graffito sketched, leaving out both the bulwark and towers which usually
(but not always) made the deck a fortress, and as well the oarsystem below.

THE OAR-SYSTEM OF THE FOUR

The identification of the graffito's criss-cross latticework course of 22 units
as a louver provides a useful dimension. If the interscalmium (distance between
the tholesdeterminingthe oarsman's room by the AtticIRoman cubit) is 2X444=888m
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then the length of the latticeworkcourse is 19.54m. A rough estimate of the height
of the deck above water may be gained from Livy 20.25.2-8: where the decksoldiers
of two Carthaginian fours were unable to board a higher Roman five "so long as
the supply of missiles (on the five) held out". The difference in height is not likely to
have been less than 0.5m.
At Aktion the (approximate) height of Antony's ships from fives to tens (or
nines) is said to have been "10 feet" nearly 2.96m, above the water. The height of
a three (Olympias) was calculated to be 2.6m, and the five would have been a little
higher at 2.96. J.F. Coates calculates the height of the four to have been 2.2m,
which fits Livy's story well. The ratio of the height above water, at 2.2m, to the
length of the latticeworkcourse, at 19.54m, is 1:8.88 and that is very close to the
ratio between the height above water of the graffito ship and the length of the
latticework course there, which is 1:8. The artist's eye has got the proportions
just about right.
There is a clue to the number of oars in an Athenian four. An inscription of
32514 BC. (IG 22 1629) gives a valuation of a four's set of oars (tarros a word
which excludes spares) at 665 dr. Andokides at the end of the 5th century gives
a pricefor a rough-hewnoar spar as 5dr. The tarrosof a three, rough-hewn,would
have cost 850 dr, the tarros finished well over 1000 dr. The oars of a four must
accordingly have been fewer.
Since the four's tarros of 32514 BC must have cost a whole number of obols
for each oar and there must have been an even number of oars (the same number
for each side). The largest even number of oars in the right range which as adivisor
of 665 produces a whole number of obols (57=9dr 3 obols) is 70,35 oars a side.
Since, as we shall show, the four's oars were double-manned and consequently
more substantial 9112 dr. is a suitable value.
If the number of levels of oars in a five was three, Livy's story above suggests
that the four being lower had fewer than three levels. A more precise clue is
provided by Appian describing an incident in the battle of Mylae (36 BC.). Dio and
Appian both describe Octavian's ships under Agrippa as heavy slow, of deep
draught and manned by many deck-soldiers, while Sextus's ships under Papias
were smaller, light, fast and of shallow draught. Neither historian names them by
the type except in the case of Sextus's flagship which was appropriately a six.
Octavian's fleet contained at least fives and sixes. He had earlier (Appian 5.95)
lost one six in a storm and six heavy ships altogether.
At Mylai (Appian 5,106) Agrippa led the heavy ships at the centre'. Though
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smaller and lighter Papias's ships neverheless like Octavian's had towers at bow
and stern. The decks of Papias's ships were lower than the decks of Agrippa's
since latter "threw missilesfrom a height to ships of lower level". Pompey was not
at Mylai but with his fleet (and flagship) at Messana waiting the outcome of the
battle. When battle was joined, Agrippa, on his flagship, probably a five, attacked
Papians's ship and "smashed into it at the epotis. The ship threw off the men in
the towers and beganto take in agreat deal of water. Of the oarsmenthe thalamioi
were all trapped but the other of the two categories (hoi heteroi) broke through
the deck and swam away". The passage makes it clearthat in Papias's ship there
were two level of oarsmen the thalamioi (lower) and the zygioi (higher). It is inconceivable that Papias's should have had as aflagship a liburnian, the other type of
two level warship, but with oars single-manned. His ship must then have been a
four with two levels of double-manned oars.
The oarsystem of the graffito ship now becomes clear. With two levels of
oars like Papias's ship, it would, if it was like the 5th century four, have thirty five
oars and seventy oarsmen, two to each oar, on both sides, 140 oasmen on all.
The ship depicted on the Praeneste relief is a warship, probably Egyptian,
with massive oars at two levels en echelon, one worked through an oarbox and
another through an oarport beneath it, twenty- five a side, 50 oars and 100oarsmen.
Above the oarbox is acourseof louvers (so recognised by Casson in SSAW) and on
the upper surface of it a parodos. The main deck has a tower forward and a high
bulwark behindwhich stand armed men. Her prow unusually is without aforedeck.
She is a contemporary of the ship of the graffito, and recognised as a four. If she
is afour, she adds details of the oar arrangementto the characteristicsof the type,
but it seems that her fewer oars and oarsmen are the result of the sculptor packing
a great deal of detail into a small space. As a result although the detail is realistic
the proportions are not. The ratio of height to length is 1:2.

THE FOUR'S QUALITIES

The question which finally requires an answer is what were the virtues of
the fourwhich recommendedher so strongly to the Athenians of 322, to Antigonos
afew years later, to Ptolemy, to the Rhodians and Egyptians, and to the Romans
as a reconnaissance ship.
In the first place she was classed at the outset as one of the heavier ships
which with a broad beam could carry many decksoldiers, yet was light and fast. She
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seemed to combine satisfaction of the requirements of the new naval tactics with
qualities needed for the older. Her low profile offered less windage and thus easier
rowing in adverse contitions, but in battlewith the ships of higher decks it proved her
undoing.
Double manning meant that only half the crew needed to be experienced
oarsmen, the other half needed only muscle. She was, or could be, very fast under
sail (Cicero, Verrines 5.89). As the flagship of the Roman fleet commander in
Sicily in 73-71 BC., she seemed like afloating city (urbis instar)to the pirates with
their long boats, but "under sail she had an incredible turn of speed". This was
propably the quality which recommended her as reconnaissance vessel to the
Roman fleets of fives.
John S. Morrison
Granhams,
Great Shelford,
Cambridge, CB2 5JX.
England
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POLYEREIS AND THE ROLE OF THE RAM IN
HELLENISTIC NAVAL WARFARE

Throughoutthe 5th century B.C. Greek navalwarfare was dominated by the
trieres, or "three" a maneuverable warship used most effectively by the Athenian
navy as afloating missile. Fromthe descriptions of Thucydides, we see that naval
battles were won or lost according to the seaworthinessof the vessels, the training
of the crews and the skill of the helmsmen and pilotsl.
Duringthe next few centuries, navalwarfare experienced dramaticchanges.
Warships much largerthanthe3 were introducedinto the major navies andadifferent
style of fighting developed to take advantage of these new larger and more solid
vessels, termed "polyereis" inthis paperfor the sake of conveniencen. Strictlyspeaking,
the term signifies all classes larger that the 3, but inthisdiscussion, Iwill beconcerned
mainly with classes larger than the penteres or 5. This is because I believe that 4s
and 5s had specific roles that were more akin to the 3 than to the 6 and, thus, I prefer
to exclude them from what I will call mid-sized and large polyereis-that is, the 6s
7s, 8s and so forth.
In the past most of the discussions about these mid-sized large polyereis
focused on the different oarsystems that defined each class, and, gave the class
its name -the hexeres, hepteres, dekeres, triskaidekeres and so on. Their use in
battle was never much debated, I suppose, because their purpose seemed so
self-evident. Most scholars agreed with W.W. Tarn that these ships were bigger,
slower and less maneuverable than theirsrnallercousins, and that their offensive
punch was determined mainly by the numerous marines and ballistic weaponry
that they carried on their wide fighting deck3.
Tarn's clearest expression of his views can be found in his famous work on
Hellenistic naval warfare, written in 1930 (Tarn, 1930, 144):
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Given a fighting galley, there were two ways in which you could use it to
attack the enemy; the weapon might be the ship itself, or the troops on board. The
first method meant ramming, and then speed and skill in manoeuvre were allimportant, so as to take theenemy inflank; the second meantgrappling and boarding,
in which speed and skill mattered much less.
An admiral, or a naval power, had to decide what the dominant tactic would
be - ramming, or boarding and fighting it out with marines - and then select the
appropriate ships to fulfill this task.
If Itookavote right now, Iwould bet that most everyonewho cared to express
an opinionwould agreethat Mr. Tam was basicallycorrect. Somewell known scholars
who are present today have written as much. Lucien Basch wrote afew years ago
in his Le Musee Imaginaire,that polyereiswere "certainly not developed for combat
with the ram", and that after a catapult barrage, battles between these big ships
were decided by boarding parties4.
John Morrison wrote in his Athenian Trireme (Morrison and Coates, 1986,
48) that:
Hellenistic concepts of naval fighting seem to have arisen from ship-borne
catapults and from men in full armour, archers andjavelin men, and the importance
placed on them. The Macedoniansand Romans were content to see naval actions
as opportunities for men in full armour to fight it out on deck and they saw to it that
ships would be built to bring such fighting about.
I, too, shared these views until a few years ago when Ifirst recognizedthe
bow dimensions of 1Os, 9s, 8s, 7s and, perhaps, 6s at a memorial built by Octavian
at Nikopolis to commemorate the Actian War (Murray and Petsas, 1989). These
dimensions revealed to me that the Actian polyereis were more than heavy
platforms for troops and catapults. The Actian bows were made of massive timbers
which supported gigantic bronze ramsthat were muchtoo big and muchtoocostly
to be non-functional bow ornamentss.

Inthe next few pages, Iwould liketo demonstratethat these bigships effectively
used their rams in battle, and that they were much more than heavy platforms for
catapults and boarding parties of marines. To be sure, the 8s, 9s and 10s were not
maneuverable enoughto mimic the rammingtactics of the triremes, but theywere
never intendedto fulfill this function. Their rams were used in head-on, prow-to-prow
collisions with the enemy. Other, smaller units, were placed next ot the mid-sized
and big polyereis in the battle line to protect theirflanks, and to blockenemy ships
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from sailing through to the rear of the line where they could do serious damage
to the steering oars.
We are fortunate to possessfour detailed battle accounts from the Hellenistic
periodthat clearly describe mid-sizedpolyereis in action - 6s, 7s, 8s, 9s and 10s.
Ihave listedthese battles, their sources and the combatants in Table 1.The battles
occurred in 306 BC at Cyprian Salamis, at Chios in 201 BC, near Myonessusin lonia
in 190 BC, and in this same year, off Side in the Pamphilian Gulf.
The accounts are complex and detailed and require a lengthy commentary
best reservedfor aseparatearticle. Sincewedo not havetime to revieweachaccount
in detail now, let me point your attentionto some importantdata - first, the numbers
of ships capturedas a result of boardingcomparedto the numbersof ships destroyed
by ramming. These numbers are important indicators of how each battle was really
fought. If the standardviews about polyereis and their fleets are correct, we should
expect to find more ships listed as captured than as disabled or destroyed by
ramming. But this is not the case.

Table 1
Evidence for the use of mid-sized polyereis in battle
Battle of Salamis (306 BC)
MAlN SOURCE: Diodorus 20.49-52
COMBATANTS: Demetrius Poliorcetes vs. Ptolemy I
CASUALTIES:
Ptolemy lost 100 supply ships and 8.000 soldiers and 40 warships (with
crews) bvcapture: 80 warships were destroyed (by ramming) and were towed, full of sea water, to the camp before the city (52.6).
Demetrius had 20 ships destroyed bv ramming, but all of these were refitted
and returned to service.
The Battle of Chios (201 BC)
MAlN SOURCE: Polybius 16.2-8
COMBATANTS: Philip V vs. Attalus of Pergamon and the Rhodians
CASUALTIES:There are reasons to doubt the validity of the numbers that are
recorded by Polybius. The Rhodian losses, for example, are far too light and
reflect Rhodian sources (Cf. Walbank, 11, 1957-79,509-510).The proportions
are neverthelessinterestingbecausethey were acceptedby Polybiusasbelievable.
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Philip's losses to Attalus by sinking: 10,9,8 (cf. 16.3.2), 7,6, ten 5s and
4s (kataphraktoi), three trihemioliai; 25 lemboi with crews; by capture: 8?
(cf. 3.8-1 1), although it is possiblethat the ship was abandonedafter Attalus'
flagship and been captured-but this 8 was clearly boarded.
Philip's lossesto the Rhodiansby sinking: ten kataphraktoi, 40 1emboi;b~
ca~ture:two 4s and seven lemboi. NB that the Rhodians purposefully sank
some of the ships that they were unable to tow away (Polyb. 16.6.13).
Attalus'losses to Philip by sinking: one trihemiolia, two 5s; by capture: two
4s and the Royal Ship.
Rhodian losses to Philip by sinking: two Ss, one 3; by capture: none.
Men killed: Attalus, 70; Rhodians,60; Philip, 3.000 soldiers and 6.000 sailors.
Men captured: Macedonians and allied forces, 2.000; Attalus and the
Rhodians, 700.

The Battle off Side (190 BC)
MAlN SOURCE: Livy 37.23-24 (cf. also Zonaras 9.10)
COMBATANTS: The Rhodiansvs.the Syrian fleet of Antiochus Ill, supported
by Hannibal.
CASUALTIES:The Syrians were able to recover and tow off a large number
of disabled ships because the Rhodians had apparently not boarded the
ships they haddisabled.The Rhodianssanka7, andtowed it away with difficulty
after the battle (Livy 37.24.9).

The Battle of Myonessus (190 BC)
MAlN SOURCE: Livy 37.29-30 and Appian Syr. 27.
COMBATANTS: The Roman praetor L. Aemilius Regillus (helped by the
Rhodians) vs. Polyxenidas, the admiral for Antiochus Ill.
CASUALTIES:The Syrians lost42 ships; 29 were burned or sunkand 13were
captured (Livy 37.30.7-8). Two Romanvessels were destroyed (fractaesunf);
several were damaged (vulneratae). One Rhodianvessel was captured (30.9).

Observations on Table 1

1.

At the Battleof Salamis in 306, Ptolemy lost 120warships to the polyereis
of Demetrius Poliorcetes. Forty were captured along with their crews
by boarding, while 80 were destroyed by ramming.
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2.

At Chios in 201, PhilipV lost 103warshipsto Attalusand the Rhodians;
ten by capture, 93 by ramming.

3.

At Myonessus in 190, Antiochus Ill lost 42 warships to the Romans
and Rhodians; 29 by ramming and by burning, 13 by capture.

4.

Near Side in 190, most all of the Syrian ships that were disabled were
rammed and not boarded. We know this because the Syrians were
able to recover their ships at the battle'sconclusionwhen the Rhodians
retreated.

In all, the ratio of ships destroyed by ramming to ships taken by boarding is
202 to 63, more than 3 to 1. Perhaps the explanation is that the Rhodians were
involved inthreeof the fourvictories, andthey were not knownto boardtheirenemies.
So... let's look at their losses since they were fighting against Macedonians well-known as boarders according to Tarn. In all three battles, the Rhodians lost
but one ship tocapture, while they lost at least three to ramming attacks. Ramming,
therefore, seems to have been the preferred method of destroying one's enemy.
Idid not say that it was the ONLY method-I said that it was the preferredmethod.
How can this be so? -particularly when respectable authors like Polybius
and Livy repeatedly assert that the valor of the marineswas particularly instrumental
in avictory. The answer is simple: Polybiusand Livy identifiedwith the off icerclasses
and were, in general, more concerned with the heroics of individuals, not the
collective accomplishments of a namelessoarcrew. Accounts of individualengagements
make it quite clear that the marines providedour historianswith muchof the battle's
specific details. And for this reason, the accounts are full of exploits by individual
marines,or of individual commanderswho participatedinthedeckfighting. At Chios,
for example, we learnthe exploits of Attalus, Deinokrates, Dionysiodoros,Autolykos,
Theophiliskos and Philostratos-all involved in deckfighting. When we readthat
the marines on a particular vessel are destroyed, we rarely discover the fate of the
oarcrews. They were members of the non-literary class and since they were not
the intendedaudience of these accounts, Polybius and Livy did not routinely focus
on their accomplishments, or their fates.
The effect of these narrative details is subtle, and leaves the reader with the
impression that most conflictswere resolved by the marines in deckfighting. The
raw casualty totals tell a different story, however. Here is a clear example: At
Myonessus where more than twice as many ships were destroyed by ramming
asbycapture, Livyconcludes:"...as usual, the valorof the marines hadthegreatest
effect in the battle"6.
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Do not misunderstand me. I am not trying to assert that the marines were
useless, or that polyereisdid not serve as large platformsfor catapults. They most
certainly did. This much is clear from numerous battle descriptions. Isimply believe
that when asea battle wasfought, the primary concern of the marinesand catapult
crews was to kill as many deck personnel on their opponents' ships as possible,
either from a distance, or from the deck of their own ship, in hopes that they might
thus avoid being struck by their enemies' weapons. In almost every case where
we possess sufficient details of the battle to form an opinion of the tactics involved,
the primary offensive weapon used by polyereis was their ram. And when boarding
occurs, it was often an act of desperationwhen the boarding ship was fatally damaged
or when it was seriously threatened and hemmed in against the hulls of their enemy.
Furthermore, the notion that a catapult barrage could routinely knock a 3
or 4 out of action is simply unsupportedby our surviving evidence. Philo of Byzantium
(writing in the third century BC) revealsthat fatal blows might be inflictedon boats
by stone throwers, but only when the conditions were just right. For example, he
writes that small craft like rowboats and lemboiwere vulnerable when attempting
to force theirway into a heavily fortified harbor. Crowded against the boom across
the harbor's entrance, they might be hit by stone throwers, or destroyed by falling
"lead amphoras"attachedto long booms suspended over the water'. These specific
conditions implythat stone throwerswere notusually lethalagainstwarships except
when used at close range against light vessels that were somehow hinderedfrom
moving and thus easier to hit.
Because one did not routinelyexpect a catapult barrageto destroy an enemy's
ships, a more direct attack was apparently required. Significantly, most recorded
battles began with the frontal attack of one fleet against another, where success
depended on the ships' most reliable weapons-their rams8. This maneuver, which
I call a prow-to-prow charge, is most clearly described for us by Diodorus when he
narrates the Battle of Salamis, fought off Cyprus in 306 BC. Prior to engaging, the
two hostile fleets lined up opposite one another in a line-abreast formation. At a
prearrangedsignal, thevessels of each line began their charge by steering toward
the line of bows in the opposite line, moving their own line forward in unison like
an infantry phalanx. As the two lines approached one another, the catapults,
archers andjavelin men launchedtheirweapons. Initially, these projectiles served
mainly to distract and discomfit the marines on the enemy's vessels, but when
the ships drew near to one another, the blows struck with deadly force. Fearful
though this fire must have been, we never hear that it seriously disabled a warship.
It wounded and killed enemy deck personnel, but it did not stop the vessel from
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completing its charge. The critical moment arrived when a ship collided with its
opponent's bow --either at the ram or catheads. Smaller vessels often tried to
avoid collisions with larger units by slipping past the sides of their enemy-the well
known diekplous-and the large units had a screen of smaller support ships arrayed beside them to prevent this from happening.
When the ships were at close range, the marines and machines worked
ferociously, and their skill and tenacity determined whether the oarcrew could
back away unhinderedto make another strike with the ram. In this regard, the deck
personnel were critical to the operation of the ship. But the casualty figures make
it clear that serious destruction was brought about more often by strikes of the
ram or collisions at the catheads.
We see from an episode described by Polybius at Chios (Polyb. 16.6) what
strategy was employed by an attacking ship that had successfully holed its
opponent. The attacker would back off to a safe position, if possible, and let the
attacked ship slowly sink to the waterline. If no one intervened, the attacker could
then reapproach the swamped vessel to damage it further by ramming or the
attacker could kill the survivors by spear thrusts and weapons fire. At this point,
other ships might well approach to screen the struck ship and to force the attacker
to retreat. This would merely postpone the fate of the struck ship until the battle's
conclusion when it would be recovered by "friends" or collected as the spoils of
victory, depending on who won.
In this brief paper, I have tried to demonstrate that the use of polyereis in
battle is more complex than has previously been explained and that it routinely
involved ramming tactics. I also believe that the emphasis of ramming helps to
explain the reasons behindthe introductionand later evolution of these larger units.
To appreciatewhat happened,we must go back to the years of the Peloponnesian
War when the Corinthians and Syracusans struggled to find a way to counter the
Athenians' superior ship handling skills. Their solution was to engineer a superior
boat, by bracing and strengthening the catheads of theirtriremes, with which they
challenged the Athenian 3s in prow-to-prow ramming contests (cf. Thuc. 7.34.5
and 7.36.2-6). The effectivenessof their new design and the stunning annihilation
of the Athenian fleet at Syracuse in 413 deeply influenced the Syracusans, who
were among the first to adopt the 4, whose bow, on my theory, would have been
routinely capableof crushing the bow of a3. Inthe yearsfollowingthe Peloponnesian
War, when it became increasingly difficult to find an adequate number of experienced
oarcrews, this principel determined the direction of new ship designs.
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If Iam correct, the frontal rammingfactor explains the speed with which new
and bigger polyereis were introduced in the fourth and third century fleets of the
Hellenistic kings. The intentionof each kingwas to produce ships that were larger
and heavier at the bows than his enemy's largest units. These ships were so
strong at the bows that their use was urged, in the third century, to collapse
stretches of city walls built in the seas.
If Iam right, then, the driving force behindthe competition to buildever larger
ships was the prow-to-prowcharge. Catapults, fighting towers, archers, slingers
andjavelin throwers were all used in various ways to destroy an enemy's marines
from asafedistance,particularlyonce an opponent hadbeendisabled by a ramstrike.
As the ships became bigger and less maneuverable, the infantry men also became
increasingly important as protectors to ward off attacks from desperate marines
whose own ships were fatally damaged. These boarding forays and the defense
against them were dramatic, heroic and noteworthyto those who chronicledthese
battles, but they were never intended to comprise a ship's primaryoffense. This
was performed by the massive bow timbers, heavy bronze rams and nameless
oarcrewswhodrove head-oninto one another's battle lines. The time has now come,
I believe, to revise the views of W. W. Tarn on this matter.
William Murray
University of South Florida
USA

NOTES
1. See Morrison and Coates (1986) for an excellent treatment of the Athenian trieres during the
Classical Period (fifth and iourthcenturies BC). Iwill refer to the different classes by theii
arabic numerals, and not spell out the words with letters. A "three" will be referred to as a 3, a
"four" as a 4, and so forth.
2. noAuflpr(q(or "many fitted") is a term borrowed from late antiquity to define large vessels from
classes larger than 3s. Although our knowledge of these vessels is far from complete, Casson
(1971,97-140) provides a concise account of what we know about these vessels. A large
amount of relevant iconographicalevidence has been conveniently collected and discussed by
L. Basch (1987,337-94).
3. The most strident (and seriously flawed) expression of this view can be found in Foley and
Soedel(1981), especially on pp. 154,157 and 160.
4. Basch, 1987,345: "Quelle pouvait etre la raison d'etre de ces hypergaleres?Certainement pas
le combat A I'bperon. Ces imrnenses bltiments btaient surtout destinees a s e ~ ide
r supports a
des catapultes, probablement de plus en plus lourdes et nornbreuses... Apres une
"prbperation d'artillerie", la decision devait etre remportbe par I'abordage: a cet effet, la rnerne
eikosore btait gbnbreusement pourvue de grappins defer ou de plomb". This same view can
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5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

be seen behind the following observations of F. Meijer (1986, 133-34):"the heavier the ships
and the greater the numbers of unskilled rowers, the greater the changes in naval tactics.
...High platformswere fitted on the ships and on them there was room for a great many
soldiers, armaments, ballistic machines and catapults. Thus, although ramming tactics such as
the old diekplous and periplouswere still employed, boarding tactics became more and more
important".
1 make this statement in response to the observations of H. Frost and L. Basch that the Actian
rams were simply too big for effective use (Basch, 1990,368), and that they may have been
bow ornaments "as useless to [their ships] as the vestigial appendix to the human body" (Frost,
1990,80). For a description of the timbers' massive dimensions, see my article in Tropis IV
(Murray, 1996, pp. 335-350).
Livy 37.30.6: Plurimum tamen, quae solet, militum virtus in be110 valuit. On the overstated
reliance of the ancients on boarding, see the careful remarks by H. Wallinga at the beginning of
his book on the Roman boarding-bridge (Wallinga, 1956).
Philo Poliorketika3.56:~ abni
i TOO o ~ o p a ~ [o~qa&@'I
i E K C I T E ~ O ~ EbV @ & m a ~ne~popohoq
o
q Alp&va,bpnpqo0Qo1vi) nspi
~ i ~ o o a p v a i oiva
q , o ~ a pta<ov~at
v
TQVpt~pQvTLVES~ i TOV
TOUS bpp0h0LI~
nE~tnayEiCIai6ta@0apQo1
-V 0- K ~ T ~ ~ O V T I U ~TQUU~LTVO ~ TOi
E V
S ~TE~
pokpoiq ap@opeOo~
~ a~ io i ~q E T ~ O ~ O "Let
~ O9Lkilo
~ .(=20 mnai) stone throwers be placed on
each side of the harbor mouth, so that if small boats attempt to force their way into the port, they
might be set on fire, or destroyed when they are stuck on the rams -fixed to a boom running
across he harbor mouth--. or sunk bv lead am~horasand hits from the stone throwers".
The prow-to-prowchargebpened the battlesgt salamis in 306 BC (Diod. 20.51.1 -3), Chios in
201 (Polyb. 16.4.7), Side and Myonessus in 190 (Livy 37.24.2 and 30.3-5), and Mylae and
Naulochus in 36 (Appian BC 5.106, and 119). Antony hoped to use the charge at Actium in 31,
except that Octavian's men were told to stay clear of Antony's prows (Plut. Ant. 65.4). On this
battle, see Murray (1993), which is in Dutch. An English version of this article, titled "A New
Perspective on the Battle of Actium", will appear soon in the Proceedingsof the 1l t h Naval
History Symposium held at the US Naval Academy (Annapolis, Maryland) in October 1993.
Philo Poliorketika4.29:notq~bov6 ' b o ~ i v~ abppohaq
i
eiq ~a p ~ ~ a n u pTQ
y ~~aX ~ E I O T ~ TWV
TO
p ~ y d h oo
v ~ a @ o vbav
, j~ o n o ay~tpa0.ilq
q
Kai npophfl~aqExov ~ a TO~TEiXoq
a ~ a~ i a u y
bav n&q."With your leaste serviceable big vessels, make ramming
ao8evbq ~ aahdo~pov,
i
attacks on the curtains between the towers. if there is a s lace with d e e water
~
inlets next to the
wall, where the wall is weak and can be captured if it shduld collapse". '
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ANCIENT SHIPPING ROUTES: THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE

The conditions of the Mediterranean, at least in summer, suggest that navigation
even of primitive or small ships would be free from danger. On the contrary, ancient
literature, with referencesto the fear of being shipwrecked, and the large number
of wreck sites still being discovered in all parts of the Mediterranean, indicate that
there were sufficient dangers to cause ships to be lost frequently. Some dangers
are geographical (lack of navigation marks or of natural havens, currents or reefs
hidden or disguised, etc.) while others are accidental (fire, sudden storms, unsuitable
ship design or inadequate quality of gear, human error, etc.). In most cases ships
were not wrecked deliberately, though a significant number of recordedshipwrecks
are of old hulks, abandoned in a backwater, or of a ship which, running before a
storm, is allowed to drive on to asandy beach in order to save the peopleon board.
If we consider the distribution of recorded ancient shipwrecks, after allowing for
different rates of discovery or publication, it is clear that factors such as the
geographical dangers just now referred to will have a relationship to the routes
on which ships frequently sailed, but the other, accidental, dangers, may not.
From the point of view of ship construction, it is worth asking whether there is any
evidence from archaeology that ships of one period or another, or of a particular
size or style of construction, were especially liable to be overwhelmed by heavy
seas or capsized by storm winds. Perhaps more rewarding is to consider the
relationship of individualshipwrecks, both to predictable (geographical)hazards,
and also to other cargoes of the same kind: the result is a clearer idea of the
complex factors involved in the loss of ships in antiquity.

Antony J. Parker.

EDITOR'S NOTE
Dr. Antony J. Parker made a verbal communication and the above is only an
abstract.
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ABSTRACT

TWO SHIP-REPRESENTATIONS AT THE MUSEUMS OF
EPIDAURUS AND NAUPLIA

This communication deals with two gravestones bearing representations
showing ships.
1.

In the Museum of Epidaurus a gravestone (Cat. no 1137) dated from the
end of the lVth c. - early lllrd c. B.C. bears the name of the dead:
AAEIMA[vrou] (I.G. IV2,738) and shows, in relief, the representation of
the foreward part (stern) of a warship (Fig. 1, Photograph 1).

2.

In the Museum of Nauplia there is a gravestone (Cat. no. 2060) dated
from the llnd c. A.D. with the representation of a male figure and a
merchant ship. The inscription reads: MHNOOIAE XPHCTE XAlPE
(I.G. IV, 400). (Fig. 2, photographs 3 and 4).
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LES PAVES ROMAINES DE LA PLACE JULES-VERNE A MARSEILLE:
DES BATEAUX DRAGUES?

Les fouilles de sauvetage rnenees en 1992 et 1993 8 I'ernplacernent de la
place Jules-Verne 8 Marseille, 8 proxirnite immediate du Vieux-Port, ont rnis en
evidence une partie du rivage antique avec ses installations portuaires: entrep6ts
B dolia, cales de halage, quais, apponternents sur pilotisl... Cornme on pouvait s'y
attendre, lafouilleaaussi livre plusieurs6paves antiques situees dans les sediments
du bassin portuaire2. Parrni celles-ci, I'un des ensembles les plus rernarquables
est constitue par trois epaves rornaines abandonnees au cours des ler et Ile s. ap.
J.-C. qui appartiennent 8 un rnerne type de navire 8 ce jour totalernent inedit.
Deux d'entre elles, les epaves3 et 4, situees c6te 8c6te perpendiculairernent
au rivage, sernblentavoiretevolontairementcoulees, au cours de la premieremoitie
du Ile s., apres avoir 8te desarrnees pour servir de fondation 8 des apponternents
en bois (Fig. 1). En revanche, la troisikrne, I'epave5, fut sirnplernent abandonnee
au ler s.de notre ere.
L'epave3, la rnieux conservee, est preservee de f a ~ o n
hornogenesur 12 rn
de longueur, d'une extrernite8 I'autrede laquille, et sur4 rn de largeur. Les vestiges
correspondent au fond de carhe du navire d'origine dont les extrernites, avec les
pieces d'etrave et d'etarnbot, les flancs et les superstructures ont disparus. Neanrnoins, les forrnes du fofld de carene sont assez bien conservees avec I'arnorce de
lacourburedesflancsetde lafermeturede lacoqueverslesextrernites.L'ensemble
correspond 8 un navire 8fond plat dont les rnuraillesse relevent tres rapidernent.
Laconstruction parait particulierernentsolide. Le borde, simple (epaisseur3crn),
est assemble par tenons et rnortaises et la rnernbrure, constituee de varangues
alternees avecdesderni-couples, secaracterisepar son fortechantillonnage(16x12
crn). D'irnportantesserres laterales (ep. 3-4 crn; larg. 35-40 crn) viennent renforcer
longitudinalernent I'ensernble de la structure (Fig. 2).
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Mais la caracteristique la plus rernarquable est le presence au centre du
navire d'un puits rectangulaire rnesurant environ 2,60 rn de longueur sur 0,50 rn
de largeur. Ouvert sur la rner, ce puits vient interrompre la structure des fonds
(quille, borde, mernbrure).IIest delimit6transversalernentpardeux fortesvarangues
brochees a la quille et longitudinalernent par deux longerons lateraux. Plusieurs
autres particularitessernblent Btre en relationavec la presence de ce puits. Ainsi,
de chaque cate, les serres laterales portentde nornbreusestraces d'encastrernent.
D'autre part, un soin particuliera ete apporte a I'etancheite de la coque, notarnrnent
autour du puits, ou I'on note la presence d'une tres epaisse couche de brai et de
biturne de 3 A 4 crn d'epaisseur. Enfin, le borde presente de nornbreuses traces
de reparations qui sont essentiellernent situees B la hauteur de la courbure des
flancs et au niveau de I'ernplacernent du puits. Ces reparations ont ete effectuees
tres rudirnentairepar simple clouage sur les rnernbruresde nouveaux
d'unefa~on
elements de borde venant se substituer aux partiesdefectueuses. Ellescontrastent
ainsi avec I'assernblagesoigne par tenons et rnortaisesdu restedu borde d'origine.
On peut restituer A I'ensemble du navire d'origine une longueur d'environ 16 rn
et une largeur de I'ordre de 5.
La seconde &pave, I'kpave4, est constituee par un fragment de carene de
rnBrne type que la precedente conservee sur environ 5 rn de longueur et 3 rn de
largeur. Le fragment correspond a la partie comprise entre une extrernite de la
coque,qui aconserv6unelernentdelapiiXed'6traveoud'etarnbot avecson assemblage
sur laquille,et lepuitscentraldont I'arnorceestvisible. Le reste, nonconserve, sernble
avoir 6te volontairernent arrache lors de I'abandon. Les dimensions du bateau
d'origine paraissent identiquesAcelles du navire precedent I'interet de ce fragment
reside dans le bon 6tat de la structure depourvue de reparation, dans les forrnes
bien conservees de I'extrernite de la carene et dans la presence de marques de
charpentier sur certainesvarangues. Ces dernieres, tracees au charbon sur le flanc
des pieces, correspondent A des marques d'assernblagequi servaient a indiquer
I'ernplacernent relatif des varangues par rapport B la quille.
La troisierne epave, I'epave5, toujours du rnBrne type que les precedentes
caracterise par un puits central, est conservee sur environ 8 rn de longueur et 3,50
rn de largeur. Ses dimensions d'origine etaient sernblables aux deux autres, rnais
les vestiges en sont plus alteres et la carene est tres deformbe (Fig. 3). L'epave
possede, neanrnois, un certain nornbre de caracteristiques interessantes. Ainsi,
parrni les nornbreuses reparations observees sur I'ensernble de lacoque, les plus
irnportantes ont ete effectuees sur la structure rnBrne de la base du puits dont les
deux longerons lateraux ont kt6 changes. Ces reparations complexes ont 6te
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effectuees soigneusernent A I'aide de tenons courbes prenant place dans des
rnortaises ouvertes A I'interieur de la coque. En revanche, les autres reparations
intkressant des kl6rnents de borde ont ete realiseesde la rnerne f a ~ o rudimentaire
n
que sur I'6pave3. Mais surtout, cette &pave5 offre de nouvelles pieces appartenant
A la structure haute de puits central, non conservees sur les deux autres epaves,
qui perrnettent ainsi de completer la structure A I'interieur du navire. Au-dessus
de la base du puits et sur tout son pourtour, etait en effet disposees une premiere
rangee de planches irnplantees a pres de 45O vers I'exterieure(Fig. 4). D'apres les
traces d'assernblage observees sur leur tranche, une seconde rangee de planches
venait prendre place au-dessus de la precedente, mais cette fois verticalernent. II
est vraisernblable que d'autres rangees rnontaient ainsi jusqu'au niveau du pont du
navire en formant une caisse interieure Bvasee a la base.
L'existence de tels navires antiques dotes d'un puits central, ouvert sur la
rner et surrnonte d'une caisse interieure,etaitjusqu'a presenttotalernent inconnue.
Ce caractere inedit leur confere un inter& particulier et la question se pose de
savoir qu'elle pouvait etre la fonction de ce puits et I'usage de ces navires d'un
type inhabituel. Selon I'ensernble de leurs caracteristiques (fond plat, forte
membrure, ktancheite importante, nombreuses rt+parations), nous sommes, tres
certainernent, en presence de navires de travail et, cornpte tenu du contexte, de
bateaux de servitude portuaire. Le puits servirait alors A rnettre en oeuvre un
mecanisme particulier. L'hypothese la plus vraisernblable est de restituer un
systernede drague agodets entrain6 par une roue selon le principe des machines
hydrauliques rornaines ou encore des pornpes B chapelet qui sont bien attestee
sur de nornbreuses &paves. Dans ce cas, la roue d'entrainement serait situee
dans la partie haute du navire et supportee par une sorte d'echafaudage venant
s'irnplanter dans les fonds et notarnrnent sur les serres qui portentde nornbreuses
traces d'encastrernent. Le chapelet de godets passerait alors a travers le puits
jusqu'au fond A curer et la caisse interieure protegerait la cale des dejections afin
d'eviterqu'elle ne se rernplisse. Detels bateauxdraguessont prkisernrnentattestes
A Marseille durant la Renaissance ainsi qu'en ternoigne une gravure de Braun de
1572 qui rnontre, dans le bassin du Vieux Port une "machine A curer" constituee
par un bateau6quiped'un portiqueet d'unegrande roue axialeentrainantAI'6vidence
le mecanisme de la drague (Fig. 5).
Outre les caracteristiquesde la structure rneme des bateaux et les nornbreuses
reparations situees dans les fonds et sur les flancs, qui indiquent qu'ils ont ete
sournis A des efforts et A des chocs repetes gueres surprenant pour des navires
de servitude portuaire, plusieurs arguments viennent renforcer cette hypothese.
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Tout d'abord, iI convient de signaler ladecouverte, Acbte des &paves3et 4, d'une
roue crantee en bois appartenant manifestement A un systeme d'engrenage qui
peut fortvraisemblablement provenirdu mecanismed'entrainementde ladrague
d'un de ces bateaux (Fig. 6). Mais surtout, les fouilles elles-mhes 6tablissent
avec certitude qu'une grande partie du port A fait I'objet au ler si6cle ap. J.-C.
d'importants travaux de dragage qui ont conduit, sur une hauteur d'environ 2 m,
aI'enl6vementdes .s&liments matinset descouchesarch6ologiquescorrespondantes3.
Detels travauxd'unegrande ampleuront dQobligatoirementnecessiterdesmoyens
important dont les trois 6paves de "bateaux dragues", precis6ment en activite au
cours de ler si6cle ap. J.C., seraient le temoignage.
Ainsi, ces trois epaves in6dites temoignent non seulement d'un nouveau
type de navirejusqu'alors totalement inconnudans I'Antiquit6, mais elles mettent
aussi en evidence I'importance des moyens mis en oeuvre pour I'entretien des
plansd'eau des portsantiques. Unetelle activit6 n'6tait gueresoup~onn6eAMarseille
que I'on croyait sur le declin au ler sickle ap. J.-C. en raison de sa defaite contre
Jules Cksar lors de la Guerre Civile.
Patrice Pomey
Directeur de recherche au CNRS
Centre Camille Jullian, CNRS
Universite de Provence
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NOTES
1. Hesnard 1994. Les fouilles, conduites par le Service regional de I'Arch6ologie de ProvenceAlpes-Cbtes d'Azur avec le concours de la Ville de Marseille, ont BtB placees sous la direction
de Mrne Antoinette Hesnard (CNRS, Centre Camille Jullian). J'ai rnoi-meme assume, dans ce
cadre, la responsabilitede la fouille et de I'btude des epaves.
2. Pomey 1995.
3. Hesnard, Pasqualini, Porney 1994, p. 114; Hesnard 1994, p. 198, Fig. 2-2.
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ILLUSTRATIONS
Fig. 1

Les 6paves 3 et 4 situees cbte A cote perpendiculairement au rivage contre les pilotis
d'une jetee en bois (cliche M. Derain).

Fig. 2

L'6pave3avecson puitscentral ouvertsur la rner. Le puits est partiellement rernpli d'eau.
(cliche M. Derain).

Fig. 3

L'6pave 5. Magre son mauvais &tat de conservation, on note sur la base du puits la
presence de pieces de la caisse interne. (cliche M. Derain).

Fig. 4

L'6pave 5. Detail de la structure du puits avec les pieces de la partie inferieure evasee
de la caisse interne. (cliche M. Derain).

Fig. 5

Braun, Vue cavalihre de Marseille. Detailde la "machine A curer le port". (d'aprbs Braun,
Civitates Orbis Terrarum. 1572).

Fig. 6

Roue crantee en bois pouvant provenir d'un engrenage du mecanisme d'entrainernent
d'une des dragues (cliche M. Derain).
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THE ANCIENT STONE ANCHORS FROM THE
BULGARIAN BLACK SEA COAST

Bulgaria's museums at the Black Sea coast dispose today of one of the largest
collectionsof stone anchors, stone and leadstocks in the world--over300 samples
altogether.' This considerablequantity shows no doubt that there has existed avery
well developed navigation along this coast in ancient times.
I will consider in my present work merely the problems brought up by the
stone anchors with holes. The total number of these anchors is beyond 150. This
quantity is however not definitive for there are still many samples on the sea-bottom
which increase the collection of the coastal museums every year.
This type of anchor represents a well or roughly shaped flat stone in which
there arecrosswise boredone, two, three, orvery seldom-four holes. Inthese holes
there are crosswise bored one, two, three, or very seldom -four holes. In these
holesthere weredriven inwooden stakes, whose sharpenedends were hung, driven
or dug into the stony or sandy sea-bottom. The anchors' weight varies from a few
tons to a few hundreds of kilograms. The weight depended of course on the size
of the vessel.
1. The stone anchors with holes were discovered in close proximity of the
following settlements and localities along the Bulgarian Black Seacoast, and here
they are enumerated from north to south:

- 4 anchors at a depth of 1 to 3m
- Sabla (town)
- Yailata (locality) - 2 anchors at a depth of 10-14 m
- 2 "anchors dug" into the shore of a high stone terrace
- Rusalka (locality) - 1 anchor on the shore (on the beach strip)
- Kaliakra (cape)

- 39 anchors at a depth of 4 to 1Om

- Kavarna (town)

- 2 anchors at a depth of 2 m
- 2 anchors on the shore ( on the beach strip)
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- Nesebar (town )
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-

13 anchors at a depth of 8 to 12m
10 anchors at a depth of 14 to 20m

-

Pomorie (town)

- Sozopol (town)

- 2 anchors at a depth between 6 and 8 m
- 44 anchors at a depth from 6 tolOm

10 anchors at a depth from 14 to 18 m

- Kolokita (a locality
near Raiski Zaliv)

.- 2

anchors at a depth of 12-15m.

- St. Demetrios (cape)
at the mouth of the
Ropotamo river

- 7 anchors at a depth of

15 -22m

- 10 anchors at a depth 17-19m
- Maslen nos (cape)
- Urdoviza (peninsula),
near the village of Kiten - 6 anchors at a depth of 5-1 1m.
I would like to observe that the piling up of stone all over the sea-bottom is
separate from the anchorages of the stone and lead stocks. The anchorages for
the ships with stone anchors are near the shore. They are safe and relatively wellprotectedfrom the dangerous winds. The anchorage for the vessels with stone and
lead stocks of the wooden anchors are exposed to all kinds of winds. This refers to
the aquatories in the proximity of the cape points, or to more distant (fromthe shore)
and relatively open waters. This inference2 is not a new one. It is derived from the
siteof finding of the anchors and of thestocks:this indicatesthatthe shipswith stone
anchors sailed onto the gulfs and laid aboard at the very coast. This was possible
only in cases with row-ships. Unlike them the ships with wooden anchors (which
had either stone or lead stocks) were obliged to drop anchor in open places relatively
far from the wharf -from the shore. They proceeded in this way because they were
sail-ships. It was necessary for them to drop anchor in such a place where they
would have been able to get out of in case of any kind of wind. These places were
the aquatories along the capes.

Hence stone anchors were possessed by one type of ships-the row-ships
(or the rowing sail-ships with a single sail), whereas the stone and the lead stocks
were possessed by another type of ships -the sail-ships (ship with sails).

2. When the stone anchors at the Bulgarian Black Sea-bottom were found,
the so much expected dating archaeological context was not available. During the
latestyearshoweverthe underwater archaeologicalexcavationsof sunkensettlements3,
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that have been undertaken near Urdoviza and Sozopol, introduced acertain new
aspect. Namely-the excavatedsettlements dated back to the Early Bronze Age
(the end of the IVth- Illrd millennium BC) provedto lie under the former archorages
separated by a 1-2m thicksand layer. In otherwords, at the time stone anchorswere
used by ships still sailing ( functioning) at sea, the settlements from the end of the
lVth and the 3rd millennium. BC, previously referredto, were already at the bottom
of the sea.
The depth, at which anchors over those buried (from the end of the lVth and
the lllrd millennium BC) arediscovered, variesfor each of the samples in Sozopol
and Urdoviza within the limits of today's 4-5m 10-11m isobaths. At the end of the
lVth and during the lllrd millennium BC the settlements between these present,
above- mentioned isobathswere obviously on dry land, not far off, or on the very sea
coast. The reason for the abandonment of these settlements and for their sinking
under water, at the beginning of the llnd millennium BC was the fact that the sealevel of the Black Sea4 had considerably risen. By the way, a similar phenomenon
with asettlementfrom the Early Bronze Age has been observed along the eastern
coast of the lonian Sea, -in Akarnania, the settlement near Platiyali Astakoss,
where undertaken underwater archaeological excavations at a depth of 5 m. were
undertaken. That is, the phenomenon related to the rising of the sea-level is not
isolated: it rathercovers the Balkan Peninsulaboth from the east and from the west.
Hence, if we consider the problem of the places along the Bulgarian Black
Sea coast, where stone anchors were found at depths between 4-5 and 10-11m.
we shall obtain the following results: Group I - among the previously enumerated
12 sites there are 6 which suit this condition. They dispose, the greatest number
of anchors (approximately 100): The second group includes 6 sites with anchors
discoveredat a greaterdepth (nearly40samples altogether).To the third group belong
4 sites whose anchors have been found on the shore, or in shallow places of adepth
up to 3 m. This is in fact the least numerous group (10 anchors in all).
It seems most logical to refer to the first group, which is obviously the most
numerous one, dated to the llnd millennium BC, the period after the rising of the sealevel. It is possible that the second group of anchors, discovered at a greater depth
(so far up to 22 m), marked samples from an earlier period than those from group I;
anchors which might have been used by ships of the same settlements from the end
of the lVth and from the lllrd millennium BC, that sank at the beginning of the llnd
millennium BC It is possible that the third group -the smallest one, may be from a
later period, i.e. after the beginning and towards the middle of the 1st millennium BC
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It seems to be particularly important that the greatest numberof stone anchors
from the Bulgarian Black Sea coast have been discovered between the 4-5 and
10-11m isobaths, beneath which there have been discovered settlements from
the Late Chalcolithic at Sozopol, and from the Early Bronze Age at Sozopol, at the
creek of the mouth of the Ropotamo river and at Urdoviza. Consequently we may
admit that a certain great part of the stone anchors (by far more than the half nearly two thirds of the whole collection), as the finds from Sozopol and Urdoviza
clearly indicate, has been most actively used after the end of the lllrd and the
beninning of the llnd millennium BC
Regardless of the previously mentioned we cannot categorically state that
different depths of discovering anchors indicate different epochs of their usage
too. As regards the dating of the anchors we need more evidence, not only from
the field of geomorphology, but from archaeology and from the ancient written
sources as well.
3. The stone anchorsfrom the Eastern Mediterraneanare dated to the Illrdllnd millennium BC6; the greatest part of the authors, however, are inclined to
accept the period between the 16th and the 12th-10th c. BC7

It is known from of archaeology8 that row -ships with one simple sail belong
to the ships of the Creto-Mycenneancivilization of the llnd millennium BC They
had a rectangular sail, the main motive power being the number of the oarsmen.
These types of ships were used both for trade (traffic) and forwar. It is considered
that their anchors were stone-made.
There is also archaeological data from Bulgarian landsites,g of row-vessels
from the llnd millennium BCTheseare models and representationsof solar boats
discovered in certain Thracian necropoles from the Late Bronze Age, or from the
llnd half of the llnd millennium BC
The metal ingots in the form of a spread ox or sheep hide from the Eastern
Mediterraneanwere dated back to the Late Bronze Age (16th-12thc. BC). Samples
of this type were found along the Bulgarian BlackSea coast.loOne of them weighs
1,5 kgs, and consists of gold, silver and copper-it was discovered under the waterlevel, on the sea-bottom, in the area of the stone anchors from Kaliakra. The other
one, from the Cerkovo village, Bourgas region, consists of copper and weighs
approximately 26 kgs. On the copper ingot from the Cerkovo village, as well as
on an anchor from Sozopol and on an anchor from Sabla there is a cross-shaped
representation. The "cross" was a sign used in many writing systems all over the
Aegean -for instance Linear Aand B from the llnd millennium BC, or the Carian
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writing from the 1st millennium BC The "cross" is however a solar symbol, too,
that has been traditionally representedon samples of the local ceramics in Thrace
duringthe Neolithic,the Chalcolithicandthe whole BronzeAge. Hencethe "crosses"
on the copper ingot and on the two stone anchors are most probably dated to the
second half of the llnd millennium BC
The anchors of the ships in Homer's epos are made of stone too.11 Homer
usedthe term cuvrjfor them, in contrast to the classic liy~upa.
The ships in Homer's
epos have a universal function -like the Creto-Mycenaean ones- they were
usedfor piracy, for war and/or for trade. They were row-vesselswith a jingle square
sail and they sailed during the second half of the llnd millennium BC up to the 8th
c. BC Homer designates this type of ships everywhere by the term vrjoq. In the
"Odyssey" however the idea of another type of ship -a cargo-ship with a wide
bottom cpopriq is mentioned, although merely as a comparisonl2.
The specializedcargo-shipwas a sail-ship and it appeared, according to the
researches,lafirstly at the beginning of the 1st millennium BC along the western
Asia Minor coast, as well as along the western coast of the Black Sea, and later
in Crete (9th c.), as well as along the coast of Continental Greece (8th c.). The new
type of ship, the sail-vessel, is to be linkedwith the new type of anchor as well -the
wooden, two-horned (or one-horned) anchor with heavy stock. This stock is in my
opinion initially made of stone, and in the period from the 8th-7th c. BC up to the
4th c. BC it was step-wise replaced by a lead stock.
Thus the new type of sail-ship took away the trading functions of the old,
multi-funtional row-ship, and it gradually became useless and "out-of-fashion" in
the new Age. The stone anchors became out-dated too, and so they were used
only rarely. This inference isconfirmed by an exception from the Bulgariananchor
collection. It represents astone anchor from Sozopol, on which there is an inscription
in ancient Greek, dated back according to the epigraphic peculiarities, to the 6th5th c. BC14. The inscription reads NHAIKOY and has the meaning of NHAEKOIin
the genitive case, i.e. the anchor is a possession of NHAIKOI. The 6th and the
5th c. BC represented a period, during which -as mentioned above- as a rule
wooden, horned anchors with a stone or lead stock were used. This fact gives us
reason to admit that the anchorwith the inscription may be several centuries older
than the very inscription on it. There is however no reliable evidence. It seems more
likely that the anchor might have served a private ship from the 6th-5th c. BC. Its
usage however appears to be an exception to the above-mentioned rule, which
was valid for the period.
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In conclusion, the period in which the stone anchors from today's Bulgarian
Black Seacoast were used,was previousto the age of the usage of wooden anchors
with stocks, i.e. at the beginningof the 1st millennium BC, and these anchors' usage
was particularly active from the 8th-7th c. BC onwards. Consequently, the period of
domination of the ships, which had left on the sea-floor the greatest part of their
stone anchors, was the second half of the llnd millennium BC. And in the centuries
previous to the Vlllth c. BC, both the old stone anchors for the universal rowingand-sailingships, and the wooden anchorsfor cargo-shipswith asail were simultaneously used. After the 7th c. of the 1st millennium BC the stone anchors proved
to be an exception.
Thus as regards the functioning and the dating of the stone anchors from
the Bulgarian Black Sea coast, we may summarize as follows:

- First:

they served row-ships;

- Second: agreat part of them (more than a half) were used after the sinking
of thesettlementsfrom the Illrd millennium BC, i.e. theywereused
in the llnd millennium BC and then mainly during its second half:
- Third:

stone anchors were used in the first centuriesof the 1st millennium
BC, too, parallel to the new wooden, two-pronged anchors. After
the 8th-7thc. BC, by the middleof the millennium,the stone anchors
were quite rarely seen.

-Fourth: it is quite probable, that parts of the stone anchors may have been
used in the lVth and in the lllrd millennium BC; there is, however,
no direct evidence in this respect.
In concluding, I would like to add that the petrographic surveys of the stone
anchors have proved15 that 90% of them are made of sedimentary rocks from the
Bulgarian Black Sea coast; the areas of their workshops were indicated too. The
other 10%of the stone anchors proved to be made of magma and metamorphous
rocks of an unknown foreign origin. This indisputable scientific fact shows that
the local stone anchors from the Bulgarian Black Sea shore have served local
Thracian row-ships,first and foremost during the second half of the IInd millennium
BC, and partly at the beginning of the 1st millennium BC. Thus today they prove
to be an impressive representative part of the Thracians' maritime culture during
the Late Bronze and the Early Iron Ages.
We have just to search for these ships sunk under the waves of the Black
Sea, to excavate and to study them in the same way as our colleagues did with
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the sunken ships from the llnd millennium BC near the Cape Gelidonia and Kas
at the Eastern Mediterranean coast.
(Translated into English by Sophia Tarnina)

Dr. Kalin Porozanov
Institute de Thrakologie
13, rue Moscovska
Sofia 1000
Bulgarie
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THE INNOVATION OF THE COMPOSITE ANCHOR AND
THE NAVAL WARFARE OF THE BRONZE AGE

The introduction of the composite, stone and wood anchors, beside - and eventually
instead of the former weight anchors, was a revolutionary innovation. For the first
time in the maritime history ships could be attached to the sea bed and safely
moored afloat. By adding wooden stakes that were inserted through twin holes
at the wider part of a flat stone slab, one would be able to achieve proper holding
for a rather large vessel without havingto use oversized and uncomfortably heavy
anchors. Composite anchors were by far less bulky, lighter and easier to be stowed
and handled than the former type. A careful, inquisitive survey of the earliest
occurrence of this new type from securely dated archaeological context - both in
secondary use on land, or on the seafloor, indicated that this new type of anchor
was introduced in the Aegean and in the Levant not earlier than toward the end
of the 14th century B.C.E. Even such adate might be considered too early for the
use of this type of anchors by merchantmen. It is suggested that the actual drive
for introducing the composite anchor was not the expanding seaborne trade but
rather - the exceeding occurrence of naval warfare and the ever growing demand
for suitable, properlyfurnished and designed marine vessels, both by the seaborne
raiders and the Bronze Age Empires. The historical documents of the time refers
to "Sea People", "Sea Raiders" and Royal naval power.

Prof. Avner Raban
Univerity of Haifa

EDITOR'S NOTE
Prof. Avner Raban made averbal communicationand the above is only an abstract.
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Introduction
Un important projet irnrnobilierA I'ernplacernentdes 22 et 23 place Tolozan,
A Lyon, accompagne d'un parc de stationnernent souterrain, necessita titre
preventif, la realisationd'une carnpagne de sondages d'evaluation. Cette operation,
conduite sous la direction de Christine Becker (Service municipal d'archeologie de
Lyon), revela I'existenced'un arnenagernentde berged'epoquernoderne (XVIlerne
siecle), et de niveaux gallo-rornains.
A la suite des resultats positifs de cette interventionfut organisee une fouille
de sauvetage prograrnrn6,6galernentdirigee par C. Becker, qui duraquatre rnois
(1.12.1989-30.03.1990).
A I'Est de I'arnenagernent de la berge, au pied de ses fondations, furent
decouverts les vestiges d'une 6pave. Celle-ci reposait en partie sur des couches
alluviales, et en partie sur un enrochernent orient6 Nord-Sud.
Les analyses g~ornorphologiquesrnenees par S. Mace, sous la direction du
professeur J.P. Bravard (UniversitbJean Moulin, Lyon II,departernentdegeographie),
tendent A rnontrer que la berge antique du RhBne devait se situer sensiblernent
au niveau de I'ernplacernent de I'arnenagernent de berge du XVllerne siecle.
C'est donc le long de la berge d'epoque gallo-romaineque se trouvait I'kpave
datee des annees 30 apres J.C. par la presence de tessons de cerarnique peinte
de type "bol de Roanne" d'une part, par les analyses dendrochronologiques
(Archeolabs) et les rnesures d'ige au C14 (J.Evin, Centre de Datation par le
Radiocarbone, Universite Claude Bernard, Lyon I ) d'autre part'.
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Description

Les vestiges de la coque conserves en connexion sur une longueur de 7 m
et une largeur de 2,40 m comprenaient les elements suivants:
1)

trois virures de sole (fond plat), en chene, aux bords bien delignes, d'une
epaisseur moyenne de 7 cm et d'une largeur de 46 cm pour la virure V3,
50 cm pour la virure V4, et 44 cm environn pour la virure V5.

2)

un borde monoxyle de transition (piece monoxyle assurant la jonction
entre lefond plat et le flanc), en c h h e , d'une epaisseur comprise entre
8 et 10 cm. La section de cette piece (V2) etait courbe. Sa plus grande
hauteur externe observee etait de 47 cm au niveau de la membrure M2.

3)

une virure (V1) de 40 cm de large pour une epaisseur moyenne de 7 cm.
Cette virure, en resineux, ne se trouvait pas dans sa position d'origine,
mais rabattuea90 degres vers l'exterieurde lacoque, le longdu can superieur de bordemonoxyledetransition. Chypothesed'unevirure de surelevation du bordede monoxyledetransition,selon un moded'assemblage non
determinee (par recouvrementcomme dans I'epavede Zwammerdam2,
parexemple?),semble laplusvraisemblable. Avec le horde de surelevation,
la hauteur totale externe de la coque serait alors de 87 cm.
Ces divers elements longitudinauxde la structure de la coque (virures
et borde monoxyle de transition) etaient juxtaposes 21 franc-bord.

4)

sept fragments de membrures (MI a M7) d'une largeur moyenne de 20
cm pour une epaisseurcompriseentre8et 9 cm. L'extremite superieure
des membrures, ma1conservee, ne s'elevait pasjusqu'au can superieur
du borde monoxyle de transition qu'elles devaient atteindre A I'origine.
L'intervalled'axe en axe entre les membrures etait relativement regulier
(M2lM3: 58cm; M3lM4: 60cm; M4lM5: 60cm; M5lM6: 60cm; M6lM7:
62cm) a I'exception de I'intervalle entre M2 et M I (90cm). Precisons
toutefois que ce dernier intervalle provenait d'un deplacement de la
membrure M I .

L'assemblage entre les virures du fond et le borde monoxyle de transition
d'une part, et les elements de la membrure d'autre part, etait assure par de gros
clous en fer. La t6te concretionnee des clous qui apparaissaient nettement sur
la face superieure des membrures indiquaient que le clouage avait et6 realise a
pointe perdue, de I'interieur vers I'exterieur de la coque.
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IIest sQrquelacohesionde la structure architecturale resultait du croisement
et de I'assemblage, au moyen d'un clouage dense, des elements longitudinaux
de la coque (virures et borde monoxyle de transition) aux elements transversaux
(membrures) selon un principe architectural attest6 sur de nombreux types de
bateaux de riviere A fond plat de I'Europe de I'Ouests. Toutefois ce clouage, dont
la fonction d'assemblage etait architecturalement determinante, ne representait
pas le seul mode de liaison present dans I'epave.
En effet, deux autres types d'assemblage ont ete observes tres ponctuellement
lors de la fouille de I'epave.
Le premier etait caracterise par des mortaises creusees, face A face, dans
le can de deux virures adjacentes, mortaises A I'interieur desquelles avait ete
chassee une languetteen bois non chevillee (par exemple au niveau de la membrure
M2, entre le borde monoxyle de transition et la virure de sole V3, ou au niveau
des virures V4 et V5, entre les membrures M I et M2).
Le second type d'assemblage etait constitub par de petits clous, de section
carree, enfonces en biais A partirde la face interne d'unevirure, et qui penetraient
dans le can de lavirure adjacente (par exemple le long du can inferieur de lavirure
VI, ou le can inferieur de la virure V2).
Compte tenu des delais de fouille extrgmement cours imposespar le calendrier
du chantier, il n'a malheureusementpas ete possiblede multiplier les observations
de details et de verifier si ces deux types d'assemblage se presentaient d'une
f a ~ o nreguliere sur I'ensemble des vestiges conserves.
Avant de revenir sur I'analyseet I'interpretationde ces differentes caracteristiques de I'epave, un autre aspect remarquable doit etre souligne.
Les virures A franc-bord de cette epave necessitaient, compte tenu du joint A
franc-bord entre les bordages, un calfatagedescoutures. L'etude minutieuse menee
par le Musee Historique des Tissus de Lyon4 a rnis en evidence la presence de
fragments de tissu impregnes de poix. Ces fragments, disposes entre les elements
preleves du borde, provenaient d'un morceau de tissu en lainetisse en armure serge.
Par ailleurs, I'analyse palynologique d'un prelevernent de ce calfatage a
montre que le cortege pollinique rnis en evidence pouvait correspondreA I'ecologie
de la region lyonnaises.
Un point important est A souligner. Ce type de calfatage, A base de tissu et
de poix, ne correspond nullement aux pratiques et aux materiaux habituels de la
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construction navale fluviale antique en Europe de I'Ouest. En regle generale,
I'ktanchkitk des joints repose sur des morceaux de mousse maintenus dans les
coutures par des baguetteset de multiples petits clous et (ou) agraffes m6talliquess.
II s'agit m&med'une caractkristique majeure de ce type de construction navale
de I'arc Alpin, et plus generalement d'ailleurs de I'Europe continentale.
En revanche, I'usage d'un tissu associe A un enduit vegetal de protection,
et non de calfatage soulignons-le, semble souvent attest6 dans la construction
navale maritime de I'Antiquite mkditerraneenne7. Compte tenu du systeme
d'assemblage des bordages des navires antiques de Mbditerranke par la biais
d'un reseau dense de mortaises, clefs et gournables, le calfatage des coutures
n'est pas possible. Par contre, la pratique consistant A enduire de brai I'interieur
de la coque est courante, comme I'est 6galement celle consistant A disposer un
tissu impregne de brai dans les coques A horde double, le tissu &ant alors place
entre le borde externe et le borde interne.
Dans cette perspective, le rapprochement entre ces techniques mediterraneennesde tradition maritimeet 1'6pavede la place Tolozanse situe, par consMuent,
au niveau des materiaux (tissu et poix), et non au niveau de la technique mgme
(calfatage des joints dans un cas, protection et etancheitk de la surface interne
des bordages dans I'autre). IIs'agit, au demeurant, d'une difference essentielle.
Ajoutons, pour clore cette rapidedescription de I'kpave, I'existence de quelques pieces particulieres,notamment deux fers plats disposes en 6trier de renfort
de la virure V2, de part et d'autre du haut de la membrure M28.

Analyse et interpretation

Les vestiges de 1'8pave de Lyon -un fragment de fond plat et de flancappartiennent A un bateau de riviere dont I'architecture repose sur une structure
de type monoxyle-assemble, qualifiee, selon les auteurs, de "celtique, romanocetlique, gallo-romain" ou encore "continentale''9.
Les caracteristiquesarchitecturales les plus significatives de cette tradition
de construcion, quelque soit en I'occurrence son qualificatif, sont de six ordres.

-

un borde monoxyle de transition (avecou sans bordk de sur6levation);

-

des virures de sole disposees A franc-bord;

-

un assemblage croise des virures et des membrures;
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-

un clouage des virures et des membrures au moyen de gros clous en
fer dont la pointe est souvent rabattue;

-

un calfatagedes joints avec de la mousse maintenue par des baguettes,
des clous, et (ou) des petites ferrures en forme de cavalier;

-

une emplanture transversale de mat am6nagee dans une membrure.

Ces six caracteristiquesde base sont considerees, generalement, comme
revelatricesde pratiques techniques anterieures 8 la romanisationet particulieres
aux populations de "l'interieur", de culture non mediterraneenne.
Plusieurs 6paves antiques de bateaux de navigation interieure repondant 8
ces caracteristiquesde baseont 6t6 fouill6es et etudi&s en Suisse (Bevaix, Yverdon
1 et2), aux Pays-Bas(Kapel-Avezaath,Zwammerdam 2,4 et 6, Druten, Woerden),
en Belgique (Pommeroeul)lo.
En France, la seule attestationantique connuejusqu'alors etait celle d'Abbeville
(Somme), qui remonte 8 180811, et dont la datation gallo-romaine, par la nature
de son contexte archeologique, doit &re consideree cependant avec une certaine
prudence. C'est dire tout I'interet presente par le fragment de bateau de Lyon
datedes annees30apresJ.-C. IIs'agit, parcons@uent,d'uned6couverteimportante
pour la connaissance de la batellerie antique de la Gaule.
De plus, cet inter& est renforce par certaines caracteristiques que I'on ne
retrouve pas dans les autres kpaves antiques monoxyles-assemblees fouillees
jusqu'8 present.
Tout d'abord, 1'8pave de Lyon est avec celle de Druten (2eme siecle aprks
J.-C.), aux Pays-Bas, I'unedesseules 8 presenterun borde monoxylede transition
de section courbel*.
En second lieu, 8 I'assemblagetraditionnel, pourrait-on dire, des 6lements
longitudinaux de la coque par des membrures clouee se greffe un second type
d'assemblage localis6 dans les cans des virures et realis6 au moyen de mortaises
et de languettes d'une part, et de petits clous d'autre part.
Dans I'6pavedeZwammerdam6 (150-225apres J.-C.) parexemple,le premier
bordage des flancs avait kt6 assemble au borde monoxyle de transition par un
clouage tangentiel, chaque clou etant enfonce dans un avant-trou de forme tetradeique, et egalement, d'une f a ~ o tres
n ponctuelle, par un assemblagepar mortaises
et tenons's.
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Si le clouage tangentiel n'apparait pas exceptionnel dans le contexte de la
construdonnavalefluvialegallo-romainedetyp"continental", lapresenced'assemblage
par tenons et mortaises I'est beaucoup plus. Tout aussi peu frequent est I'emploi de
membrures simples A la place de membruresdisposees deux par deux.
A cet egard, caracteristiques sont les epaves de Zwamerdam 6 et 2, cette
derniere presentant d'evidentes traces d'influence exogene d'origine romaine.
Ajoutons, enfin, aces caracteristiquesparticuli6resle calfatage des bordages
de I'epave de Lyon.
La presencedans I'epave de la place Tolozan de ces elements "non traditionnels", peut Btre interprete, a notre avis, de deux points de vues differents. Avant
de les discuter, une remarque essentielle doit 6tre faite.
Compte tenu de I'etat de conservation tres partielle de I'epave, et du temps
reduit d'etude in situ, cette interpretation doit 6tre consideree, avec prudence,
uniquement comme une hypothese de recherche.
Examinons le premier niveaud'interpretation, d'ordre strictement technique,
en relation avec la construction du bateau. Comme nous I'avons d6jA souligne,
ce sont les membrures fixees par de gros clous aux elements longitudinaux (virures
de sole et borde monoxylede transition)qui etaient determinantes dans la cohesion
et la rigiditedelacoque. Danscesconditions,on peutsedemandersi lesassemblages,
structurellement secondaires, par mortaiseset languettesd'un c6t6, et petits clous
enfonces obliquement de I'autre, n'avaient pas, en fait, une fonction d'assemblage
purement provisoire, lors de la construction de lacoque, avant la mise en place des
membrures et leur clouage aux virures et au borde monoxyle de transition.
Abordons A present le second niveaud'interpretation, le plus delicat. L'assemblage systematiquedes bordagesA franc-bord,par un reseau de mortaises, languettes et chevilles, represente I'une des caracteristiques majeures de I'architecture
navale maritimede I'Antiquite, de tradition specifiquement mediterraneenne, une
architecture dont le mode de construction, de type "borde premier",est fondamentalement different de celui observe dans I'epave de Lyon.
Dans cette perspective, ne pourrait-on pas supposer, A titre d'hypothesede
travail, que la presencede I'assemblagesecondaire par mortaiseset clefs observe
dans I'epave de la place Tolozan d'une part, et celle du calfatage A base de tissu
et de poixd'autre part, pourrait6tr-elessignesd'une eventuelleinfluencedetechniques
maritimed'origine mediterraneennesur des pratiquesde constructionnavale fluviale de tradition regionale et "continentale"?
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Si I'hypothesed'une telle influence nous semble pouvoir &re raisonnablement
proposee, atitre de direction de recherche, nous ne partageons aucunement, en
revanche, les conclusions de M.D. de Weerdl4 qui considere que: "...the preRoman native prototypes of the so called Celtic shipbuilding tradition are virtually
nonexistent. Thebig Romanplankedcraftin CentralandWesternEurope represents
a new technology directly imported from the Mediterranean..."

De notrepointde vue, lestechniquesparticuli6resd'assemblageetdecalfatage
observees dans I'epave de Lyon doivent Gtre seulement considerees comme
d'eventuels apports, secondaires,a unetraditionde constructionnavalefluvialepreexistenteA lacolonisationromaine, architecturalementet culturellement biendefinie.
En conclusion de cette courte etude, nous devons constater que plusieurs
questionsdemeurentencoresansreponse:dimensionsd'originedu bateau (longueur
et largeur notamment), mode de fixation du bordage de surelevation, organisation
de la membre, origine precisede laconstruction, conditions d'abandon du bateau
le long d'une berge.
En depit de ces interrogations, les vestiges modestes de I'epave de la place
Tolozan de Lyon consituent desormais un jalon essentiel pour la connaisance de
la batellerieantique de la Gaule dont bien des aspects restent encore adecouvrir.
Eric Rieth
CNRS
Musee de la marine. Paris

NOTES
Nous tenons remercier pour leur collaboration le Centre National de Recherches Archeologiques
Subaquatiques d'Annecy, I'equipe archeologique de la ville de Lyon, et celle de I'Atelier Regional
de conservation Nucleart de Grenoble. Sans leur aide, cette etude n'aurait pas ete possible.
Lorsque le traitement d'un fragment de I'epave realis6 par les soins de I'Atelier Regional de
conservation Nucleart sera acheve, nous effectuerons une etude complementaire de I'architecture
du chaland de Lyon.
1. Toutes ces informations inedites ont ete fournies par Christine Becker a laquelle nous
renouvellons tous nos remerciements.
2. Cette dimension doit &re consideree avec prudence compte tenu du tres mauvais etait de
conservation du fragment de virure.
3. Sur ce systeme, cf. E. Rieth, "La construction navale A fond plat en Europe de I'Ouest",
Ethnologie Franpise, XI, 1 1981, pp. 47-62. Cf. egalement, B. Arnold, "The Gallo-Roman boat
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I.S.B.S.A., Amsterdam, 1988, R. Reinders, K. Paul (ed.), Oxbow Monograph 12, Oxford, 1991,
pp. 19-23; du meme: Batelleriegallo-romaine sur le lac de Nauchatel, Archeologie
Neuchtiteloise, 13, Saint-Blaise, Editions du Ruau, 1992,2 tomes, t.1, pp. 81-91.
4. Etude effectuee par Odile Valansot, Musee Historiquedes Tissus de Lyon.
5. Analyse effectuee par Denise Iskandar, Archeolabs, ref. ARC 911R1 025P.
6. Cf. notamment: B. Arnold, "Some remarks on caulking in areas lying northwest of the Alpine
arc", lnternationalJournalof NauticalArchaeology, 6,4,1977, pp. 293-29; du meme:
Batellerie.. ., ouv. cit., t.1, pp. 86-94.
7. P.A. Gianfrotta, P. Pomey, L'arch6ologie sousla mer, Paris, 1980, pp. 262-263.
8. Des traces de concretions metalliques pouvant correspondre a une piece comparable ont ete
observees sur le haut des membrures M3 et M4.
9. Nous preferons la definition plus neutre et strictement technique deconstruction fluviale
monoxyle-assembleea fond plat. Cf. notre article cite a la note 3.
10. Souligons que des epaves m6di6vales, repondant aux memes caracteristiques de base, ont
BtB fouillees en France, en Allemagne et aux Pays-Bas. Ajoutons que ce type de construction
s'est maintenuejusqu'au debut du XXeme siecle, sur I'Adour par exemple.
11. Cf. B. Arnold, "Les barques celtiques d'Abbeville, Bevaix et Yverdon", Archeologia, 118, Mai
1978, pp. 52-59.
12. Type B1 pour I'epave de Lyon selon la typologie Btablie par E. Kentley et R. Gunaratne; type
82 pour 1'6pave de Druten (cf. E. Kentley, R. Gunaratne, "The Madel Paruwa-a sewn boat with
chine strakes", lnternationalJournal of NauticalArchaeology, 16, 1,1978, pp. 35-48, pp. 45-46
pour la typologie des bordbs monoxylesde transition).
13. Cf. M. D. de Weerd, "A landlubber's view of shipbuilding procedure in the celtic barges of
Zwammerdam, the Netherlands", dans: 0. Lixa Filgueiras (Bd.), LocalBoats, Fourth
lnternationalSymposium on Boat and Ship Archaeology, Porto, 1985, BritishArchaeological
Reports, lnternational Series, 438, 1,1988, pp. 35-51. M. de Weerd Bcrit (p. 48):
"...in ZwammerdamBarge 6 the verticalpafis of the chine-girders are raised with a plank,
fastenedon edge with iron nails driven obliquely through triangular holes, and -in one or two
places- with a mortise-and-tenonjoinr.
14. M.D. de Weed s'appuie, en particulier, sur une correspondance qu'il considere comme
reguliere et significative, entre certaines dimensions (intervallesentre les membrures et
longueurs des virures de sole) observees sur les Bpaves monoxyles-assemblees(celles de
Zwammerdam notamment) et les unites de mesures romaines (pes monetalesspecialement).
B. Arnold a emis des reserves. aue nous parta~eonsentierement, sur I'usage de cette
argumentation metrologique. ~ f B.. ~ r n o i d"some
,
objections to the link between Gallo-Roman
s
lnternational Journal of Nautical Archaeology,
boats and the Roman foot f ~ emonetales)",
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Plan in situde I'Bpave (D. Ruff).

Fig. 2

Sections transversales au niveau des membrures M2 et M3 (D. Ruff).

Fig. 3

Restitutionde la section transversale au niveau de la membrure M3.

Fig. 4

Vue partielle de I'epave au niveau des membrures M2 et M3 (photo: CNRAS).
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PahpCveq yta va napamjoouv TOV ~ u p a ~ t o ~
o~qvbq
napouota<e~at
q enMpaoq TOU lqoouj Bahaaotvouayiou yta va KaTanpauvst TOV ~ u p a ~ t o ~
pq
o qTq
. <wvraveuouvwapta at nhoia onou TO anat~si
eivat Atyoma napp&va
q et~ovoypacpia
q qnapamaoqq.Ta BaAaoatvaB&pa~a
ano T ~ nahata,
V
T ~ Katvj
V
AlafIjK~)
Kat ~ o u Piouq
q
~ w ayiwv:
v
H 6qptoupyia,
TOU Nhe, TO n8paapa q q EpuBpaq Bahaooaq, q Baupaafl ahtsia,
q KtPw~oq
o Xpto~oqent~tphv~ o u av~pouq,
q
q Bahaooa o ~ Aeu~dpa
q
napouoia, Ta
Baupa~a
TOU Ayiou Nt~ohaou
KTh.5
Zwypacpi<ovraqBaupa~a
m q Bahaoaa,ot pu<avrtvoiKat pe~apu<avrtvoi
<wypacpot6ei~vouv
~Clrrotaa6tacpopia q v ano6oq q q n p a y p a ~ t ~ o q Kat
~aq
ooov acpopaTO nhoionavro~e
napouota<e~at
ae w j p a anhjq Pap~aq
pe navi
Kat ~ounta.6I
E
~ot~oypacpieq
Kat E L K O V Epe
~ TT)AsuTbpa napouoia, pta ano ~ t q
nto xapt~wpCveqpopcp&qnou ~e~oupa<et
an6 Ta 6tacpopa ~ & p a ~eivat
a , q yuIT^ vspa, avapsoa oe peyaha ~ B p a ~ a
vai~a,
npoownonoiqoq~ qBaAaoaaq.7
q
Kat wapta nou cepvouv avBphntva pChq, u-rq paxq evoq ~ & p a ~~oaqB e ~eniai
P A q ~ t ~i6ta
a q q BClhaooa,vba at wpaia yuvai~a,
ouxvawupCvq apxatonpena,
m o x&ptnou ~ t nto
q nohh&qcpop8q6ev &xetcpawamt~o
oxjpa,
ps bva ~apapt
ahha ano6i6et ~unouq
~apapthv~ q enoxjq.
q

mqv enoxj ~ w IlaAatoAoywv
v
va <wypacpi<ovrat
Eivat nohu ouvq~topCvo
KalTa BaupaTa TOU Ayiou n O U r) EKU&~ L K ~ O fiTp&yahuT&pr)
E ~ ~
EKTCIU~~
l'l
Khqoia eivat acptepwpCvq u-rq pvjpq T O U . ~Ainha mtq et~oveq
TOU Xptmou Kat
TTlq navayiaqKat Tllq p&T~nlKt)q
U T ~ C J TELKOVE~TWV
)~
Ayiwv, P ~ ~ U K O UUK~T E
)V&~
p~anhouq~aBqpeptvouqavBphnouqnou~enq6ouvano~aIuva~apta~wv
Ayiwv. Iqv&qnouKapptacpopd6ev &xouvva ~avouv
peTa q p o i ~ KaTopehpaTa
a
TWV Ayiwv at ~apap~upta.
EKnhi)~~&Tal
o p q ~aveiq,
o~av,
~avovraq
pianp6xelpq
& ~ K o v o ~ ~KUK~OUS
X ~ ~ ~an0
~K
TOUS
OU
P ~~ OTUV
U ~Ayiwv ~ O KOU~OUV
U
&p&uvaUTOU~
e~~hqaie
Kat
q cpopq~&q
et~oveq,ava~ahun~et
nwq an6 ~ o u neptaoo~epo
q
nap' oAo nou 6ev 8xet OUT&
<wypacptopbvouqPiouqeivai TOU Ayiou Nt~ohaou,
papT~plK&q
U K ~ V & $OUT& C ~ U K ~ T L KKaT0~8hpaTa.~
~
Ta 8bpa~aTWV & 1 ~ 0 ~ 0 y p a c pKUKAWV
l ~ h ~ TOU Piou TOU Ayiou Nl~ohaou
nou auvav~oupeoe nhjBoq ~ ~ K h q o t acptepwp&vwv
hv
o ~ pvjpq
q
TOU a&oAo
TO xhpo q q Op8060ciaq,eivat an6 n q6tqyjaetqTOU I upehv TOU Me~acppamj,
nou TO K E ~ ~ E VTOUS
O
P~[UKETCIL
(ST0 Mqvaio Tqq 6qq A&K&pPpi0~.'0
Mia an0 Ttq
opato~epeq
napao~aoeiq
TOU et~ovoypacpt~ou
TOU KUK~OU
eivat q napao~aoq
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pe TOV ay~o
p8oa ae 8va nhoio nounh8elpe a v o l ~ navi.
~ o H ~ a u n aq q o ~ q M q
~ U T ~~ ES&ival
V
E U K Oy1Cl
~~
Ti UTlq
,
61rlyj~Elq
TOU METacppaUTjyiv&TalnoM8q
en8ppaoq TOU Ayiou oe peyaheq~ p ~ ~ u p i e q
cpop8q Aoyoq yla Baupa~oupyj
n 0 U 8cpEpvav UE K ~ V ~ U VTOUS
O
V~UT~KOU~.

H~olxoypacpia
pe q v napamaq nhoiou mov Aylo N ~ K o AOap~a6ovaq
~o
K ~
~ q qonou
,
p p i o ~ e ~6eQa
a t an6 ~ q eioo6o
v
~ q ~q~ K h q o i m
a qq ~ U T L nheupa
a n s ~ ~ o v i <qe<~w
a j~Kal Ta Baupa~a
TOU Ayiou Nl~ohaou.
napa~qpbv~aq
~ q v
Tolxoypacpia pA8noupe nhoio va nh8Elm a cpoup~ouv~aap~va
vepa. H ~ a p a x j
TOU U Y ~ O U(STO~XE~OU
KaL 0 ~ V T O V O SK U ~ ~ T L U ~6qhbvov~al
O$
pE 8pcpaoq Kal
61aypacpovTal p&KUKAOU~
K ~napaMqhsq
L
E U ~ E ~TO
E ~nhoio
.
K~U~WV~
p&< E T ~ L
E ~ ~ K ~ V ~pue~opa
U V O oTa ~pt~uplop8va
vspa ~ q hipvqq
q
nou nepl<bve~a~
ano
yupvouq ppaxouq. Aev unapxouv ~ounla
j nq6ahlo. Enioqq 6ev 61aKpivo~~al
01 oavi6eq~ou
n & p l ~ h I ) p a T ~ ~ yxapa~~qpiooupe
la~a
TO ei6oq~ q appohoyiaq
q
TOU. Ala~pivovral
opwq ~aBapa
q u n e p ~ a ~ a o ~ae
eu
uxj jpa ~ a m p o rqq
u npupvqqKalq unepuQwp8vqnhbpq. 0 1 ~ounam8q
6taypacpovrai~ n i a q ~aeapa.
q
Ynapx~t~ a ~ ayc
p 6uo
~ t ( a p ~ ~aptmepa
a
Kat 6et~a,~ a B b q
Kal ~epaiape TE~payovo
cpouo~wp8vo
an6 TOV avepo navi.Aecd q v ~ ~ p acpaive~al
ia
qU K O T ~
yla ~q6leuBuvoj~ q q0. 1 h ~ m o p 8 p ~TOU
l ~~
q c a p ~ ~ o TOU
pou
nhoiou ~ i v WEa~
6iaapbveq pe pova61~0
~pono
nou 6eixvsl nsipa Kak yvboq.
a i o ~ e ~CanhopCvoq
at
ve~poq
vau~qq,evb m a
navw UTO ~ a ~ a m p w p p
npoawna~ w ahhwv
v
~ i v a<wypacptopCvq
l
BAiWq Kalanoyvwoq. Mnpomaan6
pe apcpla, cpaive~al
o n npoaeu~e~al
yla TO vs~po.
qvnpupvq o Ayloq Nl~oAaoq
AeQa mqv ~olxoypacpiaalapa<oupe ~ q entypacpj:
v
<<'Avto~Ov
TOV V E K ~ O V
8ni TOU nhoiou,, .ll
Iupcpwva pe TO Iuvacapimj, q o ~ q v~j q ansl~ov~aqq
q
avacp8pe~ai
UTO
TaSi61TOU Ayiou Nl~ohaou
pe alyumla~o
nhoio oTa lepoaohupa.l2

H popcpj TOU nhoiou Kal TO oxjpa TOU paq Bupyouv nhoia ~ q Auoqq
q
Kai
q q Bopetaq Eupbnqq~ou14ou-15ouatbva, o ~ a v ~ampaqqnpupvqqano~a
TEAOUV nhbov 8va p8p0qan0 TO ~0IJcpapl
TOu n h o i o u . l ~ T ~ ~EoL~K &
OV
qEnhoiwv
~
npo8pxovra~
an0 napau-raoe~q
nou 6la~oapouv
acppayi6eqv a u n ~ bnoh~wv
v
j ~otxoypacpieq
EKK~~ULOV.
I%pa6El~pa,q napao~aoq
nhoiou nou 6laK00p&i
~qocppayi6a ~ qnohqq
q
Danzigan6 TO 1400,14qE ~ K O nhoiou
V~
UE ~o~xoypacpia
TOU Hojby uq Aavia,l5 q El~ova
nhoiou an6 q ocppayi6a q q noq q ~~Khqoiaq
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hqq Rye,l6napamaoqnhoiou m o Froissart's Chronicle17 ~ anapamaoq
l
nhoiou
v
an6 yahhl~lj
plvia~oupa.18
A ~ o p q popcplj TOU nhoiou paqBupi<&i~ q Kappa~a
TOU KohopPou (Nao onwq ~ q Uv~ O K ~ ~ O U o
U i61oq)
&
I a v ~ Mapia.19
a
Avahoyq a n e ~ ~ o v l o
nhoiou
q
&xoupe o ~ Movao~ljpl
o
Ayiou Ni~ohaou
Avanauoa o-qv ~oixoypacpiap&0&paq A&u~&pa
napouoia, o ~ a ov Kuploq8a
l
Kal ve~pouq.20H napamaoq nou napouata<slyu&h0&1va ~ p i v e<wv~avouq
v a i ~ anpoownonoiquq
,
q q BdAaooaq, va ~ a B e ~navw
a t oe Bahaooio ~ & p aKal
q
va ~pa~einhoio,
evh ~piyupw
pcydAa QaplaPya<ouvan6 TO mopa~ouq
avephTOU Iwawq.21To nhoio anei~ovi<e~al
nlva ohpa~a,
avacp~ps~al
o-qv Ano~dAuQq
p&anh&qypappCq, &XELK U ~ L K oxljpa
O
pe npupvq Kalnhhpq nou npos~&xouv,
K U T ~ P T LpE T E T P ~ Y O V Onavi Kal &ivalllClpop010 p& TO 6 ~ ~ Tun0
1 ~ nhoiou
0
cc~appa~a>>
, av TO ouy~pivoupepe o ~ & 6 ieop t o p ~ ~ nhoiou
ou
~uno~
uappa~aq
TOU cphapav6ou KahhlT&xvqW.A. nou X ~ O V O ~ O ~ &an0
~TU
TO~ 1470.22
TOU vap0q~a
navo an6 ~ q eioo6o
v
npoq TOV ~ u p i w q
Tov pope~vo~ o i x o
M&T&wpa,Kah~nT&l
q &nlPhqTlKfiKal nohunpovao TT)qM O V Q
POUU~VOU
~
ownq ouvBeoq ~ q Aq& U T E ~
napouoiaq,
~S
nou 8upi<el~qvnpoqyoupevqanelKale661
V. q
~ o v l o qTOU Movao~qplouAyiou Nl~ohaouAvanauaa M E T E ~ ~ W
yuvai~a,
npooononoiqaq ~ qBahaooaq,
q
~ a e e ~us
a Bahaaalo
l
~ & p anou
q Pya<ELan6 TO m o p a ~ o av9phnivo
u
ohpa, cvh m o x & p l ~ qKq~ U T Enhoio
~
napopolo
01Aemop&peieqTWV v a u n q y ~ ~ ypapphv
hv
Kal
pe ~ U T L K O TU U ~ O Uc<~appa~a)>.
TOU nhoiou, onwq Kal TOU e ~ a p ~ ~ o TOU
p o ueiva~
o~e6iaop&vsq
ps
~ q popcpljq
q
p 0 ~ ~ 6 T1 ~~ 0
O K~ UO
~ ~ E ~ X V Oyvhoq
UV
KaL n&ipaTOU <wypacpou a&V ~ U T L Kal
K~
vaunqy~~
08pa~a.
a

A u ~ i ~ o~
u uqn o u nhoiwv
q
Ba napa~qpljooupeKal as ahheq a n e ~ ~ o v i o e ~ q
Baphaap M E T E ~ ~Kal
OV
~ q ~q~ K A q o i ~
a qq q
~olxoypacpthv,onwq ~ q Movljq
q
Bojana Bouhyapiaq.
H O ~ O <napao~aoq
~VTU
~ qV
A&u~&paq
q I ~ napouoiaq UTO M0~aCJTljpl
V
oTU M&T&opaPpiCJK&TCllUTOV ~ V ~ T O T~ O~~ XKOTOU
O
Ayiwv ~ ~ V T U(Baphaap)
vapBq~a
TOU ~ a 0 o h l ~ TOU
o u Movamqp~ou.Kai e6h q yuvai~a,
npoownonoiqoq
~ q BaAaooaq,23
q
nou K ~ ~ E Tenavw
U ~ us Bahaaoio ~&paq,
~ p a ~UTO
e i x&pl~ q q
nhoio, E V ~~p ~ y u pow~ BaAaaaa
q
peyaha Qapla Pya<ouv an6 TO o ~ o p ~
aouq
avephnouq. To nhoio nou a n e ~ ~ o v i < e ~ a l&XEL
e 6 hcpavepa Ta x a p a ~ ~ q p l o ~ i ~ a
(Galleon),onwq o u ~ e p a i v e ~av
a iouy~piBeip&0x8610 TOU
~ ~ h i K yahlovlou
06
Mathew Baker TOU 1586 us ~eipoypacponou P p i o ~ e ~uaqt v Pepysian Library.24
Av napa~qpljaoupe~ i uqn s p ~ a ~ a o ~ &TOU
u &nhoiou
q
nou anei~ovi<e~al
a~qv
~olxoypacpiaKaiTOU q e 6 i o u TOU ayyht~ou
yahtoviou, 6ev unapxeiapcplpohia
OTLo ayioypacpoq &XELenqpeao0ei ano ~ U T L npo~una.
K ~
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16taiT&p0ev6tacp8pov napouota<stavahoyoq st~ovoypacpt~oq
~ u n oan6
q
T ~ sV~ ~ h q oBojana,
ia
~ q Bouhyapiaq.
q
Tpjpa ~ q ~q~ ~ A q oaiua~q j eivat
q acptspopCvo mov Ayto Nt~oAaoat n p o ~ p x e ~an6
a t TO n p b ~ ptoo
o TOU 11ou atbva,
p&6uo ~TpbpaTa
T~l~~ypacp
TOt npbT0
b ~ , an0 T ~ av8ysp~q
V
TOU V ~ O U
( 1 1Oq
O TOV 130atbva.25 M E T ~~~wU
ovq v b v pe ysyovo~a
an6
athvaq) Kat TO ~ E U T E ~an6
q<wj~ a t ~ a 0 a u p a ~Ayiou
a ~ o uNt~ohaou
neplhappClvs~at
Katqanst~ovtuqpe08pa
<<o
Aytoq Nt~ohaoq
~a~anpauvst
ps jpspsq ~tvr)ostqq 0CLhaooa Kat T O U oh<st,,
~
.26
IT~V
napanavw o ~ q vTa
j ~ u p a ~a~ahappavouv
~a
pia n h a ~ t <hvq
a
UTO
pnpomtvo pCpoq q q ~otxoypacpiaq.
1~1.ouv8xsta
1
m o niaw pCpoq TO nhoio Kat
ot vau~sq
8xouv opt~puv0si
npoorrrt~a.
Acta npoooxjqsivat q t68a TOU <wypClcpou
va napouodost ~q 0aAaooa ps Ta nto anha s ~ c p p a o ~pEoa.27
t~a
Ho ~ q v j
nspt8xst nohu p&ahtUTlKap o ~ i pensd
a
j sivat ouv6&6~p&vq
ps T ~ ~a0qpsptvj
V
< w jKatoxt TOUO srqpsaapCvqan6 q v st~ovoypacpia
~ w Ev U ~ ~ ~ E a~~ qL vKh v~. V
H psahtmt~j
anet~ovtuq
TOU 6 u ~ t ~nhoiou
ou
( t ~ a h t ~Ko ~u T ~ T OKrastju
V
Mijatev)28,
TWV V ~ U T nou
~ V q maaq ~ o u e~cppa<st
q
anoyvwoq Kat ~ w ~pspaopCvwv
v
an6
TO nhoio ami6wv trrrto~hv6sv 8pxe~at
us avriesaq pe Ta t m o p t ~ amotxsia,
oupcpwva ps ~aonoia u ~ p ~ a v ~ E ~ o t a nmhaoAtpavtaqq
ia
MaupqqOClhaoaaq.29
I q v nepirrrwuq TOU nhoiou q q Bojana o <wypacpoqo-rq 08uq q q ouvq0tapCvqq o-xqpan~jq~ w pu<avrtvbv
v
ps ~ t ouppoht~8q
q
sntvojostq ~ o u va
q napouota<ouv8va nhoio oav 0n01a6jn0T~pap~a,
sntxstpsiva q ~ 6 t a o e8va
t ahq8tvo nhoio, napouota<ovraq8va nhoio maupocpopwv j y s v t ~ h ~ s p
8va
a nhoio
6u-rt~o.30OEAovraq&6ho <wypClcpoqva 6boelTO q j p a evoqaAq0tvou ~ O ~ & ~ L K O U
nhoiou T O ~ O ~ E T~ E ~a p ~
j ~ oaTOU
q nupyou ~ q npupvqq
q
TOU aoni6sq. r t a ~ q v
s ~ j y q o TOU
q ysyovo~oq
~UTOU
aq 0upq0oupc a u ~ nou
o ypacpet o Viollet-le-Duc:
<<'O~av
ot mno~eq
TaSi6&uavm q Bahaooa sixav ~q ouvj0eta va avap~ouv~ t q
ami6sq pe TO 0upso T O U ~ a p j~~ oaTOU
q ~ p o o ~ t v p8pouq
ou
TOU nhoiou,, .31
H~ono08~q~
o qw aoni6wv
v
yta TO xapa~~qptopo
evoq nhoiou wq noh&plKou,
6sv napouuta<&~at
yta n p h ~ cpopa
q
o ~ nhoio
o
~ q ~otxoypacpiaq
q
~ q Bojana.
q
AvCLhoyeqnapamaostq ps ~ o n o 0 E ami6wv,
q~
ps ~a0apa
m p a ~ t w ~Xapat~o
KTQpa,32& X O U ~ EUE nhoia ( ~ 0 l ~ l ~ l ~shhqvt~a34,
a33,
Kat~0pdiKd135,UE nhoia T U V
B i ~ t y o~~qq ~antospi
v
~ q Bayeux36
q
Kat us nhoia <wypacptopCvaos s ~ ~ h q o i a
o-ro Skamstrup~ 1 .Aaviaq.37
1~
A~opq
as astpa t ~ a h t ~ batvyahht~hv
<wypacpthv,
o ~prjnoq
~ono08quqq
TWV ami6wv sivat opotoqps q q~otxoypacpiaqqq
BojanaB
K a t . 5 ~x~a1p a ~ ~ j ~
pa0apa
6ta~oupq~t~o.39

H ~otxoypacpia~ q Bojana
q
sivat 8pyo s(aAhou p u < a v ~ t ~ pb cv ~ a v a o ~ h v
T E X V L T ~ Vn,O U & l ~ f i y a yTlq
a ~~ ~ u ~ ~a Tp ~~&Tqq
Kq ET $
& X V Tqq
~ ~ K~VUTC~VT~VOU-

6. And& Grabar, Lapeinture religieuse en Bulgarie aeh. 168-169, Paris 1928.
j
7 . Ayanq KapCIKaTUavq, on. nap. ash. 234. reopyiou A. I w q p i o u , H X p r m r a v l ~Kar
Bu<amvrj ~i~ovoypacpia,
n&pl061~0
*O&ohoyia>>
T E U X O ~A ' Iavouap~oq
- MapTlOq 1955
( T o ~K
o I~T ' ) aeh. 1 1, EVA0jvalq 1955. Mix. Xap. ~ K ~ T ~ K OHU&, v Z d a p i I&@
~ ~ M O VTq$
~
@Jav&pwp&vqq
(SEA. 150, EVA0jvalq 1952.
8. A. ~uyyonouhou,01rorxoypacpi~qrou A yiou Nr~oAaouOp(~av0u
@&UU QAOV~K~~
aeh. 18,
A0jva 1 964.
Zia, H ~ ~ ~ o v o y p a cTOU
p i apiou Ayiou Nl~ohaou,X p ~ m ~ a v l I~uo ~u o a ~ oErjula
u,
9. N~KOU
&~dourq
Xplmravl~oumoxaupou Kar r&xvqq (1967) aeh. 253, B~PA~onoheiov
q q Emiaq
I.A. KoMapou KaL I i a q X.T.X.X.
10. Mqvaiov TOU Ae~epppioua&A. 70-84, E~KhplaUTiKjp~pAroBj~q
nOflI>>,A0jvat 1971.
1 1. I ~ q Eppqveia
v
~ q Zqw y p a c p ~ ~Tbxvqq
jq
A~ovuaiouTOU EK Ooupva (on. nap. OEA. 181) q
a ~ q vaj u ~nep~ypacpe~a~
j
onwq n a p a ~ a ~.O
o :a y ~ o a
q v ~ m h TOV
v v a u ~ q vev TU nhoio:
Oahaoaa KaL ev a u ~~i a p a KaL
p ~o aytoq npooeu~opevoqpbaov Kal e ~ vqe ~ p o q
vau~qq
O ~
Kal ~ M O
V ~ UL
T QY
L U ~ O ~ EE~EUTT(KO~,>.
V
bplpoae&vTOU K E ~ ~ E VuI~TLo~,
12. .<...Obhov n o ~ ob X y ~ o q
va unayq CIS Ta lepoooAupa iva npooKuvjoq TOU navay~ou
TOU
Kupiou Tacpou, Kal61ava eupq q a u ~ a m ~ ~~oonvo iva
v peivll KaTa povaq, &up&nhoiov
A L ~ U I ~ T LKat
~ KeO~Vo ~ A 0 &
h v~aqu ~ VET'
o ahhov xp~mlavhv,PAbne~~ a 8unvov
'
OTI o
Alapohoq 0 & ~ 0 p 6Tqq
$ ahqeeiaq b ~ o r r r Ta
s &ISTO K ~ T ~ ~ T ~
L X
O O
V L VEcumjaaq
L~~.
6E TqV
npoiav Abye~&IS ~ o u vqa u ~ a qOTI
, a jpepov peyahq ~ p l ~ u p0bhel
i a paq eupq, 610~1
ei6ov E I ~
TOV UTIVOV pOU OTL0a unocpbpop&v, ahha
( P o P ~ ~ ~a~MT' E&hni<&T&
,
Elq TOV @&OV KaL
a u ~ o 0a
q paq ~ A ~ u 0 e p O oEKq TOU 0ava~ou.Acpou 6.5 bheyev o Aytoq ~ o u Aoyouq
q
TOUTOU~,
napeu8uq vbcpoq pbya Kal OKOTEIVOV napoua1ao0bv, KaL p e ~ TO
a vbcpoq avepoq KaL ~ a p a x j
~ q 0ahaaoqq
q
peyahq, h m e anehn1a0Cvreqanavreq neptbpevov TOV eava~ov,Kai
Cmavreq 01 EV TW nhoiw a~evi<ovrsqTOV A y ~ o vnap&Kahouva u ~ o p
v e ~ 6aKpuwv,
a
iva
6eq0j TOU 0eou va ~ a ~ a n a u o avepoq.
q
I ~ a 0 e i 6e
q e ~ nqp o o s u ~ j ov X y ~ o q
eu0uq o avepoq
bnauaev q 0ahaaaa qauxaoe Kat 01 ev ~w nhoio exapqaav. E I ~~ q hpav
v
~ q ~qp ~ ~ u p i a q
v a u ~ q Tq Lavapaq
~
e ~ TO
q K ~ T ~ ~ T 61a
L O va
V 6~op0hoq
Ta oxolvia TOU naviou, Kal
iaq
E I TO
~ ~ a ~ a m p o TOU
p a nhoiou Kac
~ a ~ a p a i v oEK
v ,cpopou q q ~ p ~ ~ u peKpqpviu9q
a ~ vavbpou cxapqaav OLev TU nhoiw,
anb0avev. o 6e X y ~ o qtdhv OTI &IS ~ q ~va ~ d n a u TOU
e h u n j ~ q a a vpovov 6 ~ TOV
a 0 a v a ~ o TOU
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ANCIENT PORTS OF ABDERA IN AEGEAN THRACE

As early as the 7th and 6th centuries BC, the colonists of Thrace created their
towns either on slopes close to natural ports either artificially or naturally fortified.
Thus between the river Nestos and Evros were founded Abderal and other cities
like Dikaia, Maroneia, Orthagoreia, Mesembria, Zoni, Drys and Sali (Fig. 1).
Abdera with Maroneia and Ainos were among the most secure and richest
cities of Thrace. Abdera's wealth resulted largely from her commercial relations
with the native population of Thrace and with the rest of the world. To increase
the commercial activity of the region it was necessary to create a fleet of vessels
and also a port for their protection. It's clear that Abdera's coastal location played
a significant role in this, because the natural promontory on which the town was
built had many inlets and bays. These could be used as harbours for anchored
ships.
During the Persian War, Herodotus mentions that the Thracian fleet was
surrended at the port of Abdera,a fact that implies this port was one of the most
important at the area.2
Geomorphological research has proved that the shore line in ancient times
was to be found to the north and east of the present line formed by the river Nestos
and that the sea frequently invaded the ancient city at the point, where today we
think that the colonists first settled.3 In this area today there is an uncultivated
marsh, which is probably the original site of the first port. Present sea level is
obviously very different from the ancient one.
In this area,4 a section of the Northern fortified enclosure,two consecutive
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constructions of the wall are located.5 Somenone can see the archaic wall which
runs from East towards West in a similar fashion but not exactly parallel to later
the wall.
The port was bounded and protected from the north by this particular strech
of the wall,6 which led down to the sea. The presence of the sea7 here can be shown
by the rounded sherds and by the thick layers of sea sand which contains shells,
and above all by the layer of rough stones at the level of the foundations, which
seem to have started at sea level.
The section that is directed westwards, stops and forms an isolatedwidernings
where it meets the sea. Either this was to combat the waves or to be used as a
base for a fort, which would have acted as an observation point for the port.
The case for the presence of the archaic port in this position is substantiated
by the discovery of a shipshed,g which is constructed at the end of the sixth or at
the beginnings of the fifth century, because its layer of destruction contained
pottery, mainly pieces of amphoras to the last half of the fifth century BC. It can
be considered as one of the older known shipsheds.
This building had a roof of coloured (black or red) clay tiles which fell at the
destruction layer. A colonnade was found at the east part of the north side of the
shipshed. It was formed by square blocks of poroslo (as bases of the columns,
that today have disappeared -except one).
Asolid wall of regular masonry continued at the west end. The present length
is at least 30m and the inclination 10". South of it was found the western part of
the enclosure wall, which runs North to South and forms the sea wall11that follows
the ancient shore line and marks the limits of the sea in the 5th and 4th century
BC, when the archaic wall was destroyed possibly by flood and thus abandoned.
A strong wall that was discovered about two hundred meters south of the
shipshed, in an excavationof 1965 carried out by Lazaridis,ln is made up of large
granite boulders. This wall seems to have been used as a quay, which might have
been connected with the presence on the slope beyond the buildings what with
some reservationshave been interpreted as a series of shops. The buildingphases
date back to the 5th and 4th century BC.13
Further south in the areaof thesmall modern port of the community of Abdera,
below the naturally strong hill, there was an artificial port which protected ships
from eastern and southern winds (Fig. 2).
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The breakwater even though destroyed has preserved up to a point its original
shape and perhaps its size (fig.3). The western limit of the port was probably
further West and North in the region where today there are alluvia. Its length is
approximatelly 180 m. and it runs from East to West.
Underwater excavation on the mole identified two building phases (A, B,
Fig. 4). Both of them recognized on the north face of the breakwater, built of
enormous granite boulders roughly worked; the older may date to the classical
times. It is almost certain that this was used until the Byzantine period with some
additional repairs. Two horse-shoe shaped towers meet the southern side of the
mole, where it turns to the North at this point.
A third harbor was located at the eastern bay, in the area of Agios Giannis.
Here the town's eastern fortification wall runs towards the seashore and forms a
semicircular tower, 6 m. in diametre. Of this tower two building phases are also
preserved; all the ashlar blocks have collapsed towards the East and South side,
possibly from an earthquake. Various axe-shaped tenons (joints) and more
architectural details can be seen on the tower stones (Fig. 5).
Ch. Samiou, archaeologist
Department of Underwater Antiquities
Ministry of Culture, Greece
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ILLUSTRATIONS
Fig. 1

The ancient cities-harbours of Aegean Thrace.

Fig. 2

General view of the ancient mole (photo by N. Lianos).

Fig. 3

The two building phases of the ancient mole.

Fig. 4

The phase A of the mole.

Fig. 5

The ancient mole, general view.
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A PROPOSAL FOR BRONZE AGE AEGEAN
SHIP-SHEDS IN CRETE

Thesite of Kommos insouth-central Crete (fig. 1) has been underarchaeological
investigationfor some 17 years since excavation started in 1976. The American
School of Classical Studies at Athens, the Greek Antiquities Service, the University
of Toronto and the Royal Ontario Museum are institutions under the auspices of
which the work has been carried out'.
Excavations revealed a Minoan town spread out on a hillside along the shore
of the Western Mesara Plain (figs. 1-2). During the Bronze Age it was inhabited
from chieflyc. 1900 B.C. to 1250 B.C., that is from Middle Minoan IB through Late
Minoan IIIB2.
South of the areawith the houses~liesacomplexofhuge Minoancivic buildings
faced by ashlar masonry and orthostateblocks (fig. 3)4. The planof the largest building,
which is of Late Minoan Idate, has an enormouscourt surroundedby rooms of various
types, indicating that the building was of palatial style. Subsequently, in Late
Minoan lllA2 (during the period 142011380 - 136011325B.C.), another structure
was built upon its eastern wing. We have called this Building P (fig. 4), and it is
on this that we focus on here. Although its plan, to be described, can be compared
with plans of other Minoanbuildings, its proportionsand size are so far unparalleled.
As was argued in the pasts, P may have served, at least in part, for the storage of
ships during the non-sailing months in the winter. The closest parallels for plan
and scale are, interestingly, ship-sheds of the Greco-Roman period. Those,
however, were set directly next to the water and used for the storage of warships,
especially triremes.
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Building P was almost square, about 38.51 m east-west by 39.60 m northsouth. The largest LM Illbuilding now known, it was of one story only and consisted
of at least six broad, roofed galleries facing an open space to the west with no
further structure betweenit and the shorelines. Thegalleries are usually about 5.601~1
in width, although the sixth, the last one on the south, is about 5.20 m wide'. While
open and without doors on the west, the galleries were completely closed at the
back, to the east, by a massive monumentalashlar facade with orthostates forming
the lower courses (fig. 6). The orthostate facade was of LM I date and was reused. The long east-westgallery walls were built of masonry stabilizedby a massive
wooden frameworkof horizontal, vertical, and perhapsalso transverse timbersjoined
together, as indicated by now empty gaps or chases in the walls. To judge from the
masonry found fallen into Gallery 3 (fig. 7), the rooms were at least four meters high.
Gallery 3, the only one completely excavated by us, had an earthen floor, blackened
in places by burning, with ascattering of cooking wares as well as many fragments of
short-necked amphoras which represent the latest use before abandonment. In the
southeastern corner was a hearth, and along the southern wall were two ovens of
clay, much larger than some of the same phase found in the Minoan housess.
Putting aside the matter of the huge scale temporarily, we must note that
Minoanstorage magazinesprovide the closest parallelfor the plan of the successive,
parallel galleries. Typically, these are long, narrow rooms set side by side and usually
approached from acorridor that runs at right angles to them. Good examples exist in
the Minoan palaces at Knossos and Phaistos (fig. 8)9.Those in the West Wing at
Knossos are long and narrow and were intended for the storage of largejars or pithoi
perhaps containing foodstuffs, in particular oillo. When it comes to size, however,
those magazines are much smaller than the galleries of Building P. The larger ones
at Knossos, for instance, are about two meters wide and nineteen meters long. Such
acrucial difference in size is likely to be missedwhen one compares publishedplans,
which are reproduced at various scales, rather than the buildingsthemselves.
A closer parallelfor Building P is to be found at Nirou Khani, at Ayioi Theodoroi,
where Spyridon Marinatos identified possible Bronze Age Minoan ship-sheds
(fig. 9; Marinatos 1926: 146). Excavated into the bedrock of a small peninsula is
a large rectangular cutting over 46 m long, consisting of three separate parallel
spaces ranging from 4.45 to 5.00 m wide (J. Shaw 1990: 425-426). The two on
the north are submerged, being at least 1.80 m deep (bedrock is not visible except
on the sides of the cutting) and are partially separated by apartitionwall of bedrock
a meterwide.The local relativesea level must have been considerably lower then
than now since Minoan walls are submerged in the immediate area.
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Closer in scale and plan to Building Pat Kommos, as noted earlier, are GrecoRoman ship-sheds, like those at Apollonia (fig. 8). As Blackman has described
them in his fundamental study of Classical ship-sheds, the average size was 37
meters long (dry length), and somewhat less than 6 meters wide (Blackman 1968:
187-188 and 1987: passim). Such a measurement corresponds well with P's
Gallery 3 (over 37 meters long and 5.60 meters wide). It was largely on the basis
of the dimensions of the classical ship-sheds that the Olympias, a life size model
of a trireme, was recently built. It is 36.8111 long and 5.4m wide, with a height of 3.6
m from keel to canopy deck (Coates 1989: 97), with a ratio of width to length of 1:6.8.
Beforethe discoveryof the famous Fleet Frescofrom Thera (fig. 1Ofor adetail),
Marinatos estimated that the larger Late Minoan Aegean ships were thirty meters
long (1933: 191-192). The larger ships on the fresco itself he later estimated as
33.75 m. long (1974a: 151)ll. A ship of this length could well be accommodated
within P's galleries or, for that matter, within the possible Minoan slips at Nirou Khani.
It is more difficult to estimate the width, or beam, of the large ships in the
Theran fresco. The only actual Aegean ship now known is that of the 14th or early
13th century B.C. discovered at Uluburun off the shore of Turkey. The vessel was
about 14m long and perhaps 4.5m wide, giving a ratio of width to length of about
1:3.1 (Bass, personal communication, after C. Pulak, of April 1, 1993). On this
basis, if the larger Theran ships were over 33 meters in length, they could have
been as much as ten meters wide. We know, however, that the Uluburunship was
a merchantman, and like all ships of its kind was made to be broad in order to
accommodatecargo.Also, it is reasonableto assume that then, as now, there was
a variety of ships that served different purposes. The clearest indication of this is to
be found in the Theran fresco where we see small vessels propelled by oars, a ship
that may have been a merchantman (the only ship with a sail as well as a possible
cargo on deck), as well as the longer ships with their passengers, probably warriors.
Gillmer (1978: 125) conjectured that the longer Theran ships might have
had a beam ranging from 3.7m to 4.8m, if they were twenty-four meters long. On
the basis of the length suggested by Marinatos (33.75m, above), Gillmer's width
range could be proportionately adjusted to 5.20m -6.75m. It is at least possible,
therefore, that ships of that length and with medium proportions were set within
Building P. These could have been the swiftest Minoan ships, on the analogy of
the Greek triremes that were made for speed and that were c. 5.4m wide (as the
Olympias, above), or less. Better estimates must awaitfurtherdiscoveries, hopefully
in the form of an actual ship, probably awreck, inthe Aegean. Or again, on the analogy
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of the slips in the classical ship-sheds, one might discover in Crete buildings with
galleries such as those of P with features such as keel marks on the floors, or
marine gear such as anchors and tools, that would prove the presence of Aegean
Bronze Age ship-sheds, as is being argued herel2.

It is possible, therefore, that the galleries of P could have accommodated
very long ships provided that they had the approximate width of the later GrecoRoman triremes. Or, as Maria Shaw proposed earlier (1985: 26), the galleries may
have also been designed to contain two or more of the smallervesselswhich could
have fit easily into the space available. Among the smaller vessels may have been
the ships, perhapswarships, shown in the "Shipwreck Scene", also from the fresco
in the West House at Thera (Fig. 10; also Doumas 1992: P1.26).
One apparent problem with the theory of ship-sheds being proposed is that
Building P was set back from the shoreline, unlike the classical Greekship-sheds
that were set with sloping access ramps actually leading down below water level.
At this point, however, the analogy between the Aegean Bronze Age and GrecoRoman situations no longer applies, for most Aegean Bronze Age harbors are
set on relatively open shorelines (e.g. at Kato Zakros in Crete, exposed to an east
wind), on either side of a peninsula (e.g. at Hagia lrini on the island of Kea), or
leeward of a small offshore island which would partially break the force of the waves
(e.g. at Amnisos or Kommos in Crete)l3. Greco-Roman harbors, on the other hand,
such as those at Piraeus, were usually set in small bays, sheltered from the waves,
bays that could be narrowed further by piers built out into the water. The result was
that the ships and other facilities would be protected from enemy incursions. Also,
structures such asquays, storehouses, and ship-sheds could be built at the actual
shoreline and would not be endangered by wave actionl4.
As to thequestion of whetherweight would present a problem in haulingships
some 150m or so up from the shore, we only have to turn to the transportation of
extremely heavy building blocks in architecture, of which we have actual examples.
At Kommos itself, the largest orthostate block in the north facade of J/T weighs
about 3,150 Ibs. At Phaistos the largest block is about 9,850 Ibsls. In the Treasury
of Atreus at Mycenae, the estimated weight of the lintel blocks is some 100 tonsl6.
The point here is that while Greco-Roman harbor installationscould be built
right next to thewateror, inthecaseof theship-sheds, actually intothe water, many
Bronze Age Aegean installations such as houses, warehouses, or possible shipsheds, were built sufficiently back from open shorelines so as not to be destroyed
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by the waves during stormy weatherl7. At Kommos, for instance, the winter waves
can now reach some 20-30 meters up on the shore, a vertical distance of some 2-3
meters. Buildings could be constructed, therefore, only inland (east) of that point.
On the other hand, protected shores might still be the locations of Aegean shipsheds, if Maria Shaw's identification of a building with successive, high-celinged
rooms shown in the miniaturefresco from the West House as a shipshed iscorrect
(Fig. 10, upper left; M.C. Shaw 1985:23). Indeed,the rooms in the fresco arevery
similar to the way Building P would have appeared when seen from the west, from
the sea (Fig. 5)lfJ.
As discussed in more detail elsewhere, at Kommos there has been since
LM I an increase in local relative sea level of about three meters, and there is
evidence to suggest that a substantial part of the change took place between LM
IBand LM lllA2 when BuildingPwasconstruded, aperiodof perhapsseventyyears's.
One of thechief indicatorsof the time periodduring which at least some ofthechange
occured is the otherwise unnecessary raising of the floor level within LM I Building
J, near the shore, by at least a meter during LM lllA2 (J. Shaw 1984: 274 n.41 ;for
the date see also J. Shaw and M. Shaw 1993: 187). It was probably after LM I and
before LM IllA2thatthewestern portionof palatialBuildingT(BuildingP's predecessor)
was largely destroyed by the sea. This made it possible later for P's galleries, when
they were built, to be accessible directly from the seashore without any intervening
construction, for there was no further constructionthere during LM Ill.
As postulatedby Gifford, local relative sea level in the Kommosarea continued
to rise until it reachedits present level, with P'sfloor presently at +3.30m - +3.60m.20
During the time that P was being used, therefore, its floor level was at +5.30m +6.30m. This meant thatthe building was not threatened by the waveswhich would
have reached then up to at least c. +4.00m. The distance from the building to the
sea was about 130 meters, calculated as the distance from the present shoreline
(80 meters) plus the 30 to 50 meters to be added when the shoreline was further
out. This might seem a long distance to drag ships gradually on rollers or over
oiled skids up the some 5-6 vertical meters of incline to the building, but it would
have been possibleas long as there were sufficientropes, skids, props and manpower
available21. Asomewhat analogousscene of bringingships upfrom thesea is recorded
in the Iliad(l. 485-486):
But when they hadcome back to the wide camp of the Achaians they hauled theblack
ship up on the mainland, high up on the sand, and underneathher they fixed the long
props22.
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In our previous publications we have stressed that Kommos, especially after
LM I, was increasingly in contact with areas to the east (Cyprus,the Syro-Palestinian
coast, and Egypt), our evidence being the foreign pottery discovered on the site.
Much of this pottery has recently been published by L. Vance Watrous in Kommos
Ill (1992: 149-184). Commercialrelationsseem to be evident. There are, however,
other aspects of Building P to discuss. As we have seen, smaller merchant craft
could have been storedthereduring the winter, non-sailingmonths, but the longer,
sleeker craft may have been stored there as well. It has been argued (Prytulak
1982; Morgan 1988: 117; Doumas 1992: 48-49) that the relaxed passengers in
the longer craft in the Theran fresco were probably warriors and it is likely that the
ships could have been used for military action. Also, on the basis of the analogy
with the later Greek triremes, made for speed and not for carrying cargo, the
military aspects of such ships may have been considered to be primary. Indeed,
unless Bronze Age Aegean ship-sheds are to be considered exceptions to the
rule, ships houses in special buildings have usually been military. One can cite
the Greco-Romanshipshedsthemselves or the laterVenetian arsenali(Papadopoulos
(ed.) 1972: PI. 235 (those at Channia)), covered Royal Navy yards (Coad 1983:
42) or, for that matter, Nazi submarine pens. Would the Minoans of south central
Crete have initiateda building as large as Building Pfor purely commercial reasons?
Perhaps, but the effort made may have been more closely connectedwith military
expeditions andlor the defence of the southern coast of Crete.
That security at Kommos was a concern is reflected in the architecture of
boththe LM Iand the LM IllBuildingsJ K and P. Inthecase of J/T, onlyonedoorway
has been identified in the north facade, which is some 40 meters long and built
so solidly as to make it practically impregnable. The entire east facade (Fig. 6) was
doorless and similarly built. Both these facades preventedentrance into Building
P, leaving the west and south as the only other points of access. On the west,
naturally, lay the seashore, while the south area may have been protectedby the
slope leading up to Building P. Perhaps Kommos repeats what seems to be a
pattern of Aegean coastal towns, which although not completely surrounded by
a wall, such as at Kea (J. Shaw 1990: 422 [Fig. 21, could have been protected by
walls that were simultaneously parts of buildings. Such might be the function of
the blue wall in the arrival town in the Fleet Fresco from Thera, which had only
one doorway (M. Shaw 1986: Fig. 1 and PI. 3a); or in the town in the Master
impression from Chania which clearly had a fortification wall pierced by two tall
and impressive doorways at the two ends (Hallager 1985: Fig. 11); and, finally, the
coastaltown seen inthe rhytonfrom Mycenae, which has asolidwall on the waterfront
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and two doorways23. The walls discussed were defensible, even if they cannot be
called, strictly speaking, "fortification" walls, since some were marked by windows.
At Kommos itself we have now examined the area adjacent to the hillside,
but the largely unexplored area to the southwest might well have contained in LM
Illother installationsconnected with seafaring, for instance warehouses for trade
materials, or buildingsfor housing ships' gear. Such areas along the shore, including
parts of the large space west of Building P, might have been used for ship building,
outdoor storage for ships, etc24. It is also possible that during LM I, before part
of the shore-side buildings were destroyed by the sea, a functional predecessor
to P existed where now there is only sand and consolidated beachrock. Perhaps
such a building has a plan similar to that of P, with P being a later version of a known
type. It is also reasonable to argue that since Kommos was not the only harbor
town of Crete or, forthat matter, of the Aegean, that in the future similar structures
might be discovered at Amnisos or Katsamba (the harbor towns of Knossos), or
at Chania, Malia, Palaikastro,KatoZakros, or elsewhere. On the Mainlandof Greece
they might appear in the future along the Mycenaean shoreline of the Argolid, or
on the shore near lolkos, or at Phaleron near Athens, or at Gythion near Sparta,
or along the ancient shoreline near Pylos.
Joseph W. Shaw
and
Maria C. Shaw
Department of Fine Art
University of Toronto
Toronto, Ontario M5S 1A1
Canada

NOTES
1. We are also es~eciallvgrateful to the Social Science and Research Council of Canada and the
Institute for ~ e $ e a n
Prehistory for their invaluable financial support. A number of preliminary
excavation reports have appeared over the years in Hesperia. The latest (1993) under the joint
authorship of Joseph and Maria Shaw provides references to earlier reports.
2. For the pottery see now Betancourt 1990 and Watrous 1992, passim).
3. The area will be published as Vol. I, part 2 (in press) in a series being published by Princeton
University Press.
4. Above these buildingson the west was built, during Greek times, a rural sanctuary with a long
history, beginning C. 1020 B.C. and continuing through early Roman times.
5. The argument was first developed in M. Shaw 1985. See also J. Shaw 1986,1990, and
J. Shaw and M.C. Shaw 1993: 129.188.
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6. During 1993, a pottery kiln was discovered southwest of P's Gallery 6, on an accumulation
above the main LMI court. The kiln is LM I date, however, and its upper structure was razed
during LM Ill down to the level planned for P's court.
7. Some time after its construction, Gallery 6 was blocked at its entrance by a north-south
retaining wall.
8. A more detailed description of Gallery 3 is in J.W. and M.C. Shaw 1993: 170-177. Hearths and
oven are part of a widespread phenomenonduring LM Ill at Kommos, for they appear also in
the last phase of houses in the town and south of Building P. Aseparate study on these
hearths discusses the appearance of similar structures on other LM Ill sites in Crete
(M.C. Shaw 1990 passim).
9. Identifications and sources for the plans in Fig. 8 are to be found in J. Shaw 1986: 263, and
note 95 there.
10. For a discussion of materials possibly stored in Building P, see J. Shaw 1986: 266.
11. By comparison, the ships appear to be smaller than the funerary boat, a millennium older,
discovered near the Great Pyramid of Khufu in Egypt. The boat recoveredthere is 43.4 m long
and 5.9 m wide (Jenkins 1980: 108). Of some significance for the main theme in our text is that
there were during the Second Millennium B.C. actual storehouses (ship-sheds)for boats in
Egypt. The earliest is mentioned in a papyrus in the British Museum (BM 10056, from the time
of Tuthmosis Ill), and concerns Peru-nefer in Lower Egypt where a large sea-going military
vessel was stored. A later example (Anastasi IV, 8,4, still New Kingdom) concerns a covered
ship-shed for a sacred vessel at Resynu. See Glanville 1933: 37 and Caminos 1954: 159.
Here we correct the mistake in J. Shaw 1986: 267 and note 108 there, where only one site is
mentioned. We thank Professor Ronald J. Leprohon for bringing this to our attention.
12. Of particular interest is that during 1993 two stone anchors of a composite, perhaps Cypriot,
type, were found below the floor of P in an LM IIIAl/LM lllA2 context, along with sherds of
Cypriot, Canaanite, and Egyptian provenience.
13. For Aegean Bronze Age harbors, see J. Shaw 1990: passim.
14. For Greco-Romanharbors see J. Shaw 1972: passim, and D.Blackman 1982, especially 190-193.
15. For estimates and comparative material see MAMAT, p. 44, n.1.
16. Wace 1949:31.
17. Harbors in the Syro-Palestinian area may have been situated inland near estuaries and marshy
areas (Raban 1991: passim). In riverine Egypt quays were built along the Nile (Shaw 1990:
429) and large harbors were excavated from the shoreline (Blackman 1982: 92).
18. A building shown near the shore in the miniature painting from Kea might be of the same type
as the "shipshed" building from Thera (J. Shaw 1990: Fig. 20), but the painting is fragmentary.
19. J. Gifford in Kommosl. 1(in press), Chapter3 and PI. 3.19 there; J. Shaw 1986:267and note 106.
20. There is a slight slope, east down to west, of 0.15 m, from +3.44m down to 3.30m in Gallery 3,
the one gallery that has been cleared completely.
21. Concerning the slope, David Blackman (personal communicationof June 6 1993) has noted
that 5 to 6 meters of vertical distance over 100-200 meters of horizontal distance would
produce a nice gradient for ships hauling. 1:20, has notes, is the standard gradient for modern
ships; Classical Greek ones tended to be 1:10 or steeper and mechanical aids would have
been required. Of some interest is the discovery in Middle Kingdom Mirgissa in the Sudan of a
mud-paved road surface over 200 meters long. It had tranverse beams of wood embedded in it,
over which ships were drawn in order to avoid different parts of the Second Cataract. The slight
gradient was 7: 1000 (Vercoutter 1970: 179,204).
22. Translation by R. Lattimore, The lliadof Homer, Chicago. 1951.
23. M.C. Shaw 1986: 112. The idea that such walls may be not atypical of coastal towns is
discussed in the same article.
24. For a summary of maritime capabilities during the period, as deduced from the Linear B tablets,
see Palaima 1991: 308.
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THE OARAGE OF PHOENICIAN BIREMES

A question of confidence

The Phoenician oared ships of c. 700 BC are knownto us because they were
depicted in low relief on slabs of limestone in Sennacherib's "Palace without Rival"
in Nineveh. These depictions were brought to light by A.H. Layard in 1848, but
of the dozen or so of sculpted images of Phoenician oared ships only a fragment
of one such ship's depiction still exists, as an exhibit in the British Museum (B.M.
124722).All others seem to have slowly decayedwhere they had been uncovered,
until they were lost entirely. Fortunately, Layard had made sketches -now in the
British Museum- of the low relief images, and a number of these drawings were
reproducedas engravings in his book "Monumentsof Nineveh" (1849). Much later,
in 1903-04,some of the now lost low relief representationsof ships -already much
deteriorated- were photographed by L.W. King (Russell, 1991).
The aim of this communicationis to presentsome conclusions concerningthe
shape of the hulls of these ships and the seating arrangements for their oarsmen
which are basedon a close examinationof the available iconography. Consequently,
the question of the trustworthiness of these pictures of ships is of vital importance
for the results of this investigation. Basch (1987), whose work forms the principal
basis for the present investigation, was concerned about the same problem. He
concluded that the drawings are reasonably reliable, in spite of some departures
from the originalsdueto Layard'stendency to "correct"these, by reducingthe number
of arms of octopi from nine to eight, or supplying an oar which evidently had not
been manned.
That, of course, has no bearingon the question of the reliabilityof the Assyrian
originals. Asuggestion that these too merit confidence, is providedby the pictures
(Fig. 1) of Assyrian soldiers carrying away statuettes of Phoeniciangods (Slabs 1-3,
Room LXIV). The latter are all about half the size of the men, which appears to
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confirm the descriptionby Herodotus(Ill. 37) of the "Pataici", imagesof gods, perhaps
related to the Egyptian god Ptah, "which the Phoenicians carried in the prows of
their triremes. I will describe it for them who has not seen these figures: it is the
likenessof adwatf". It may be concludedprovisionallythat these images of Phoenician
ships as they have come down to us are at least worthy of serious consideration as
primary evidence, but, as Basch remarked earlier and as we shall see further on,
occasionally the Assyrian artists followed very peculiar conventions in the
representation of reality.

Scrutiny and analysis

The two-bankedships represented in Sennacherib's palace are always seen
from the side, which makes it diff icult to ascertainwhat the seating arrangements
were for the oarsmen. Salonen (1939) proposedthat they were seated side by side,
the thalamians under a narrow catwalk over the length of the ship, the zugians in
the open in the outrigger shell, a schemewhichwas worked out somewhatdifferently
by Landstrom (1961). Basch (1969) presentedan alternative, in which thezugians
were seated inboard of the thalamians, but at a higher level. In his scheme, all the
oars pivoted around working points in the sides of the hull; thus an outrigger was
not necessary.
We begin our scrutiny with an examination of the well-known fragment of
Slab 11 in Room Vlll(w) of Sennacherib's palace (Fig. 2) which is now in the British
Museum.The first question, viz. what the level of the deckwas on which the soldiers
stood, is inspired by the interesting suggestion of Basch (1987) that the lower
portion of the bulwarks would in reality have protected the oarsmen, and that the
soldiers stood behind the upper portion on a deck between the two. The question
of the level of the deck is not easy to answer from the picture itself, because of
the peculiar proportionswhich the Assyrian artists attributed to the human figure.
The problem is circumvented by first making a copy of another Assyrian sculpture
depicting humans, in this case Aramaic prisoners of war from Slab 10 in Room
XXVlll in the palace (B.M. 124956), and subsequently superimposing it on a
drawing of the upper structure of the ship (Fig. 3). It may be observed that the parts
of these P.O.W.'s above the bulwark correspond closely to those of the soldiers
in the ship, and that their feet would have stood on adeckat the level immediately
above the heads of the oarsmen. Although there is a certain latitude possible in the
relative scale of reproductionof the two sculptures, and therefore of the level of the
deck, the finding cannot be reconciledwith Basch's suggestion, although it does
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not invalidatehis point about the exposedpositionof theoarsmen inthe reconstitutions
of Salonen and Landstrom.
The second point of investigation concerns the thin horizontal line on the
side of the ship depicted in Fig. 2. It appears to have indicated a sharp break in the
slope of the side, as when an outrigger had been present. But the unusual working
position of the foremost zugian oar would seem to contradict this interpretation.
In contrast to all otherzugian oars in the ship, this oar did not pivot on the gunwale
but in an oarport some distance below it.
The following explanation is based on the assumption of the sides having a
considerable amount of tumble-home. At the position of the first oar, the sides of
the ship hadto turn towards the stem, and so had the gunwale, on which the zugian
oars pivoted. On the other hand, there existed a minimum for the distance of the
working pointsof the zugian oars from the centre-lineof the ship. If the gunwale was
at adistancewhich was lessthan this minimumfor the position of theforemostzugian
oar, that oar might still pivot around a point at that minimumdistance on the inward
sloping side below the gunwale. The geometry is illustratedin the diagram presented
in Fig. 4, in which the minimum distances of the working points of the zugian and
,, and d,. This stratagem would have allowed
thalamian oars are representedby d
the use of an extra pair of zugian oars. The conclusion is that the unusual oarport of
the first oar is indicativeof adividing line on the hull representingthe abrupttransition
of the side to apronouncedtumble-home,very similar towhat isseen in many traditional watercraft in Holland. Tumble-home of the sides is a necessary condition in the
explanation. An alternative to it, in which a flaring outrigger is assumed, cannot be
made to fit the evidence.
The seating arrangement which gave rise to this peculiar form of the hull is
very similar to the one proposed by Basch (1969), with the zugians being seated
at a higher level than the thalamians and inward of them. They would have pulled
oars which were longer than those of the thalamians, but the length ratio would
not have neededto be in excess of the maximum7 to 6 ratio attested for Renaissance
galleys (Anderson, 1962), if the working points of the zugian oars were set back
inward relative to those of the thalamian oars. In Fig. 5 it is schematically shown
how the resulting seating arrangement might have fitted on board of a bireme of
a type which would accord with the side view given in Fig. 2. In the reconstitution
it was assumed that the oarsmen sat on long benches in the alongships direction,
and that, in order to limit the top-hamper, the deck on which the soldiers stood was
as low as possible, i.e. just above the heads of the thalamians. The zugians were
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seated in awell in thedeck; an awning, or perhapsa light deck, might have protected
them from the sun and the rain.
But scrutiny of Layard's (1849) engraving of Slab 14in Room I,which represents
oared shipsoff the Phoeniciancoast assisting king Luli Il'sescapefromTyre before
Sennacherib's army (Fig. 6), leads to a result which seemingly does not accord
with this oarage. In order to discuss this problem methodically, Basch's (1969)
system is followed in designating the ships in this picture, i.e. Arabic numerals for
the "naval" ships equipped with rams, capital letters for the "civilian" ships.
To beginwith, there can be littledoubt that ships Nos. 1 and 2 both possessed
an outrigger, and not a tumble-home side. For ship No. 1, it is the configuration of
the attachment of the outrigger to the stem which cannot be interpreted otherwise.
For ship No. 2 the conclusion is based on adetail -see Fig. 6a- showing that the artist
presented the position of the hand and the end of the loom as being outside both
the outrigger and the main part of the hull. Although the artistic convention of
representing the hand handling the oar as being near the thole would nowadays
be regardedas highly unrealistic,there can be little doubt of the artist's conception
of the upper part of the side of ship No. 2 being astructure outside of the hull proper,
i.e. an outrigger.
For the other ships shown in this picture the evidence is not as direct, but
nevertheless it should be possible to distinguish "inrigged" oared ships, such as
the one depicted in Fig. 2, from "outrigged" ones, by comparing the numbers of
zugian and thalamian oars on board of each ship. These numbers will as a rule
be different, because the lines close to the centre line of a tapering hull generally
turn earlier towards stem and sternthan those farther away. The larger the minimum
distance of the tholesof acategoryof oars is from thecentre-line of aship, the greater
the number of such oars which can be accommodated. We may expect, therefore,
that on boardof an inrigged ship the number of oars of the thalamians would exceed
that of the zugians, and that in an outrigged ship it would be the other way around.
It is, of course, easy to verify this. The numbers of oars are presented in the
accompanyingtable, as are the numbers of soldiers and women on deck. Added to
the data on the ships in Fig. 6 are those of the two other known representations
of biremes in which all oars are shown, viz, the one in Fig. 2, and one of a civilian
bireme on a fragment of the slab adjacent to that shown in Fig. 6.
It may be noted that for four of the ships the absence of a dividing line on the
hull indicates that either it flared outwards or gradually acquired a certain amount
of tumble-home above the waterline. The assumption of a flared hull instead of an
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outriggerwould perhapsexplain the relativelylow number of zugian oars if we would
classifythe biremes Nos. Aand B among those with outriggers, which would make
all civilian biremes belong to this class.

Table of numbers of oars, passengers etc. in Phoenician biremes
ship
no.

zug.> that. zug.= thal. z u g . ~thal.

div.
line

soldiers
+women

hull
type

Note: No. 6 is the ship from Room Vlll (w) in Fig. 2, which was analysed as being inrigged, No.
F is a civilian vessel of which the stern isjust visible in the lower right-handcorner of Fig. 6, and
of which the remainingpart was representedon the adjacent slab. Theletters 'Yand "0"indicate
the type of hull, inrigged or outrigged, which is concluded from our analysis. Thepresence or
absence of a dividing line on the hull is indicated by "+"or "-". According to King's photograph,
in ship No. E one thalamian oar clearly had not been manned. Layard supplied the missing oar
in his drawing.

There would have been depicted then on these slabs, three distinct classes
of biremes: 1. naval ships (i.e. equipped with a ram) with outriggers; 2. inrigged
navalships, and3. outriggedcivilianvessels. Theoarage of the inriggednaval bireme
was already shown schematically in Fig. 5; that of the naval biremeswith outriggers
is presented in Fig. 7. It may be remarked that for the nav'al biremes it has been
assumedthat thedeck reachedto the sides, bothto protectthe oarsmen and to allow
the soldiers to approach their enemies as closely as possible during a naval fight.
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A full-length narrow central catwalk seems out of place in a naval ship, but
may well have been present in an outrigged civilian bireme, as schematicallyshown
in Fig. 8. Her deck might have been located at a relatively low level just above the
heads of the thalamians, which would explain why the bulwarks of the civilian biremes
in Fig. 6 are representedas being lowerthanthose of the navalvessels. The oarsmen
in such aship were seated in a much moreexposed positionthan in her navalcounterpart, reflecting the different uses which were made of these ships.
Discussion

The top-hamper for the three classes of biremes as here reconstituted
appears to have been very different. If we compare naval and civilian ships, it
would seem that the civilian vessels would have been inherently the most stable,
and would therefore have carried the smallest amount of ballast, and the largest
payload. The ballasting of the warships would have been especially necessary
because the situation that all soldiers stood on deck on the same side would have
occurred frequently, and even then the ship should have listed only a little to that
side. The relatively heavy ballasting of the naval ships allowedthem to be equipped
with mast and sail. It would have helpedtoo, that the men on deckcould be ordered
to the luff side. For civilian vessels these possibilities were more remote, which
may have been the principal reason why the civilian biremes in Fig. 6did not carry
mast and sail.
There was one bireme among those drawn by Layard (from Slab 12 in Room
Vlll (w)) which does not fit in our classification; it is shown in Fig. 9. It was a ship
fitted with a ram, but which apparently had her bulwarks as low as the civilian
biremes in Fig. 6. From the disposition of the oars it would seem probable that the
zugian oars were carriedon an outrigger. Comparingthe ship with the navalvessels
shown in Fig. 6, it would seem that if she carried mast and sail, the fore stay would
have been visible above the bulwarks, as in the other fighting ships, which is not so.
Exceptforthe ram,the ship seems to have possessedallthe characteristicsof acivilian
bireme. Perhaps she was the equivalent of the auxiliary cruiser of our times.
The specific terminology for oarsmen in Phoenicianbiremes is not known. The
terms "zugian"and "thalamian"usedhere, referredoriginallyto the two lowest banks
of oarsmen in Greek triremes. The choice of the terms-alternatively, the names for
the two highest banks of oarsmen in the Greek trireme might have been chosenis based on the idea that the trireme resulted from adding a bank of thranites to the
bireme, as heldbye.g. Casson (1971), rather than a bankof thalamians, as advocated
by Wallinga (1993).
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In favour of the latter opinion is the fact that if an outrigger on a ship is shown
in Layard's engraving (Fig. 6), both categories of oars are seen to emerge from
it, similarto theoars of the two upper banks in the Greek trireme. On theother hand,
if we consider how the bireme may have evolved from the monoreme, it seems
more probablethat that was the result of adding a bank of thalamiansto the zugians
rather than a bank of thranites.
The odd bireme reconstruction proposed by Salonen and Landstrom, in
which the outer oarsmen would have had a very wet seat in the outrigger shell,
is evidently the result of a postulated addition of thranitesto the original monoreme.
Wallinga (1993) has proposed an improved reconstitution in which the zugians
are seated in the hull. The outrigger is supported by timbers on which spray screens
are fastened; these are pierced by the thalamian oars. It would seem, however,
that the necessaryoarports inthe screens would have been much larger than indicated
in any of the images.
If, on the other hand, the bireme resulted from adding a bank of thalamians
-seated at approximately waterline level, with the working points of their oars in
the sides- to the bank of zugians in the monoreme, these would have had to shift
away from the row of additional oarsmen. That sideways shift would have moved
theworkingpoints of their oarstoo, which could have beenaccomodatedby providing
either an outrigger (or a flared hull) or tumble-home of the sides, depending on
whether the additional thalamians were seated to the inside or the outside of the
zugians. In either case, all the oarsmen were seated within the hull, as may be seen
in Figs. 5,7, and 8.
That the outrigger cannot have been adecisive attribute, may be concluded
not only from the fact that in three of the eleven biremes depicted on Slabs 14 and
15 in Room I the sides had tumble-home instead, but also from that in three of
the others the function of the outrigger was provided by a flared hull.
It may be remarked that the two naval ships numbered 3 and 5 are the only
ones on these slabs which pointed towards the shore, and that no women are to
be seen on their decks (although this may be an artifact due to damage to the
slabs). One could suppose that they were on their way to pick up refugees, but
the indication that these naval ships were of exceptional construction compared
to the others, viz. with an inrigged hull, suggests a better explanation, viz. that
they, as a special class, had been assigned the important task of covering the
evacuation of Tyre by the other ships.
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The findings on Phoenician biremes have a bearing on the Punic trireme
representedby the Erment model of perhaps the 4th century BC, which was fully
describedby Basch (1987). Its oarage may be derived simply from the reconstituted
inrigged Phoenicianbireme in Fig. 5, by adding rows of thraniteswho were seated
above the thalamians at deck level. This arrangement is explained more fully in
Sleeswyk (1994). Relevant inthe presentcontext seems the conclusionthat thetype
of inrigged bireme with a cross-sectionas presented in Fig. 5, when viewed abeam,
would have been indistinguishible from a trireme of the Erment type of which the
thranite oars had not been manned. That may frequently have been the case, as
Wallinga (1993) has argued.
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Sennachetib's campaign to the Mediterraneancoast. Soldiers carrying away Images of
gods. Slab I, Room U I V , upper part. British Museum, WAA, Or. Dr. tV, 32 (Photo:
fwtees of the British Mumum).
Fragment of Slab 11, Room Vlll (w), with two banked Phoenician shlp. (B.M. 124722).
(Photo:author).
Comparison of human figures in Assyrian sculptums, as explained in the text.
Part of the hull of the shlp in Fa.2,viewed from above. The tumble-home of the sides
explains why the foremost xugian oar pivoted In an oar port.
Wwm& reconstnrction of the oarage and the hull of the ship In Fig. 2. me zugians
were seated in a well in the deck under an awning.
Engraving after a sketch by Layard of Slab 14, Room 1, from *Monuments of Nineveh"
(1849). ItPkmicianshlpsofftheharbwrofTym. IbsMps are numberedaccording
to the mnvmthn introduced by 8a& (1987).
Reconstitution of the naval ship Nos. 1.2 end4 in Fi.6 as outrigged biremes.
The ciuillan biremes in Fig. 6 woufd h a w dmered from the oufrigged fihting ship by
havingacentralcatwrrlkat a lower I m ltbanthsdeck in Fig.7,
which would haveresulted
in greater stability and less ball&.
Bimmewhich appears to haw been a civilian ship
with a m,Dcawina by Layard
of SIab 12, Room I, BrittishMweurn, W M , Or. Dr. W ,68 (Phob:TmteeeoftheBrltl*
Museum).
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EDITOR'S NOTE
Prof. Costas Soueref made a verbal communication and the above is only an
abstract.

Likewatercraft of all periods, ancient ships sometimes collided, ran aground,
or suffered the ravages of storms. They fell victim to the various misfortunes of
aging wooden hulls such as rot, stress, and shipworm damage. Repairing and rebuilding hulls must have been as demanding an enterprise in antiquity as it is in
the modern maritime world. Consequently, this subject is an important part of the
analysis of many, if not most, shipwrecks.
Hull repairs can greatly affect the interpretation of a shipwreck. They often
represent avariation of the originalform of construction. They can reveal alternate
solutions to problemsand alternate methods of craftsmanship.On occasion, they
supply information about the life of the vessel or the experiences of its crew. But
repairs are sometimes difficult to recognize, especially in previously unrecorded
hull forms; therefore, they pose a threat to the correct reconstruction of a wreck's
remains. A few examples of hull repairs are cited below, ranging from simple
seepage repairs to a major overhaul. The Kyrenia ship is featured most frequently.
It sank late in the fourth century B.C. off the northcoast of Cyprus and had undergone
a great and interesting variety of repairing and overhauling.1 It is presently our
best example of the many problems that befell ancient merchant ships and the
solutions usedto overcome them. The Kinneret boat, dating roughlyto the beginning
of the Christian era, was the recipient of some interesting alterations that may
have representedstandard practice on the Seaof Galilee at the time.2A medieval
merchantman that sank about A.D. 1025 at S e r ~ eLimani, Turkey, had planks
replaced by more modern and quite different methods than those employed on
the Kyrenia ship.3 These vessels form the basis of our study, although there are
occasional references to other ancient hulls.
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Keel repairs

The Kyrenia ship had a rockered keel, but this curvature was not originally
as pronounced as it was when excavated because the old ship had broken its back
at some point in its long life. For unknown reasons, bottom planking seams opened
and the keel crackedjust aft of the mast step. This was the only ancient separation
in the keel, but it was a complete break that had partially washed out in antiquity.
The problem was solved by removingthe false keel and inserting a wooden block
in the bottom of the keel, although it does not appear that much effort had been
made to center this insert. The block was only 84.3 cm long and was fastened by
three nails as illustrated in Fig. 1. Its 4.8 cm maximum thickness was only about
one-fourth the height of the keel; the crack was ignored above the block. The
simplicity of this repair and its relative weakness reveals a lot about the role of
keels (or at least their perceived role) in shell-built hulls.
After the repair block was inserted, the false keel was reinstalled or, more
likely, replaced with a new one. Fig. 1 illustrates a random pattern or square and
round pegs in the bottom of the keel that were used to attach false keels. Careful
examination of the bottom of the keel led us to the conclusion that the false keel,
or portions of it, were replaced at leas1twice. The extant remains of the false keel
revealed it consisted of three pieces of oak (Quercuscerris L.) when the shipsank.
Although not necessarily representative of repairs, the use of reworked
timbers in hull construction is worthy of mention. One example is in the forward
half of the Kinneret boat's keel; apparently itwas used previously in a largervessel
or in some form of terrestrial construction. Made from a piece of jujube (ziziphus
spina-christ~),it hadthe remains of abandoned mortises and tenons in its starboard
side. It was joined by a hook scarf to the after half of the keel, which was fashioned
from cedar (Cedrus). Existing evidence indicates both pieces were part of the
original keel of this boat.

Planking repairs
Seams, Patches, and Insets

Whatever caused the Kyrenia ship's keel to crack opened planking seams as
well. Stripsof lead, underlainwith pitchandlor pitch-soakedfabric,were found spanning
interior seams and fastened with closely spaced copper tacks (Fig. 2). Most of this
parcelingwas found alongthe lowestthree seamsfrom amidships to the bow. Isuspect
more of these lead strips were applied to the exterior of the hull as well. They would
have been removed when the bow was sheathed in wood and lead (see below).
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Lead patches were found in association with the Porticello ship's hull.4This
vessel, which was at least a half-century older than the Kyrenia ship, was very
sparsely preserved. Eight small, rectangular lead patches were among the list of
surviving materials. However, these patches were most likely used for scattered
points of leakage; the Porticello vessel was not completely sheathed in lead as
was the Kyrenia ship.
Where seams rotted or split away, or where alterations requiredthat openings
be closed, small wooden insets or pieces of planking (called gravingpieces) were
sometimes inserted. On the Kyrenia ship, a section of the lower edge of strake
12 (the upper wale) apparently broke away when the strake below it was replaced
(see below). An intricatewooden patch was insertedto replacethe broken section
(see Fig. 5). It was held in place by the tenons, tenon pegs, and frames.
On the Herculaneum boat, a 47-cm-long, 7-cm-wide graving piece was inserted into the lower edge of port strake 7 about 70 cm forward of the throughbeam (Fig. 3)s. A similar inset, but only32 cm long, was found at the same location
on the starboard side. These insets may have been used to close holes that were
previously used for a thwart, or other component; the inverted hull did not allow
confirmation of interior structure.
Planking Replacement
Several planks and planking strakes were replacedduring the lengthy career
of the Kyrenia ship. Two methods were used. In the bow, several planking seams
on the starboard side and at least one on the port side had decomposed to the
extent that at least partial replacement was necessary. In each case, the rotten
areas were removed by sawing longitudinally through the strakes on either side
of the seam and discarding the material between the cuts (Fig. 4a). Nails were
extracted from frames in the areas just exposed. The new strake edges formed by
the longitudinalcuts were then tapered so that the distance between inner edges
was less than between outer edges (see detail, Fig. 4b). Probably using speciallyshaped mortisingchisels, shipwrightscutnew mortisesor extendedexisting mortises
in each of the new standing edges. A new plank was shaped to fit the open area and
matching mortises cut into its edges. Along one new seam, mortises were similar
to those found elsewhere in the hull. Along the other edge (which edge depended
upon hull curvature, strake configuration, etc.), mortise bottoms were met by a
rectangularcut inthe surface of the new plank (seedetails, Figs.4e,f, andg). Rectangular
cuttings were always made on the inner planking surfaces except where they coincided with frames, in which case they were cut into exterior surfaces. Standard
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tenons were next inserted into the standard mortises and the new strake pushed
over them until its other seam fitted perfectly (Fig. 4c). Because the new seams
flared outward and the tenons were flexible, this was an easy task. Now headed
tenons, shaped exactly as the mortises in the unfastened edge, were inserted
into the openings and driven home (Fig. 4d). Such tenons arecalled "patch tenons"
because of their distinctive external appearance. The joints were then pegged in
the normal manner on each side of the seam; pegs were driven from the interior
of the hull except where frames coincided with the joint, in which case they were
driven into the exterior plank surface (Figs. 4f and g).
Adrill bit couldthen be insertedintothe frame holeswhere the old nails hadbeen
removed and the holes continued through the new planking. New nails were driven
from outside and clenchedovertheframe surfacesas inthe originalform of construction.
Patch tenons were also found on both sides of the Herculaneum boat. It
remains to be determined whether they were used in planking replacement or as
part of the original construction. One was found above the seam formed by strakes
3 and 6 on the starboard side, just aft of the bulkhead beneath the steering beam.
Three were found in a row at the same locationon the port side; they were spaced
about 12 cm between centers. Two more were recorded in the port 316 seam just
forward of the bulkhead (see Fig. 3). They differed from the Kyrenia ship's patch
tenons in that the rectangular heads were located externally between theframes.
Side Planking Replacement

The second method of planking renewal was used to replace a complete
side strake on the Kyrenia ship. Figure 5 illustrates the method used to replace
port strake 11.Evidencesuggeststhis strake had been replacedfromstem to stern,
since it was configured as illustrated between its limits of survival (forward of the
keellstem scarf to aft of the stern bulkhead).
In this case, it appears the damaged strake was removed so that some or
all of the tenons were left projecting from the to top of the main wale.= It was an
easy process to push the mortises in the bottom of the new strake over them. To
secure the upper seam, a rabbet was first cut into the outer surface of the new strake
at adistance from the upper seam that was equal to the average mortisedepth. Here
the mortises were cut so that their bottomsterminated in the rabbet. Thus standard
tenonscould be pushed upward into the exposed mortises in the rabbet until they
were properlyseated. Tenons were pegged where possible,7frames were renailed
as in the bow, and the rabbet was filled with pitch when the task was completed.
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In the forward half of the hull, the space between wales was apparently too
wide for asingle strake. Here asecond strake of constant width was placed above
the main strake as illustratedin Fig. 5. This double unit was then scarfed diagonally
to the single plank in the after part of the hull. Thetwoplankscomprisingtheforward
section of strake 11 must have been assembled before they were installed in the
hull, since their common seam joints were exactly rectangular.They also were spaced consistently and were in perfect alignment in both directions; in addition, their
seam edges were perfectly square. None of these features were recordedelsewhere
in the hull, nor would they have been possible without preassembly.
The upper plank of the forward strake held the same sort of rabbet as that
found in the after plank and assembly was undoubtedly similar. At the scarf, only
the lowest tenons were in place when the forward assembly was installed. The
two central tenons were internal patch tenons while the uppermost tenon was
inserted through the rabbet.
Repairs on the Galilee

Due to the urgency of its excavation and initial conservation, the Kinneret
boat has had only a few hours of preliminary hull study. A thorough analysis of its
construction will be possible after conservation is completed about two years
hence. Until then, we can only assume that the strange planking patterns we
observed were due to repairs or the use of reworked timber. There were signs of
seam damage in many areas, some of which were combated by driving staples
across the seams to prevent further separation. In at least one instance, a nail was
double-clenched across the seam of two inside planks to perform the same task.*
At the after end of port strake 4 on the Herculaneum boat, traces of bronze
survived in a slight depression to suggest that these were the shafts of a 1.7-cmwide, 6.7-cm-long staple.
By the medieval period, strake replacement was infinitely easier because of
the absence of mortise-and-tenonjoints. Fig. 6 shows how several planking runs
were altered by the insertion of new planks. These changes were almost certainly
requiredbecause of damage caused by a combinationof teredo infestation and rot.

Frame Alterations
Probableframe replacementsor repairs have been reportedon several ancient
vessels, including renewalof certainfloortimberson the big MadraguedeGiens ship.9
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On the Kinneretboat, severalframes lookednewer than the others and are assumed
to have been replacements. For the most part, the newer frames were nailed to
the keel whereas those that appeared older were not fastened centrally. In some
cases, futtocks and half-frameswere altered or eliminated during these overhauls.
However, both original and replacement frames were made from twisted tree
branches and did not touch the planking for spans of up to 20 cm.
Several alterations were made to the Kyrenia ship's frames. A floor timber
just forward of the keellstem scarf was replaced during an overhaul of the hull.
Unlike the dark worn appearance of all the other floor timbers, frame 52 was still
light in color and its chamferedupper edges were hardly worn when it was excavated.
It was made differently, too. Original floor timbers had separate chocks fastened
to their bottom surfaces over the keel (Fig. 7). The chocks were aligned with
mortise-and-tenon joints and fastened with nails. Replacement floor 52 was
shaped from a single piece of timber; it was wider than its neighbors and its
appearance suggested the work of different carpenters.
Perhaps the need for a larger bilge sump prompted the removal of part of a
floor timber just aft of the keellstem scarf on the Kyrenia ship. This floor timber
was sawn through on either side of the keel; the cuts were made above the seams
formed by the second and third strakes from the keel. Discolorations of the inner
garboard and second strake surfaces revealed that this floor timber once was
fabricatedjust like all the others. So did the plugs that now occupied the abandoned
nail holes. These were tapered plugs driven from inside the hull and expanded
with small pegs or nail shafts. The sump was not walled or enclosed in any form.
This alteration was not especially difficult, since the ship's floor timbers were not
attached to the keel and there was no keelson.
A floor timber forward of the sump (and perhaps the one just altered) had
rabbets cut into its upper surface to seat the mast step. The mast was stepped
between the bilge sumpandthecrackin the keelwhen excavated. At some previous
time it must have been reversed -i.e., with the step facing aft- and fitted atop the
three floor timbers forward of its final location. The surviving unused rabbets were
simply abandoned.
Thus the people who repairedthe Kyreniaship's keel and floortimbers made
alterations that would have been unacceptable on later vessels whose keels and
frames played such avital role in structural strength. Obviously, ancient shipwrights
were more concerned with the integrity of their planking shells.
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Ceiling Replacement

Ceiling planking can be the most informative of all hull remains in certain
wrecks. It was frequently the recipient of graff iti by stevedores, crews, or builders,
as the Greek letters in the Kyrenia ship's hold revealed. Such carved or painted
letters and numberswere used most frequently to indicate hold areas or ladening
sequences. Because of missing dunnage or abuse caused by cargo movement,
ceiling plankingfrequently required replacement. In many cases the use of reworked
planks for ceiling renewalwas structurally and economically sound. If such planking
came from salvagedvessels, interestinginformationabout other forms of shipbuilding
might be available as was the case with some of the Kyrenia ship's ceiling planks.
Directly over the keel centerline, where keelsons would be placed in later
periods, short planks (calledlimber boards) lay athwartship. They were unfastened
and were laid in rabbeted longitudinaltimbers so that they could be readily removed
for access to the limber holes in the floor timbers. All were secondhand planks,
most or all of them coming from the exterior planking of at least two smallervessels.
Two examples are shown in Fig. 8. The first represents the seam of a vessel
whose two extant frames were spaced 25 cm between centers. The upper plank
was 12cm wide between itstwo finished edges. Mortiseswere spacedapproximately
16 cm between centers and appear to have been about 7 to 8 cm deep and 4.5
cm wide. The second limber board represents a hull whose joints were larger and
spaced much more closely together.
The starboard ceiling planking of the Kyrenia ship was sparsely preserved,
but what did survive was made of reclaimed hull planking. Some of it came from
a still smaller hull whose edges were aligned with treenails rather than mortiseand-tenon joints.

Sheathing and Caulking
Kyrenia Wood Sheathing

The bow of the Kyrenia ship must have been a constant and expensive
problem to its owner. Strakes and frames rotted, seams leaked frequently, and
eventually the whole area required a major overhaul. This was when floor timber
52 was replaced and many of the seams were patched internally with lead. But
these old, teredo-riddledplanks probably neededstability as well as waterproofing.
Consequently, the ancient ship carpenters solved the problem in a way that was
surprisingly similar to the methods used by colonial American shipwrights -they
sheathed the bow with deals (thin planks) of pine.10 Widths of the deals varied (see
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Fig. 9) but all were 1.1 cm thick. Note that they were laid approximately parallel to
the sweep of the stem, so that they crossed the bow strakes diagonally. They were
fastened to frames and planking simultaneously with copper nails averaging 10 cm
in lenght with shafts of 7 mm diameter. Most of these nails were driven alongside
original planking nails. Thus the nailswerecertain to enter frames while the proximity
to projecting planking nail heads prevented the sheathing surface from becoming
uneven. Some form of caulking material had been spread between the sheathing
and planking, but most of it had disappeared and what traces survived could not
be analyzed.
Lead Sheathing

Most lead-covered ancient hulls excavated in the Mediterranean were so
sheathed when built, but the Kyrenia ship's lead sheathing representedthe final
major repair to the vessel. We know this becausethe tack patterns in original hull
strakes were identical to those found in new strakes installedjust before the lead
sheets were applied. No changes had been made to the lead or the hull beneath
it after the lead sheathing was applied. By now the entire hull was worm-eaten and
leaky and acomplete recaulkingwas necessary. Rottenstrakes requiring replacement were inserted by using the described above. Where wood sheathing had to
be removed to istall new planks, its edges and ends were feathered to provide a
smooth transitional surfacefor the leadcoveringtofollow.l1 Next a mixture of simplywoven agave leaves and red-brown resinous pitch was spread over nail heads. It
was pressed into all openings and spread over the exposed upper and lower wale
surfaces. Then large sheets of 1 mm thick lead -1.23 m wide and as much as 2m
longwithin the preservedareas- were appliedin the pattern shown infig. 10.12They
were held in place by copper tacks with shaft diameters of 5 mm and shaft lengths
varying from 1.5 to 2.5 cm. Tack heads were 2 cm in diameter. Lead sheets passed
between the keel and false keel. Throughout the hull, these sheets were laid so
that they overlapped the ones immediately below or aft of them. The installation
is not unlike the application of copper sheathing to sailing ships of the last two
centuries.
Conclusions

Many other instances of additions and improvementsto existing hulls have
been published. Leadpatches were fairly common, especially internally. Sometimes
several layersof caulkingwere present,or there was adifferenceincaulking materials.
Such was the case with the Kyreniaship,which had heavily mattedmaterialbeneath
the sheathing and applications of pitches of different colors.
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The S e r ~ eLimani hull appeared to have had a second application of pitch,
at least on some areas, and it consisted of a mixture of black pitch and grass. It was
applied so generously that where wales protruded, it filled the corners formed by
them and regular planking.
Onecannot alwaysdistinguish remains from originalconstruction. For instance,
charred areas on the inside of the Kyrenia ship's wales could be the result of a
bending process, an attempt to rid the wood of termites, or something not yet
determined. However, the easy sweep of the wales within the preserved areas
should not have required heat. None of the charred areas were larger than 30 cm
in any direction and they were widely and irregularly scattered. Thus it seems more
likely they were to used to eradicatetermites or eliminate some other wood condition.
Since the charringdoes not appear on theframes, it probably occurredbeforethe hull
was completed.
What this paper is attemptingto illustrate is that the remains of most ancient
ships have far more to reveal than their original constructionfeatures. Vessels that
sanksoon aftertheir launching, such as the Marsalaand Ma'agan Michael wrecks,
will seldom have undergone repairs in their short life spans. But most ships did not
sailvery long before repairswere necessary,even if theywere not involvedin collisions
or groundings. While captains attempted to sail in only the best of weather, damage
from violent and unexpectedstorms was always a possibility.And then there was the
susceptibility of wood to fall victim to dry rot, teredo, grain movement, stress, and the
dozens of other adversities that Mediterraneanseafaring was likely to inflict upon it.
Repairs, if properly analyzed, can revealimportantinformation about voyages,
economics, and sometimes politicalfactors. In old ships, original construction and
repairs may have been accomplished by different generations of shipbuilders,
perhaps revealingchanges in techniques and technology. Furthermore,comparative
studies of ship repairsfrom different eras may be as important as the comparisons of
their hull's original construction features. The investigation of repairs and overhauls
is adevelopingfeature of nauticalarchaeologythat might somedaycontributeappreciably
to a better understandingof ancient shipbuilding and ship maintenance.
J. Richard Steffy
Yamini Professor Emeritus
lnstitue of Nautical Archaeology
at Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas
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NOTES
1. J. R. Steffv. "The Kvrenia Shio: An Interim Reoort on its Hull Construction", American Journal
o f ~ r c h a e b l 89.;
o ~ ~(1985): jl-101.
2. J. R. Steffy, "The Boat: A Preliminary Study of its Construction", in S. Wachsmann (ed.),
The Excavation of an Ancient Boat in the Sea of Galilee (Lake Kinneret), Atiqot XIX (English
Series), Jerusalem, 1990.
3. J. R. Steffy, "The Reconstruction of the 1Ith-Century S e r ~ e
Liman Vessel", The International
Journal of Nautical Archaeology 11.1 (1982) : 13-34.
4. C. J. Eiseman and B. S. Ridgway, The Porticello Shipwreck,College Station, Texas, 1987: 11-16.
5. The Herculaneum boat was destroyed by the eruption of Mt. Vesuvius in A.D. 79.1 made only a
preliminary study of this charred, overturned hull that was about 9 m long. Confirmation of the
exact ouroose of the insets and ~ a t c tenons
h
will have to await publication of the study done
after the hull is cleared of pyroclastic material and conservation'coverings. See J. R. ~ t e f f y .
"The Herculaneum Boat: Preliminarv Notes on Hull Details". American Journalof Archaeoloqy
-.
89.3 (1985): 519-21.
6. This assumption is made because the tenons and pegs behind frames in the top of the main
wale (strake 10) do not appear to have been disturbed. Since tenon pegs did not project
entirely through the main wales of the Kyrenia ship and no exterior pegs could be found,
retention of at least some of the original mortises and tenons in the top of the main wale seems
to have been the shiowriaht's
most ~racticalsolution.
.
7. Some of the tenons may not have been pegged where they coincided with frames, although
that it was impossible to confirm the absence of
these umer surfaces were so ooorlv Drese~ed
external begs at all frames. since several of the toptimbers may have been removed for this
replanking process, a process which may also have involved strakes higher in the hull, some
details remain unconfirmed.
8. For illustrations of the Kinneret boat's staples, clenched seam nails, and unused mortise-andtenon joints in the side of the keel, see Steffy, "The Boat:" AtiqotXIX, Figs. 5.9 and 5.2.
9. P. Pomey, "Le navire romain de la Madrague de Giens", Comptes Rendus de L'Academie des
Inscriptions (Jan-Mar, 1982): 13354.
10. For details on the bow sheathing of a merchant ship excavated in New York City, see
Jay P. Rosloff, 'The Water Street Ship: Preliminary Analysis of an Eighteenth-Century
Merchant Ship's Bow", (M.A. thesis, Texas A&M University, 1986).
11. The sequence of repairs and arguments of it are listed in J. R. Steffy, "The Kyrenia Ship", AJA
89.1 :98 and 99.
12. The lead was very pure; the analysis of five samples taken at various locations produced
results ranging from 99.5 to 99.945% Pb.
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ILLUSTRATIONS
Fig. 1

The repair block (A) and the bottom of the Kyreniaship's keel near amidships (B), illustrating
the variety of fastenings used to attach the false keel.

Fig. 2

A typical example of parceling of interior seams on the Kyrenia ship. This broken strip of
lead was part of a much longer seam repair in the port bow.

Fig. 3

Graving pieces and patch tenons in the hull of the Herculaneum boat.

Fig. 4

Kyreniaship seam repairs: (A) the rotted seam was removedby cutting along thedashed
edges; (6)
standing edges were tapered and mortises were cut or extended; (C) the new
strake being inserted; (D)insertion of the patch tenon; (E) cross-sectionof the new plank,
showing patch tenon and mortise and a regular mortise-and-tenonjoint (dashed lines);
(F and G) thecompleted interiorand exterior surfacesof a plankused to replace the rotten
seam of port strakes 7 and 8 in the Kyrenia ship's bow.

Fig. 5

The interior surfaces of port replacement strake 11 and the upper wale on the Kyrenia
ship, including an inset mentioned previously. Cross-sectionalviews of the forward and
after sections of strake 1 1 are shown below. The bow is to the right.

Fig. 6

Apartial schematicplanking plan of the S e r ~ e
Limani medievalhull, showing the replacement
strakes on the forward port side. Dashed lines indicate the approximate locations of
original planking seams.

Fig. 7

Replacement floor timber 52 (above) and an original floor timber (below) on the Kyrenia
ship.

Fig. 8

Kyrenia ship ceiling: the upper and middle pieces are examples of reworked planking
used for limber boards; the bottom piece is a fragment of a starboard ceiling plank.

Fig. 9

Wood sheathing details on the Kyrenia ship's bow.

Fig. 10

Kyrenia ship lead sheathing details.
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PHOENICIAN SHIP EQUIPMENT AND FITTINGS

There came Phoenician men, famous seafarers,
gnawers at other men's goods, with countless
pretty things stored in their black ship.
(Odyssey 15.416-416)

Until quite recently, most of what we knew about Phoenician ships came
from non-Phoeniciansources. The data was primarily found in the writings of their
Greek rivals, as well as in the scriptures of their Hebrew allies. Native illustrations
of Phoenicianvessels, beforethe Romanera, are confinedto those of theirwarships,
while their merchantmen are known only from a handful of depictions in Egyptian,
Hebrew, Assyrian and Punic art (Fig. 1-7). Ancient shipwrecks have shed little light
on the details of Phoenician vessels. Even the Ma'agan Mikhael shipwreck (Linder
1991),found off the Phoenician littoral itself, may not be that of a Phoenicianvessel.
In addition to Graeco-Roman literary sources (Torr 1964; Casson 1971),
there are two primary Semitic collections which shed some light on Phoenician
nautical matters - namely, the texts from Ugarit (Linder 1970)andthe Bible (Stieglitz
1971;Krantz 1982). The documents from Ugarit span the period ca. 1400-1200
BCE, while most Biblical references relate to the 8th-6th centuries BCE. As the
subject of the Phoenician men-of-war has been adequately dealt with previously
(Basch 1969), 1 should like to discuss here textual and depicted evidence for the
equipment and fittings of the Phoenician merchantmen.
Those meager illustrationsof Phoeniciantrading vessels that we do possess
indicate that they may generally be grouped into three types: (I) round sailing
ships (Fig. 1,2,7), (11)small galleys with figureheads (Fig. 3-5), and (Ill) merchant
galleys (Fig.6). The terminology of ship types, Canaanite and Egyptian, indicates
that already in the late Bronze Age, and probably much earlier, several vessel types
were found side by side in the Canaanite (Phoenician) harbors (Sasson 1966;
Goedicke 1975; Basch 1978).
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The Ugaritic texts, representing the pre-Homeric Canaanite, or ProtoPhoeniciantraditions, list four terms for ships: any(t), br, tk, w ( T a b l e 1:1-4).The
first term, any (t), was the generic word for "ship", derived from a root ANY "vessel".
The other three terms must surely refer to distinct types of ships. The Ugaritic br
refersto atypeof merchantmanalso well knownoutside of Ugarit, namely in Egyptian
and Greek sources. The word brhas several meanings in Canaanite, one of which
is "grain" (Hebrewb&), hence this type may have beencommonly used as acoastal
grain carrier.

-

In Egyptiansources, the term b3-y-risalwayswritten in so-calledgroup-writing,
indicating it is a loanword, presumably from Canaanite sources (Table 1:2).From
the report of Wenamun, ca. 1075 BCE, we know that fleets of these Phoenician
merchantmen traded regularly in Egyptian ports, and Wenamun himself sailed
on such ashipfrom the Deltato the Lehanon.The nameof thisvesselwas still attested
in Classical Greek texts, in the form bIiris (Torr 1964: 106). By contrast, nothing
is known about aship-type calledC' in Ugaritic. It appears in acontext associating
it with the brships, hence I tentatively translate the word as "coaster".
The name of the fourth type - fkt -was previously connected with the
Hebrew &kiyyZhUboat"and Egyptianskty"type of shipv,on very dubious linguistic
basis. A much better solution is now found in a Sumerian-Eblaitebilingual lexical
list (MEE4 [ I 9821 964), dated to about 2400 BCE. This document provides the
vocabulary equation Sumerian MA.GUR, = Eblaite ZI-GI-tum,which is to be read
8-ki-tum(Table1:4). It seems likely that thiscraftwas originally, inthe Early Bronze
Age, a Mesopotamian riverboat, but its Canaanite version of later centuries -if it
is indeed to be identifiedwith the Ugaritic-tM -must have been a seafaring vessel.
The Graeco-Romantexts provide us with very different names of Phoenician
merchantmen. This is hardly surprising, since they are dated a full millenniumafter
the Ugaritic texts. These Classical sources speak of five vessel names associated
with the Phoenicians: ga&los, hbpos, k&rkouros, ktmbg/kybaia, and raphsath
(Table 1:5-8, lo).
A sixth term is attested as a hapax legomenon in the Bible. The term is
d6brSh (I Kings 5:23), attested only in the plural, which refers to rafts of lashed
conifer longs, suppliedto king Solomonby Hiram Iof Tyre. Theword dbbri3hisdifficult
to explain and I suggest it is a corruption of r&dZh, from the Semitic root RBD
"layer, level", which yields agood etymology (Table 1:9). These craft-presumably
fitted with a mast and sail-are mentioned in a passage describing their shipment
along the coast from the Lebanonto a port at "the Sea of Jaffa". In II Chronicles2:15,
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a parallelverse to that of I Kings5:23, we encounterthe equally obscure synonymous
term raphsGd(Zh), instead of dabrsh (see Table 1:9-10).
Now the term raphsdd(8h)does have an interestingcognate. In the Ethnika,
by Stephanos of Byzantium (s.v. Histos), he states that the term raphsath, which
I take to be the same as the biblical raphsad (Zh) , was a Phoenician word for a
type of ship. The biblical evidence is more specific, and indicatesthat it was a term
applied to the Phoenician rafts made of conifer logs.
However,the etymology of raphsath/raphsOd(5h) is also quite obscure and
may not even be of Phoenician origin (Stieglitz 1971:87).

-

TABLE 1 TYPES OF SHIPS
[Dotted lines indicate a Canaanite term attested in GreeWLatin]
Canaanite

1 . any(t)/a-na-yu
2 br ..........................

Meaning

Cognates

ship, fleet

'oniy
63-y-r
baris

(

E t i s~
m) ~

3. =tk

~coaster

coaster (\\br)

4. fkt
Si-ki-tum

SekiyyBh?
=Mk.GU%(~blaite)

boat
boat

5. *glt

galSlos

freighter

gullah

round vessel

hij~pos
k6rkouros

trader
transport

kirkarzh

ship!

8 qpt------------------------

G:I .MA.GUR.GUR
kv'mbE, kybafa

GURGUR-ship
type of ship

9. *rbdt(?)
10 *rpsdt -------------------

quppah
d6brZh (*r&dgh?)
raphsa'th

vessel
sailing raft
type of ship

raphs6d (8h)

sailing raft

6. ?
7 *krkrt ......................

The evidenceat handdoes not permit usto identifywith any degree of certainly
the illustrations of Phoenicianships with their textual names. Harden (1962: 169),
for example, following Barnett (1958), thoughtthat the gauloi were the symmetrical
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merchantgalleys (Fig. 6), while Basch (1969: 150) suggested that these vessels
are probablythe kerkouroi.Accordingto Classicaltexts, they were usedfor seafaring
(e.g., Herodotus 7.97) as well as for river traffic (Arrian, Anabasis 6.2). It is beyond
the scope of this paper to endeavor to identifythe names of the depicted merchantmen. We can be fairly certain, however, that these Classical names refer to
merchantmen, built in a variety of sizes, since the sources distinguish them from
the Phoenicianwarships.
i b6
kybahseems to me
The Phoenicianorigin of the terms gaolosand km
very likely, as both appear to be derived from the names of PhoenicianICanaanite
words for vessels, with cognates in other Canaanite languages (Table 1:5,8). The
term k&rkourosmayhavea Canaanite etymology (Table 1:7), namely, from the root
KRKR "round", but a type of ship called kurkurrum in Akkadian is attested in
Sumero-Akkadianlexical lists of the second millennium BCE (MSL5 [ I 9571 175).
in Akkadian, and was
This word is a Sumerian loanword (GI~.M~.GUR.GUR)
presumablya Mesopotamianrivercraftin its original version, as was the MA.GUR,
si-ki-tumltkt type. The Phoenician term for the type of ship called hippos by the
Greeks (Table 1:6) is still unknown.
Turning now from ship types to the parts andfittings, we find that our earliest
written evidence for CanaaniteIPhoenicianship equipment is to be found in three
brief economicdocumentsfrom Ugarit. The first text (KTU4.689) is avery concise
list of the largewooden partsforaship. The text is written inthe cuneiform alphabetic
script of Ugarit (Xella 1982). The other two tablets (PRU6.1 14, 141), appear to be
written in Akkadian, but the nauticalterms which are listed are Canaanite and not the
standard Akkadian words. The Sumerograms, therefore, may also have been read
not as Akkadian, but Canaanite ("Peripheral Akkadian"). While the first of our three
texts was recognizedto be nautical,due primarilyto its heading,the othertwodocuments
were classified as ordinary economic texts. The new interpretation of these two texts
as nautical lists is made here on the basis of both context and the identificationof the
obscure terms, previously not translated by Nougayrol(1970).

1. KUT4.89
spr. np?. any
tSc. mktm
mBh. &t

..-

Document of Ship's Equipment:
nine oars;
a new yard(?);
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w. mgpt. buk
w. trn. w. bbl
w. kpl

and a lookout; a railing;
and a mast; and abbl;
and a gangway.

x [ ... b]u (?)-ma. MES ar-zu
17 Glg.[..k]a(?)-na ir-te
Y /
fi GIsV sa
[ ... ]-ma
fi mi-nu-me-e. ME^ GI?..ME~
20 G15.m8-a%d!-k
65

15 beams(?);
1 1 frames;
[2] (. ..)s of cedar;
17 ... of ... -wood
and of ... wood
and other woods;
20 oars.
(Total): 65 (pieces).

3. PRU6.141
M. Bur-qa-nuDUMU Ga-ra-ba?]
2 URUDU. ma-am-ga-arbu-li
2 URUDU. ha-ar-me-:a-tuG~g.MA.M~$
4 URUDU. ul-ma-tu G A L . M E ~ GISY.MA
20 URUDU. U ~ - ~ ~ - ~ U T U R . M E ~

Burqanu bin Garabu:
2 cattle cleavers;
2 sickles of ships;
4 large mallets of a ship;
20 small mallets (of a ship);

...........................................

...................................

2 ab-;a-nu

ropes; 2 hides;

2 ku-i-;a?-t[e

In the first text, KTU4.698, we have a unique list of equipment and fittings for
a vessel which was probably a merchant galley, as it was supplied with nine oars.
The Hebrewcognatesto the Ugariticwordsprovide the meaningsfor all of the terms,
except for the new word .hbl.
, This cannot be the word for rope (Xella 1982:34),
because the latter is hbl in Ugaritic, Canaanite and Arabic (see Table 4:2). The word
mxl$, tentatively translated here as "yard" is another new term, which Iconnect with
Biblical Hebrew word s*-"spear,
limb.
The other pieces of equipment listed in this text are the crow's nest (literally
"lookout"), railing, mastand gangway. All of these partsarealsoshownon contemporary
and later illustrationsof Canaanite merchantmen (see Fig. 1-4). Ifthis shipwas propelled
by a sail and carried at least nine oars it was evidently a small galley, like the type
depicted in Fig. 4. But the text may list only replacement parts for a larger vessel.
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Our second text, PRU6. 114, enumerates a total of 65 wooden pieces. Here
too most itemsare newtermsandthe breaks inthe tablet further hinderan identification
of theequipment. It seems to me, on the basis of the preservedwor$s, that all items
listed here are parts for a single vessel. The plural Sumerogram U R . ~ ~ g m e a n s
"ribs", and thus I have translated it as "frames". The new term ~ R . N U
is probably
a related form to dR, with a nominal suffix. I propose to translate it as "beam", most
likely, as suggested by Patrice Pomey (at the Vth Symposium), a reference to the
is a diminutive term,
deck beams of the ship. Another possibility is that ~ R . N U
derived from
"frame". In that case, it would be best interpreted as "futtock, as
noted by Fred Hocker (at the Vth Symposium).
This text lists, in addition to these 15 beams and the 11 frames, 2 cedar parts,
whose name isonly preservedpartially, 17unidentifieditemsmade of different woods,
and 20 oars. The latter term was read by the original editor as ma-as-wa-tu, a new
word which hedid not translate (Nougayrol1970:95). 1 would suggestto readthe word
as ma'-a's'-i!-tuand to equate it with the alphabetic Ugaritic m a "oar" (see Table 3:4).
We should note here that in text PRU6.113 we have listed a shipment of
two hundred and twenty oars to the town of Arutu and another two hundred and
thirty oars to the town of lbnaliya (?). The former town is a well known harbor in the
kingdom of Ugarit but the latter is unknown. These rather large numbers of oars
(ma-dZ-A!-iu) suggest that they were destined for fleets of small galleys, perhaps
fishing boats. In this connection, it is very intriguing to find, in text PRU6.150, an
entry listing the sum of 20 kor(of grain) charged to the town of Arutu for (?) 4 boats.
Our third Ugaritic text listing ship equipment and fittings is PRU6.141. The
heading names a certain Burqanu son of Garabu as either recipient, or supplier,
of 28 bronze tools as well as 2 ropes and 2 hides. The last twojerms listed here
are both of Sumerian origin. Akkadian abzsnu, from Sumerian AB.SAG, is known
only in literary context (CAD A, 65); here we have the first use of this word in an
economic document. The term ku-i-8a?-t [e was not translated by Nougayrol
(1970:110). Iproposetoequate itwith Sumerian K U=~
~kkadian
ku-;-s'uuhide" (CAD
K, 602).
The bronze tools include two cattle cleavers, two sickles termed "of ships"
and two types of mallets "of a shipm-four large and twenty small ones. It is possible
that these items constituted the tools and equipment of asingle ship's carpenter,
but perhaps more likely they were for a small flotilla of vessels. The bearer's name
is also of nautical interest. He was apparently the brother of a man called Zmlbu
bn Grb "Shumulabi' u son of Garabu", who is listed, in text UT 2085 :13, with
other individuals as either owners or masters of tkt-ships.

-
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These three Ugaritic texts provide us with the first solid set of detailed data
on the ship equipment and fittings of thevessels, which were the direct ancestors
of Phoenician ships in the lron Age. The analysis of the literary evidence from the
later sources indicates that there was much continuity in the nauticalterminology,
for at least a full millennium, from the Late Bronze Age to the Persian era (about
1550-550 BCE).
In the following three tables, I have attempted to provide a summary of the
knownterms for Phoenicianship equipment and fittings, as may be gathered from
the available Ugaritic, Biblical and Classical sources. Phoenician documents on
this subject, dating to the lron Age, have not come to light thus far. To complete
the picture, I also list those parts and fittings illustratedin the depictions of Phoenician
merchantmen, but whose names are still unknown:

-

TABLE 2 SUPERSTRUCTURE AND RIGGING TERMS

Canaanite

Cognates

Meaning

1. -hbl
Y

2. lbg anyt

TU'G.MEBMA.MEZ

lebG$G 'oniyylit

ship's awnings

ma-iz-ba-tu-ma[ P R U ~1261
.
ship's awnings

3. mspt

mispeh

crow's nest

4. m$lh

gelah

yard (?)

5. *mpri
6 *ql C.....................

mipra6

sail

kella

sail

qelaC

sail

\I

8. trn

qeres

cabin

t6ren

mast

Uf

GIS.ta-ar-nu [PRUG.IS]

mast
DEPICTED
braces
halyards
lifts
ratlins
shrouds
stays
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TABLE 3 HULL AND FllTlNG TERMS
Canaanite
1. hrk

Cognates

Meaning

2. k p l

t$rEk
kebes'

railing
gangway

3. *Ihtm

li;6tZYirn

planking

4. mtt
-.
GlS.ma-a's'-~!-~u

migot

oar
oar

mis*got
?

rudder

U

-.

5. *mtt
6. ?

frames
beams (futtocks?)
DEPICTED
bowsprit
bulwarks
figurehead
stempost
sternpost
wales
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TABLE 4 HOLD AND EQUIPMENT TERMS
Canaanite

Cognates
halm;?t

I . *hlmt

URUDU.ul-ma-tu~ ~ G I S . M A
Qebel
2. hbl
hibbg l
3. *hbl

4. *hbl gm'

-

5. *hbl pttm

mallet
mallet of ship
rope, cable
parral

hebel gome'
by/blinos hopla

papyrus rope

bebel pigtim
leukolinon ( ~ hhikes)
o

flaxen rope
flaxen cable

-

6. hrmtt
~erme;
URUDU.~~-ar-me-ga-tu
GI~.MA.MEYS
V
7. *kn trn
kgn t 6ren
8. *ntl
ngtel
V

Meaning

papyrus tackle

sickle
sickle of ships
mast-step
ballast

DEPICTED
deck
sounding pole
water jar
Forty years ago, Armando Cortesao (1 956:240) wrote an article on Phoenician
nautical science, in which he concluded: "everything points to the fact that the
Phoenicians had a nautical science but we do not yet know what it was". We can
now say that we do know some aspects of this science from the ancient texts,
which supply details about the equipmentand fittings of ships. Additional documents,
and future discoveries of well-preserved Phoenician shipwrecks, will hopefully
provide the necessary evidence for how these parts were actually fitted together.
Robert R. stieg.litz
Rutgers University
Newark
NJ, USA
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SAILING TO WINDWARD IN THE ANCIENT MEDITERRANEAN

If a sizable ship is to be rowed against an appreciable wind, it must be
specifically designed for rowing: it must be lightly built, with a long, narrow hull. It
must obviously have a large rowing crew. Those factors make such a ship unsuitable
for bulk cargo compared with a true sailing ship, in which a small crew can move
hundreds of tons of cargo in a round, heavily-built, seaworthy hull. I define a true
sailing ship as one in which the prudent mariner is willing to go to sea without
enough oar power to make headway against an appreciable wind.

If a long narrow hull is to sailto windward, there is one simple but essential
requirement:the centre of sail area must be well forward (that is, towards the prow).
This assumes that the underwater profile of the hull is a horizontal rectangle, or
somethingvery like it, an assumptionwhich is true enough of most galleys. Agalley
will not sail to windward with a single mast, bisectingthe sail area, if it is stepped
amidships, although that is how most people would instinctively arrange things;
and it is the arrangement most often seen in the iconography of ancient ships.
Modern authorities tend to assume that it is the right arrangementfor sailing
up wind or reaching (sailing with the wind abeam), e.g. Casson (1971: 19): '[the
mast] gradually moved aft until, by ca. 1500 B.C., it reached the center of the
vessel, where it stayed; the change reflects the Egyptians "increasing ability to
sail on winds from other directions than dead aft". Actually, the mast should be
more like one third of the ship's length abaft the prow.
Modern yacht designers know this, of course. They find the centre of the
underwater profile of the hull, and then put the centre of sail area further forward.
The amount they move it forward is called "lead". Most books on the subject
recommenda lead of 10%of the boat'swaterline length, but more for a long, narrow
hull (like a galley's). This means that the centre of sail area should be only a little
more than one third of the water- line length abaft a galley's prow. Assuming that
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the mast bisects the centre of sail area, that gives the best position for stepping
the mast. It seems contrary to one's instinct and common sense.
Modern ships have a similar contrary-to-common-sensecharacteristic:when
they are going ahead, the pivot point about which the ship turns when the rudder
is used is about one third of the ship's length abaft the prow. That is where the bridge
of most modern warships is placed. It is easier for the officer controlling the ship to
carry out precise manoeuvres if he is standing at the point about which his ship pivots.
Figure 1 shows the Argo, a ship built here in Greece for Tim Severin and his
modernquest for the Golden Fleece. She does not have a balanced rig. The mast
looks at first as though it is rightly placed, well forward of amidships, but it is not.
The ram is part of the underwater profile, and the mast is just about in the middle
of it. According to my foregoing theorising, the Argoshould have an uncontrollable
tendency to turn into the wind (to "gripe" is the English nautical term) if she tries
to sail with the wind on the beam, because the thrust from the wind in the sail is
well abaft the pivot point of the hull when the ship is moving ahead. In his book
The Jason Voyage, Severin says what actually happened.
Trying to reachthe shelterof Sinop harbour under sail, the ship had the wind
on the starboard quarter. Then she had to alter course to starboard to make the
harbour entrance. Severin pulled back on the tiller of the starboard steering oar,
and for a few seconds the Argo turned smoothly. "Then, as she swung past a
certain critical angle, the tautly filled square sail suddenly tookcontrol of the boat:
the Argo simply went maverick. The sail had more turning power than the single
steering oar, and the smooth turn abruptly became a violent right hand swerve"
(Severin 1985: 168). The ship was heading for the rocks. The crew got out the
oars, but even with the port oarsmen holdingwater or trying to back while the starboard oarsmen rowed ahead, the ship would not turn back to port. An awning,
improvised to form a head sail, saved the day.
A few days later, the Argo's doctor made the suggestion that transformed
the Argofrom agalley into a sailing ship. All the stores and all the crew were moved
as far aft as possible. "The effect was wonderful. Argo's nose lifted a trifle and
suddenly she was pointing 15 degrees closer to the wind. "Terrific"exclaimed one
of the crew. "No more rowing. We can sail to Georgia" (Severin 1985: 184).
Next, Iwould like to consider the implicationsof an inabilityto sail to windward.
Seamen have hardly ever made long passages under sail up wind, so what does
it matter? For an ocean voyage it has nearly always been possible to chose a route
and season to have the prevailingwind abaft the beam. The route between Europe
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and America is the classic example. In a sailing vessel, you go south until the butter
melts, when you pick up the NortheasterlyTrade winds in the latitude of the Canary
Islands and make the whole voyage, given average luck, with the wind on your
starboard quarter. Coming back, you go north up the American coast until you reach
the latitudeof the Westerlies, and then sail for Europewith the prevailingwind astern.
Buteven though you are able to cover the long, deep-sea part of the voyage
with the wind abaft the beam, you still need the ability to get to windward by one
means or another, to keep your ship from wrecking on a lee shore. If you do not
have the ability to sailup wind, then you must have sufficient oar power. It is not
reasonable to go to sea without the ability to get to windward by any means, and
simply rely on your anchors to keep you from shipwreck when the wind blows
towards a rocky shore, especially in the Mediterranean,where there are generally
rocky coasts with poor holding ground, and the wind is fickle and often violent.
Is that really true? Could ancient mariners have travelled the Mediterranean
in vessels that were unable to get to windward by any means, oars, paddles or
sails? I thinkthe answer is no, but it would be interesting to try to do so.
Of course, any vessel can be rowed or paddled in a calm. Right up until the
introductionof steam, warships were rowed into action when becalmed. Small craft
like ships' boats can be designed to be round and strong and seaworthy, and can
still be rowed (aswell as sailed) fairly effectively into aconsiderablewind. But beyond
a certain size, it becomes impossible to row a "round ship" (i.e. one designed for
strength, seaworthiness and carrying capacity) except in a dead calm. If a big
vessel is to make any way under oars against any sort of a breeze, she must be
designed as a rowing machine, a galley, which is to say too long and too lightly built
for seaworthiness or carrying capacity. She must also, obviously, carry a great
many oarsmen.
Iwould, then, define atrue sailing ship as one that can make someway under
sail up wind. I would like to distinguish it as sharply as possible from a galley. The
true sailing ship does not need muchability to windward -just enough to keep her
in deep water when the wind blows towards the shore. As I have mentioned, she
would rarely, if ever, make a long voyage in the teeth of the wind.

Next, I suggest that in the ancient Mediterranean and elsewhere, some
maritimepeople in someeras failed to solve the design problemof sailing to windward,
and were stuck with long, narrow, lightly-built hulls designed for rowing; and with
a single sail on a mast amidships, a combination that did not readily allow them
to sail to windward. It seems to me that Homer's Greek mariners, most of them,
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were in that situation. Naturally, they tried to sail when they could, but had terrible
trouble with the steering (as Severin did) every time they tried to come onto the
wind in any sort of breeze. I would cautiously suggest that the Phaeacians who
took Odysseus home in aship that seemedto steer herself, had solved the problem
of balancingthe sailing rig, so that on most points of sailing the ship, like modern
sailing vessels, went well enough without a hand on the tiller.
It could be argued that ancient mariners, using common sense, trial and
error, would soon have got the centre of sail area in the right position (far enough
forward) for sailing with the wind forward of the beam. Iwould much dislike being
associated with any theory that ancient mariners were stupid. I agree with Cecil
Torr, that English 19th century authority on ancient ships, that the ancient Greeks
were the cleverest people ever known, though I am not so sure about his idea that
their clevernesswas caused by eating so much pickledtunny fish (Torr 1918: 114).
I do think, however, that a people might go to sea for many generations in a galley
that would not sail to windward, before they realised that the centre of sail area
ought to be shifted further forward. One could take the view that what the crew
of the Argo discovered after a few weeks at sea would have been discovered in
about the same time-scaleby all ancient mariners, but I am inclined to the opposite
view. Severin recounts how, before the successful alteration of trim they had tried
unsuccessfullyand given up; evidently, as he says, having failed to move enough
weight far enough aft to alter the under water profile sufficiently. Had it not been
for the one man in the crew who had a good grasp of the modern theory of sailing,
I think the Argo might have voyaged indefinitely without discovering how to sail
to windward. Vikingsseem to have had the same problem. Late in the 19thcentury,
the Viking replica Gokstag ship crossed the Atlantic from Europeto America under
sail, aswifttrouble-freevoyage. Of course, most of the way they hadtheTrade Wind
behind them. The ship would not reach or go to windward without a jib or head sail
to balance the rig, although nobody believes that Viking ships carried such a sail
(Binns 1980: 123). The authentic rig allowed her to make a course in a wind only
slightly abaft the beam but not to go to windward.
This limitationon their sailing ability obligedthe Vikings to stick to galleys even
for their longest voyages. Wonderful though their galleys were, they made a long
oceanvoyagean adventurefor heroes, not aprofitableventurefor merchants. Perhaps
the same situation obtained in Homeric Greece.
Another modern instance is worth considering. Thor Heyerdahl's balsa raft,
Kon-Tiki, set out from South America into the Pacific with a massive steering oar.
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Despite tremendous efforts from the helmsmen, vividly described by Heyerdahl,
the raft hadan irresistible tendency to headintothe wind every time the wind caught
her from anywhere nearthe beam insteadof from astern. Heyerdahland his crew
endured this for over forty days, including breakages and repairs of the massive
steering oar, before they took the right remedy. They could not easily alter the mast
or sail, but they pushed boards down between the balsa logs to form a sort of drop
keel or centre-board. They usedthem towards the stern of the raft, and so shifted
thecentreof lateral resistance (i.e. thecentreof areaof the raft's under-waterprofile)
further aft: the same effect as shifting the sail area further forward. Heyerdahl wrote:
'We couldcertainly havecontinuedourvoyageby makingthe steersman pulla centreboard up and down in a chink [betweenthe balsa logs] instead of hauling sideways
on the ropesof the steering oar, butwe hadnow grown so accustomedto the steering
oar that we just set ageneralcourse with the centre-boardsand preferredto steer
with the oar".
Again, I suggest that some ancient mariners might not have discovered in
alifetime what Heyerdahl"discovered"in "only"45 days. Ido not think this implies
stupidity in the ancient mariner. I put "discovered in inverted commas because
in fact Heyerdahl had, as hesaid, agood knowledgeof this centre-boardtechnique,
used by Amerindians, before he set out. Without that knowledge, I do not think
he or his crew would have worked it out for themselves.
Up to this point I have implied that with a single square sail set on a mast
stepped amidships, the centre of sail area would be amidships too, and the ship
would therefore not be able to sail with the wind on the beam or forward of the
beam. That is not entirely true, as Professor Casson has so clearly shown in his
admirable Ships and Seamanship in the Ancient World (Casson 1971: 273-7).
Several ancient authors describe how the yard could be braced round until it was
prettywellfore-and-aft and the part of the sail abaft the mast brailed up. This would
have leftthecentre of sail areawellforward, havebalancedthe rig and allowedsailing
to windward. Icautiously suggest that the resulting half-brailedsail would not have
beenavery efficient rig. Ithink it may indicateearlydays inthe transition from galleys
to true sailing ships in that particular maritime tradition. Another clue to the dating
of the first true sailing ships among Greeks is the type of ship called a holkas. The
written records, and a little of the iconography, suggest that these were fairly big,
beamy ships usedto carry bulk cargo, especially grain-shipsthat could probably not
make headway under oars against any appreciable breeze.The word holkassuggests
avessel that was towed. The Englishword hulk is probably cognate, and carries the
same idea of a vessel not capable of proceeding under her own power. Cargoes
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of grain might, I believe, have come south from the Bosphoros to Greece in ships
unable to make way upwind undertheir own power-neither by sail noroar. They
could rely on the melteme, a very regular northerly wind in summer, to get them
to Cape Sunion, where we know that they were (sometimes if not always) met by
oared warships and taken in tow.
Ido not pretend that this is the only interpretation of the evidence. One could
argue that the holkaswas able to sail to windward when there was any wind, and
needed towing only when becalmed. It would be interesting to attempt some
southerly voyages from the Bosphoros in avessel that would not sail to windward,
and see how it worked out.

By the second century B.C. fore-and-aftsails were in use in the Mediterranean
(Casson 1971:243-5),and they would certainly have allowed sailing to windward,
but they seem to have been confined to craft too small to be called ships. In the
first century B.C. we are able to see the first really certain true sailing ships. The
Roman Empire relied on grain brought from Egypt in ships that could displace
well over a thousand tons, with crews not a tenth of the number that would have
been requiredto row against any appreciable wind, even if the design had allowed
the deployment of sufficient oar power. The distinctive feature of the sailing rig of
these ships is the artemon, the foremast or bowsprit carrying a second small sail
in addition to the mainsail carried on the traditional mast amidships. This gives a
balanced sailing rig without the need to brail up part of the mainsail. Such a ship
can be steered pretty well (on most points of sailing) by letting one sail draw fully
and reducing the effective area of the other.

Iwonder how much this sailing rig, so clearly associatedwith merchantships,
owed to the sailing rig of war galleys. Triremes were provided with a mainsail, set
on a mast amidships, but this was left ashore if fighting was expected. They took
a small sail into battle, which could be set on a bowsprit or small foremast. It would
only have taken the ship downwind, and seems to have been used only by ships
trying to get clear from an engagement: warships in action used oars alone. It may
well have been the origin of the Roman merchant ship sailing rig. A trireme on
passage in a light wind decides, perhaps contrary to standing orders, to set both
sails with the ship on a down-wind course. As the wind or the course changes and
the wind comes round to the beam, a striking difference would be noticed. There
is no need to brail up the after part of the mainsail. The ship is well balanced with
the wind abeam and can be controlled with the lightest touch on the steering oar.
An efficient sailing rig is born.

SAILING TO WINDWARD IN
THE ANCIENT MEDITERRANEAN

I do not suppose the ability to sail to windward was an invention made once
and for all and then spread throughout the Mediterranean.On the contrary, Ithink
that in Homeric times, when most of Homer's Greeks could not sail to windward,
other seamen could. Thor Heyerdahl's experience in Kon-Tikisuggests that reed
"boats" and log rafts might well have been sailed upwind if boards were pushed
down between the bundles or logs to act as centre-boards. Harry Tzalas has carried
out valuable research into voyages by reed boat using paddles. Iwould very much
like to conduct experiments in sailing reed boats, to see how practicable it would
be to make way up wind.

The importance of being able to make some way up wind under sail is not
that it might in theory allow long voyages in the teeth of the wind, but that it allowed
ancient mariners to go to sea without oars, and hence allowed shipwrights to build
big, strong, beamy ships capable of moving bulk cargo with small crews, and of
traversing the oceans of the world. Rome could not have been fed with grain from
Egypt if it had hadto come in ships capable of rowing up wind, nor would there have
been a Roman embassy in Canton if diplomats and merchants had hadto come and
go by galley. Thetruesailingship isoneof mankind'sgreatesttechnical achievements.
Alec F. Tilley
Fieldfare
East Street
Hambledon
Hampshire PO7 4RX U.K.
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WERE THE "PYRAMIDAL STONE WEIGHTS"
OF ZEA USED AS ANCHORS?

Introduction

In this communication the "pyramidalstone weightsWfound
at the end of the
19th century in or near the port of Zea, Piraeus, will be reconsidered and their
original use as anchors will be questioned.
I am well aware that doing so in the presence of Miss Honor Frost, the wellknown specialist on stone anchors, and addressing a distinguished audience of
scholars in the field of Marine Archaeology certainly implies a great responsibility
and any new theory proposing a different use for these "stone weights" cannot
be approached lightly.

It is however felt that there is suff icient evidence to assume that these "stone
weights" were originally made to be used as weights for permanent moorings,
although they may well have been re-used at a later stage as casual anchors or
ballast.
Described as "Pyramidal stone anchors", "Trireme anchors", "Anchors of
Zea Limani", "Anchors of Passalimani"or simply "Piraeus anchors", these "stone
weights" of different sizes, shaped in an approximate pyramidal form with a cutoff apex that leaves aflat top with avertical piercing runningdown into the horizontal
large round hole, have been generally accepted as ship-anchors. However, in my
opinion, no convincing answers have been given to several questions that arise.
Miss Frostwho studied in detail these "anchors", remarked on their peculiarities
and was the first to note that this is a new phylum.1
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Let me briefly say for those who may not be familiar with the details, that
these "stone weights" were found in the vicinity of the inner port of Passalimani,
Piraeus, ancient Zea, probably at the end of the last century.'Six are kept in the
Hellenic Maritime Museum of Piraeus, at Zea Marina, (Fig. 1) and eleven at the
nearby site of the Ancient Theatre adjacent to the Archaeological Museum of
Piraeus; a twelfth is exhibited in the museum itself.(Fig. 2)*
The "stone weights" of Zea are not unique. Another similar pyramidally
shaped "stone" found in the sea, can be seen in the courtyard of the Volos
, ~ several "stone
Archaeological Museum, five were found in Magna G r a e ~ i awhile
weights" of similar shape were excavated at a land site in C y p r ~ s(Flg.
. ~ 3)
All these pyramidal stones, except the Cypriot ones, bear light incrustation
or abrasive marks that indicate a lengthy presence in the sea.
That the Piraeus "stone weights" come from the ancient port of Zea can be
considered a certitude, although the records of both museums give no indication
of when, where and how they were found.
It should be remembered that Zea as a port of any importance was totally
abandoned for over a thousand years, as after the Antonin period, Piraeus and
its three ports (Kantharos, Zea and Mounychia) were totally deserted during
mediaeval times.5The depopulated town was covered with ruins until the mid19th century.=So we cannot expect light to be shed from any oral tradition when
referring to Zea, its port, its shipsheds or the "pyramidal anchors".' (Fig. 4)
Some experimental archaeology

The theory that these "stone weights" were used as trieres anchors has
puzzled scholars for decades.
So the first question is: How an Athenian trieres could have manoeuvred in
the ancient port of Zea (Fig. 5), the present inner harbour of Passalimani, (Fig. 6)
and how these "pyramidal anchors" could have been dropped to secure a 37meter long ship during the hauling-out process required to put it safely dry in the
allocated shipshed?
No attempts were made to anchor the trieres "Olympias" in Zea harbor during
the experimental voyages using stone- anchor^.^ Obviously any attempt to duplicate
manoeuvring in modern Zea would have been impossible for a 37-meter oared
ship, because of the nowadays restricted area due to the addition of wharfs and
the multitude of yachts congestioning this port.

WERE THE "PYRAMIDAL STONE WEIGHTS"0FZEA USED AS ANCHORS?

During theveryfirst sea trials of "KYRENIA II"in 1985', however, we did try
to understand experimentally how a ship could use anchors of a shape similar to
the "pyramidal stone weights" in today's inner basin of the ancient port of Zea.
"KYRENIA II" is certainly a much smaller vessel than the trieres, being only
15 meters long. We dropped two 40 kilo stone anchors forward, trying to hold the
bow while with a rope secured ashore the crew was trying to reverse using four
large oars and tie stern to the quay. This was an attempt to duplicatetheoperation
that would have been necessary to bring the ship in a perpendicular position to
the axis of an "imaginary" shipshed. With a light breeze blowing we failed in both
attempts. For although we had our stern secured by the shore line, the two stone
anchors we had dropped could not found an anchoring point and the shipdragged.
The action of the oars could not equalize the strength of the wind (4 Beaufort).
To avoid collision a conventional iron anchor was dropped and "KYRENIA 11"was
immobilized. Thus an attempt to use experimentaly two small stone anchors in a
port was not conclusive.

Anchor differences
But let us enumerate the differences betweenthe "pyramidal stone weights"
and the other known stone anchors.
1. The "pyramidal stone weights" (Fig. 7) are shaped in such a way as to
secure their upright position on a semiflat seabottom; the surface of the base
being obviously greater than the upper part. This is contrary to the general practice
with all stone anchors, which although very different in their shape, size and
weight, are always made in such a manner as to tip over one side, thus justifying
the homeric name of cuvai, the "lying ones".

2. There is only one horizontal hole in the "pyramidal stone weights", while
most stone anchors have an additional and more often two lower perforations for
the insertion of wooden sticks giving to the anchor its ability to hold on a sandy or
muddy bottom. So deprivedof such "arms" these "pyramidal stone weights" would
have a very poor hold on the seabed of a port like Zea.
3. The vertical piercing on the cut apex can be found only on these "stone
weights". No such piercing exists on any other type of non-pyramidalstone anchor.
That elaborate cutting just weakenslothe upper part of the stone, the lighter and
most vulnerable, and does not justify its presence if the stone was to be used as
a "conventional" anchor.
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4. The lead filling on the tip of the vertical piercing shows the distinct marks
of an iron ring. This must have been a "U" shaped ring, as two little hole marks
with remains of iron corrosion testify to the existence of such fitting, which in the
meantime has disappeared. Such a ring would have been too small and too weak
to constitute part of any lifting mechanism.

5. The leadfilling as well as the marks of iron corrosion" near the topopening
of the lead and in some instances on the interior surface of the horizontal hole is
adistinct peculiarity of this type of "stone weights" and no parallel has been found
on traditional stone anchors. No plausible answer has been given in relation to
their proposed use as anchors.
6. It is worth notingthat the 18 "pyramidal stone weights" of Zea is the largest
concentration of anchor-shaped-stonesknown to have been found in Greece. All
other stone anchors of non-pyramidal shape together do not exceed a dozen
pieces.'*
The fact that Zea was the most important naval port of Athens during the
Classical times with a presenceof 196trieres, is not sufficient to justify this unusual
"stone anchor" concentration.

7. And a further, crucial question is: Why would a "modern" warship as the
trieres, structurally ahead of its time, be equipped with such an anachronistic
anchoring device. We know that anchors with wooden shanks and lead stocks
were already in use by the 6th c. B.C., gradually replacing stone anchors.
8. It has been further proposedthat the shape of these "pyramidal anchors"
was designed for space-saving on deck. In fact such "stone weights" need a
relativelylimitedspace when placed upright, contrary to the cumbersome anchors
with arm and shank held together by a lead collar. (Fig. 8) But the advantages of
such a plausible proposition are nullified when it is proposed that a wooden pole
passed through the horizontal hole to allow the crew to lift the anchor, while the
presence of lead melted in the vertical cut was there to hold secure that wooden
arm, preventing it from moving.
To be of any practical use, giving a lifting capability to two men, that wooden
pole should have had a length of no less than 1,50 to 2 meters and a diameter of
20 cms, for the larger "grey stone weights" of the Piraeus ArchaeologicalMuseum.
So the proposed permanent presence of the wooden lifting beam, would render
these anchors cumbersome rather than space-saving. It would have been more
practical to propose a lifting solution with an adaptablelretractable wooden arm;
but then what would be the role of the lead filling?

WERE THE "PYRAMIDAL STONE WEIGHTS" OFZEA USED AS ANCHORS?

And a last remark referring to that proposed wooden arm. If such pole was
in fact necessaryto lift the "anchor" and store it on deck, a beam square in section
would perhaps be more practicalthan a round. This would have permitted asteadier
transportationof the stone; but then the perforation in the stone should have been
made square and not round.
A proposal for consideration

To the insufficiency of practical answers, I propose that we consider the
hypothesis that these "stone weights" were "mooring blocks", being part of a
"mechanism" that allowed the trieres to be moored swiftly stern-to the axis of the
allocated slipway and hauled-outin the v e h a o l ~ of
o ~Zea. Using informedguessing
-based on my knowledge of today's method of hauling-outthe traditional Greek
calques - lets go back in time and imagine the return of 20-25 trieres into their
home port of Zea. (Fig. 9)
The vessels would have to enter one at a time through the narrow entrance
of the port. Then perhapstwo or three vessels would manoeuvresimultaneously,
but in different areas of the port to avoid collision. The ancient port of Zea was not
much larger in antiquity that the today's inner basin of Passalimani. The manoeuvres
should be prompt and well calculated, permittingthe mooring and then the haulingout of each vessel in the quikest possible time, as the following vessel would be
standing-by in the outer harbour or temporarily lying alongside a quay waiting its
turn to manoeuvre.
Using part of her oars the trieres would move towards the allocated shipshed.
When reaching her v e h o o ~ ~ she
o q would promptly take a position stern-to-theaxis of the hauling ramp. At that moment, it would be imperative that both ends
of the ship be held absolutely perpendicularto the shore. The steering oars would
at that time be lifted so not to interfere with the hauling-out. We can assume that
the mast would have already been freed from the standing rigging - after storing
the sails - and placed in a lying position.
It is very probable that working tenders in the port would be ready, standingby to assist the ship.I3
The end approaching the shore, the stern, would have been easily steadied
by securing two mooring lines -port and starboard -attached to mooring bits
on the vessel while the other ends would be secured to a capstan or other hauling
mechanism. At the same time the harbour tender would pass the ends of two
mooring lines fixed to a permanent underwater mooring to be picked up by the
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crew forward. Thus controlling both the stern and the stem by heaving-up the
stern ropes and looseningthe stem mooring cables, the ship would back towards
the shore, sit on a sort of wooden sledge and gently slip on the shipshed ramp.
The hauling-out process would start and continue until the vessel would be dry
q . 10)
in the v e h o o ~ ~ o(Fig.
It is true that we do not have any evidence, literary or archaeological, that a
wooden sledge was usedfor slipping the trieres on the stone ramps. It is however,
my belief, that there must have been such a mechanism. Pulling a hull directly on
the stone ramp might have damaged the keel, although lubricating the surface of
the stone with tallow would have facilitated the process.
Iwill not enter into the details of the assumed technicalities of how the trieres
were hauled-out in their sheds. This point, as far as I know, has not yet been
elucidated and the aim of this paper is not to explore this process. But I strongly
believe that as in today's traditional Greek boatyards, the trieres were hauled out
using a sledge and runners method.

It must be stressed, and this is a very important point, that nowadays while
manoeuvring for the hauling-out of any vessel, the most critical moment of the
operation is placing and keeping the ship absolutely in a perpendicular position
to the yard's shore-line in the axis of the slipway's ramp.
The opening space between the rows of unfluted colums suporting the roof
of aZea (Fig. 11) shipshed is slightly over 6 meters, the trieres having a maximum
u s is avery limitedspace betweenthe sides
width amidship of 5,45 m t ~ . ' ~ T h there
of the vessel and the stone supports of the roof delimiting the width of the shipshed.
The ancient foreman responsible for slipping such a ship was faced with a very
delicate manoeuvre requiring great dexterity and presicion. This would have been
imposibleto perform if the stern of the vessel -the last part of the hull that keeps
floating during a hauling operation - could not be secured in an absolute
predetermined position. Such precision would not be achieved by dropping one
or even two anchors-certainly not anchors of such poor holding capacity as the
"pyramidal". But even supposing that such anchors could be made more efficient,
a chaotic situation of fouled anchor-lines would have resulted.
But it must also be emphasized that the lauching of a ship is as critical as
the hauling-out, in fact it is a more hazardous process. Many more vessels
sustained damages during the lauching that when been hauled up, so a secure
mooring point must have been essential to hold the ship after floating. The crew
needed some time to lower the steering oars, place in position some oars and
start moving toward the entrance of the harbour.

WERE THE "PYRAMIDAL STONE WEIGHTSnOFZEAUSED AS ANCHORS?

Having emphasized the delicate operation of slipping and lauching a long
ship as the trieres in and out her shipshed and stressed the obvious necessity of
havingfor each shipshed a permanentmooring, let me now describe the proposed
system in which the "pyramidal stone weights" played a predominant role.
Mooring ancient and modern

To understand the ancient system we need to look at the pattern of the
present arrangement of mooring blocks laid in the outer yacht marina of Zea, the
artificial basin that was built some 35 years ago.
These are largeconcrete blocks roughly shaped as giant match boxes. Each
block has six iron rings, five made to secure heavy iron chains that interlink these
blocks and form a heavy underwater mooring pattern, the sixth to secure the chain
with the mooring rope (Fig. 12)
Ibelievethat the "pyramidalstone weights" were the predecessors of today's
concrete blocks. A heavy chain passed through the large horizontal hole of each
pyramidalstone weight. These patterns were placed upright on the seabed forming
roughly a horse-shoe following the contour of Zea, at approximately 60 meters
from the littoral. (Fig. 13)

Each unperforatedside of a stone weight would face the center of the opening
of each shipshed, the spacing between the "pyramidal" blocks would have been
the width of a shipshed, i.e. circa 6 meters. The chain length between the mooring
blocks would have been slightly over 6 meters so as to allow it to lay loose on the
seabed. (Fig. 14)
At its lower end the lead in the vertical hole would hold a ring of the heavy
chain probably secured to a "U" shapedfitting encased in the lead (Fig. 16).Another
similar fitting at the top end of the vertical hole encased in the lead would allow
the fixing of a mooring buoy (Fig. 15). This buoy (a large dried pumkin would do)
kept vertical by a line above the mooring "stone weight" would indicate to the
manoeuvring triere the center of the shipshed width, i.e. the axis of the ramp on
which the man responsiblefor the haulingprocess would aim to positionthevessel
and keep it steady until dry on the slip.
This permanent mooringarrangementof ancient Zea would comprise probably
some 200 large "pyramidal mooring stone weights" as well as smaller blocks
meant to hold this perimeter chain pattern in position on the seabed. One of the
problems with the 196 shipsheds of Zea is that in fact they cannot all fit in the
limited space of this port15,so no precise pattern for the mooring can be proposed.
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The present modern mooring system of the outer Marina of Zea involves a
total of 118 concrete mooring blocks.16
The proposed hypothesis can answer some of the questions that have
puzzled scholars with Zea's "pyramidal stone weights":
1. The "pyramidal" form is explained for the need of the weight to stand in
an up- right position on the even mud-laidsea-bed of Zea.
2. The large circular horizontal hole opened at the higher part of the stone
allows the heavy iron chain to pass-though, touch the sea bed and add its weight
to the weight of neighbouring "stone weight".
3. The vertical perforation with the lead filling is explained by the need to
secure the chain so the spacing betweeneach mooringweight remains unaltered
and the underwater pattern remains undisturbed.
4. The marks of an iron "U" shaped ring noted on the top of the lead filling,
well distinguishable on some of the Zea "pyramidalstone weights", is explained
by the necessity to encase a ring to secure on it the mooring buoy line.

5. The iron rust stains on some of the Zea "pyramidal stone weights" can be
attributed to the corrosion of the rusting chain.
6. The irregularities in the perforation of the lateral hole, especially the
chipping of the stone at the edges of the hole, may be due to the constant
movement of the chain when strained by the ship's manoeuvre.
7. The large concentration of these "stone weights" in a limited area as Zea
-the denser to be found in the Mediterranean -can be understood if we consider
that they represent only a fraction of the stone weights laid in this port.
The fate of "stone moorings"

To the question of what may have happened to the other hundreds of
"pyramidal blocks" of Zea, it should be reminded that this port was used as a
military harbour only until 404 BC.17After the decline of the Athenian naval power,
Zea followed the fate of Piraeus and gradually lost its importance. In 86-85 B.C.
after Sula's sackof the town the placewas deserted.There was a short renaissance
under the Antonins in 175 A.D., but Piraeus suffered destruction by the Goths in
267 A.D. while the coup de grace came from Alaric's hordes in 395 A.D. After this
date Piraeus lost all its inhabitants and remained totally deserted during all the
post-Roman and mediaeval times. It started regaining its importance only in the
middle of the 19th century.

WERE THE "PYRAMIDAL STONE WEIGHTS" OFZEA USED AS ANCHORS?

During these 16 centuries of abandonment the port of Zea was gradually
silted and those of the "mooring stone weights" that had not been already removed
to be used as ballast or occasional anchors by merchant vessels were buried in
sand and silt.
It is known that fishermen and seamen in general, often make use of every
available weight that can be lashed to a rope, as an additional anchor. But it is
well possible that an important number of these "pyramidal stoneswarestill buried
in the mud of Zea. During the last 30 years the port has been dregged only twice
and only in limited, selected areas, mainly in the middle of the bay. The mud is in
most of the port 1,5 mt thick and according to divers, who often reluctantly dive
to unfoul anchors, there are spots with over 2mts of mud. Anchoring is allowed
in the inner port as the modern mooring arrangment referred to above cover only
the new outer marina.
There has never been an underwater survey or excavation in Zea, mainly
because of the extreme pollution of its waters, as sewage outlets from the
neighbouring agglomeration end in the port in addition to the discharge of the
yachts.
But how can we interpret the presence of a similar "pyramidal stone weight"
in the sea of Volos and in the south of Italy. Can we propose that these are "stone
weights" that were later reused as ballast or as anchors? I do not see why these
"stone weights" would not make as good a ballast as dissimilar millstone^.'^
I mentioned earlier similar "stone weights" found in Cyprus. Indeed I was
surprised reading Dr. Sophocles Hadjisavvas' thesis and noting that identical
"pyramidal stone weights" were used in antiquity in Cyprus, as "olive oil pressing
stone weights".

Except for the lead that does not exist in the Cypriot stones, the form is the
same and the large horizontal hole as well as the vertical perforation in the apex
are well explained and convincibly documented in the context of the olive oil
pressing-mechanism.
Is there any relation between the Zea "mooring stone weights" and the "oil
pressing stone weights" found in Cyprus? I would say that in both cases these
stones were shaped to stand up-right and were used as weights, for two totally
different purposes.

A question asked by Miss Frost several years ago as to the provenance of
the different type of limestone used for the Zea "pyramidal" stone weights, has
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now been answered. The provenance of the stone is indeed important because
if it came originally from afar away regionthe proposedtheory in this communication
would not be acceptable: it would be difficultto explain why stone hadto be imported
to make "mooringweights", for Zea. At my request Dr. Stathis Styros of the Institute
for Geological and Metallurgical Research of Athens (ITME), kindly examined all
the "pyramidal stone weights" of Zea and declared that they all derive from recent
geological formations common to all of Attica as well as the neighbouring island
of Aegina and the volcanic region of Methana. The same stone formation is also
widely found in most of the Cyclades.
To conclude I propose the hypothesis that the most important of the Greek
naval ports of classical times that sheltered the larger part of the most up-to-date
fleet of superb warships, the trieres, was equipped not only with splendidsupport
buildings, the o ~ ~ u o 0 rand
j ~ the
q veooot~ot,but had a modern, ahead of its time,
system for mooring, hauling-out and launching. This was the mooring system of
Zea that allowed each trieres to have not only her own shed, her o i ~ o qbut
, also
her pre-arranged anchorage on which the ship could count without running the
risk of hazards or errors.
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missing because that particular vertical piercing weaked the top part of these pieces.
11. Prof. George Varoufakis, a chemist specialized in ancient metallurgy kindly examined at my
request, these rust stains and recognizedthem as iron corrosion.
12. Since making this presentationthe number of "pyramidal stone weights" has been increased by
9 new pieces found at Dragonera, Kythera (see Addendum), and 6 more stone anchors were
also found at other different underwater sites (Pyrgos Dirou, Sounion, Iria, Alonissos,
Sounion).
13. In Roman times we have representationsshowing such working boats assisting vessels in port.
14. This dimension is based on the trieres "Olympias".
15. The difficulty in accommodating 196 ship-sheds in the limited space of Passalimani lead El.
Angelopoulos to suggest that this port does not correspondwith ancient Zea; see. El.
~ aap ~ a i o ~ ~ ~ p oAthens
vo~q,
Angelopoulos, flcpi fl&lpaldq K ~ ~Lw v A ~ p C v o v , a u ~ o ua TOUC
(1898) pp. 143-150; also Lehmann - Hartleben, Die antiken Hafenlagen des Mittelmeeres,
Leipzing (1923); and H.N. Ulrichs, "Toporaphie der Hafen von Athen", Abhandld. Bayer.
Akad., t. Ill, p. 647 (1843); and "Reisenund Forschungen ...."t. ll. p. 156. W. Judeich in
"Topographievon Athen, vol. Ill, ii, 2 p. 375-403 of lwan von Miiller "HandbuchderKlass.
Altertumswissenschaft, Munich (1905) and 2nd ed. Munich (1931). proposes an arrangement
in the northern part of the port where each ship-shed could receive two trieres; there is
however no archaeological evidence to support this theory.
16.7 blocks measure 230cm X 230cm X 125cm and weight 15 tons each.
50 blocks measure 260cm X 200cm X 100cm and weight 12 tons each.
61 blocks measure 250cm X 165cm X 100cm and weight 6 tons each.
Avely thickchain of 36mm diameter interlinks all these blocks in an intricate pattern and allows
the safe mooring of some 70 large and medium sized yachts ranging from 30 to 75 meters in
length and up to a gross tonage of 1000 tons for the larger vessels.
17. By the terms of the capitulationto the Spartans, the walls, the arsenals, as well as the
shipsheds of Piraeus were destroyed, while the Athenian fleets was limited to only 12 ships.
However the ruins of the vecbaoLKol were still visible at the time of Pausanias in 2nd c. AD.
(1.1.2.)
18. The ship of Kyrenia had millstones as ballast.
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ILLUSTRATIONS
Six anchors of the Hellenic Maritime Museumof Piraeus, Zea. (Drawing
1.
by H. Frost).
Twelve anchors of the Archaeological Museum of Piraus (Drawing by
2.
H. Frost).
Stone weights found in Cyprus, used in olive pressing devices. Some
3.a
are very similar in shape and bear the same perforationsas the Piraeus
pyramidal stones.
3. b, c, d Representationsshowing how these stone weights were used for olive
pressing. (Source Sophocles Hadjisavvas; see note no. 4).
A
view of Zea from a drawing entitled "Phalerean Port" made in 1820.
4.
(Photograph courtesy of Prof. Hector Williams).
Air photograph of today's inner basin of Zea Marina.
5.
Plan of the today's yacht marina of Zea; the inner basin coincides with
6.
the ancient port (plan made in 1975 for the Greek National Tourist
Organization by R. Kaloridas, K. Koliopoulos, I. Anastopoulos).
The "pyramidal stone anchor" of the Volos Museum (Photograph by
7.
H. Frost).
Reconstruction of an anchor with arms and shank held together by a
8.
lead collar (after Banoit).
Artist's impression of the ancient port of Zea (Drawing by J.E. Coates).
9.
The hauling-outprocess at the ~ e Shipsheds
a
as proposedby the author
10.
(TheTrieres profile is from adrawing by J.F. Coates, the shipshed after
Dragatzes).
11 a, b. The shipsheds at Zea (From Dragatzes, 1886).
12 a.
Modern mooring concrete blocks of Zea before being placedon the sea
bed (Photograph by the author).
12b.
Constructiondetails of the concrete blocks of Zea (Plan by N. Mikedakis).
12c.
Plan of the outer basin of Zea Marina showing the modern mooring
blocks pattern (Plan by N. Mikedakis).
13.
Proposed pattern for the arrangement of the mooring stone weights of
ancient Zea (Drawing by the author).
14.
Drawing showing the proposed mooring arrangements underwater
(Drawing by the author).
15.
Details of a mooring stone on the sea bed (Drawing by the author).
16a-c
Details of the proposed ring encased in the lead securing the chain.

WERE THE "PYRAMIDAL STONE WEIGHTS" OFZEA USED AS ANCHORS?

APPENDIX 1
A question that was asked at the end of my communication was if chains
existed during the Greek classicaltimes, as in fact the proposed hypothesis greatly
relies on the possibility of using a heavy chain in ancient Zea's "mooring system".
I have briefly looked into this matter. It seems that the earliest piece of chain known
is from Egypt and was found in the tomb of Khosekhemviof the llnd dynasty. It is
made with circular links of beatencopperwire. There are also iron chains of Roman
age with twisted links as well as large circular iron links and long links. (See Tools
and Weapons Collection in University College, London by W. M. Flinders Petrie
(1917).PI. L I - 225,226 and pl. L XIV - 51,56).
We know from literary sources that ports were in antiquity protected by
KA&iepawhich could well meanchains. The port of Zea itself was a Khelmoq Alpj v
protected by an iron chain.
Iam indebtedto Mr. Charalambos Kritzas, director of the Epigraphic Museum
of Athens for the following quotations:

- Diodorus Siculus. XVIII, 64,4 (318117 n.X.) '0 N ~ ~ a v w
...pAaQpaV U K T O ~
&cayClyhvTOUS ~ T p a T l h T K
a ~~ T E ~ ~ PTEh TE~XQ
T O TOO fl&lpal&w~
KaiTOO
AlpCvoq t a ~Asiepa.(Transl. Les Belles Lettres: Nicanor ... fit une sortie
nocturne et s'empara des remparts du Piree ainsi que des estacades qui
fermaient I'entree du port). Transl. Loeb: harbour booms.
-

Idem, XVIII, 68, 1: nap&Aaps TOV nslpata ~ a~ai ~AsiepaTOO Alp&voq.

Notes P. Goukowsky in "LesBellesLettres" p. 94, note 1: ... Apres Cheronee,
Lycurgues'etait soucie de munir les ports d'estacades susceptiblesd'en interdire
I'acces: cf. F.G. Maier. Griechische Mauerbauinschriften, 1 (1959), no10 (IG 11 2,
244 decret de 33716) I. 40 sq. onoq 6' av ~ aoiiA~pCvsqK ~ E ~ W [VKT~~E~~ ~ P
h;)$
OLS
a o @ a A s o ~ a ~coi oqs v s y ~ s i vTOUS ~ ~ X L T & K T O
TOUS
V ~ nalpa
~
~ n noAcwq
q
ploeo@opoOvTaq.
j
Synt.
Philo Byzantius (end 3rd c. BC.) (In his work " M q x a v l ~ouv~a(~q")
Mech. V C 52-62 recommande de munir I'entree des ports d'estacades Achaines
(ipQT0iqK ~ E ~ ~ ~ o L s ) .
It can be then said that if chains could be made during the Greek classical
time large enough to close a port then chains of a smaller size were available for
the underwater mooring systems.
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APPENDIX 2
Since presentingthis communication9 stone anchors resembling in shape
and size some of the "pyramidal stone weights" of Zea have been found by the
GreekarchaeologistDimitris Kourkoumelisat Dragoneraislet near Kytheraduring
an excavation of the Hellenic Institute of Marine Archaeology. These "stone
weights" have many common characteristicswith these of Zea and belong certainly
to the same phylum.

- All have a more or less pronounced pyramidal shape.
- They are all made of the same stone as the ones of Zea.
- All 9 have a lead filling in their apex. The missing lead of some of the Zea
weights could indicate that they were not removed recently from the sea but
remained exposed ashore for a long period. Lead was so important in mediaeval
and post-mediaeval Greece that often columns were thrown down for the sole
purpose of recuperating the small quantity of lead inserted between the drums.

- At least one of the lead fillings from Dragonera bears the specific mark of
an iron ring casing attached to its upper part (see Fig. 5, p.248 in this volume).
-All 9 Dragonera"stone weights" show no sign of rope abrasion at the edges
of the horizontal hole, common to the upper hole of all stone anchors.
I have considered at length the 9 "pyramidal "stone weights" of Dragonera,
studied their photographs and drawings and discussed their position on the sea
bedwith the excavator. Itend to believethat these are also "mooring stone weights"
removed from a permanent "mooring" that were re-used at a later period, as
ballast by a ship that sank off Dragonera islet. This would explain why they were
made from the same material as the Zea "pyramidal stone weights".
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a l n s p ~ o xas~aponaBj
j
~ovrm
a o
TenehBvl. Eiva~
xapayp~vsqae mjheq, a v a 0 q p a ~ ~ ~mCoqBe029 Kat 6uo an6
au~8q
blaK0~p0~VTal
ps ~aupo,~cpo<ho TOU 0 ~ 0 ~ 3H
0 .n p h ~ mfihrl
q
(niv.3)
P P & ~ ~ OTO
K E )(UPLOtah~apq,BA an0 TO Teneh&v~31
K ~~ PLO K E ~ T C yla
~ ~ QUPE(STOA L B L Km
~ j h q , q onoia cp&pstavayhucpo ~ a t l p oKat ~ a ~ a h j oe
y eeni~pavo
~
pe
K U ~ ~ T L0
O .raupoq 6eono<e~
UTO K & V T ~ Ou~pappCvoq
npoq Ta aplo~epape
ehacppa ~ A i o q
~ q ~ecpahjq
q
npoq Ta epnpoq.
H enlypacpj, a n o ~ s h e i ~
an6
a ~O K T mixouq
~
ano ~ o u q
onoiouq 01 T P E ~
eival x a p a y p ~ v m
o ~q v enia~eQq
~ q ~qT j h q qevh
, 01 unohotno~
cp~avouvpCxp1
T ~ napamaaq
V
TOU ~aupou.
01n&vrsn p h ~ omix01
i
6i6ouv Ta ovopa~a
~eooapwvav6phv, OLonoiol

v
6qha6j a u ~ h nou
v a v j ~ o um
v o i6lo y&voq,
pa<[ pe TO Koivo ~ w tuyyovwv,
avaBsaav m o v i l o o s t 6 h v a m
~ h q aum. IT^ a u y ~ e ~ p ~ p C
mvj h
q qn p o ~ e i ~ a l
yLa bvooq ~ w auyyevhv32
v
a&KOLVO~ ~ O K E L ~ & VvaO npoa(~&pouv
U
Buoia mov
noaedhva. H Buoia m o BEO
al€ j ~ a ov~ a u p oI)q TO ntBavo~epo
q avaBsaq ~ q q
a ~ j h q enavw
q
mqv onoia avayhucpa 6emo<&~
o ~aupoq.
IXETLK~
pe T ~ avayvwaq
V
~ q entypacpfiq,
q
q onoia X ~ O V O ~ O o
~ ~
E o~ vT
30 pe apx&q20u a1.n.X. oupcpwva pe TI^ popcpj~ w ypappa~ov,
v
&xouvnpo~aBei
T&~
u u ~ h q p h a ~~u~pqi w q
oaov acpopa TO n p h ~ o
an0 ~ o u ~q & A E T ~ 61acpopeq
~ p j p aTO
, onoio 6ev ah<&toha Ta ypappa~a:0 Euayyehi6qq npo~sivel~ q v
n a p a ~ a avayvwaq33.
~o

~ ~

AATPEIA TOY L'OtEIARNA ZTHN HnElPO

0161acpopeqavayvhue~q~qq
en~ypacpjqnou
npo~eivonat
uuvoQi<ona~
O
TOU SEG wq eCjq36:
m o K ~ L T L Kunopvqpa

Ev6tacpBpouua eival q anoQq TOU Harnrnond37, o onoioq ~ ~ O T E ~ TV E~ LV
avayvwcq NBmoqq v ~ p ioet@
q
KalBcopeio n n p o ~ e tyla~ouq
~ a ~ Nemaiouq,
cpuho q q Popeiou Hnsipou, TO onoio avacp&petKat o Anohhwv~oqo Po61oq
(4.121 1).
acpopa TOV ~ o n an6
o TOV onoio ~ a ~ a y eq~m
ajhq
t
Mia ahhq napa~jpqoq
KakqA a ~ p & i a y & v ~ o ~ ~Iloo&l&bvaqv'HrIelpo.
pa~ou
Kaiuuy~&Kplp&vao
Frank@
nlo~eue
~ q u ~ j h npo&pxe~al
OTL
q
ano nsptoxj K O V T ~UTO B O U ~ ~ Oonou
TO,
unapxs~
A a ~ p s i a ~ Beou,
o u m o v Oyxqapo, onwqnapa6i6ekot ~ p a p o (7.7.5).
v
0 u u ~ e ~ ~ oapuo~ q
o TOV
q o6qysi va ~ E X T wq
E ~~ o n npoBA~uoqq
o
~ q Aa~peiaq
q
TOU I ~ OT C
~ aV nJ
~ ~E
p uKBpKupa,
L
v j ~ onou
~V
o Beoq
~~ t p j e q 161ai~epa39.
~e
Qmouo, Bewpoupewq ntBavo~epo
Tono npo&AeuuqqT ~ m
S j h q q Kal~ q q
Aa~peiaq
TOU flouedhva ~ q nve p ~ o xTOU
j T~neheviou,onou pp&Bq~av
Kal ahheqo-rilheq avaBqpa~1~Bq
m o Beo.0i oniheq au~8q
uuv680vra~
pe q v ~ 6 ~ a i ~ e p q
K ~yaujoxou,
L
Beou ~ w ostophv,
v
c3-t-qa&[Aa~peiaTOU nooet6hva ewooiya~ou
uponaefi neptoxj TOU TeneAeviou4o.
Ano T ~ i61a
V
neploxj Kal o u y ~ & ~ p l p &an6
v a TO Karncisht ~ o p s l o 6 u ~ l ~ a
TOU Ten~heviou
npo&px&Tal6eu~epqu ~ j h aqv a e q p a ~ lm
~ oj v Ilouet6hva41
(niv. 4).
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H UTfihll ~ E CJh<&Tal
V
0h0Khq~qKal<~&p&l
UTqV &niUT&wll
EYX~~UK
EnlT~
ypacpj nOCClAANl Kalavayhucpo ~aupo
npoqTa 6e61a pe T ~ K&cp~hj
V
ehacppa
npoqTa eppoq. To avayhucpo opi<ouv6~616
~ aap~mepa
l
~ t o v i a ~Kal
o t q mjAq
oupcpwva pe ~ q popcpj
v
~ w ypappa~wv
v
xpovohoyei~a~
m a pwpai~a
xpovla42.
TOU ~aupou
Kalae Bpauopaan6 ~pi~q43
Ev6lacpCpouoaeiva~
q anel~ov~oq
q h q noupp&Bq~&
q v i6ian&plo)(QTOU T~neh~viou
Kalq v onoia o Hammond
ouv6~sl
pe TOV nooet6hva. IT
unapxov
O
~pjpa pnopeiva 61aKpiv&l~aveiq
ppaxu ~&paqayplou
~aupou
~a~xapayp&vq
avaBqpa~lw)enlypacpj:Ano qvavayvwq
TI)^ enlypacpjqnpo~urrrel
on o ~pay1006$,yuloq TOU Nl~06apou
Kal q yuvai~a
TOU T~po6i~aacp~Cpwoavy~a~oyu~o~ouqq
o-rrihq
ntBavovmovnooedhva.

sum

~pay~oooq/N~~o6ap0~Ir~~hK~po/6i~a/ljnCp/
uio0/sux~v.

Avahoyq AaTp&iaE ~ X E0 ~ O U E L Kal
~ ~q V V A V T ~ Y O V E
O~
~U
W~
pnopoupe
S~,
va unoB&ooup&an6 n qsn~ypacp1~Cq
pap~upisq
~ a tM~ aa apxakohoyl~a
eupjTI) B & qq q apxaiaqAvrlyovslaqnpo&pxe~al
paTa.Ano q v Yerma45nou K~TEXEL
evsniypacpq mjhq, a v a B q p a ~ lurov
~ j lloosdhva.

IV
Avrtyove~a
V
PP&~T)KE
~ n i U l l q ~ a KClyahpCt~i6104~~0~
1~0
~EUTEPOU
p100~
TOU 30u a[. n.X.49 (niv.5), TO onoio ELKOV~<EL
TO Beo yupvo, op8~0
pe UIJJW~&VOTO
aplmspo x&p~,
m o onoio Ba ~ p a ~ o u ~pialva
ae
Kat m o E K T E T ~ ~ E V6~610
O
cp~aq.
To ayahpa~i610,
p&Tanhaorl&pyouTOU Auainnou, ano6i6elTO Be6 p&TOvlopo ~ w puhv
v
K ~ Lauppoha
T ~
TOU,
~ u p i w q ~~pialva,
qv
~aonoia ouvqyopo~\v
OTLn p o ~ e t ~
yla
a lTOV nooet6hva~.
Tqv tdlai~epq
ha~peia
nou yvhp~oe
o nouel6hv m o pope10~ p j p a ~Hneipou
qq
enlpepa~hvs~
evsniypacpq m j h q TOU ~8Aouq
TOU 30u a[. n.X. a v a B q p a ~o~~~oj v
nooedhva~lano ~q Oolvi~qK E V T ~ OTWV
XUOVUV Ka186pa TOU KO~VOU
TwV HnelpwThv p&TaTO 170n.X.52.
~ P O K E ~ Tyla
U ~ 0peoyhvla C ~ U ~ E U T O ~ ( ~S~T~ ~K~n~O
Q~U

pp&Bq~e
UTlq
avao~acp~q
~ q A~ponohqq
q
~ q Oo~vi~qq
q
oe 6eu~epqxpjoq Kal oupcpwva pe
TO nep~e~opevo
~ q sn~ypacpjq
q
eiva~
anshsuOepo~~~j.
H m j h q eixe ava~eBei
UE L E ~ TOU
O Ilooe~6hva
o ~ Ootvi~q53.
q

AATPEIA TOY ilO.ZEIAC?NAITHNHnEIPO

h v 8 8 q iepov
~ ~ TQL noT E L ~ hv&qKlnTOV
~ V ~
[A]a<ov<TOV>
TOV 60U~ O V Ni~apxoq
.
NlK0paxou 'Appaioq ~ aNiK~pai
xoq ~ aMVUOU~&TU
i
~ allap$iha
i
~ a~ i V O ~ i p~
a a TOV
~ vopov
h
V
papTup&q'T ~ hpXOVTWV

Eni mpa~qywv
~ w Hn&lpwThv
v
Mevav6pou .pKaTou, Kal TOU npo(~laTTl
TWV Xaovwv.

acptbpooe mov llooedhva TOV Aa<o TO 6ouAo TOU. 0 Ni~apxoq
o yutoq
TOU N ~ K O ~ ~oXAppaioq
O U , Kal o Nl~opaxoq
Kal q MvaoapCTq Kal q llapcpiha
Kalq Eevo~ipa
f i ~ ap
v d p ~ u poupcpwva
~q
VETO vopo Kat pap~upeq
TWV apxovrwv.
(npocpavhqA~inouvTa ovopa~a).
H mfiAq nou eixe Aa~euOsi
m a 6uo a ~ p cp~psi
a
~ q enlypacpfi
v
xwp1apCvq
os 660 E V O T ~ T E ~ .
METT) Aa~peia~ou
nooei6hva uq Ooivitq o Franke55ouv6Ce~
Ta aqpCvia
TWV H ~ E L ~ O
nou
T ~~oVn q ~ yupw
a v o ~ 200n.X.
o
Kal
vopiopa~aTOU KOLVOU
O U ~ K E K ~ ~ 6i6paxpa,
~ E V ~ T ~
TU 0n0ia ( ~ & ~ omu0vV E ~ ~ O O ~ O Tlq
T UK~E ~~ O
~U~ES
TOU Aia Kal ~ q Athvqq
q
Kai UTOV oniaeo~uno~aupo
Kai ~ q ~pialva
v
(niv. 6), TO
ouppoho TOU noaet6hva56. IT^ ACITpeiCI enioqqTOU lloasi6hva o Franke57ano6i6~1
vao a&pia aAAq nspioxfi K O V T ~m a A K ~ O K E ~ U U V ~ ~ .
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Ano TO vao o h < e ~povo
a ~ 8vaq~iovaq
K ~~a
LBepCAdTOU,
evw pia ~ p jnou
q
ppio~e~al
o-rqvAnoMovias o i61oqepsuqaqBewpeiwq ~ p jTOU
q ~ooe~6hva59.

E ~ ~ A A o&v6~acp&pov
u
ylaTq cpuoq TOU Be06 o onoioq, onwq ei6a161ai~epo
pE, ~ ~ T P E U T ~K~UKPE~ WUE~ ~ E ~ ~ O X E~ U~~ T EO~ LUK OI l Ul C Hneipou,nap0~~16<&1
TOU nooet6hva mqv opelm ABapavia60.
q ha~peia
Kal acpopa ouvBj~q
Iupcpova pc enlypacpj nou pp80q~emqv KBpK~pa61
avapeoa o ~ q ABapavia
v
Kal oe aMq nep~oxj
nou
~aBop~opou
~ w ouvopwv
v
6uo~uxhq
6ev ah<&~at,
o BeoqA ~ T ~ & U O mqv
T ~ V ABapavia, onou unjpxe lepo
TOU Ilooe~6hva.
Henlypacpj pe paoq ~qpopcpj~ w ypappa~wv
v
~povohoysi~al
o ~ l apx8q
q
TOU 20u al. n.X. yupo m o 180 n.X. H avayvooj ~ q eivai
q q ecjq:
T ~ lls--1
L
['AIBapavwv nepi--1~a~apav~wv
eiq opohoyov ~ aano
i ~ b...q1-86 av opZ$lv ~ a q
~Gpaq-lpoha
AiBwv Kal iepov noo&16b[voq]-I
-TO OTLnooe~6bvoq
80~1
np~]--1--0
TOV
pouvov avw ~aBkq---~ a ea' ~ p o 8ni
v TOV
ps--1--~8ppova
eipcv--).

~ ~ ~ ~ qnou 6ka~unhBq~av
U X E T L Kpe
~ T ~ npo&
V
napa T L6~~ a c p o p eanowe~q
Aeuaq ~ qAa~psiaq
q
TOU floosdhva mqv nspioxj, eav 6qha6j q ha~psia
ocpsionou o BeoqT Lj B~q ~ e
161ai~~pa62
j mqv
A&Talm q yenviaoq pe ~ q Oeooahia,
v
~ ~~
h vq Hneipou,
q
eivat
eni6paoq ~ q KopivBou63,
q
p8ow TUV K O ~ L V B L a~ nKo~i V
Hnelpwn~j.Kal pahlo~a
va ~ q v
opBo~epo
vopi<w va B&opjooupe n-lha~peia
UUV~EUOU~C
p&Tq Aa~psia
TOU BEOUUTqV unoAotnq'Hnetpo,O ~ O ~U ~ T ~ E u T ~ ~ K
wq XBOVLO~,
~wooiyatoq,
yalrjoxoqKalevooixBwv Beoq. IlapbMqAao I~pbpwv
(7.5.8 Kai 7.7.5) neplypacpovraqT L ~~ K T ~E q~ Hneipou
q
avacp~pe~
a~pw~jp~o
nooei610 anbvavrl an6 TO ~ O ~ E p&poq
L O
~ q Kep~upaq
q
p e ~ TOV
a Oy~qupo64
Tla TT) 08017~~flooei610v
~ K ~ o vyivs~al
,,
pvsia Kal m a f ~ w y p a c p i TOU
~a
n~ohepaiou65,
o onoioqq v TO~OBETE~
o-rqvnspto~li
~ w Oeonpw~hv
v
<<llooei61ov
~ K P O VBOUB~WTOV
Kohnoq,>.
Aev eival opoq p8palo nola AaTpeia e~npoawnei
e6h o Beoq, acpou TO I&po TOU p p i o ~ e nohu
~ a ~~ o v r m
a q Bahaooa. IT
qpeio
O
opuq a u ~ np8ne~
o
va
avacp~poups
8vav Clhho Beo, nou Bewpouoavnpoma~q
q q Nauo~nhdaq
mq
y e t ~ o v unspioxj
~j
BouBpw~o~.
~ ~ O K Eyla
L T~q
~Aa~peia
~
TOU Aia

Kaaaiou, onwq npo~urrretano avaBqTOU 20u a[. n.X. xapaypCq oe ~(ovi0~067,
mov onoio aneuKopa~l~
enlypacpj
rj

E

AATPEIA TOY IlOIElARNA I T H N HflElPO

v y e ~ anhoio,
l
TO onoio o ava08~qq
eu~opcvoqmov Aia Kaoolo yla TOV ~ a h o
nhouv, 0a TO acp~ephoe~
xpuoo m o 0eo.
MEpla aAAq t6to~q~a,
6qAa6fi wq ysvapxqqfi enhvupoqnoAewv Aa~psuL ~ Auppax~o
~ V
(Eni6apvo)Kopl~@laKfi
CinolKia, mtqC ~ K T &Tqq
~
TqKE 0 ~ ~ O U E UTO
K ~ BepyLhiou
V
(I&pP10q
A6pla~l~fiq.
Iupcp~va
p&TOV I x o A l a mTUV ~ E W ~ Y L TOU
Georg. 1 12) unfipxe 80~po8va ~80plrrrro
va pu0i<&~al
o ~ BaAaooa
q
npoq ~ t p f i
TOU noost6hva6e.
napClMqAaoe aqpCvta vopiopa~a69~ou
Auppaxiou TOU 300n.X., (niv.7),
nfiyaoo KalTO apxt~o
q q noAqqA, anaTa onoia cp8pouv mov eprtpoo0o~uno
pa<ipe ~ q K&cpahfi
v
~ q A0qvaq
q
XaAlvi~t6aq
6~acpopa
vrouv mov on~o0o~uno
TOU noost6hva' nleavov
ouppoha, avapeoa m a onoia KalTo 6~Acpiv1,oup~oho
8vaq unatvlypoq~ q AaTpsiaq
q
TOU 0eou Kat mqv neptoxfi auM.
TbAoq, oe ahhouq Aoyouq nou 6ev ouv68ovral pe q Aa~peiaTOU floos~6hva mqv 'Hnelpo, 0a ava<q~fiooup&
~qAaTpeia TOU Beau m q Nl~onoAq,
~qv
voq
i6puae TO 31 n.X. yla va 6~atwvios~
~qvkq
noAqnou o O ~ ~ a p ~ aAuyouo~oq
TOU UTO X K T L O ~ ~ .
~
T L enlypacp~~~q
~
pap~upieqKat Ta apxaloIupcpwva pe T Lq~AoAoy~~&q,
TOU nooetdhvam q Nl~onoAq
np8nelva ano600ei
Aoyl~a
eupfip a ~qaAa~peia
UTOV Auyouo~o
Kal TqV n0hlTlKfiTOU.

0 ~ o o s d h vpa<i
, pa TOV AnoAAwva Kat TOV Xpq unfipcean6 ~ o u ouvrsq
~~
K TOU
~K
S AKT~OU,
I ) ~Kal~nOq
np0KuTlTelan0 TC
I , cpLh~h~ylK&q,
A&OT&qq q v ~ u VT
T Le~n ~ y p a c p pap~upieq
~~~q
Kal Ta ap~alohoyl~a
6e6opCva T Lfi0q~e
~
t6iai~epa
m q Nt~onohq71.
Kal o u y ~ e ~ p t p ~onoq
v a , avacp~pelo Iouq~hvioq
(Augustus 18.3) Kal
o O~~aplavoq
acplCpwae~aAacpupa an6
nhqpocpopeia v a e q p a ~ ~
entypacpfi72
~fi
~qv i ~ TOU
q m o XKTLO
npoq npfi TOU llooet6hva73 Kal TOU Xpq.
napaAAqAa TO uqwpa, popeta an6 TO xwpto IpIJpTo~ha
nou ~ a u ~ i < & ~ a t
a
pe TO mpaqyeio TOU nplv ~qvaupaxia74 acpl8pwoe mov AnoAAwva p e ~ q
vi~q
( I ~ p a p7.7.6)
.
Kal ~ a ~ a o ~ e u TO
a a<<pvqpeio
e
vi~qq,,nou ~oopqospc Ta
K ~ V ayahpa TOU AnoAAwva Kal aAAa
Aacpupa, Ta 8ppoAa ~ w Ev X ~ ~ L nhoiwv,
(Aiwv, Kaooloq51.1.3, I o u q ~Aug.
. 96.2). Ta Aeiqava~oupqpeiou
acplephpa~a
urq v o ~ l nheupir,
a
onou napaqpouvrai a y ~ u p o ~ qha(~upaTa75.
pa
eivaiopa~a
ITOV
i610 Aocpo pp80q~e
TO ~ C Y ~ ~ U TpCpoq~qq
E ~ O
avaeqpa~t~fiq
entypaV
o O ~ ~ a p ~ aavap~qoe
voq
m o pvqpcio TO 29 n.X. npoq ~ ~ TOU
pfi
cpfiq, T ~ onoia
nooet6hva Kal TOU Xpq76 (niv.8 a+).
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Ot T E A E U T ~ ~aupnhqphuetq
E~
~ q entypacpfiq
q
nou npo~eivov-rat
an6 ~ o u q
James Olivern Kat J. Carter78 eivat 01 etfiq:
A. Oliver.
Nep]tuno['et Ma]rt[i'. Imp~Caesa]r+Div[i'JuIi~]F+Vict[oriam~
con]sec[utus.bell]o+Qvod+pro[-re-pu]blic[a~]ges[si]t+~n+hac+reg[ion[
cons]vl[~quinctum'i]mperat[or-se]ptim/um+pace[']part[a+terra[~
marique-c]astra[ex-Quibu[.s'eqr]essu[-est'spoli]is['!
ormat]A+[dedicavit
B. Carter
Nep]tuno[-etMa]rt[i'lmp.Caesa]r+Div[i'JuIi']F+Vict[oriam'
ma]rit[imam-consecutus~bell]o+Quod+pro[-re-pu]blic[a]
+ges[si]t+in+hac+reg'ion[e+c]astra[-ex-]Quibu[s-ad-hostem.!
in]seq[uenbum~egr-]essu[s-est-spoli]is-[orna+]a+[dedicavit~
cons]vl[-quinctum-i]mperat[or-se]ptimum+pace[-]partaterra[-marique
H cntypacpfi entpepathvet E ~ ~ A A oqu p a p ~ u p i a ~Iouq~oviou
ou
(Augustus
18.9) OTL6qAa6fi Ta Aacpupa acptepheq~avo ~ o lloasdhva
v
Kat TOV Xpq. t ~ q pt<opcvoqpahtma m q pap~upia
TOU Iouq~wviou
o OtAa6eAcpeuq79ano6woe
~ ~ X L T E K T O p&Aq
V~K~
~ 0 p l ~ e t CplJep0~
l ~ 0 ~ nOU lJmpxav OT0 uwopa <cMtxaAi~at,,,
as vao acptepwpCvo o ~ o llooedhva
v
Kat TOV Xpq.

Tqv anowq a u ~wq
i y v o o ~ o6ev 66xTrlKav o Pwpaioq80 Kat q VEOTE~T)
&p&Uva81.Kat U U ~ K E K ~ q
~ M.
~ &OtK0~0pi60~82
V ~
pE PaCJqTIC V O ~ ~ U ~ K~ TO ~~ KE &~
aupnepaivet o n u q v enoxfi TOU O ~ ~ a p t a v 6ev
o u u m p x vaoq
~
mov tepo Aoqo,
mqv
a enoxfi TOU
a M a tepo unaiepto ( T ~ ~ E V
Kat
OOTL
~ )apyo~epa,n t e a v o ~ a ~
Ierrrtpiou Ieufipou avey&p€Iq~eo vaoq nouanet~ovi?$~ata&~Baaepa
vopiopa~a
Tqq N L K O ~ O ~ T ) ~ ~ ~ .
~ m o a qo8psuva npoqTO napov 6ev pnopeiva 6hoet anav-rqoq UTO &tioou uqpav-rt~o
eph-qpa, oe notov 6qAa6fi ano ~ o u~qp s i€qIeouq, TOV AnoMwva,
TOV noaet6hva fi TOV Xpq f i ~ a a(ptepwp&voq
v
o vaoq84.
napa ~q o~\yxuoq~ w nqyhv
v
Kat ~ q 8AAeuwq
v
e n a p ~ h vapxatohoyu~hv
6&60p&vwvnpo~umet
~upiwq
ano TOV Aiwva Kaaatoo n mov tepo Aocpo umpte
~pqni6opayta ~ q ~vo n o 0 8 ~ q o
~ qw Aacpupov
v
Kat lepo ~BpevoqacptepopCvo
UTOV AnoAAova ( I ~ p a p7.7.6).
.
V ~

llapahhqha m o v tepo Aocpo ~ tfi8q~av
p
Katot6uo ahhot ouvreAso~8q~ q q
U T I KV ~ K
~ ~~ ) ~ TAKT~OU,
OU
0 ~ O U E L Ka10
~ ~ V
Xpqq85aupcpova p&TO ~COpi0TOU

~

AATPEIA TOY IlOZEIARNA ZTHN HflElPO

Iouq~wviou
KalT ~ aVv a B q p a ~ enlypacplj.
~~lj
EcaMouo Aiwv Kaooloq(51.19.2)
avacp&pslOTLKaLm q Phpqo A u y o u ~ ~ ~oopqoe
oq
< < ~Kpqni6a
qv
TOU << IouA~siou
qphou,, p&Ta Bppoha TwV E X ~ P L K nhoiwv.
~V
KO
&n16&1~~1~61
Aacpupa TOU 8plbppoU Va pq K ~ U ~ O V T Uo&
V
Eival ~ ~ U U ~TU
E~WTE~LK
xhp086.
O

Mia aAAq pap~upia
yLa ~qAaTp&iCYTOU noasdhva aTq Nl~onohq
eival Ta
0 nooet6hv,onwqKalo AnoMov, anel~ovimq~e
an6 q v apxlj p&xp~
vopiopa~a.
TO ~&Aoq
~ q h&LT~Upyiaq
q
TOU voplopa~o~oneiou
~ q nohqq,
q
aAAa oe U X E T L K ~
Aiysq oetp8q87.
0 ~ 8 1 UTOV
0 ~ O ~ L U @ O T U ~ O YUJIVO~,
E ~
TOU 6eAcpivt Kai~pialva
(niv.9),evhTOV epnpo~ p a ~ h v rT
aaqK U ~ L O TouppoAa
q
Kal en~ypacplj
oBo~uno~oopei
npo~oplj
nupyoo~ecpljq
Kal (PTE~WTI) ~ q noAqq
CEBACTOY KTBMA. METa i61a ouppohao BeoqE L K O V ~ < E cnavopiopa~a
T~~
&nov
[IEPAC NIKO]IlOAEQI89,onwq Kal
xljq Kapa~CthAa,nou cp8pouv ~ q enlypacplj
q
a&~ o n &TOU
q TaAAlqvou90 KaL ~ q Iahwvsivaqgl.
~ T UUU T O V O ~ C ~0~ ~~ O U E ELKOV~<ETC~L
~ ~ V

AVKULO noaedhv, ~ u T ~ & u ~osnoM&qnoAsiqqq
K &
HneipouKULqqALTOAiaqg*, q Aa~peiaTOU opwq 6ev pe~acp&pBq~e
an6 T Ln&pLolKi6&q
~
noAelq o ~ q
Nl~onoAq,
onoq&ylv&p&noM&qt M & qAa~peieq93nouanavrouv mq NlKonoAq.
onwq pap~upouv
01 cplAoAoyl~&q
nqy8qKal pepalhvouv~a
apxalEivat cpuol~o,
v
0h0ylKa eupljpa~a,q Aa~peiaTOU flooedhva va ocp&ih&TaLo ~ o Auyouo~094
TOU. Tqv anowq aumj E V L ~ U EKal
L q amimo~xq
Aa~peia
TOU BEKal q v ~OALTLKQ
ou mq Phpq, onou n p a ~ enioqq
a~
pe TOV AnoMwva KaL TOV Apq, AaTp&i&qnou
voq
o i61oq o O ~ ~ a p ~ a~aBlCpwas95.
v
pnopoupe va npopoupe m ~ ecljq
q napaAn6 q ouvBeaq ~ w 6&60p&vwv
v
~qpljoekq
avacpopl~a
pe ~qAa~peiaTOU nooet6hva o ~ q 'HneLpo.
HACITpeiCITOU noast6hvaen~~evrphve~al
~upiwq
m o EU~TEPLKO
q q Hneipou, oe neploxljoe~oponaBlj,
onoq eivat TO TeneA&vl,npaypa nou unayopsus~
6qAa6ljBeou~ w oe~ophv
v
KalqcpuoqTOU Beou,wq ewooiyatouKat evooi~Bou,
KaL o6qysi mqv unoBeoq o n n p o ~ e l ~yla
a t y a eyxhpla AUT~E~U.
Av Kat Ta p&xp~
oljpepa yvwo~a
apxa1oAoyl~a
eupljpa~a
nou ouv6&oma~
61ap~elaq
Kal
pe ~qAaTp&iaTOU lloosdhva u-rqv'Hnelpoeival nsp~op~opCvqq
ano TOV 40 at. n.X. pCxp1Ta P o p a i ~xpov~a,
a
q cpuoq TOU Beou
~povoAoyouvra~
o
TOU Ax8poma avayouv ~qAaTp&iaaTqv
Kal q AaTp&iaTOU o ~ N&KpopaVT&io
& V U OTO 2000 n.X. p&vv 6(plcqTWV nphnpdlUT0~1Kfi
&noxfiK U ~U U ~ K & K ~ ~ ~yupw
TWV Ehhljvwv mqv'Hnetpo,~ w Oempw~hv.
v
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~ P O K E L Tyla
~ L~q~Bovla
AaTp&iaTOU 'Inntou-nooedhva,o onoioq ouhha-

K ~ T Koopou,
O
T ~ Il~po~cpovq.
V
IT
U U U XO
ETLU~~
a u ~ o6qyouv
o
vso~epa
ap)(al~h~y~Ka
eupfipa~a,
~upiwq
Ta ouppoha nou anaVTOUV UTlq ~0plCJpaTl~&$
K O ~ & $TUV EAea~hv
Kal TUV @&onpwThv.

T ~ E U T ~ Kpe
E T ~ avaooa
V
TOU

MiadMq 6lanicrroq acpopiq ~ 0 ~ 6 a lAa~peiaq
0 ~ ~
TOUa
nooe~6hva
~ ~
~
pap~upisq
q AaTp&ianp&netva f i ~ a v
mqvSHnslpo.
I upcpwvap&T Lenlypacpl~~q
o nooedhv f i ~ a vpia an6 T L~upleq
~
Beoqpav~l~
Kal
f i paA10Tao ~ q ABapavia
v
o q ~ e qacpou
,
TO lepo TOU avacpBps~a1
us sniuqpo Byypacponou acpopa ouvBfi~q
~aBoptopou
ouvopwv avapeoa o ~ q ABapavia
v
Kal aAAq ayvwmq neptoxfi.
IT~V
i61a unoBeoq ecaMou o6qyouv Kat 01 enlypacpl~~q
pap~upieqan6
aAAsqnsp~oxbq
~ q Hnsipou,
q
onwq ~qOolvi~q,
onou oupcpwva pe TO aneheuBE~WTLKO
Wficptopa, y i v s ~ avaBeoq
a~
TOU 6ouAou oe tepo TOU noaedhva, evh
TOU 8~06,
EKE(ot enlypacpBqano TO TeneABvt ouvqyopouv yla pia dMq 1616~qTa
vq TOU npoma~q
TOU ~ B v o u ~ .

MEavdoyo ~ p o n o nooet6hv A a ~ p e u q nt0avov
~e
m o Auppax~o,
acpou
o yutoq TOU f i ~ a vo enhvupoq Kal yevapxqq ~ q noAqq.
q
IlapaAAqAa 01 cplAoAoyt~8qpap~upieqKal o I~0hlaCJTfiq
TOU Opfipou 6iTOU nooet6hvaqpavrt~fi
~ anpo&B~ouv
l
6ouv piadMq b a m a qq qAa~peiaq
E V aAAo
~
paVTlK0 K E V T ~ OUTO E U W T E ~ ~ KTqq
O H~~&[Pou.
TBAoq, a&ahhouq Aoyouq Ba ava<q~fiooupc
~qAaTpeiCI TOU nooedhva
Auyoumo,
o
acpou o
m q Nl~onoAqKal Ba ~ q ouv6Booupc
v
p&TOV O ~ ~ a p t a v
Beoq pa<ipe TOV AnoAAwva Kal TOV Xpq, unfipcav an6 T O U U~ U V T E A E ~ T E~~ q q
vaLITlKfiqV ~ K TOU
~ C AKT~OU.
XpuoouAa Tzoupapa-IouAq
lwavvivwv
naven~o~fipto

IHMElflIEII
ZTO~Eipevo
~pqotpono~ouv-ra~
auvropoypacpieq TOU DAI, Archaologische Anzeiger 1992, a.
743-749.
1. To ovopa ~ivak
UUV~ETOano TO nor&i 6qA. ~upkoq
Kak TO da' q ~Tupohoyiaopwq napapbvet
aoacprjq. av Kat op~opbvotE ~ E U V ~ TO
T EUUVE~EOQV
~
p~ TT) yq Kat 8ewpouv TOV nooet6hva
upt to ~ q Tqq.
q ZXETLK~
PA. W.Burkert, Greek Religion, Cambridge Massachusetts 1985,
0.136 KE p~ TT)V nahatoT&pqPtPA~oypacpia.
Tta T ~ EV T U ~ O ~ O
T TY) ~Abcqq
~ ~
PA. H. Frisk, "Griechisches EtymologischesWorterbuch" B.ll,
Heidelberg 1970,a.583-584, m q A. ~ I o u Ka
E
k yka
~~q~
ouv6~oq
~ vTOU
~n00Edhva
~
p~~q
yq P.Kretschmer Glotta 1 (1909), a. 27 KE.
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3. rta T ~ 1V 6 ~ 0 ~aufl
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Q ~ o n p o ~ o PA.
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.
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a , 0.63, N.G.L. Hammond,
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Aa~apq,
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Ocurrpw~ia,o.n., 0.63, N.G.L. Hammond, Epirus, o.n., a. 702.
13. IMKapq,
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121 KE., TOU L LOU, ~ O ~ U U U~al'HnElpOq)),
EI~
npaKTLKa A'
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9 ,a ~ q
1986, a. 152 KE.
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0.17. a. 99 KC.,p~ q v naha16TEpq P~PAtoypacpia.
15. rta Ta ~dhA1a
I .Aa~apq,n p a n . 1964, a. 53 aqp. 2, TOU i6tou, A p x a l d ~ ~ cHn~ipou.
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TO
N c ~ p o p a m i oTOU AX&~OVTOC,
Equpa-navdouia-Kauuci,~,
A9jvat1972, a. 20, To Epyov
1964,~.54-55, EIK. 59, I .A~KQPT),
M E A T . 19 (1964) X ~ O VB3,
. 0.310, niv. 349 y. BA. Kal
d.n.,0. 103 KE.
T<ouPapa-IOUAQ,
16. N.G.L. Harnrnond, Epirus, o.n., a. 396 aqp. 4.
17. IAa~apq,
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~ b v r p TUV
o O e m p w ~ hI
v Aa~apq,
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ABSTRACT

THE CULT OF POSEIDON IN EPIRUS

From the above evidence we can makethe following comments in reference
to the cult of Poseidon in Epirus.
The cult of Poseidon is focused mainly on the mainland of Epirus at an area
which has suffered a lot from earthquakes like Tepeleni. This is related to the god's
o v leads to
nature which is indicated by epithets like ~vvoaiyatoq,~ v o o i ~ B and
the assumption that we have to do with a local cult.
Accordingto philologicaland archaeologicalevidence Poseidonwas worshipped togetherwith the Persephoneat the Nekyomanteionof Acheron already from
the Prehistoric period.
As we can conclude from the epigraphical evidence of Athamania and
Phoenicethe cult of Poseidonin Epiruswasvery important. Especiallythe inscriptions
from Tepeleni give another characteristic of the god namely that of the protector
of the race.
In addition, philological evidence present Poseidon as an oracular god.
Finally,we should explain the cult of Poseidonat Nicopolisby other reasons
andwe should connect it to OctaviusAugustus, since the god has been considered
one of the basic contributors to the naval victory in Actium.
Chr. Tzouvara-Souli
University of loannina
Greece
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THREE UNKNOWN REPRESENTATIONS OF ANCIENT SHIPS
(FROM EARLY BRONZE AGE TO THE LATE GEOMETRIC PERIOD)

During past years of research, I collected and studied three unpublished
representations of ships from three different excavations in Greece:
A fragment of a clay model of a ship, found at Ayia Marina in Spetses, a
graffito, which might represent a ship, on the inside of a jug handle found in 1992
during the excavation of the Early Helladic cargo at Dokos and a part of a Late
Geometric krater from Merenda in East Attica.
To the above, I must add a Late Neolithic pithos sherd with a possible ship
representation in relief from the Ayio Gala cave, in Chios.
Although I will not present my subject in chronological order, I am saving the
latest, the Late Geometric krater, for the end; Lucien Basch will add his further
comments on the boatsdepictedon that piece, basedon photographsand information
that Icommunicatedto him. All of us, myself included, will eagerly await this great
authority on ancient ship iconography to reveal his thoughts concerning the boat
depiction in question.
Iwould like to thank most warmly the former director of the Second Department
of Prehistoric and Classical Antiquities, Dr Vassilios Petrakos for granting me
permission to study and present the krater from Merenda, now on display in the
Museum of Vravron. I would like also to thank Mrs. MariaTheoharifor granting me
permission to present the ship model fragment from Ayia Marina in Spetses. For
the same reason I thank the Second Department of Byzantine Antiquities and
especially Mrs. Charis Koilakou, former curator at the Museum of Spetses.

Finally, I am grateful to Professor Nota Kouroufor her observationsconcerning
thedatingand style of the Merendakraterandto Miss RoxaniMargariti,archaeologist,
for her support to the editing of this paper.

A fragment of an Early Helladic II clay boat model from
Ayia Marina, Spetses (Fig. 1).

This fragment of a clay model comes from the EH settlement site of Ayia
Marinain Spetses. Itwasfound duringthe 1970excavationdirected by Prof. Dimitrios
Theocharis. I would like to note that the existence of this prehistoric site was
brought to the attention of Theocharis by researcher and journalist Adonis Kyrou,
and the finds are on display in the Museum of Spetsesl.The fragment to be discussed
here is part of a base and upcurving end of a clay vessel. The base is U-shaped
in section; the upcurving edge is V-shaped in section (the piece is broken both at
its top and at its base). I believe that the piece is part of a boat model. It compares
well with the stern of the clay boat model from Palaikastroin display at the Herakleion
Museum (Fig. 2). The uprising part is now broken but it must have extended
upwards to form a high end or sternpost.
In my opinion, the Ayia Marina model represents the well-known Aegean
boat type of the Early Bronze Age with high stern horizontal low bow and often a
waterline forefoot>.The hypotheticalreconstructionof the Ayia Marinamodel relates
to the Palaikastron model as well as the so-called "frying-pan" boats (Fig. 3).
A graffito on a jug handle from the EH cargo of Dokos (Fig. 4).

Among our finds of the 1992 season at the underwater site off Dokoss, was
part of a broad strap handle, most likely of a jug. Such handles are common in the
assemblage that constitutes the EH II cargo at Dokos.
What distinguishes the particular handle is an incised representation on its
interior surface (that is, the surface of the handle that faced the body of thevessel).
The location and rough execution of the incision suggest that the potter made it
before attaching the handle and firing the vessel. But why did the potter choose
to depict his subject on a spot where none would have noticed it? Surely he did
not have in mind the archaeologists who eventually found the piece detached
from the body, after the vessel broke in the shipwreck.
The potter must have made the incision, either on a whim, simply because
he found pleasure in representing a subject that caught his eye, or as a rough
draft of a decorative design that he intended for the exterior of some other pot.
Examples of incised representations are common on EH and EC pottery. But
what did the potter want to depict here?
The graffito comprises two main horizontal elements and a few verticals.
The two horizontal lines, combined with some of the vertical ones, may represent
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an EH ship seen in profile. If that is the case, notice the low bow and the angular
midship part of the boat; both features are clearly depicted in contrast with the
high stern which is not as discernible.
Of the vertical elements, most prominent is a V-shaped incision that may
represent animal horns, the closest parallel being the rock carving at "Korphi t'
Aroniou", in Naxos4 (Fig. 5). The other vertical lines may be very schematic human
figures, with which the author intended to fill in the composition.
The interpretation of thegraffito as a roughdraft of an EH ship representation
finds support in the existence of ship incised on EH and EC pottery and on rocks.
Prominent among those, is the series of incisedship representationson the "fryingpans" of Syros (Fig. 3).
The closest parallel that I was able to find is the depiction of an EH ship,
incised, on a handle of a vessel from Orchomenoss (Fig. 6); in this case, it is the
exterior face of the handle that bears the representation. Here too, the vertical
elements defy interpretation.

A Late Neolithic pithos sherd with a possible ship representation in
relief from the Ayio Gala cave in Chios (Fig. 7).

The cave site of Ayio Gala in Chios has yielded a long stratigraphicsequence,
spanning from the Early Neolithic to Bronze Age. In 1938 the site's upper cave
was excavated under the direction of Edith Eccles.The finds of that season where
initially stored in the Museumof Chios but were removedduring the War; as a result,
the artefacts got mixed up and their stratigrapic associations were lost.
Toquote from Sinclair Hood'sstudyof this material: "A numberof fragments
of pithoi were decorated with ribs in relief. Rims with a rib below them have Early
Neolithic parallels on the Greek mainland. Relief decoration is the commonest on
large storage jars or pithoi. Designs seem to have been almost entirely confined
to combinations of horizontal, vertical or diagonal ribs. The unstratified fragment
307 has an elaboratedesignin relief, however, vaguely suggestive of three figures
upright in a boat. Theclay iscoarsegritty brownto red brown. Thesurface is purplish
brown, rough and unburnished. The elaborate relief decoration remindsthe types
of decorated sherds of pithoi in Agora, which are assigned to the Late Neolithic
(4000-3000 BC)".6
Despite the fragmentary state of the sherd and the schematic nature of the
representation Iam convinced that we may be dealing with the depiction of a boat.

If this interpretation is valid, then we are looking at one of the earliest seagoing
boat representations in the Aegean, perhaps contemporary with or older than boat
depiction on Gerzean pottery and rock graffiti in Egypt.
Note the horizontal rib which curves upwards at one end; both its horizontal
and its vertical parts end at the broken edges of the sherd. If this rib represents a
boat, then standing in it are three figures, almost complete. The three figures are
seen in profile unlike a figure in frontal view on a different sherd from the same site.
The composition recalls representations of boats with one high end (the
stern) and may constitute an immediate ancestor of the boat in the third millennium
rock carving at "Korphi t' Aroniou", in Naxos (Fig. 5). The affinities between the two
images are not limited to the boat type depicted, but include the figures in the boat.
The find of such an early boat depiction in Chios should not come as a surprise;
we should see it within the context of a vigorous culture with its roots already in
the seventh millennium and with representative sites on Chios itself (Ayio Gala,
Emporio) as well as in the wider area of the Northeastern Aegean.

The ships on the Late Geometric Krater from Merenda (East Attica)
(Fig. 8,9).

On display at the Museum of Vravron are a large fragment (No 1492) and a
smaller sherd of a Geometric kraterfrom the site of Merenda (ancient Muppivofiq)
in Eastern Attica7. The find was probably excavated in 1968 and, unfortunately,
the excavation notebookscontain no relevant information. Itstype and size, however,
suggest that this pedestalled krater served as a grave marker in the geometric
cemetery of Merenda. The large fragment (48x68 cm), (Fig. 8a) preserves part
from the low rim and of the body as well as a stirrup handle. The small sherd (Fig.
8b) comprised part of the rim on upper body.
The painted decoration includes linear and floral motives as well as figured
representations. These, feature a horse and bird metope and achariot procession
frieze. In addition, below the two archs of the handle are two long ships drawn in
profile. The three rows of zigzag above the ships are a common decorative design
on Geometric pottery. Overall, the kratercombines early traits (such as the low rim
and the decorative scheme at handle level with metope and meanders,that derive
from the Middle geometric times) with latter characteristics;the chariot procession
excludes a MG date. The workshop that producedthis piece must be Attic but not
Athenian; leaf designs at the rim do not appear on Athenian kraters. This hitherto
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unknownworkshop compares in general style with the well known LG Iworkshops
but exhibits finer drawing and distinct iconography and decoration.
To sum up, the Merendakrater appears to be a LG la work from EasternAttica.
The painter usedtraditional MG IIdevices as well as contemporary LG laelements
in the design. Let's now look at the ships:
The Merenda krater is one of the three examples of Geometric pottery with
ship representationsbelow the handle;the other two are a Protogeometrickrater
in the Museum of Bodrum (Bodrum No 4 ) 8 and a Late Geometric I Attic krater in
the Louvre (LouvreA517)g.Theshipson the Merenda kraterabout 10,8cm in length,
are neatly inserted in the two spaces below the stirrup handle. I will call the ship
on the left Ship A (Fig. 9a) and the one on the right Ship B (Fig. 9b).
Bothvesselsarewarships with a long slightly upturningwaterline ram. Despite
slight differences, they obviously are both examples of the same ship type.
The keel is a straight timber for most of its length and curves upwards at the
stern. Ship Afeatures a medium-sizedafterdecksignificantlylarger than that of Ship
B. Perhaps the painter allowed space for painting in the large steering oar that we
see on Ship B. Both ships have raised foredecks of the ikriatype. Projecting beyond
the stern are the ends of three battens or struts than reinforce the foredeck. Ship B
has similar projections at the stern indicating similar reinforcement of the afterdeck.
The thole-pins that project above the sheer line are clearly depicted on both ships,
seventeen on Ship A and nineteen on Ship B (the thole-pins of Ship B are smaller in
size and thus more numerous despite the equal length of the two vessels).
The steering oar of ship B is impressive in size and is depicted in some detail;
its long blade, shaft and tiller are all discernible. The ships have horn ornaments
at both ends. The horn at the bow curves gracefully and seems to be acontinuation
of the stem. On the contrary, the stern horns do not follow the curvature of the post
but appear to be mounted onto it.
In both depiction, basic elements are drawn in thickdark lines. The hulls are
also painted in dark brown but the color has faded to mere traces in some areas.
Below some of the thole-pins we discern dark dots in a more or less straight
line on the hull. These should not be misinterpretedas oarportsthat would identify
the ships as dieres. In fact the dots are the thick trace left by the paint brush at
the end of the straight line that represents each thole-pin (similar thick paint spots
appear on other parts of the krater).

Besides, the technique of representing openings in Geometric Art involved
leaving spaces of the appropriate shape blank, as opposed to painting them in.
Paintings of dieres from that periodexhibit this device; the Merendaships themselves
exemplify the principlein the way the ikriaare represented(withgaps in the "fencing").
Ship B is better preserved and illustrates structural elements at the bow. The artist
seems to have been aware of the joint between keel, ram and stem; each timber
is rendered with a different brushstroke. Acurved line (R) represents the bulging
of the hull foreword, just abaft the point where the hood ends of the strakes fit
onto the stem (Fig. 9c). Similar rendition of the planking at the bow is observed
on the well-known Attic krater of the Royal Ontario Museum, Torontolo.
Ram and keel were part of the same straight timber, while the stem was
fitted onto the afterend of the ram.
The triangular space defined by the keel, stem and curved line of the planking
would be filled in with deadwood.
The ships of Merenda find no exact parallel in contemporary LG la. They
appear in realistic perspective, as seen from the side. It is a rare view that sets the
depiction apart from representations by the Dipylon school.
The closest known parallel appears on the geometric krater Louvre A522
(Fig. 10)11. The Merenda ships, however, lack rowers, oars and mast and sail.
The painter omitted all movable elements that would encumber the picture and
thus emphasized the hulls with their thole-pins, and, in the case of ship B, the
steering oar.
The slight, inwardcurvature at the top of the stern (afeatureprobably designed
to provide some shelter for the helmsman) finds a parallel in the ships of the Attic
krater in the New York Metropolitan Museumfn.
Iwill now conclude my commentson the Merendaships.Assuming that tholepins are extensions of frames, Iwould identify the ships as moneres (single-banked
vessels) with about 20 rowers per side and without an outrigger (parexiressia).

Yannis Vichos
Hellenic Institute of Marine Archaeology
4 Al. Soutsou str. Athens - Greece
e-mail: hima@greeklink.gr
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ILLUSTRATIONS
Fig. 1

EH clay ship model from Ayia Marina (photo K. Xenikakis, drawings S. Demesticha).
la. Front view; 1b. Side view; 1c. Drawings; Id. Hypothetical reconstitution.

Fig. 2

EM clay ship model from Palaikastro, (ArchaeologicalMuseum of Herakleion).

Fig. 3

Ship representionsfrom two EC "frying pans" of Syros (drawings Y. Vichos).

Fig. 4a

EH ship grafito from Dokos (photo Y. Vichos).

Fig. 4b

EH ship grafito from Dokos (drawings P. Sibella).

Fig. 5

Rock engravures of EC ships from "Korphi t'Aroniou" (op. cit. Doumas, 4,7).

Fig. 6

Grafito of EH ship from Orchomenos (drawing Y. Vichos).

Fig. 7

Possible representation in relief on a LN sherd from Ayio Gala cave, Chios
(op. cit. Loutrari, 5 and op. cit. Hood, 42:307).

Fig. 8a

The large fragment of the LG kraterfrom ~ e r e n d a
(~rauron
Arcaheological Museum no
1492, photo N. Tsouchlos).

Fig. 8b

The small fragment of the LG krater from Merenda (no 1492a, photo N. Tsouchlos).

Fig. 9a

LG krater from Merenda: Ship A (photo N. Tsouchlos).

Fig. 9b

LG krater from Merenda: Ship B (photo N. Tsouchlos).

Fig. 9c

Detail of 9B.

Fig. 10

Geometric krater Louvre A522 (op. cit. Basch, 374).
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THE PYLOS ROWER TABLETS RECONSIDERED

The decipherment of the Linear B script by MichaelVentris and John Chadwick
opened a door to new dimensions of understanding of the Mycenaean world.' It
now became home notjusttothe archaeologist, but also to the linguistand epigrapher.
The known corpus of Linear B documents consists primarily of inventories,
receipts and other forms of lists kept by the scribes of the palace bureaucracies.
Someofthesedocumentsdealwith subjects relevantto seafaring.2No truly historical
texts have beenfound, however, nor any tablets bearingpoetry of a Homeric nature.
Notwithstandingthe problems presentedby the natureof the material, Mycenaeaologists studing aspects of the Linear B texts have been able to contribute much to
our understanding of Mycenaean life and palace administration.
One of the two largest known caches of Linear B tablets was uncovered by
Blegen during his excavations at Ano Englianos, the site of the palace of the
kingdom of Pylos (Fig. 1).3Somewhat serendipitously, Linear B tablets-the first
ever recovered from a Greek mainland site- were discovered on the first day of
Blegen's excavationthere.4One of the trenches crossed the archive rooms where
over 600 tablets and tablet fragments were found.5
Linear B tablets were meant for short term use; they were not baked after
being inscribed nor do any year-dates appear on them.6 These considerations
indicate that most, if not all, of the tablets were preparedduring the last year in which
the palace functioned. Thus, these documents may reasonably be consideredto
accurately reflect the situation at Pylos immediatelyprior to the palace's destruction.
From the inception of research on the Pylian documents, there were those
scholars who sensed that some of these tablets suggested the existence of a
state of emergency. Those who held this view -such as Ventris, Chadwick,
Palmer and Baumbach- pointedto several considerations:7
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"Thus thewatchers areguardingthecoast" reads the title of PY An 657.8
This is the lead document of a set, known as the o-ka ("Command" or
"military detachment") tablets, which contain lists of men who apparently
were assignedtoguardthecoast.9Theconsiderationthat itwasconsidered
worthwhile to exert this effort implies an awareness - perceived or real
- that enemy forces might try to approach the kingdom by ship.
Bronze, apparently taken from temple coffers, had been collectedfor the
purpose of forging arrowheads and spear points (Jn 829).10
In PY Tn 316 men and women, referred to as po-re-na, are dedicated,
along with metal vessels, to several gods and goddesses.11These pore-na have been interpreted as victims of human sacrifice, perhaps
carried out under exceptional circumstance.12
PYAn 1,An 61OandAn724are knowncollectivelyas the "Rower Tablets",
due to the appearance of the word meaning "rowers" (e-re-ta) in each
of their headings.13 All three tablets were written by the master scribe,
termed Pylos Hand 1, who was also the author of the o-ka tablets.14

The Rower Tablets
PY An 1 records thirty rowers, taken from five settlements. The title of this
small tablet reads: "Rowers to go to Pleuron."l5 All the settlements from which
the men are taken fall within the palatial territories of Pylos.
The crew count is interesting. Homer mentionstwenty-oared ships and fiftyoared penteconters, but he does not refer to triaconters; according to Herodotus,
however, thirty-oared ships were employed in the early colonization of Thera.16
PY An 610, although damaged, appears to be a list of men called up to serve
as rowers.17A total of 569 men are listedon its undamagedparts. It is clear, however,
that some of the numbers are missing and Chadwick reconstructsan original total
of approximately 600 men.18 This contingent would have been sufficient to crew a
fleet of thirty twenty-oared ships, twenty triaconters or twelve penteconters.19
In PY An 610 the men are identified, for the most part, according to their
settlements. In two cases, however, groups of 40 and 20 men are brought by two
notables: E-ke-ra,-woand Weda-ne-u. The former may have beenthe rulerof Pylos?o
the latter appears elsewhere in the documents as the owner of slaves and sheep,
and also may have owned lands where flax was cultivated.21
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Killen has pointedto aspecificsystem of draft in use in both An 1 and An610.22
Four sites -ro-o-wa, ri-jo, te-ta-fa-ne and a-po-ne-wa appear in the same order
in both An 1 and An 610, indicating an immediate relationship between these two
documents. The number of rowers taken from the settlements in An 1 is proportional
to those taken from the same settlements in An 610 at an approximate ration of
1:5. Thus, it appearsthat each settlement contributed rowers basedon a proportional
evaluation of its reserve duty requirements.
While PY An 1and PY An 610 apparently enumerate oarsmenthat are available
for service aboard ships, the third and last document of this group, PY An 724, is
a list of oarsmen missingfrom the muster.23 It is damaged in some places and there
are many erasures at line ends.24 On the verso of the tablet, the scribe (?) drew a
graffito of a ship or a boat.25 We know what normative Mycenaeanseacraft looked
like;26 interestingly, this graffito does not conform to those standards. Perhaps the
scribe was employing here a representationof aship from his Linear B ideographic
repertory, one that was derived from a ship type that was no longer in common
use in Mycenaean nautical activity.27
The vessel has a crescentic hull with a semi-circular construction located
amidships and bough-likeitems extending from the ship's right extremity (bow?).
The central structure is suggestive of those appearing on seven vessels depicted
on a Middle Helladic jug from Argos;28 the boughs are reminiscent of devices at
the prows of Minoan cultic boats.29 While the Argosvessels are shown under either
oar on paddle, the An 724 graffito lacks any visible form of locomotion.

Interpreting the Rower Tablets

Unlesswe assume that raising afleet that required600 rowers was a normal
occurrence at Pylos, the Rower Tablets strongly imply that something out of the
ordinary--something exceptional-was taking placeat Pylosjust priorto itsdestruction.
This impressionis further strengthened by the considerations previously outlined.
But for what purpose were the oarsmen drafted? Why did the Pylian high
command need a fleet in the first place?
Let us assume for the moment that the Rower Tablets do indeed indicate a
state of crisis Pylos in anticipation of a danger approaching from the sea-a view
held by some, but certainly not by all Linear B scholars. Tha large numbers of men
listed in PY An 610 has been interpreted by some scholars as evidence for the
mustering of Pylian war fleet.
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Of course, rowerswere indeedoften neededfor war fleetscomposed of swift galleys, employed in marine battles and other military missions. Such a fleet almost inevitably brings to mind thoughts of Troy, Salamis and Adium - o f sea battles and piracy.
The equation of "oared ships" with "war ships" seems so obvious that little,
if any, consideration in the past has beengiven to alternative motivesfor the massing
of rowers--or paddlers-in the Pylos Rower Tablets. Looking at the Pylos Rower
Tablets from the vantage point of a nauticalarchaeologist,however, Iwish to pose
two elementary questions that seem never to have been asked in regard to these
enigmatic documents:

-

What possible reasons are there for the massing of oared ships?
And, of these reasons, which one tallies best with the archaeological
evidence from Pylos?

Assuming solely a military rational -whether of an offensive or a defensive
nature- for the musteringof this Pylian fleet is undoubtedly a limitingview of past
nautical realities when oared ships were used for a variety of purposes. Indeed,
there are at least four other fleet actions, documented in antiquity, that would
have required the call-up of large numbers of rowerslpaddlers:
Suppose that one wanted to move something heavy --extremely heavyby ship. One would require many oarsmen to row the boats required to move the
barge on which the object lay. Thus, Hatshepsut, to judge from her relief at Deir
el Bahri, required about a thousand oarsmen to row the tow-boats the pull her
Brobrignagian obelisk barge from Aswan to Karnak.30
Culticfestivalsin which ships were rowedor paddledwould also have required
many hands to man them.31 This is just as true for the colorful dragon boat races
that take place today, as it was in seventeenth-century BC Thera.32
Oared ships also served as merchant ship, as for example the fleet that
Hatshepsut sent to Punt.33 Herodotus emphasizes that the Iron Age Phocaeans
used penteconters in their voyages of exploration and trade.34 Such trading fleets
too would have required numerous oarsmen.35
Galleys were also used in antiquity for expeditions of colonization, as well
as for mass forced migrations when insurmountableforces threatened. Inclassical
times, penteconterswereemployedto transport entirepopulationsandtheir moveables.
Perhapsthe most informativeexampleforthis phenomenon is Herodotus'description
of the Phocaean escape from lonia beforethe advancing Persian army:%
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",.. the Phocaeans launched their fifty-oaredships, placed in them their children and
women and all movable goods, besides the statues from the temples and all things
therein dedicatedsavebronze orstonewok orpainting,and then themselves embarked
and set sail for Chios; and the Persians took Phocaea, thus left uninhabited."

The Assyrian king Sennacherib describes a similar waterborne flight, this
time from the viewpoint of the invader:37
"AndLuli, king of Sidon, was afraid to fight me (lit. fearedmy battle) and fled to ladnana
(Cyprus), which is in the midst of the sea, and (there) sought a refuge. In that land,
in terror of the weapons of Assur, my lord, he died. "

At Nineveh, Sennacherib'sartists recorded Luli escapingTyre by ship before
the Assyrian king's assault (Fig. 2). Luli's fleet consists of warships with waterline
rams, as well as round merchant galleys or transports. The heads of both men and
women refugees peekingout from above the screens surroundingthe ship'sdecks
indicate that both types of ships were used in this waterborne escape.38
Which of the above explanations best fits the evidence at Pylos? We can
probablysafelydropthescenarioof afleet of tow ships &laHatshepsut.Such asituation
would have been unlikely at Pylos and can, therefore, be ignored. That the lists
may pertainto the musterfor a race or processionis, however, admittedly apossibility, particularlyconsideringtheculticaffinitiesoftheshipgraffitoonPYAn 724. Similarly, the raisingof oarsmenforaMycenaeantrading missionis not impossible, although
if we assume a potentiallydangerous situation at home, one wonders how inclined
those in power at Pyloswould have beento partwith men and ships which probably
would have been deemed essential to the welfare and safety of the kingdom.39
I believe that PY An 610 and PY An 724 may record preparations for a shipborne emigration - at least of certain higher echelons of the Pylian kingdom's
population -to escape from an impending overwhelming attack.

Now, most of the oarsmen of PY An 610 are classified as "settlers" (ki-tifa), "new settlers" (me-ta-ki-ti-fa),"immigrants"(po-si-ke-te-re)or by an unidentified
term (po-ku-ta).40Oneof the absent men in PY An 724 is described as a "settler who
is obligatedto rowV.41Such terms could makesense if the documents are concerned
with an act of migratory colonization in which the rowers who are manning the
fleet are also among those migrating to a new location.
Palaima, emphasizingthe similarities between PY An 1 and Ugaritic text KTU
4.40, limits the significance of the land-holdingterms in the Rower Tablets to the
implication that "on the individual level, their [the rowers] service was obligatory
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in return for the use of land granted to them by the palace center of by or through
the local community".4~
As Killen notes, however,the significance of this Ugaritictext itself is uncertain.
It might equally referto normal maritime activitiesortoaproportional militarydraft
of oarsmen for the nautical defense of Ugarit or its allies. Thus, although these
documents from Ugarit and Pylos indicate a similar system of proportional callup prevalent in the two kingdoms, it is imperativeto rememberthatthis only informs
us as to how the men were called to service, but not whythey were called up.
Let us examine this question from the perspective of archaeology. What
might we expect to find at Pylosassuming ascenario in which it had beenabandoned
by its inhabitants, escaping by ship, as opposed to the traditionalscenario in which
the palace was destroyed by external enemies who then pillaged it? I believe that
we might reasonably expect the following manifestations of material culture:
-

As no struggle would have taken place there, we would not expect to
find any human remains.

-

The migrants would have taken their most valuable possessions with
them, as well as those items and livestock most needed to begin life
in a new location.

-

As the abandonment was to be permanent, we would not expect to find
hoards or caches of metal valuables hidden with the intentionof returning
and retrieving them.

-

The fleeing population would have been forced to leave behind less
intrinsically valuable items due to what undoubtedlywould have been
a severe lack of space on board the transports.

-

Finally, we should not be surprised to find a "scorched earth policy".
The departing peopleof Pylos might have hadthe predilectionto destroy
as much as possible of whatever they were forced to leave behind in
order to prevent if from being of use to the invaders. The invaders -if
and when they did arrive-- would have found the palace abandoned,
empty of valuables, and perhaps even burnt to the ground.

How then does this model reflect the archaeological evidence as revealed
in Blegen's extensive excavation of the palace at Ano Englianos?
Despite the massive excavations at Pylos, and the many skeletal remains
retrieved there, not a single human bone was identified. And, Ano Englianos was
not immediately inhabited after the destruction of the palace.43 This precludesan
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interpretation of new settlers at Ano Englianos removing the decaying bodies of
the previous inhabitants.
This led Blegen to conclude that the people of the palace and city of Pylos
had escaped.44 The interpretation that I propose here takes Blegen's conclusion
one step farther by suggesting that the "escape", which is evident in the archaeological record, was a well organized one.
The PYTaseries inventoriesnumerousvaluable metal and stone vessels and
inlaid furniture.45 Despite the thoroughness of his excavation, however, Blegen
did not uncover asingle metal vessel in the entire palace. Indeed, anyone visiting
the site museum at Khora, soon realizes that the totality of the metal "valuables"
from the palace are few and fragmentary.46They are displayed on two small pallets.
Of course, it is possible to argue that methodical pillagers made a clean
sweep of things during and after the "conflict", but such a scenario does not give
sufficient consideration to the fact that strata at other sites that have ended in fire and
destruction and, presumably have been pillaged in the process, will normally still
contain some valuables. Pillagers are not infallible.
No hoards were uncovered at Pylos, even though metal hoards -at least
some of which must have been interred for safekeepingwith the intention of later
recovery- are a particularly common feature of thirteenth-twelfth century BC
MycenaeanIAchaean sites.47
The palace at Pylos was destroyed in a huge conflagration. The majority of
artifacts recoveredconsistsof largequantitiesof pottery, abandoned in mint condition
in the palace pantries. These vases, which had been stacked neatly according to
type, collapsed in groups as the fire that swept the palace burnt away the wooden
shelves on which they had been stored. This is also in keeping with a theory of
abandonment.Ceramics, easily madefrom localclay at virtually any given destination,
are unlikely to have been allotted valuable -and limited- shipboard space.
Any one of these phenomena by itself would be a curiosity. Taken together,
they support the inferencethat Pylos was not destroyed from without, but rather
abandoned in an organized manner by its Mycenaean inhabitants.
Conclusions

In conclusion, a scenario of organized abandonment fits the archaeological
evidencefrom Ano Englianos remarkablywell.The easewithwhich the later Phoceans
took to their ships and left their homeland behind to escape certain defeat at the
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hands of the Persians suggests that they were not the first in the Aegean world to
choosethis option in times of crisis. Indeed,this interpretationmight aid in explaining
the psychological and administrative mechanismsat work behindthe phenomenon
of mass sea-borne Aegean migrations and relocationsto the eastern Mediterranean
at the end of the Late Bronze Age as the Mycenaeancollapsed. Of this world, Pylos
might be considered a microcosm.
Furthermore,this interpretationof the RowerTabletsas representingbureaucraticdocuments relatingto the nautical movement of populationalso fits comfortably
into what we know of the Mycenean world somewhat earlier, during the fourteenth
and the thirteenth centuries BC, when Mycenaeancolonies--carrying the weight
of their cultural influencewith them-were established on Aegean islands as well
as along the coast of Asia Minor. Then, with the fragmentation of theirworld at the
end fo the thirteenthcentury BC, Mycenaeansfled theircities, establishing numerous
colonies and settlements abroad.
It is not an unreasonable assumption, given what we do know of Mycenaean
society, that the earlier expansion was orchestrated to a large degree -if not
entirely- by established Mycenaean palaces. And to do so required a degree of
organization. By the end of the Late Bronze Age, Mycenaeanpalace bureaucracies
must have been adept at organizing expeditions of colonization. Such experience
would have served well, and come naturally, should the migratory abandonment
of a home state have been necessitated.
Similarly, in avery real sense, the overseas expansion of the bearers of the
Late Helladic IIIC 1b pottery in Cyprus, Syria and Israelsimplywere doing what came
naturalto them. These "northwesterners", who were to reach and settle in Cyprus,
Syriaand Israel--whetherforthe short-term, or for the long-during the upheavals
of thetwelfth-centuryBC, must haveoriginallyleft from somewhere. Such adeparture
assumes acertain amount of organization and preparation.Thus, the Pylos Rower
Tablets may reflect one form of preparation--palace orientedand therefore highly
structured- for such sea-borne relocation.
Given the estimated population of Pylos, the fleet recordedon PY An 610 (and
PY An724), assumingthat both documents are referringto thesame fleet) probably
would have been only one of many (andperhapsthe last?) such expedition required
to transporteven asmall segmentofthe peopleof Pylos-togetherwith their servants,
their belongings and their livestock- to the new location.
Something obviously must have happened. The populationestimate for the
subsequent Late Helladic IllC period appears to have dropped to about a tenth of
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the population that existed during the Late Helladic lllB.48 But perhaps the most
intriguingquestionthat would arise if the peopleof Pylos abandoned-and perhaps
torched- their own palace, before sailing off into the horizon is this: Where did
they go?

I submit the above interpretation as a working hypothesis to be examined by
scholarsagainst the archaeologicaland linguistic evidence. If this interpretationdoes
have merit, however, it would have a truly profoundinfluence on our understanding
of the other Linear B documents found at Pylos, for how likely would it then be
that, of all the tablets recoveredfrom Pylos, only these three reflectthe organization
of a Mycenaeanevacuation?This would require a reevaluationof the entire Pylos
archives in light of an abandonment theory.
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NOTES
1. Ventris and Chadwick 1973; Chadwick 1976. On the decipherment of Linear B, see Chadwick
1958A: 12-21.
2. Most recently Palaima (1991) has collected the relevant materials.
3. The name of Pylos (Pu-ro)appears on over fifty tablets from Ano Englianos, thus confirming
the site's identification (Ventris and Chadwick 1973: 1410142; Blegen and Rawson 1966A:
419; Chadwick 1976: 40). For transcriptions of the Linear B tablets from Pylos see Bennett and
Olivier 1973.
4. Blegen and Rawson 1966A: 5-6; Mc Donald 1967: 234.
5. Ventris and Chadwick 1973: 14. For a discussion of the site locations of Linear B texts found
outside of the Archive complex at Pylos see Palaima 1988: 135-169.
6. Ventris and Chadwick 1973: 144; Chadwick 1973: 407; 1976: 18.27.
7. Ventris and Chadwick 1973: 183-185,357-358; Chadwick 1973: 414,427-430; 1976: 173179; 1987 B; Palmer 1956; 1963: 103-110,147-163; 1965: 143-154; Baumbach 1983.
8. Ventris and Chadwick 1973: 189; Palmer 1956; 1963: 147-155; Bennett and Olivier 1973: 53;
9. Ventris and Chadwick 1973: 184-185, 188-194; Miihlestein 1956; Chadwick 1973: 127-430;
1976: 175-177.
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10. Ventris and Chadwick 1973: 157-158; Palmer 1963: 281-284; Bennet and Olivier 1973: 175;
Chadwick 1973: 51 1-513; 1976: 141-142.
11. Ventris and Chadwick1973: 184-189; Palmer 1963: 261-268; Bennett and Oliver 1973: 233234; Chadwick 1973: 458-462; 1976:89-92,179,192.
12. Chadwick 1976: 91-92. Even if the interpretation of human sacrifice is correct, Buck (1989)
suggests that human sacrifice might have been a regular, institutionalized, act for which men
and women were kept in readiness. If this is correct, as I believe to be the case, then this would
weaken the argument for the proposed sacrifice taking place under exceptional circumstances.
See Wachsmann, in press.
13. Lindgren 1973 (I): 163-164; (11): 49-50.
14. Palaima 1991:286. On the scribes of Pylos see Palaima 1988. A conservative estimate of the
identifiable scribes on the Pylos tablets their number at thirty-two (172).
15. Ventris and Chadwick 1973: 185-186; Palmer 1963: 129-130; Bennett and Olivier 1973: 43;
Chadwick 1973: 430-431.
16. Casson 1971: 44-45.
17. Ventris and Chadwick 1973: 186-187; Palmer 1963: 130-131; Bennett and Olivier 1973: 50;
Chadwick 1973: 431 ; 19878: 75-79; Palaima 1991: 285-287.
18. Chadwick 19878: 77.
19. Referencesto the number of ships in fleets appear in several tablets from Ugarit: 150 ships
from Ugarit in KTU 2.47, as well as twenty and seven enemy (Sea Peoples) ships respectively
in RS 20.18 and RS 20.238 (Van Soldt and Hoftijzer, in press).
20. Ventris and Chadwick 1973: 265; Chadwick 1976: 71 ; Lindgren 1973 (I): 46; (11): 50,84,135,
150, 153-155,187, 197,209.
21. Ventris and Chadwick 1973: 186-187,200,279; Lindgren 1973 (I): 127-128;(11):37-38,50-51,
84, 134-136, 152, 154,161-162,179,185-188,197,210,
22. Killen 1983.
23. Ventris and Chadwick 1973: 187-188; Palmer 1963: 130-132; Bennett and Olivier 1973: 54;
Chadwick 1973: 431-432; 1987B: 79-81; Perpillou 1968.
24. Chadwick 19878: 79.
25. Palaima 1991: fig. LXIII:b; Wachsmann, in press.
26. Basch 1987: 140-154; Waschmann 1995: 25-29.
27. Personal communicationfrom T.G. Palaima. Compare Palaima 1991: 286, fig. LXIII: a.
28. Protonotariou-Deilaki 1987: 126 figs. 1-4.
29. PM IV: 950fig. 917,952 figs. 919-920.
30. Naville 1908: 2-5, pls. CLIII-CLIV; Landstrom 1971: 130-131 fig. 383.
31. On boat races in Classical times see Gardiner 1891A: 1891B: Harris 1972: 126-132.
32. On dragon boats and the races in which they are employed see Bishop 1938: 415-424, pls. IIIll, figs. 4-6; Worcester 1956; 1971: 256-257,459-461,530-535; Spencer 1976: 74, pl. 18;
Smith 1992A; 19928. On boat races at Thera see Marinatos 1974: 51 fig. 6, color pl. 9; Casson
1975; Wachsmann 1980; Doumas 1992: 68-79,81,83.
33. Naville 1898: pls. LXXII-LXXIV.
34. Herodotus 1:163.
35. See most recently Casson's (1995) discussion on the use of galleys for merchantileactivity
throughout antiquity.
36. Herodotus 1: 164. Translation by A.D. Godley from Herodotus I. (Loeb Classical Library).
London 1975.
37. ARABll: no. 326. See also nos. 239 and 309.
38. Barnett 1969: pl. I: 1.
39. Consider the lament of the king of Ugarit in RS 20.238 in finding his kingdom attacked by
seafaring marauders while his own fleet is located far afield, in the Lukka lands (van Soldt and
Hoftijzer, in press).
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40. Chadwick 1873: 431 ; Palmer 1963: 90-91,131,136-137; Palaima 1991: 286. See Lingren
1973 on: ki-ti-ta (I): 170-171; (11): 82-83; me-fa-ki-ti-fa(I): 174; (11): 82,97; po-si-ke-te-re(I):
180; (11): 124; PO-ku-fa(I): 179; (11): 118-119.
41. Ventris and Chadwick 1973: 188; Chadwick 1973: 431. Palaima (I991 : 286) translates this
term (ki-ti-ta o-pe-ro-fa e-re-e) as "landholder who owes service as a rower".
42. Palaima 1991: 286. On KTU 4.40 see now van Soldt and Hoftijzer, in press.
43. This is true irrespective of the date assigned to the palace's destruction. Blegen dated the
site's destruction to the end of the Late Helladic 1118, just when Late Helladic lllC pottery was
coming into use (Blegen and Rawson 1966A: 421). More recently, Popham (1991) has
proposed an early date within the Late Helladic lllB for the end of Mycenaean Pylos based on
the site's enigmatic lack of fortifications and has suggested a Proto-Geometricdate for the
ceramics that Blegen found there and assigned to the Late Helladic lllC period. Griebel and
Nelson (1993) note the existence of a significant Geometric inhabitation at Pylos.
44. Blegen and Rawson 1966A: 424.
45. Ventris and Chadwick 1973: 332-348; Palmer 1963: 338-365; Bennett and Olivier 1973: 230231.
46. The metal artifacts found during the excavations of the palace are relatively few and, for the
most part, fragmentary; they appear among the plates of small finds in Blegen and Rawson
19668: PIS.261-317.
47. Knapp, Muhly and Muhly 1988 and additional bibliography there.
48. Chadwick 1976: 177-178.
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ILLUSTRATIONS
Fig. 1

The archive rooms (7 and 8) at Pylos.
Photo: S. Wachsmann.

Fig. 2

Luli, the king of Sidon, escapes from Tyre with his family and retinue in afleet consisting
of both oared "round" merchant ships and war galleys as Sennacherib advances on the
city. Note that both types of ship carry male and female evacuees. From the palace of
Sennacherib at Nineveh circa 690 BC.
From Barnett 1969: pl. I: 1.
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Fig. 2

DECKED VESSELS IN EARLY GREEK
SHIP ARCHITECTURE*

Introduction

Writing the history of ancient Aegean ship construction involvesthe creation
of a narrative founded on the available evidence. It is largely representational.
Whereas physical remains, if present, contribute towards reconstructing single
instances, or detailing specific constructional features, images provide, by virtue
of their relative bulk, the data for tracing the evolution. Individualmoments contrast
with general tendencies-if, as rarely is the case, wrecks can be compareddirectly
with images. For the earliest phases, the material is exclusively pictorial: there
are no wrecks in the Aegean datable to the Bronze and early Iron Ages which have
provided sufficient remains to permit a reconstruction.1
However, pictures are not perfect. Any narrative basedon imagery must face
the nature of the evidence. On the one hand, it is dependent on the vagaries of
fashion: certain ship types gained the favor of the artist and the patron, others were
never or rarely depicted.2 On the other, it is tributary to the filters of conservation:
statistical analysis will document the material available at a given moment, not the
original state.3 Finally, the resulting narrative is generated from the interaction
between the originating artist and the interpreting beholder. It would, thus, be
justified to surmise that the study of early Aegean ship architecture, as witnessed
inthe scholarly literature,hasfaced the theoreticaland methodological issues involved,
and established an interpretative framework within which to approach the data.
This is not the case.4
The study of ship representations has not evolved with the advances in
theory and method evident in the analysis of ancient imagery in general. It has
remained, by virtue of the source for its raw material, bound to tradition, eschewing
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the questing and questioning nature of Archaeology particular to the post-1968
schools.5 Yet there is much to gain from a more theoretical approach, particularly in
terms of a more exact chartingof the interpretativeacts undertakenby the specialist.
Reading images is an act of decoding, assuming the presenceof an originating
creator, the ensuingrepresentationand a receivingbeholder, united by an intellectual
process. The mechanicsof this transmission isvery rarely madetransparent. Behind
the gnomic approach prevalent in the literaturelies bothtime-consuminganalysis
and flashes of brilliant insight, yet this work remains beyond reconstruction for
the reader.
The present paper attempts to initiate a dialogue on the theoretical and
methodologicalrequirements of a transparent treatment of the representational
evidence for early Greek ship architecture. It will adopt the author's elsewhere
documentedstance regardingthe reliabilityof the evidence-essentially an on-facevalue acceptation of each document within the framework of a cluster-approach- in
preference to examining each image in terms of its individual reliability.6 It will strive
to problematizethe narrative it generates in the belief that greater self-awareness
contributes to understanding how and why interpretationsare created.
So as to achieve this goal, it is necessary to:
(1) explicitthe theoreticalframeworkwithin which the endeavor is undertaken;

(2) formulate hypothesesto be tested against materialfrom the time period
of immediateconcern, but also against materialfrom other phases of the
development of shipbuilding in an attempt to gauge their universalvalue;
(3) document the tools created for questioning the data;

(4)

evidencethe systematicalapplicationof identicalproceduresoverarange
of individual representations.

The theoretical framework

The two salient features of the early Greek representational data relevant
to theship architectureof the Bronze, Geometric,and early Archaic Ages are linearity
and profileview.Thiscombinationcreates a major problemforthe beholder:whereas
the longitudinaloutlineof the hull and its superstructure can be reconstitutedthrough
referenceto several indenticalor sufficiently similar instances, the third dimension,
and with it all constructionaldetailswhich are reducedto single lines inthe side view,
are lost.The deck isthe primeexampleof an importantstructuralelementdissappear-
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ingwhendepicted in profile. Tofurthertheidentificationof hullspartiallyorfullydecked,
it is necessary to recognizerelevant indicators, and learnto translatetheir testimony
intothethirddimension.Such an undertakingcan only bear fruit through an interplay
of methodand data, whereby it is imperativeto recognize that the resulting narrative
will depend on both the method and how the data are handled-whence the need
for transparency.

A deck is defined as a horizontal surface covering part or all of the hull to a
variable extent from post to post and gunwale to gunwale. It may be found at the
bow,thestemor atthecenter, longitudinallyalongthegunwales, ordownthecenterline.
The bow and/or stern quarterdeck can be combined with the central or lateral
longitudinaldeck. Finally, it may also be a watertight deck with a hatch permitting
access below.
To recognize these various configurations, it is necessary to formulate a
criterion: if elements of the superstructure, or members of the crew are positioned
in such a manner as to necessitate an extensive flat surface, it may be postulated
that the hull was decked at this point. It is important to stress that the presence
of elements in need of support by a plane at one point of the hull need not imply a
continuationto another point. Nor are there, in hypothetical terms, any automatic
combinations: if a stern quarterdeckcanbe identified, it does not permit the apriori
reconstruction of a bow quarterdeck, or a longitudinal deck.
The appeal to permanent structural or momentary human indicators, when
applied to the database, faces the relative penury of either element. The human
figure is rare in connectionwith vessels, and when present, frequently restrictedto
the helmsman,and/or the headsof the rowers, as well as the occasionalpassenger.
Thus the cluster approach in itself raises the issue of comprehensiveness:
it is argued that the members of a cluster will answer collectively to a number of
interpretative statements constituting the basis for a classification as a single
type. This procedure assumes similarities in primary features, not merely in
secondary traits. In adatabaseconstitutedby profile views the diagnostic elements
must be sought among those which can be easily detected, given the mode of
depiction. This would entirely exclude the deck, yet, if present, it constitutes a
major characteristic of the hull. If one, or possibly several, but not all, members can
be identified as decked, it could be postulated that more than these instances
within the cluster population are to be understood as decked, or even that the type
isdecked by definition. The problem is not easily solved. It depends on the attitude
taken to the following queries:
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(1) the percentage of cluster members exhibiting the same trait necessary
for it to be considered dominant and interpreted into the typological
make-up of the individuals who do not answer unambiguously to the
suggested description;
(2) the effects of a shared idiom;
(3) the role of the deck in the clustering process;

(4) the relevance of an evolutionary stance on the overall image, and the
effect it will have on the treatment of individual representations.
These four issuescannot be discussed in rigorous separation since intimately
related. They all play an important role in how the beholder perceivesthe cluster,
its population, the manner in which the individual images are rendered, and the
proportionof decked hulls, if present. Given that the recognition of adeckdepends
on the presenceof external indicators,the deckcannot be deemed a primary feature
in the clustering process -despite the important differences between a covered
(even partially) and an open hull.7Yet when acluster is placed in the development
of earlier Aegean ship building, its technical environment may suggest a general
reading as decked, if some membersexhibit the prerequisitetraits, and if the deck
is part of the vocabulary of the shipwright at that time. The manner in which the
ship is depicted may prove related to certain structural characteristics if suff icient
individuals share both structures and idiom.
These considerations, which will be expanded upon below with reference
to specific depictions, suggest a tripartite interpretative construct -in conjunction
with the key termscluster,evolution, and idiom-modulating thecertaintywith which
a vessel can be spoken of as being decked:
(1)

reliable inanimate or animate indicators suggest that the hull is decked,
partially or more extensively;

(2) potential indicatorsare evident, but exact statements cannot beformulated;
(3) referenceto kindred images, in the absence of clear indications,suggest
that the hull may be decked.

Bow and stern quarterdecks

The quarterdeck is the earliest attested form of partially covered hull in the
Aegean.8Such aconstruction is impliedat the stern on the large ships on the Akrotiri
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wallpainting to support the ikrion and the helmsman, the alternative, attachment
to, and balancing on, thwarts being unlikely.9 These same ships, in the form in
which they are depicted in the so-called "Battle Scene", appear, at first glance, to
have a bow quarterdeck upon which is fastened the balustraded"fighting platform"
or forecastle.10 This need, however, not be so.
If compared with the forecastle of the LH IIIC Tragana ship (Fig. 1),11 it will
be noted that the Akrotiri "fighting platform" is a mobile addition (as the ships in
the "Procession Scene" -identical in terms of hull construction except for this
featureindicate) which does not needadeck by definition: it may have beenincluded
in the construction which was fastened to crossbeams or thwarts. The Tragana
ship illustrates the subsequent stage, the incorporationinto the bow morphology
of a raisedforecastle, necessitatinga redesignof the stem,l2 but not, by definition,
a deck at gunwale level.

Contrasting the Tragana bow with that of LG ships (Fig. 7) indicates both
the close relationshipbetween the Akrotiri and the Tragana ships in terms of this
feature, and the intermediary position of the latter in the development towards
the evolved forecastle. On the Iron Age vessels the quarterdeck is fully integrated
with the bow morphology, with access to the quarterdeck gained by a ladder.13
Little change beyond the addition of sidescreens at the bow can be noted in the
images of the 7th and 6th centuries.14
The stern quarterdeck, rare in the Bronze Age except for on the Akrotiri
ships (and the aftercastle on the Tragana and large Pyrgos Livanaton [Fig. 31
ships), is clearly attested to in the LG period by the position of the helmsman.15 It
frequently is part of the longitudinal deck. Inthe7th and 6thcenturies, the helmsman
is depicted raised above the rowers, whether the vessel is decked or not.16
Longitudinal decks

Of far greater interest is the longitudinaldeck-yet it is also far moredifficult
to recognize. No Aegean ships are, for obvious reasons of stability in a maritime
environment, depicted with the cabins known from Egypt.'' The deck becomes
apparent only if there is movement upon it -that is, movement necessating a
larger support than that provided by the thwarts or a central runway. Yet when
questioningthedata, three problemsarise: distinguishing lateraldecksfrom acentral
deck, mistaking acentral runwayfor adeck, and creating a deckwhere only thwarts
orarailing existed. Moreover,extrapolationfrom one memberof aclustertoanother,
devoid of the necessary indicators, does not automatically follow.
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In clusters that adhere more loosely to a common mastertype, such as the
LH Ill type best represented by the Skyros ship, a general similarity in lines need
not imply identity in details.18 Itis here suggestedthat the Enkomi ships are surely
longitudinally decked, although it must remain open whether the entire hull was
covered.19 Similarly,the large Pyrgos Livanatonship (Fig.3),by virtue of the warriors,
but also of the suggested rowing gallery with the substantial beam above it, can
be read as decked, either centrally or laterally.2oThe small Pyrgos vessel (Fig.2)
appears to be decked, although the beam is absent.21The Skyros ship exhibits no
clear evidence for a deck, given the method employed.22
Rare are the cases so clearly decked as the ships on the MG II Metropolitan
krater (Fig. 5):23 the deck is raised upon struts above the railing and the tholes,
and supports a number of warriors, including one seated on deck and dangling his
feet into an uncovered section. Whether central or lateral must remain open.
LG Iships are two-leveled, as argued by the author at the Tropis IV symposion,
and decked (Fig.7).24 Attempts to read them as depicting both the port and the
starbord sides, the one above the other, are considered methodologically flawed,
and are therefore rejected.25 The available representations26 indicate that the
deck did not cover the entire width of the hull since warriors could stand on the
lower thwart or runway and rise above the deck.27The deckwas sufficiently raised
to allow rowersto be seated below728suggestingthat LG Ivessels were longitudinally
decked laterally, not centrally (see discussion below).29
If the LG II sherds from the Akropolis,3oand the EPA sherd from Phaleronsl
are related to the Dipylon vessels, adeck should be postulated, since these craft
appear to depict an evolutionof the earlier ships. The sidescreens, for the protection
of the rowers, gain their full sense if the rowers were seated relatively close to
them -again arguing for a lateral longitudinal deck.

Although the necessary criteria are not present, it is possible to attach the
Toronto bowl to this group by virtue of the clear similarities to the ships on the
three sherds.32 Indoing so it must be underlinedthat the proof for a deck is provided
bythe Dipylonvessels, andthatany mentionof adeckontheotherfour isanextrapolation.
Two levelsdo not, as illustratedby the 6th c. dieres,demand adeckedconstruction.33
A further extrapolation would allow arguing for a deck on the Toumba Tomb
61 MG Icraft (Fig. 4),34 by reference to the pictorial similiarties to two vessels which
bracket it chronologically, the 300 year older Pyrgos Livanaton ship (Fig. 3), and
the 100yearyoungerDipylontype (Fig.7). All three arecharacterizedby thesubstantial
beam, variously indicated in each case,35 above the rowers. This would place the
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Toumbaship, with the Metropolitankratervessels (Fig. 5), in the evolution towards
the second level with rowers on deck.
The LG I1Katsaros sherds from Argos depicts rowers seated on stools on
the line upon which stands the horse.36 In reference to the criteria employed this
would indicate a deck,37 but whether a single-level (as the Metropolitan craft) or
a two-leveled ship (as the Dipylon vessels) rowed from the upper level alone is
depicted remains unknown. It is interesting to note that such stools have been
postulated for the rowers of the upper level on the Dipylon ships.38
At this point the problems begin. Method, since it is an externally imposed
tool employedby the beholderto order the evidence, is not always as accommodating
as the ancient artist. The Eleusis 741 skyphos (Fig. 6)39 depicts figures floating
above the hull -the presence of a deckcannot be ascertained, although it should
be noted that the warriors on the other side of the vase are also weightless, as is
the warrior to the left of the bow.4oThe tholes above the horizontal line suggests
that it is the gunwale.41
When contrastedwith the Eleusisvessel,the Copenhagen oinochoe exhibits
certain similarities:42 the vessel is rendered by a thick line attached to a thin one
by oblique struts -essentially the approach taken on the Eleusis cup, yet tholes
are not depicted; upon the upper line sits the helmsman, and stand two warriors.
Since this line also represents the gunwale, a reading as runway rather than deck
cannot be excluded.43 Comparing the Copenhagen oinochoe with the University
of Tasmaniacup~suggests
that, on the latter, the small figures in the rooms below
the line upon which is seated the lower torso with dangling legs are rowers- thus
possibly signifying a decked craft.45
The ship on the Sounion plaque (Fig.8)46 has, in the literature, been treated
both as decked and open.47 The double horizontal line above the hull, if read as
a rail, necessitates arguing that the legs of the hoplites disappear into the hull. A
reading as deck, upon which stand small men behind large shields, butts against
the absence of similar stunted hoplites in EPA pottery,@but it should be noted
that most figurative vases of the period are decorated with larger compositions.
The stunted hoplite is known from EC aryballoi, but these are up to 150 years later,
and therefore cannot have a direct bearing on the present problem.49
Four EPA sherds, contemporary with the Sounion plaque, are of interest.
Whereas the three Agora sherds50 cannot be securely related to the Sounion
plaque in terms of the ship type represented, the Akropolis fragment (Fig.9)51
appears to depict a very similar stern. Despite severe damage, the sherd retains
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one crucial element: in the position occupied by the sternmost hoplite on the Sounion
plaque,
Thesize-relationshiphelmsman/standing
crewmember is comparableto that of helmsman/hoplite, suggestingthat the hoplites
aredepictedintheirentirety. Eitherthesternquarterdeckextendsasfarasthe standing
man but no longer. Or the line beginning at the uprights, in an analogous relationship
to the balustrade as the contentious lines on the Sounion plaque, is a longitudinal
deck. It is, however, not possible to determine the height of the putative deck above
the hull, and thereby venture to suggest whether the vessel is centrally or laterally
decked. The problems involved in interpretingthe Sounion plaque require a separate
study -the suggestion that a decked hull is intended remains problematic.
The somewhat later ivory plaque from the Artemis Orthiasanctuary in Sparta
does not contradict a reading as adecked hull for the Sounion vessel.52The shields
are not held by hoplites on a deck, but attached to the rail above the gunwale. The
heads appearing above must be those of the rowers, although their bodies do not
continue between the rail and the hull. The two men manipulatingthe rigging stand
either on thwarts or on a central runway.53
Both ships on the Aristonothos krater (Figs 10-11),54although very different
in type, are decked, if the criteria employed are valid.55 Two approaches to the
deck, known from other images, are employed. On the left ship (Fig. 1O), the deck
is shown above the heads of the rowers, with the absence of struts explained by
a desire for clarity-as on some of the Dipylon ships.56On the right ship (Fig. 1I ) ,
the rowers are absent, permitting the addition of the struts. Whereas the left ship
can be recognized as a decked moneres with the oars passing through ports
-an innovation-theshipon the right does notfollow establishedpatterns. Similarities
with the stern of the Sounion vessel (Fig. 8), with the bow of some Etruscan craft,
can be noted; again further study is required.
In the 6th c., the deck disappears - o r so the method employed suggests.57
The Nikosthenic kylix Louvre F 123 is representative of the open-hulled moneres
which dominates the material.%When acrew is depicted, which is rarely, it is shown
standing on acentral runway, as on the British Museum kylix B436, an open dieres.59

Discussion

Two important issues rise from the above:
(1) the use of arguments from idiom and evolution;

(2) the distinction between a central or a lateral deck.
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Extrapolation by bracketing on the basis of idiom and evolution, as was
attemptedabovefortheToumbaTomb61craft, assumesacommonpictoriallanguage
remaining, beyond dialectal variation, largely unchanged over long periods of
time. To a certain extent such an assumption can be supported by the evidence:
there is sufficient similarity in the means employed by Mycenaeanand Geometric
artists to renderthelongshipof theirtime. This becomesparticularly evident through
the rereading of the Geometric corpus as employing a profile view only.
Nonetheless, problems arise. By reference to the criteria employed, there
can be little doubt that the large Pyrgos Livanaton vessel (Fig. 3) is decked, and
substantially so. Its smaller sistership (Fig. 2), although the horizontal line does
not attain a comparable thickness, is likewise decked, the line serving as base for
two warriors. It is likely that the struts supporting the deck have been suppressed
and replacedby the oblique oarlines. The vessel would, then, in terms of the midship
section at least, present itself very much like the Tragana ship (Fig. 1): a thick line
representingthe hull itself, and a thinner line joined to it by short vertical strokes.
On its own, the Tragana ship, through the absence of figures on the latter line,
appears to be undecked, the images depicting a massive keel, frames, and the
gunwale, in the "x-ray" approach.
The right ship on the Aristonothos krater (Fig. 1I), ignoring the morphological
differences and interpretationof the bow, and concentratingon the midshipsection,
witnesses to a similar treatment, although the lower line is appreciably thicker,
and clearly representsthe entire hull, from keel to gunwale. The thin line on struts
renders, by virtue of the warriors (the warrior at the bow attests in favor of them
standing on the line, not of disappearing behind it), adeckof unknown extension,
but sufficient to serve as a fighting platform.
The muchearlier Eleusis741 vessel (Fig. 6) shedsa different lighton the problem.
The thicker line does not appear to render the hull in its entirety: the thin line is
clearly the gunwale with tholes, the oblique strokes again being the frames, and
not fulfilling a merely decorative purpose.60 The largely contemporary ships on
the cup NM 18471 are of the same type.61 Here the frames and tholes form single
lines. Tholes are exceedingly rare in Bronze Age ship images and appear on none
of the larger oared vessels of the Mycenaean period.62 Therefore they cannot be
reconstituted to the Tragana vessel (Fig. I ) , leaving the problem unresolved as
to whether it is open or decked.63
Likewise problematic remains the Gazi ship:64 the vessel is rendered by
three parallel horizontal lines, a thicker one running from the sternpost out into
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the bow projection, and two thinner. They are joined by vertical strokes from the
thickUkeelIine"to the uppermost thin line-they do not continue up into the triangle
below the furled sail, this area being filled by an independentset of lines. Whether
the middle horizontalline represents the gunwale or a wale cannot be ascertained.&
If the former obtained, the upper line would by necessity be that of a raised deck,
although the triangular area rendersthe presenceof a human indicator impossible.
Finally, despite the obvious morphological differences, the LG I Warsawa
142172 kraterfragments66exhibita number of conceptual parallels to the Tragana
ship. The amidship section of the hull is depicted by a thick horizontal line with a
thinner one above it; at the junction with bow and stern, the hull gains in mass (the
raised castles on the Mycenaean ship) before sweeping intothe posts. The thin line
on the Iron Age vessel is not a deck, as indicated by the figures standing behind
it,67and by the sistershiponthe krater Louvre A522.68 It is likely that vertical strokes
need to be reconstitutedto complete the image of a ship in the "x-ray" manner.69
The second issue,whether acentraldeckcan be distinguishedfrom a lateral
one in a profile view, goes to the heart of the modern understanding of ancient
ship building. A clear indication that the deck does not stretch unbroken from
gunwale to gunwale is provided only by the Dipylon ships, as well as for the much
later trieres, at least in the Olympias reconstruction.70 Within an evolutionary
scheme, providedwith the two datum pointsjust mentioned, it is possible to argue
that between the two, and probably before the first, a laterally discontinuous deck
may be assumed. This would imply that the longitudinal deck consisted of two
parts, one along eachgunwale, thereby imposingsuch aconfiguration on, for example,
the Metropolitan MG II craft (Fig.5).
Such an implication needs to be confronted with a putative reconstruction
of the path taken from the open hull to the decked variant. Although it cannot be
proven by referenceto actual representationsto the effect, it is quite possible that
the earliest form of platform in the central section of the hull was the runway,
permitting safe passage between bow and stern. Raising the runway above the
heads of the rowers would create something of a prototype to a longitudinaldeck,
albeit rather too narrow to serve as a fighting platform -assuming a elongated
shape for a galley propeled by a large complement of oarsmen.71 It would also
require transformation into a de facto laterally continuous deck to accommodate
a second level of rowers.
As was stressed above in connection with the EPA Sounion plaque and the
Akropolis sherd (Figs8-9),
the distance betweenthe putativedeck and the gunwale

on the image need not render a precise relationship, but merely indicate that the
one is higher than the other.
If the suggestion made in connection with the LG II Akropolis and Phaleron
sherds depicting craftwith the rowers protected behind leather orwicker screens,
that maximum protection would result when the rower sat as close as the gearratio permits, is acceptable, adeck running along the gunwale would ensue. Such
a configuration would require raising the deck above the heads of the rowers
(which is not obligatory for a raised runway-type deck down the centerline of the
hull), yet allowing open space for raising and lowering of the mast. Not until the
lower level of rowersworked their oars through ports would such adesign become
really effective in terms of stability.72

If the present author opts for the lateral longitudinal deck as the path to
decked craft in general, it is done in full cognizance of how such a choice was
operated. It does not exclude a developmentfrom the raised runway, but considers
this latter option, primarily due to the problem facing operations involvingthe mast,
as an evolutionary dead-end. Moreover, there exists avery real necessity of naval
architects attempting reconstructions -at least on paper- to test the various
possible configurations.73

Conclusions

Three strains in early Greek longshiparchitecturethus appearwith tolerable
clarity in the evidence:
(1) thesingle-leveled, open hull, invented in LH lllB (Fig. 1) and continuing
through-out Geometric and Archaic times;

(2) the single-leveled, decked hull, introduced in LH lllC (Figs 2-3) and
continuing at least into the 7th c. with the Sounion (Fig.8) and Aristonothos
vessels (Figs 10-11);
(3) thedouble-leveled, decked hull, of the LG IAperiod (Fig. 7), continuing
into the 7th c.
A number of observations may concludethe present discussion. Statistically,
decked hulls are rare in the database since the criteria deemed necessary to
recognize their presence are seldom filled. The line to be read as a deck must be
shown functioning in some capacity congruentwith such afunction. Representations
which depict the deck as a separate line from both gunwale and thwart have a
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greaterchance at passingthrough the filter. It isquite possiblethat further examples
lurk in the evidence, but they cannot be recognized as such.
By working from clusters downwards to individualdocuments, and applying
the lessons learntwhile analysingthe former, it is occasionally possibleto formulate
speculative statements concerningcraft which do not clearly designatethemselves
as decked by the cues which the method has specified as valid. Comparisons in
terms of idiom, within an evolutionaryconceptionof early Aegean ship architecture,
reveals interesting correlationsacross time which may contribute to the examination.
Inthe Bronze Age, longitudinallydecked vessels appear only in two contexts,
the Enkomi amphoroid krater, and the two sherds from Pyrgos Livanaton (Figs2-3).
The main Mycenaean type, best represented by the Tragana ship (Fig. I ) , is not
decked, yet it is this shape, with the bow projection,which will evolve into the decked
Toumba ship in MG times (Fig. 4).
A comparison between the documents assigned to the two types which
cluster around, respectively,the Skyros and theTragana ships, suggests that the
Mycenaeansdevelopedtwo different variants of the same basic longship concept
fordistinct tasks. The one (the Skyros cluster), without the bow projection butdecked,
was employed as cargo carrier, but also as a fighting platform, should the need
arise. The second (theTraganacluster),with the bow projectionwhich was to evolve
-much later- into the ram and undecked, functioned as the swift counterpart for
rapiddeployment.74The Geometricdata indicate that thisdichotomywasretained.75
Unless the almost total lack of ship images on vases after the end of the
Black-Figurestyle hides important evidence, the appearanceof single- and doubleleveleddecked craft is essentially an 8th and 7th c. phenomenon. If this is so, then
the deck may have some connection with the search for speed and rammingstrength which eventually led to the trieres, as afirst step towards adding afurther
level of rowers, and providing structural rigidity.
This development, in its earliest phase, would have proceeded from the
advent of the deck raised above the rowers (the Pyrgos, Toumba, and Metropolitan
ships Figs 2-3,4-5) to the placing of rowers on it (the Dipylon ships Fig. 7 )to the
addition of protective screens (the Akropolis sherd cf. n 30). The crucial step,
placing the lower banks in the hull, rowing through ports, was taken in a second
phase in the 7th c., and led to the open dieres, the deck no longer necessary.
The decked, single-leveled ship appears to have retained favor for its ability
to carry troops and function as a fighting platform. This is suggested by the two
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ships on the 7th c. Aristonothos krater (Figs 10-1I ) , perhaps also the Sounion
and Akropolis ships, as well as the less certain 8th c.instances of the Copenhagen
oinochoe and the University of Tasmania cup.
Such would be the conclusion to a first attempt to apply specific criteria to
the data. There is much uncertainty,and the historicalreconstructionis speculative.
But by asking the question, one possible development from open single-level to
closed multi-level hulls becomes apparent.76 Moreover, it illustrates how the
rereading of the LG material proposed in Tropis IV places the Dipylon ship into
an evolutionfrom moneresto dieresto trieres. If one acceptsthe Olympiasreconstruction,
then, so this paper contends, such a Late Geometric decked dieres constitutes
a crucial step.
Michael Wedde
Loutropyrgos
Nea Peramos

NOTES
The author is arateful to Mrs Ethel Wedde for comments and criticism on the text, and to
s the opportunity to speak. The present paper constitutes a preliminary
Mr Harry E. ~ i a l a for
formulation: a more substantial treatment awaits the maturation of the ideas herewithin
contained.
Periodicals are abbreviated as laid out in American Journalof Archaeology 90, 1986,384-394,
and 92,1988,629-630, with the exception of MarM (Mariner's Mirror).
Further abbreviations used:
BM British Museum, London
CMS Corpus der minoischen und mykenischen Siegel
NM National Archaeological Museum, Athens.
Chronological terms are abbreviated as follows: MH, LH (Middle, Late Helladic), LM (Late
Minoan), MG, LG (Middle, Late Geometric), EPA (Early Proto Attic), EC (Early Corinthian).
1. For Bronze Age wrecks in the Aegean, cf. Parker 1992, catalogue numbers 208,362,544,1193.
2. Small craft, throughout history, and merchantmen, when the type is developed, are rarely
illustrated. On the latter, cf. Ericsson 1984.
3. Absences in the database are a major issue very rarely considered; for attempts, cf. Wedde
1991A, 1996.
4. This holds true of the basic bibliography: Basch 1987, Casson 1971, Gray 1974, Kirk 1949,
Koster 1923, MorrisonNVilliams 1968, Williams 1949-50, 1958.
5. It is not the purpose of the present paper, or the author's efforts in general, to denigrate the
work done in the field, but to attempt an application of clearly formulated methods within a
specific theoretical stance and specified framing assumptions to a familiar database in the
hope of learning more about how ships were constructed in the earlier periods of Aegean
history.
This necessitatesa critical confrontation with the bibliography.
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6. Cf. Wedde forthc.: Chapter One.
7. The exclusion of the deck as a primary typological feature is valid only in terms of the problems
involved in the identification of decked craft in the representationaldata.
8. Abstraction must be made of the Egyptian material due to the entirely different conditions
c
were subjected. ~ ~ ~shipbuilding
~ i ais n
governing the navigation to which ~ i l o t i craft
essentially riverine, subsequently adapted to a maritime environment. Decks were adopted
early due to the nature of ~ b ~ ~ ship
t i a design
n
which did not provide a hold for goods.
9. Marinatos 1974:col.p1.9. Cf. also the seal Basch 1987:lOO C2.
10. Marinatos 1974:col.p1.7.
11. Basch 1987:142fig.298. On this ship, cf. Korres 1985.
12. A relationshipof causality (desire for forecastle enforcing a redesign) is not implied. The factors
leading to the radical change in the bow design were certainly more complex.
13. Cf., for instance, Louvre A528 (Basch 1987:166 fig. 336).
14. For the 7th c.: id.:193 figs 407-409; 6th c.: id.:207 fig.428,209-210 fig.434A-E, 21 1 fig.438.
15. ld.:171-173 figs 350,352,355,357.
16. For instance, id.:184 fig. 388,202-203 figs 421,424,205 fig. 425,207-208 fig. 428A-E, 208,
fig. 430,210 fig. 435,211 fig. 437 etc. The helmsman is frequently enclosed within a railing or
a screen.
17. The awning on the Akrotiri ships (Marinatos 1974:col.p1.9) do not require decking: the occupants
are seated on the thwarts. The near identical feature on the ships of the MH Kolonna krater
from Aigina (Siedentopf 1991:frontisp., pls 35-37) is to be interpreted in the same manner. The
reading of Basch 1986:424 (support for lances) constitutes the secondary function as indicated
by the Akrotiri vessels.
18. On the Skyros cluster, cf. Wedde forthc.:Section 2.9.
19. Basch 1987:148 fig. 31 1.
20. Dakoronia 1987:122 fig. 2. Considered decked, id.:119, 120.
21. Id.:fig.l. Considered decked, id.:118.
22. Basch 1987:142 fig. 295. Marinatos 1933:194 reads two fragmentary LM Ill sealings from
Knossos (Basch 1987:103 F2,104 F3) as decked craft. The curious Agia Triada model
(Johnston 1985:25 BA 15) has what appears to be a deck below the thwarts (Marinatos 1933:195).
23. ld.:178 fig. 374. On the date, the author follows Coldstream 1968:23,26,349. Cf. Wedde
1991B:n75. Kirk 1949:99 and Casson 1971:52 see a decked craft, contrary to
MorrisonNVilliams1968:31 and Basch 1987: 178-179.
24. Wedde 1991B, forthc.:Section 5.7. Casson 1971:51,55, Kirk 1949:lOO-108, Koster 19233788, Pernice 1892:293-294, Tzahou-Alexandri 1987:341 understand the Dipylon ships as
decked, Basch 1987:163-169, Gray 1974:84-90, Hockmann 1985:43, MorrisonMlilliams
1968:15-17 as undecked.
25. A short account of the author's stance is given in Wedde 1991B, summarized in id.
1996:145-147, and id.:forthc.: the traditional view postulating a combination of profile and plan
views, and, therefore, reading the Dipylon ships as single-level ignores substantial evidence
which undermines the foundation for such a conce~tion(treatment of chariots. biers. shrouds).
A major methodological, historiographical, and interpretational study is in predaration.
26. Usefully and comprehensible illustrated by Basch 1987:166-175.
27. ld.:166 figs 333-335.
28. ld.:172-173 figs 354-359.
29. A deck is indicated by id.:166-167 figs 336-337, 172 fig.356, possibly also by 173 fig.357.
30. /d.:182-183 figs 384-385.
31. ld.:183 fig.386.
32. ld.:184 figs 387-388. Cf. Tzahou-Alexandri 1987:343.
33. Basch 1987:208 fig. 429,222 fig. 463,226 fig. 4708,238 figs 498,499,240 figs 501-504.
Possibly also 21 1 figs 437,438,227 fig.472.
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34. Kalligas 1987:83 fig. 1.
35. Pyrgos: two thin parallel horizontal lines with semi-circles attached to and filling the distance
betweenthem; Toumba: three thin parallel horizontal lines; Dipylon: three parallel horizontal
lines, the central substantially thicker.
36. Tzahou-Alexandri 1987:360-361 figs 23-24.
37. 1d.:339.
38. Koster 1923:92. Casson 1971:83 and n33 derives 9pavinlq from 8pfivuq (stool), Wallinga
1993:44 and n40 from Bpdvoq (bench).
39. Basch 1987:177fig.372. For the date, Transitional MG II/LG I, cf. Coldstream 1968:22.
Cf. Wedde 1991B:nn75-76.
40. The Eleusis vessel raises the specter of artists adding warriors to any craft, whether decked or
not. Although major incongruencies may be ruled out-through reference to the contextual
beholder's abilitv to read the imaae far better than the modern scholar, it should be underlined
that the interpreiative process isalways at mercy to the vagaries of the individual artist. This
fact renders it imperative that all statements be placed within the larger framework of clusters
and evolution, and not refer to single instances.
41. Kirk 1949:96-97 considers the Eleusis ship, along with the two Anavyssos vessels (Basch
1987:176 figs 368-369) as decked. Casson 1971:52 concurs on the Eleusis craft.
MorrisonNVilliams 1968:32 and Basch 1987:175-176 make no mention of a deck.
42. ld.:177 fig.373.
43. Not decked: MorrisonNVilliams 1968:33.
44. Basch 1987: 171 fig.371.
45. Hood 1967:84 reads an upper and lower deck (i.e. a two-level, decked craft).
46. Basch 1987:202 fig.421.
47. Decked: Kirk 1949:119, Delivorrias 1987:165 nr 62. Not decked: MorrisonNVilliams 1968:7374 Arch 2, Basch 1987:202-203.
48. Greenhalgh 1973:50 fig.35,58 fig.37,70 fig.43,72 fig.44. The second and third examples
depict large shields. Generally, the shield covers the body from the shoulder to the knees, as
on Buschor 1969:30-31 figs 34-36,56 fig.62,60 fig.66,71 fig.78. On the ship to the right on the
Aristonothos krater, the warriors carry shields comparable to those of the Sounion soldiers in
the reading proposed here.
49. Cf., for example, Thessaloniki 1988:cat.nr 155.
50. Basch 1987:203 figs 422,423, Brann 1962:p1.22.383. The first sherd lacks the rails, thus being
irrelevant. The second places rowers at the railing, showing no traces of being decked. The
third is broken at the crucial point, but depicts a row of hoplites with their shields immediately
above the rail, as on the Sounion plaque.
51. Basch 1987:203 fig.424.
52. ld.241 figs 506-508.
53. Kirk 1949:121-122suggests a deck on a higher level, and claims that "this ship looks unusually
seaworthy".
54. Basch 1987:233 fig. 482.
55. Cf. Kirk 1949:121, MorrisonICoates 1986:25 (but contrast 27), 28. MorrisonNVilliams 1968:80-81
see neither as decked, Basch 1987:233 the right ship as decked, the left as undecked, but his
arguments should be contrasted with id.:171.
56. /d.:172-173 figs 354-359.
57. The disappearance of the deck from moneres and dieres in the 6th c. is probably connectedwith the
appearance of the trieres (the date constitutestoo large an issue to be adequatelytreated here),
which superceededthe smaller vessels in their purely military function. Cf., however, the "Argonon
the metopefrom the SikyonianTreasury at Delphi (Basch 1987:240fig. 501): Orpheus and Littos
stand on a deck (as suggested by Themelis 1981:32) which stretches into the area occupied by the
rowers. On this vessel, cf. Salviat 1984 (althoughthe question of a deck is not raised).
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58. Basch 1987:227 fig. 472.
59. ld.:221 fig.461.
60. ld.:175 (Eleusis 741), 176 (Copenhagen 1628) argues for a mere (and unlikely) decorative
function for the lines.
61. ld.:176 fig.368; not lost, as Tzahou-Alexandri 1987:353 fig.4 and Tzahou-AlexandriISpathari
1987:79 nr 42 (exhibited) indicate.
62. The sherd from Phylakopi NM 12099 (Atkinson etal.1904:pl.XXX11.12) indicates the crew by
vertical strokes, whereas the sherd Akropolis AP2655 has incompletely drawn frames. The
author is grateful for access to the drawings of Dr P.A.Mountjoy for these two documents.
63. Kirk 1949:118, 116considers it, and the Phylakopi ships (Basch 1987:147 fig.307) decked (cf.
also Marinatos 1933:194), although thereby contradicting his statement (p.117) that the
Enkomi ships are the sole decked ships of the Bronze Age. MorrisonNVilliams 1968:8 reject a
reading as decked for the Tragana ship.
64. Basch 1987:145 fig.303.
65. Depictions of recognizablewales are exceedingly rare, when not non-existant, in the Bronze
Age ship imagery of the Aegean.
66. Id.: 174 fig. 360.
67. Cf. also the Louvre fragment A536 (id.:fig.363, incomplete illustration).
68. ld.:175 fig. 362.
69. It must remain entirely open whether the same argument can be applied to the Skyros ship to
read the second line as a gunwale with omitted struts, or even a deck, the latter on the strength
of the decked Enkomi and Pyrgos Livanaton ships which form the bulk of the cluster to which
the Skyros ship belongs.
70. Thoukydides 1.14.3, Ploutarkhos, Life of Kimon 12.2.
71. The effect could gradually resemble some modern reconstructions offered for the ships of King
Luli, cf. Landstrom 1961:32-33. That particular reconstruction for the Luli ships (and that of
A.Salonen, cf. Basch 1987:317 fig.667) is rejected by Basch 1987:318 fig.671, ASleeswyk
this volume.
72. This does not occur until the ships of King Luli, c.700 BC. The author would argue that the
Phoenicians improved upon a Greek design, thus endowing multiple level ships with serious
viability.
73. Further decked craft: Basch 1987:182 fig. 382, 164 fig. 328,227 fig. 473,248 fig. 524,249 fig.
526,411 figs 878,879.
74. An attempt to place the development of the Mycenaean ship into its historical context is being
prepared by the author. Cf. also Wedde 1996.
75. The same dichotomy can be observed in King Luli's fleet: Basch 1987:313-314,figs 659-660.
76. Cf. Casson 1971:53-57, Coates 1987:lll-113.
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Tragana (drawing by author from Korres 1985:200, with reconstruction of stempost).
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Aristonothos krater, left ship (id.:233 fig. 482 left).
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Aristonothos krater, right ship (id. right).
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